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1 POLICY DESIGN AND DECISION-MAKING
Integrating Systems Design and Behavioral Science to Address a Public Sector Challenge from Within
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Abstract Many current public sector challenges are characterized by layers of complexity; to address them, no single discipline or approach would be sufficient. Systemic design -the marriage of systems thinking and design thinking- has been identified as one promising avenue for tackling complexity. In the case of complex societal issues where human behaviour is at the core, we propose leveraging behavioural science within a systemic design framework. This paper outlines a case study of a systemic design project undertaken by Employment and Social Development Canada on an education savings incentive called the Canada Learning Bond. The project explored decision-making and perceptions of education, savings, and finances among families living on low incomes, and it demonstrates the practical application and value of systemic design and behavioural science in a public sector context.
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1. Introduction

Many public sector challenges are characterized by complex, intertwined sets of problems. With their emergent elements and high degrees of unpredictability (Buchanan, 1992; Glouberman & Zimmerman, 2002; Snyder, 2013), such problems cannot be simply addressed using conventional models and analytical techniques (Duit Galaz, Eckerberg, & Ebbesson, 2010). No single discipline, methodology, or problem-solving framework would be sufficient to address them (Jones, 2017; Snyder, 2013). To tackle such complex challenges, governments need to go beyond conventional methods; public servants need to be better equipped with innovative, adaptive tools and techniques that foster active collaborations to offer more holistic, systemic approaches to problem-solving.

In light of this need, we see the emergence of public sector innovation labs that bring together multidisciplinary teams to experiment with new approaches to problem-solving. In the Government of Canada, the Innovation Lab in Employment and Social Development Canada (ESDC) was established to engage with Canadians, stakeholders, and internal clients to gather new insights and fuel collaborative conversations to develop and experiment with new approaches that are responsive to the needs of Canadians.

This paper outlines a case study of a project undertaken by ESDC on an education savings incentive called the Canada Learning Bond (CLB). The project explored decision-making and perceptions of education, savings, and finances among families living on low incomes. To tackle the complex nature of these issues, the project incorporated a range of methods from systemic design and behavioural science, and also drew upon theory of change, an approach from program evaluation. This unique combination of methods creates a compelling case study in public sector design. In reflecting on this experience, we would highlight learning around the mixed-methods research approach, the interactions of these methods, and how this impacted the process and insights gained during the project. In the next sections, we first provide an overview of systemic design and behavioural science - two research approaches that have recently been co-located within the Lab at ESDC with the expressed intent to integrate these methodologies - and then we present the case study on the CLB.

1.1. Systemic Design

A marriage of systems thinking and design thinking, systemic design has been identified as one way to tackle complex policy challenges (Conway, Master, & Therold, 2017; Jones, 2017). Systems thinking seeks to understand the complexity of cause and effect dynamics by visualizing how these dynamics are part of a larger inter-connected system. By broadening the boundaries and surfacing deeper problems, systems thinking can identify new and strategic opportunities in a problem space and lead to a better understanding of side-effects and unintended consequences of a given intervention (Senge, Smith, Kruschwitz, Laur, Schley, 2008).

Design thinking is an exploratory problem-solving approach with a bias for action (Camacho, 2016). The Lab has built on the classic double diamond approach developed by the Design Council (2013).
Like many labs, ESDC’s approach (see Figure 1) places an emphasis on exploration to identify the right problem, idea generation, and iterative prototyping and testing of ideas to land on the right solution. Design thinking derives its inspiration from the experience of the “end-user”, the person who will ultimately use a service or product – an approach that can stand in contrast to traditional expert-driven policy-making (Design Council, 2013). Design thinking prioritizes putting concrete prototypes into the world, which are tested with end-users to ensure that the proposed solution has traction on the ground. This approach is intended to enable new ideas to be tested in an incremental iterative fashion to gather data on uncertainties of the proposed solutions before committing to the costs of a large-scale roll out.

**Figure 1.** ESDC Lab’s design thinking process.

Both design thinking and systems thinking share a commitment to leverage the knowledge and perspective of diverse actors to better understand what is happening on the ground to identify opportunities that will work. By bringing together the holistic approach of systems thinking with design thinking and its bias to testing and iteration, systemic design seeks to develop more robust solutions at the right scale (Jones, 2014).

### 1.2. The Value of Integrating Behavioural Science with Systemic Design

Over the past few decades, social and behavioural sciences, such as psychology, cognitive science, and behavioural economics have substantially advanced our understanding of human behaviour and decision-making. Insights emerging from these areas offer a significant opportunity for policy makers to understand people’s actual experiences and behaviours in relation to policies, programs, and
services. Research in these areas does not just describe the ‘what’ of human behaviour, but has continually advanced its techniques to explore the ‘why’ underlying those behavioural patterns and to gain a thorough understanding of the cultural and situational factors that influence behaviour. There has been growing interest in applying behavioural science to address policy challenges (Sanders, Snijders, & Hallsworth, 2018; Whitehead, Jones, Howell, Lilley, & Pykett, 2014). But to date, most of its applications to public policy have been limited in scope, focusing on individual behaviours. Indeed, this has been one of the major critiques of the field (Sanders et al., 2018). However, the potential for applying behavioural sciences within more holistic frameworks to address more complex policy challenges has been recognized as a necessary and valuable avenue for the field moving forward (Sanders et al., 2018).

As acknowledged earlier, no single discipline offers a silver bullet to address complex problems. Thus, relying on existing theoretical models and methods in behavioural sciences alone would not be sufficient for addressing complex problems (Duit et al., 2010; Spencer, 2018); however, leveraging existing knowledge and methods from behavioural science within a systemic design framework offers a unique opportunity for tackling complex problems where human behaviour plays a substantial role. When applying systems thinking to issues involving the natural environment, this work tends to be informed by our knowledge of the natural sciences. Likewise, when applying systems thinking to wicked societal problems in which human behaviour is at the core, knowledge from behavioural science can be leveraged to ensure that the models we develop reflect a realistic view of how people think, feel, and behave in given situational contexts. This requires active interdisciplinary collaborations, built on in-depth understanding, rather than mere borrowing (Dorst, 2017). In the next section, we present ESDC’s case study on the CLB, demonstrating the value of collaborations leveraging systemic design and behavioural science together in a public sector context.

2. Case Study: The Canada Learning Bond Project at Employment and Social Development Canada

The CLB project is a systemic design project that was born out of behavioural science trials. The integration of behavioural science and systemic design continued to characterize this project as it unfolded, highlighting the complementarity of these two disciplines in driving public sector change from within.

The Government of Canada encourages the use of Registered Education Savings Plans (RESP) to save for the post-secondary education of a child. This includes the CLB, an income-tested education savings incentive available for eligible children from families living with lower incomes (ESDC, 2015; Parkin, 2016). When a parent goes to a RESP promoter and opens an RESP for their eligible child, the government will deposit money in the account towards the child’s post-secondary education. It provides an initial payment of $500 into the RESP plus an additional $100 for each year of eligibility to a maximum $2,000. No personal contributions are required to receive the CLB. As of 2017 take-up
was 36.5%, with 1.9 million children that have yet to receive it. The Government of Canada also offers another incentive for those who save money in RESPs called the Canada Education Savings Grant. Unlike the CLB, this incentive is available to eligible children who have RESPs regardless of their family income, but it is conditional upon money being saved in the RESP. Subscribers face many decisions: the RESP promoter, the RESP product, and investment options.

As an initial attempt to address low take-up of the CLB, the program turned to behavioural science trials. Different variants of the letter sent to eligible families were designed based on general insights from behavioural science literature, and the effectiveness of each of these letters was assessed in a series of randomized controlled trials (ESDC, 2017). The results indicated that sending letters to parents of eligible children resulted in a statistically significant but modest increase in program take-up. Simple changes to the messaging around the CLB did not seem to have a large impact, and in some cases, some of the new messaging techniques seemed to reduce, rather than increase, program take-up.

While the problem initially appeared at the surface to be a simple one of awareness, taking this client-centred approach revealed its complexity and the need for a more holistic approach. With this recognition, the CLB systemic design project was launched, championing a way to better understand the lived experience of Canadians, which we outline in the next section.

2.1. Research Approach

Within ESDC, the Canada Education Savings Program (CESP) is responsible for delivering the CLB. In the CLB project, CESP and the ESDC Innovation Lab partnered on a journey to understand the needs of Canadians living with low income, to help increase the uptake of the CLB. As part of this, program employees were embedded within the Lab team, in order to have an organizational bridge to support the implementation of ideas.

In the CLB project, the team sought to better understand the dynamics underlying the results of the letter trials, with a focus on the broader context of education, decision-making, and savings in families living with low income, adopting a systems-level approach, which enabled us to explore the many individual-level and system-level factors that are entwined with parents’ willingness and ability to save for their children’s education.

At the early stages of research and problem identification, the team held conversations to develop a common understanding of what we think we know, including evidence from relevant behavioural science findings captured using discussion cards. A key outcome of these conversations was the identification of assumptions held within the organization and externally, and an analysis of weak

---

2 A randomized controlled trial is a research method used often in social/behavioural science to assess the causal impact of introducing variants of interventions (in this case, letter variations) on outcomes of interest (CLB uptake).
assumptions and strong assumptions. It is common when dealing with programs that tackle complex social issues for different actors to have different assumptions, and different narratives of how and why a program works (Weiss, 1995). Some people talked about the CLB as a benefit that should be easily accessible for everyone, reflecting the objective of equitable attainment of post-secondary education. Others spoke of it as a savings incentive or even talked about RESPs as an investment product, which reflects a perspective of the program as a savings incentive for those that are in a position to save.

By surfacing these narratives, and the assumptions embedded in them, the team was able to tease apart expectations and lines of reasoning. As part of this, the team conducted a theory of change analysis to make explicit the assumptions embedded within the design of the program itself (Weiss, 1995). Theory of change is typically an evaluation approach, and is often described as “a logic model on steroids” (Patton, McKegg, & Wehipeihana, p. 170). Logic models articulate how a program will have its intended outcome. Theory of change augments this by identifying the cause and effect hypotheses that implicitly lie between early efforts (inputs, activities, and outputs) and longer-term outcomes. The theory of change analysis included an examination of the evidence pertaining to the assumptions of causation in the program, and identifying contextual variables. The theory of change helped focus the inquiry by identifying which assumptions in the program design are well supported by existing literature and which could benefit from further exploration. It also directly informed the level of analysis of the systems map, by rooting the analysis in the ultimate outcomes of the program, which is the attainment of post-secondary education of the child, rather than, for instance, the opening of an RESP.

The problem exploration phase included the co-development of a systems map to ground the systems analysis. The team engaged key stakeholders to leverage system-wide knowledge and insights in a participatory systems mapping exercise (for details on a similar approach, see Sedlacko, Martinuzzi, Røpke, Videira, & Antunes, 2014). Systems mapping enabled the team to ground the inquiry in a broad context by mapping the various factors that contribute to children’s post-secondary education attainment. This expansion of the frame of inquiry enabled an exploration of root causes to better understand and consider factors and ideas that traverse program and jurisdictional boundaries, enabling us to identify ideas at this higher-level scale of problem-solving. The map centered on the child, around three essential conditions for post-secondary education attainment: motivation, capability, and opportunity (See Figure 2). These key conditions were identified based on a behavioural science framework called “The Behavioural Change
Wheel” (Michie, Atkins, & West, 2014) and they provided a coherent framework for the map, enabling us to identify leverage points that are directly tied to behavioural outcomes – but no easy answers. Putting the child at the centre kept us focused on the larger systemic issues. Leverage points identified through this process included friends and families, trust in the system, the affordability of education, the financial capability to save, seeing the path ahead, community support, parental life-long learning, informational needs, and financial literacy.

Developing the systems map was not easy, reflecting the complexity of the issue, which spans motivations of parents and children (and even earlier generations), phases of childhood development over the course of 18 years, and the evolution of family dynamics and economic status over that same period. These complexities were timely reminders of the need to be humble in the face of a difficult challenge.

Understanding the challenge required working closely with a broad variety of actors in the system, most importantly end-users: Canadian families living with low income. The team travelled to multiple locations across the country ensuring that a diversity of end-users was reflected. We met single mothers, underemployed parents, grandparents, as well as youth and children. We interviewed people where they felt most comfortable: sometimes in community centers and other public spaces, while others welcomed us into their own homes where we were able to have our conversations over dinner. We talked to Canadians living in rural, as well as urban, communities and visited First Nations. We also ran workshops with parents and youth using a gamified approach called Welcome to My World (Gray, Brown, & Macanufo, 2010) to facilitate conversations surrounding education, decision-making, and savings; and an adapted game of Chutes and Ladders to discuss barriers and enablers to educational attainment.

2.2. Insights

Exploring the program through systems mapping and fieldwork revealed useful design insights:

1. Awareness of the CLB is an issue.
Clients need to be better informed about what is available to them. Many of the parents that we spoke with were not aware of the CLB, but when it was explained to them, they wanted it for their children. A single channel (e.g., one or several letters sent to families) was not enough for most. Increasing awareness requires the use of diverse methods of outreach and touchpoints to reach parents, children, and potential influencers in the system, including community outreach and social media.

2. Promoting the CLB requires a multi-sectoral effort.
We spoke to a wide range of community organizations that see a need to support parents in their journey. They tend to promote the CLB as a benefit (vs. an education savings incentive). Many parents needed help with the sign-up process for an RESP from community organizations. We also spoke to potential influencers in the system such as social workers and teachers; most had never
heard of the CLB before.

3. *It’s complicated: the messaging, choices, and process can be overwhelming.*

As people navigated through the journey to get the CLB, they encountered different layers of complexity: in the messaging, the choices presented to them, and the process of opening an RESP and requesting the CLB. Much of the complexity is associated with the requirements of the RESP mechanism, which requires clients to enter into a financial relationship with a RESP promoter.

4. *Parents need to feel safe when investing for their children.*

The CLB’s link to an investment vehicle affects the conditions that shape the decision-making context. It raises considerations about how people are informed and how the program design takes account of the distinct behavioural and psychological characteristics associated with living in low income. We heard about financial risk that ranged from losing money that was invested, to committing to locked-in, monthly contributions. Parental emotions can also factor into financial risks; parents often expressed that their calculations around education savings were connected to feelings of love and guilt, and these emotions can also create vulnerabilities when making financial decisions.

5. *Aspiration is not enough. The systemic barriers to education are too hard for some families to overcome alone.*

The systemic barriers to education are too hard for some families to overcome alone. The majority of the parents we spoke with were passionate about their children pursuing post-secondary education, even if the parents themselves had not found their own way to it. However, aspiration for higher education or a ‘better’ life is not enough. Many other conditions are needed -besides money- for educational attainment to be possible. Many challenges stand in the way including geography, disability, illness, academic achievement, the stigma of living in poverty, and experiences of racism.

6. *People aren’t finding their path in life. This is resulting in lost potential for themselves and Canadian society.*

Some parents have not finished their own education and cannot see a future path for themselves, let alone for their children. The pressures of early pregnancy and child-rearing (for men and women) make it difficult for some to role-model educational attainment and career success within the family.

7. *The needs of the present compete with the needs of the future.*

Some low-income families are in survival mode, struggling to survive their present circumstances. With imminent short-term needs consuming their attention, it is incredibly difficult (mentally and physically) for them to plan or save for the distant future.

8. *For some, avoiding the embarrassment of asking for help takes precedence over thinking about the future.*

Topics such as finances, education, and career development/upskilling are closely intertwined with
identity and emotional wellbeing. Conversations around these topics can cause discomfort and vulnerability in many teens and parents. Those who are most vulnerable, experiencing mental health issues or addiction, may avoid asking community support services for help with navigating the system.

9. **Foundational identification, which is required for accessing the CLB, is also necessary for full participation in society.**

Access to ID is a significant barrier for some, particularly Indigenous Peoples. While the Federal Government does not require fees, at the provincial level there is a cost to applying for a birth certificate, which can make the difference in access for low income families. ID unlocks access to the CLB but also other life milestones, such as driving and employment.

Taken together, these nine insights helped uncover the problem spaces to focus on. The team identified three design criteria we used to evaluate ideas: increasing awareness, increasing ease of access, and increasing financial security. Additionally, we identified that the circumstances facing some Canadians make it challenging for them to even consider education and education savings. We asked ourselves: what else could we do for people in this situation?

The team developed a number of solutions that had been identified in the workshop process, some incremental and some transformative, and conducted some initial testing. Thus far, this has included concept testing with stakeholders as well as randomized controlled trials in regularly-scheduled letters testing new language and addressing areas of complexity and uncertainty that were identified in the qualitative research. Further testing and iteration is needed for more intricate ideas that have been developed to see whether they could trigger the desired changes in the system.

### 3.0 Discussion and Conclusions

This paper outlined the journey of the Innovation Lab, demonstrating how leveraging behavioural science within a systemic design framework can deepen our understanding of complex public sector challenges, and create opportunities for addressing them from within.

The use of mixed-methods provided a rudder to the inquiry – with findings from quantitative and qualitative research approaches mutually reinforcing each other and providing new directions for the study as it evolved. We did not follow a preset course, but rather responded to what we were hearing. The team continually experimented with ways to actively engage with insights from behavioural science along the way; an avenue that can still be further explored in future work. Having a diverse team with different disciplinary backgrounds immersed in the challenge was necessary to lay the ground for this agile use of mixed-methods.

Similarly, the theory of change analysis may not be typically used in systemic design, but integrating it added clarity and rigor to the analysis of assumptions and would be recommended for future
research as part of the systemic design toolkit. Both the theory of change and systems mapping approaches directly impacted the framing of the problem spaces, allowing for a deeper understanding of the problem and outlining the necessary and sufficient conditions for long-term change. The systems map highlighted this bigger picture narrative, while keeping the essential conditions for behavioural change in perspective as we explored options.

By integrating tools and methods from design thinking, systems thinking, and behavioural science, ESDC championed a holistic approach to understanding the needs of Canadians within the Government of Canada. Engaging with the lived experience of Canadians provides a breadth of learning that provides holistic insights that can support policy, program development, and service delivery. Senge and colleagues (2008) wisely note that successful collaboration is easier to espouse than achieve. This project continues to provide lessons on how to best engage partners across a vast country like Canada – “getting the system in the room” (Senge et al., 2008, p. 234), while ensuring respectful partnerships, humility, and open communication, without over-burdening communities. A sustainable and ethical innovation strategy has emerged from our work and continues to evolve.

The experience of leading a design-based innovation process from within the Government of Canada, in close collaboration with those directly responsible for program delivery, has yielded many lessons in driving change from within. The ability of systemic design to spark innovation and support meaningful change within government can be shaped by deliberate attention to active multidisciplinary collaboration, respectful negotiation, and mobilization of leadership. Importantly, systemic design is ideally suited for identifying opportunities that cut across traditional organizational boundaries. Successful implementation of such ideas requires collaboration and an expansive search for champions. In doing so, we see change. It is fostering a cultural change in our organization and has sparked conversation across government on how we understand our clients, their needs, and the prioritization of sustainable policy frameworks.
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**Abstract** Transport poverty and the associated, multiple levels of deprivation experienced by women is a wicked problem. Gender transport poverty in Low Middle Income Countries is an issue of longstanding concern but is one in which little headway seems to be made. The WEMOBILE project has used (auto) ethnographic and empathic design approaches to study gender transport poverty in Malaysia and Pakistan. The paper explores the insights provided from employing a systemic design lens to comprehend the structural barriers, systemic architecture of the problem, interconnections and linkages with other elements and factors, and the gaps which hinder the effectiveness of existing solutions, and secondly how such an approach may be used to (re)present issues around gender transport poverty in ways which can lead to policy and operational changes.
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1. Introduction

This section introduces the challenge in terms of UN goals, before discussing gender transport poverty, and how this is manifest. The aims of the WEMOBILE project are presented along with the methodology used to understand the effects of gender transport poverty. The second half of the paper looks at the application of systemic design thinking and how the diagrams could be used to represent issues to policy makers to effect sustainable change.

Women’s mobility has been recognized as a key issue by the United Nations. UN Goal 5 addresses gender equality along with the Millennium Development Goal 3, which aims to promote gender equality and empower women. Globally, women and girls continue to suffer discrimination and violence. Gender equality is not only a fundamental right but is also seen as necessary for a peaceful, prosperous and sustainable world.

Globally women do not enjoy the same mobility freedom as men. For example, women face more harassment on transport and in public spaces (e.g. Thompson, 1993; Osmond and Woodcock, 2015; Madan and Nalia, 2016), are more seriously affected by road rage (Gil, 2018), do not have their journeys adequately represented in future transport scenarios (CIVITAS, n/d), are underrepresented in STEM subjects (only 24% of women graduate from Science, Technology, Education and Mathematics) and in transport employment (with only 22% of the transport workforce being women in Europe). ‘Work arounds’ have included gender-segregated transport (e.g. Dunckel-Graglia, 2013; McLeod, 2018), zero tolerance of harassment on public transport, gender aware planning (Rakodi, 1999) and products designed to increase attention to the aggressor (Saul, 2017).

UN Goal 11 relates to the need to make cities inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable. It is predicted that by 2030, 5 billion people will live in cities. Cities need efficient urban planning and management. Currently cities are not coping with rapid urbanisation and related problems of sanitation, transport and pollution. Women are key drivers in sustainable forms of transport.

Gender transport poverty is a wicked problem, which ‘cannot be adequately comprehended in isolation from the wider system in which they are part’ (Burns, 2017). Wicked problems (Rittel and Webber, 1973) are defined as social or cultural problems difficult or impossible to solve, for example, because of incomplete or contradictory knowledge, the number of people and opinions involved, the large economic burden, and the interconnectedness with other problems. An approach is needed to untangle wicked problems, such as gender transport poverty. This paper argues that systemic design research may provide this.

---

3 https://www.stemwomen.co.uk/blog/2018/03/useful-statistics-women-in-stem
5 Although no figures exist for Low middle-Income Countries, this is likely to be substantially less than 22% of women are in paid employment
6 https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/cities/
Mobility issues in Low-Middle Income Countries are systemically linked to socio-political and cultural problems. It is not just that women have to take longer, more expensive and inconvenient journey or are denied the ability to make that journey it is the wider implications of this e.g. stress of managing unintegrated journeys, ill health caused by exposure to high levels of pollution whilst walking, injuries sustained while riding side-saddle on motorbikes or by trapped clothing on vehicles. These are systemic issues. The Centre of Economic Research Pakistan survey found that nearly 30% of respondents considered it “extremely unsafe” for women to walk in their neighbourhood,” and around 70% of male respondents discouraged “female family members from taking public wagon services” (Sajjad et al., 2017). The gender gap in policy designers and transport service providers means that women transport users in LMICs not only do not have a voice, but that there is an urgent need to find new ways of presenting their problems to increase not only gender sensitive transport planning but also to provide methods and information for more human-centred approached to the development of sustainable transport systems.

2. The WeMobile project

WEMOBILE (https://womenmobility.com/) (funded by 18 months by the AHRC (UK) under the Global Network fund) is a collaborative, international project between UK, Pakistan, Malaysia which aims to use empathic and participatory design approaches to enable policy designers and other stakeholders to understand women’s mobility problems in LMICs. It aims to capture and (re)present the problems women in LMICs face in their everyday travel. Whilst all sectors of society may face such problems, the burden of women is disproportionately higher as they earn less and take on multiple roles (e.g. wage earner, housekeeper and care giver).

The overall goals of WEMOBILE are:

- To raise awareness of barriers to women’s mobility and the effects of this e.g. in terms of access to employment and other opportunities and in relation to quality of life.
- To foster research co-operation between Malaysia, Pakistan and UK in addressing issues relating to barriers to women’s mobility in order to provide a foundation for future research applications.
- To share and exchange knowledge.
- To act as a catalyst for integrating national work in each country, adding value and weight to the voices of local, national and international organisations.
- To support early career researchers.

In terms of methodology, the objectives have been met through targeted workshops in Malaysia and Pakistan; small scale empathic and co-design activities with female transport users in each country to provide culturally specific, authentic experiences of mobility problems faced by women and context specifics concept solutions and recommendations.
2.1. Systemic design applied to gender transport poverty

Designers have been addressing wicked problems for decades – not only in terms of design of artefacts but also in terms of the design methods, questioning and engagement with multi stakeholders. In the debates (e.g. around problems of ageing, sustainable energy and transport) design provides a ‘practical problem-solving epistemology’ (Jones, 2014). Cross (2001) explained:

“So we might conclude that design science refers to an explicitly organised, rational and wholly systematic approach to design; not just the utilisation of scientific knowledge of artefacts, but design in some sense a scientific activity itself.’

The WeMobile project draws together designers, planners and ergonomists using design research methods to understand the lived experienced of female travelers in Pakistan and Malaysia (as representative LMICs. The five principles of systemic design practice as outlined by Jones (2014) has led us to the following conclusions for Pakistan:

1. There is some understanding of women’s mobility problems
2. Piecemeal solutions have been attempted
3. There is (some willingness) to address gender transport poverty (but see some of the comments from the world café)
4. Dialogic processes and iterative inquiry are lacking. A structured approach is needed which enables all stakeholders to have a holistic view of the problem.
5. A holistic and inter-connected approach is lacking that leads to solutions resulting in creating new problems instead of solving old ones.
6. People are willing to support, contribute, and work towards improving mobility for women.

Systemic causal loop diagram (Gharajedaghi, 2011) can be constructed from literature and primary research and enable visualisations and interconnections to be made between concepts, elements, phenomenon, and stakeholders. They enable stakeholders to gain an overview and common understanding of the problem space and to see where interventions may be made. They also give an understanding of the relationship between two elements with a ‘+’ or a ‘-’ sign implying similar or inverse impact, respectively. The systemic causal loop diagram shown in Section 4 have been constructed from an analysis of the information provided in stakeholders workshops, interviews and ethnographic studies and represent both the barriers to transport and solutions which have been attempted to address these.

3. Women in Low-Middle Income Countries

Pakistan ranks 128 out of 182 on Human Development Index (2010), 124 out of 155 on Gender Development Index (2009) and 132 out of 134 on the Global Gender Gap Report (2009). The ILO stated that 'transport remains a neglected area among gender specialists and transport specialists are still reluctant to take on gender issues. Until this is done, the prospects for many women who live in areas characterized by poor physical accessibility and inadequate transport will remain poor’. The
network’s development is timely given recent initiatives in Pakistan. For example, the PAKSTRAN project looking at sustainable transport policy and mobility in rural access, with a special focus on gender; the ‘decent transport project pilot’ looking at safer public transport for women by the ILO; the Government of the Punjab’s planning department (TPU, established in 2011) has key objectives to develop ‘professionally’ prepared sustainable transport plans, with key guiding principles of transparency, equity, honesty and integrity. The development of transport master plans for cities such as Sheikhupura, Sahiwal and Karachi and intermodal transport provision has clear resonance with SUMPs being advocated across EU.

Malaysia ranked 111th (out of 145) on the Global Gender Gap Index for 2015, with an especially poor rating in the political arena. Although there has been an increase in women’s participation outside the home in which travelling plays an integral part. However, the complex journeys women are required to make in their familial, social and economic roles has not been addressed, whilst recognised as a key question has not been addressed in a concerted manner.

**Pakistan**

This paper focuses specifically on the data from Pakistan and WeMobile’s efforts to apply design research tools to understand and represent issues around gender transport poverty in ways, which will be actionable for transport policy officers and operators. While transport poverty has been conceptualized, measured and made a part of policy-making in many developed countries (Lucas, 2012), there have been no attempts to study it in developing countries such as Pakistan.

To have an overview of population and statistics, according to United Nations, “sixty per cent of the global population lives in Asia (4.4 billion)” (United Nations, n.d.). The 6th Population Housing Census of Pakistan (2017) shows the total population of Pakistan to be 207.7 million, with 106 million (51%) men, 101 million (49%) women, and 10,418 transgender persons. For the province of Punjab, there are approximately 1 million more men than women. For Lahore, where this study takes place, the 2017 census showed that this was the second most populous city, with an 11.1 million population.

In Punjab, the female Labour Force Participation Rate (LFPR) in 2014-15 was 27.8% as compared to the male LFPR of 69.4% (Punjab government, 2018). Hence, men have a higher literacy rate and higher participation in the Labour Force. Moreover, Punjab Gender Parity Report (2018) revealed that the total number of vehicles owned were 1,649,044 vehicles in 2017, out of which only “1% of vehicles were owned by women and 99% were owned by men.” The licences situation seems to be bleak as well. “While 5.2% of licences were issued to women, only 1% of women had a vehicle registered in their name”. These figures illustrate a gender gap in terms of ability to commute and employment across all sectors and in transportation.
To develop a more nuanced understanding of barriers to women’s mobility the WEMOBILE team conducted phenomenological interviews (Bevan, 2014) with multiple stakeholders, combining visual and auto ethnography (Schwartz, 1989; Marcus, 1995; Ellis, Adams and Bochner, 2011), hosted a one-day multi stakeholder world café (Brown, 2010) with transport users, operators and government officials using participatory approaches with participants to understand and characterise women’s journeys, and a focus group with representatives from civic, government, and academic sectors in Lahore. To address the shortage of data in Pakistan regarding women’s mobility a more quantitative on-line survey was also distributed in Lahore.

From the on-line survey in Lahore

The survey contained questions related to modal choices, expenditure, and satisfaction levels with ventilation, cleanliness, experience etc., and issues that might stop them from using transport. In total, 40 women and 7 men from Lahore responded to the survey. Their distribution across mode of transport is shown in Table 1. Most of the respondents were full-time employed 64% while 32% were students.
Table 1: Survey respondents use of transport to and from employment/education

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode of public transport</th>
<th>% of men using public transport</th>
<th>% of women using public transport</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bus</td>
<td>2.1%</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rickshaw</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qingqi</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Lahore, most of the female respondents did not own private vehicles and were therefore either dependent on public transport or other family members. This may explain why 21% women demanded more frequent buses while only 2% commented on this. Women spent 20%-40% of their income on travel, whereas men only spent 10%. There are incidents of sexual harassment that are perpetuated by fellow passengers (19%) and other road users (32%)(see Figure 3). This contributes to the higher level of dissatisfaction towards public transport, expressed by women.

![Figure 3: Harassment faced by women on different modes of transport](image)

Harassment typically takes the form of staring and lewd comments. Women also commonly reported touching/groping and being followed by a stranger. About 60% women and 28% men rated highly the importance of safer transport and cities, however 67% women admitted that they simply ignored the harassment while 27% women told their friends or family. The vehicle driver/ conductors were responsible for the harassment in 27.5% of the cases against women. This behaviour results in none of the respondents feeling safe walking to the bus stop after daylight.

A young girl while suggesting improvement in the present transport system, shared;

‘it’s the general sense of respect which should be created, creating more space in buses doesn’t makes sense as there is a need of space in brains.’
Another woman commented,

‘if I ever have to use public transport which is extremely rare, then the discomfort of the misogyny that surrounds us on the streets and public spaces.’

Additional comments illustrate that women were not only threatened by the attitudes of men but sometimes the social stigma their mobility created, with comments on ‘the narrow-mindedness in the society’ and the ‘social opinion of other women’. The top four worries for women in travelling to work/education were harassment, being late, and travel expense and time constraints. Here, the barriers included ‘household responsibilities’ and ‘wasted time’, which was caused by being dependent on others. In contrast, the top worries for men were the condition of roads and noisy traffic. Significantly, they did not mention safety issues or time constraints.

Results from the focus group

A moderated discussion took place between representatives of the Center of Economic Research in Pakistan, Women-on-Wheels initiative, civic sector, Careem (an on-demand taxi service, similar to Uber) and the local government. The focus group discussion included a panel discussion along with a symposium showcasing the projects, research, and efforts by government, various organizations and groups in Pakistan working to improve women’s mobility. The conversation in this focus group
revolved around sharing individual perspectives coming from different sectors and backgrounds, exploring the different barriers and challenges women face, and evaluating existing and brainstorming possible solutions for improvement in the future.

Highlights from the conversation:

“there is this taboo that women are facing in terms of using these private modes because of which they are 30% more likely than men to be using public transport....” - Program Manager at CERP

“Unfortunately, the fact is that the government has never taken these issues as seriously as they should have, where 48% of our population is women, where we mostly have them as you know, wives or sisters or daughters or mothers but the economic participation and to give them a prominent role in our society and on autonomy, there has never been an initiative...” - Salman Shahid, Director General Chief Minister’s Strategic Unit and initiator of Women on Wheels

“Government has taken some initiatives for women mobility such as the Pink buses that they introduced but unfortunately since they were “pink” buses, it didn’t turn out to be a very successful initiative. I think the local government and planning department should have female planners in them because the more female planners exist, the more women development would occur.” Farhana, Punjab Assembly representative

“My stance has always been that women-only services, women-only buses, women-only bus stops cannot be the only solution to move this society forward. We have this audience here, it’s a mixed audience and I hope all women here feel safe and secure and that’s how the rest of our country needs to be... Since women are more prone to use public transportation, Careem’s 80% base is women.” Experience manager, Careem.

Conclusions from the discussion:

1. An agreement on mobility being a significant challenge for women in Pakistan and has to be addressed at governmental, private, not-for-profit, and civic level.
2. Willingness from the different sectors to collaborate and work together to address the issues.
3. Increase in female representation in government and private sector helped bring forward women’s perspective. However, there is a dire need to have female representation in urban planning and strategic teams at private, public, and governmental levels.
4. Civic organizations play a crucial role in providing focused and targeted innovation for different communities and need to be supported.
5. All-women buses and only-women transportation modes, though having good intentions have failed to improve mobility.
Results from the discussions at the World Café

A Creative Café, also known as a World Café, is a collaborative workshop that brings together individuals who have experienced the issue and are well informed about it. By creating an engaging and democratic atmosphere, the Café promotes a space to co-create and co-design solutions for current and future issues, while ensuring the voices of all participants are heard equally (The world Café; Klaiman & Guadarrama, 2016). A creative café workshop was conducted in Lahore, with 20 participants who were working women, housewives, government representatives, and women rights activists. The discussion was conducted in groups based on four key areas: challenges/issues, their journeys, change over time in mobility, and possible solutions.
Key points which emerged from the conversations:

- Harassment of women on public transport is a major issue as pointed out by most participants.
- Challenges differ for different economic classes and in different geographic and economic regions.
- Middle to upper-middle class women choose to have their own cars because of the many challenges, which is expensive but comparatively safe and reliable.
- Women do not feel safe walking on the side of the roads.
- Significant planning for a trip is required, checking availability and financial constraints, which often leads to cancelling plans, leading to travel avoidance.

**Synthesis of barriers to women’s mobility**
Personas for Pakistan

The results from the various studies were used to create an understanding of mobility systems and structures using the ‘10 stages of women,’ which divides women into ten age groups. For each age group, the factors of mobility, barriers, primary occupations, and roles differ. Figure 1 below shows stages with their primary occupations and social expectations. This is important because it provides a much needed, culturally specific representation of women in Pakistan, which was lacking when we started the research. Moreover, since the mobility differs for women belonging to different economic class and financial backgrounds, this representation is of women belonging to the middle to upper-middle financial stature, which means annual family (not more than 2 kids) income of US$9000 and above. In most research this economic class is ignored and only the lower economic class is studied, however middle and upper middle class is an essential part of the economy of Pakistan. The 36.38% (Pakistan Bureau, 2018) of those who live in urban centres of Pakistan have female literacy ratio of 71% (2014-15) (2017 statistical, 2018).

![Figure 1. The 10 stages of women in Pakistan](image)

**Modes of transportation for all phases are:**

- Public transportation: buses primarily (no in-city trains available)
- Rideshare: Careem and Uber
- Private-public transportation: Rikshaw, Chingchi, Taxi
  - Private-personal transportation: Personal/Parent’s/Guardian’s cars or motorbikes
The stages divide into two main categories: dependant and self-sustaining phases. In the dependent phases, at the beginning of life, journeys are made to school/universities/offices, meet friends and family, and to attend events and gatherings. Toward the end of life, journeys are made for medical needs and to meet family and friends. The dependency falls on fathers, brothers, husbands, sons, and women in the self-sustaining years of their lives.

Mobility barriers for the dependent phase include:

- High dependency on others, which limits freedom and independence and thus their exposure and growth. Same aged males have a fair amount of independence to walk to destinations, socialize with friends on the streets or play outside the house.
- Exposure to unsafe modes of transportation: harassment, rape, discomfort, kidnapping and human trafficking and murder.
- Unable to walk or bicycle on the streets due to cultural and societal norms.

Mobility barriers for self-sustaining phase:

For the self-sustaining phase, it is not implied that women are entirely independent and live a self-sustaining life; instead it means that these women have the choice, and opportunity to do so, accepting the caveats and risks. Women can legally drive and can choose to buy their own cars. They can get a paid job outside home and chose to live independently in a hostel, apartment, or house. However, societal expectation suggests that they get married and preferably move in with their spouse or spouses’ families. Those women, who don’t own personal vehicles, depend on their fathers, husbands, brothers, sons, and other women who can drive and have a car for mobility.

Harassment on buses, bus stops, and while walking on the roads was reported to be the biggest barrier. Tayyaba, a motorcyclist and founder of Rides and Miles (female motorcyclist training academy), who was a part of the focus group shared that

“I was riding my bike yesterday and two boys were crossing me and cat-called on me saying, “Darling, where are you going?”... Harassment is a big issue in Pakistan, especially if you are travelling on a bike. In my routine life, if I go out of my home twice or thrice, I face harassment twice or thrice too, whether it’s through words or eyes.”

Other challenges include:

- Safety concerns due to cases of kidnapping, theft, acid attacks, and murder.
- Expensive of private vehicle ownership.
- For women with kids, the age of children defines their mobility. Having an infant might make it almost impossible to leave the house unless there is help such as a driver and a car.
- If the family has one car, the preference is often given to the husband or father as they are considered the breadwinners and finance providers.
- Most places are inaccessible to take baby strollers and therefore restricts.
• Influences of the dual role of women in terms of earners and domestic workers. No matter what kind of work they do, they are expected to fulfil all responsibilities of the house.
• Most offices do not have day care centres forcing women to either leave the job or take a leave of absence.
• Inappropriate attitude of male drivers towards female drivers.
• Most car repair workshops are not female friendly and do not have any female representation, thus making female car owners depend on men in their house for car repairs.

![Figure 8](image)

**Figure 8:** Characteristics of the self-sustaining phase, broken down across journey stages

Figure 8 shows the characteristics of the self-sustaining phase in terms of transportation options, barriers, and leverage points. In most cases, women require more time to plan for their trip (shown by survey results, focus group, and creative café responses), which causes inconvenience and discourages them to go out at all. It also results in cancelling plans or meetings. Planning includes: making sure the car is not used by anyone else in the house so that they can use it (in the case of one family car); making sure they have money if the option available is rideshare (Careem or Uber); waiting for the rideshare or rikshaw driver to show up to pick them; and ensuring it is not a late night plan because most women do not feel safe travelling in public transport or using rideshare at night. Planning also means making sure they have figured out the mode, time, and route to return home.
4. Systemic Synthesis

The systemic synthesis aids in configuring the interconnections and linkages of the 10 stages of women with the cause and effect cycles they go through, government support, and gaps in the system. It helps policy makers see the narrative from the women’s perspective in connection with the solutions they provide and the gaps that exist in meeting the needs. The maps give a brief overview of two to three main gaps; however, they can be expanded to incorporate more elements.

Figure 9. Systems causal loop diagram linking the 10 stages of women and the issues they face.

The women in the self-sustaining phase, aged 18-68, are the focus and have two ways of looking at mobility: being dependent on others and external modes of transportations such as buses, Careem, Rikshaw, family car, or can be independent by having their own vehicle. The more dependence they have on other modes, the more time it takes to plan the journeys and ensure availability. The concept of everyone owning their own vehicles is not advisable since it will have a negative impact on the environment; however, this is a synthesis of findings showing a pattern in the existing circumstances.

Women face barriers and challenges whether using their own vehicle or using other modes of transport. In case of buses, rikshaws, family car, or other third-party modes of transportation, as discussed earlier, she faces harassment, time delays, longer wait periods, uncertainty, and fear. In case of her own vehicle, she faces discrimination and harassment on the road (by other drivers on the road especially male), affords higher expenses, and fears vehicle theft and her own safety.
If we look at the ‘can’t drive’ cycle, which is a balancing loop, the more the woman experiences problems and issues with external modes of transportation, the more they begin to appreciate having their own vehicle. At this stage, women who can stretch their finances and afford a vehicle will acquire one. However, some women can never get out of this vicious cycle due to limited financial resources to afford one. Careem and Uber do offer great support in this scenario.

In the case of ‘can drive’ cycle, when the woman faces challenges and issues, she either learns to tackle them by finding strategies such as not slowing down when driving late night, using window blinds so that others cannot see if it is a female driver; or develops a sense of fear and insecurity. In the latter case, if some women experience traumatic incidents or accidents, they give up driving. Listening about these experiences also might discourage other women from learning how to drive or get their own vehicles.

There is no option of being able to walk or bicycle. Walking on the roads is the most unsafe and uncomfortable options for any woman, therefore, most would avoid it unless walking in marketplaces or malls or highly necessary. Since walking is not a default option for women, unlike in other countries, they cannot leverage the ease or health benefits of it.

Figure 10. Systems causal loop diagram suggesting 2 main gaps that government and not-for-profit sector needs to address.
Government interventions are made in the area of public transport facilities as figure 11 shows. The government tried providing pink buses (women only) that failed. To help with enabling women to travel safely they also supported projects such as safe cities, women on wheels, however, the role is limited. The biggest gap in these interventions is the disconnect with other gender related issues associated with mobility as the diagram points out e.g. bus services are improved but harassment issues are not addressed, and more buses are added but the end-to-end routes are not available leading to massive disconnects making public transport unreliable.

There are disconnects in the interventions by the three sectors i.e. private, public, and government due to lack of collaborations and discrediting each other’s work instead of building upon it. The not-for-profit sector tries to intervene in the issues of harassment and safety by doing awareness campaigns, research projects, and raising a voice against them. However, it can only be made more effective if the government steps in and incorporates it in their plans and work.

The ‘can drive’ loop has no significant interventions by the government. There is an established helpline for women in Punjab, which is not highly active and provides with basic help such as connecting with police or support nearby. Government also introduced female traffic police, however, it failed miserably and was stopped.

“It was very difficult to stand on the roads and manage the traffic. People wouldn’t obey the instructions, also a lot of men on bikes and cars would harass us and would stop their
vehicles to talk for no reason. There were catcalls. There was one time, a guy yelled ‘go home! This is not your job.’” Female Traffic Warden

Government’s women-on-wheels project has been a great success so far. It encourages women to ride bikes, also provides easy instalment packages to buy one, and does advocacy for their safety and freedom. However, the support offered by government is only associated primarily in the provision of public transportation, that too is extremely limited. The other side of this narrative is a blind spot, including policies and infrastructure to encourage pedestrians and providing them safety.

5. Conclusion

To conclude, the system largely lacks a gender sensitive and user-centered approach, data, and holistic strategies which connecting solutions to the resolution of issues across the domain System archetypes such as “shifting the burden”, “fixes that fail”, and “limits to success” (Braun, 2002) exist causing ideas and plans to fail in achieving the desired impact. To address a systemic design research approach can enable sectors to collaborate in holistic strategies and implementation plans, dividing responsibilities and financial burdens. Stakeholders will have to be involved at every stage, empowering them to participate with not only suggestions but also actions.
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1. Introduction

It is not common to think of democratic regimes as designed objects. The connection between design activity and the stuff people consume is more obvious than the connection between design activity and the system through which a people governs itself. However, it is also clear that implementing the transition towards sustainability is both a matter of material production and political will. Recently Ezio Manzini (2017) identified the connection between design, democracy and sustainability when he argued that since democracy is a resilient system it is the only regime in which we can imagine a sustainable future society. It follows that design for sustainability is interdependent with constitutional design.

Scholars might see the incremental approach to constitutional design as a strength; after all, they might claim that an incremental constitutional system can adapt more easily to suit the changing needs of the society. Similar arguments are found in design research regarding sociotechnical system design, for example Don Norman and JP Stappers (2015) have argued that incrementalism is the best approach for dealing with complex problems such as sustainability. However, almost all countries have some form of written codified constitution. There are only three countries that have an unwritten constitution, namely UK, Israel and New Zealand. New Zealand does not have a written, codified constitution that sets out the basic rules and values under which New Zealand governs itself. Much of New Zealand's constitutional system is in the form of unwritten conventions and norms. Consequently, New Zealand’s constitutional arrangements are flexible and constantly evolving.

New Zealand is a sovereign state that includes a territory in the Southwest Pacific Ocean, a nation of 4.9 million people, and a system of government that is a parliamentary constitutional monarchy. By most international standards, New Zealand appears to be stable, well governed, and committed to a climate resilient future. Examining the lessons yielded from the analysis of New Zealand’s situation outlines some of the challenges for democracy and sustainability more generally.

This paper takes a constitutional realist theoretical perspective to identify the entities that influence how public power is exercised in New Zealand (Palmer, 2006a, 2006b). Constitutional realists attempt to understand the whole system by examining not only the texts that codify constitutional laws but also the structures, principles, conventions and even culture that form the ways in which public power is exercised. Constitutional realism and systemic design share the commitment to analysing the whole system in context and the aim of synthesising information across disciplines and scales (Jones, 2014).

An unwritten constitution was fine when New Zealand was a smaller country and we agreed on many things. But the New Zealand of today is larger and more diverse than it was 50 years ago. Back then, elections provided adequate security against misrule and there was less need for further checks and balances on public power. Now New Zealand faces big disruptive policy changes, such as the transition towards sustainability, that require a framework of government that can meet the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.
Although New Zealand is an isolated territory in the Southwest Pacific, it is not immune to international political trends, such as Brexit and Trumpism, that are changing how democracies function. The New Zealand style of government is already authoritarian and the trace of colonialism remains in its constitutional structures. New Zealander’s rights and freedoms could wither away without greater controls and oversight on government power. We need a constitutional system that is resilient to the shocks and emergencies that we already know about and those that we cannot foresee.

In this paper I argue that New Zealand has reached the point where it needs a codified constitution that is easy to access and use. We need to be able to increase understanding about how our government actually works and what are the rights and freedoms of individuals in our democracy. Furthermore, these rights should include environmental rights that secure ecologically sustainable development and protect the environment for present and future generations.

2. Design and Constitutionalism

Participatory design and social innovation are domains of design through which values of democracy and designing for social goods have been undertaken. Within the last decade however, designers have also begun to influence policymaking and policy instruments. Design for policy describes a body of literature and practice where design is used to create innovation within the policy process itself (Bason, 2014, 2017; Christiansen & Bunt, 2012). Design for policy concerns doing policy-making differently, rather than viewing design as another tool in the policymakers’ toolbox (Bason, 2014, p. 3). Design for policy is an emerging field that is positioning itself as a different model of policy making that is not political decision-making that uses hierarchical control or incrementalism, but one that draws on the approaches of socially responsible design and participatory design. Design for policy is proposed as a different kind of decision-making that will be able to better respond to the new complex challenges that the welfare state faces today. Moreover, the design for policy approach also overlaps with the strategic approach to governance to form a rationale for addressing systemic challenges and large-scale issues termed Strategic Design.

According to Boyer, Cook, and Steinberg (2011, p. 329) strategic design is the adaptation traditional design methods and attitudes to address "big picture" systemic challenges characterized by inconclusive, incomplete or unavailable information. Strategic design is a capability to quickly develop multiple perspectives, to understand people, communities and societies, to redefine how problems are approached, identify opportunities for action, and help deliver more complete and resilient solutions (Boyer et al., 2011, p. 329). A key aspect of the strategic design approach to public sector innovation is the position that the day-to-day organizational structure of government is such that it stifles innovative thinking.

The pressures caused by socio-economic factors suggest that current governance systems are not solving important problems. Furthermore, the crisis of democracy through decreasing participation is affecting the legitimacy of democratic governments. In our view, much of the research concerning design and democracy to date has addressed socio-economic issues that are arguably situated within
the neoliberal context of democratizing government expenditure on goods and services. Comparatively less design research has investigated the features of democratic systems. Consequently, the main subject of our research for this paper is the design of the institutions that structure how public power is used within a democratic state. We focus our investigation on New Zealand’s constitutional system.

2.1. Constitutional Systems

A constitution consists of the rules, norms, principles and values that create and structure government power or authority within a state (Waluchow, 2018). A state must have a means to specify and constitute the legislative power to make new laws, the executive power to implement laws, and the judicial power to adjudicate disputes under laws. Most scholars believe that constitutions may either have a written form and be codified in single document, or may have an unwritten form and be a found in a collection of instruments, statutes, norms and conventions. Furthermore, constitutions are either seen as “a stable, neutral framework for the rough and tumble of partisan law and politics” or as “an evolving, living entity which, by its very nature, is capable of responding to changing social circumstances and new (and it is hoped better) moral and political beliefs” (Waluchow, 2018). This characterisation of constitutionalism highlights a key point in the relationship between policy and constitutions, namely while policies may be oriented to short term issues, often within the span of a generation, constitutions often address long term consequences that are intergenerational.

Constitutionalism concerns long term consequences such as the term of a government’s tenure, the credibility of its promises and impartiality of its decisions. First, the fundamental purpose of a written constitution is to prevent a government from indefinitely extending its tenure. Second, without a constitution, governments cannot make credible promises since what assurance is a law if institution that makes can also repeal it?. “A rigid constitution”, Jon Elster (2013) argues, “can enable citizens to engage in long-term economic planning by removing the chilling fear that government might confiscate their gains” (Elster, p. 442). Third, while an antagonist might argue that no one could know the future of a complex socio-technical system such as a state, the constitutionalist’s counterargument could be that the long-term self-interest of families can mimic impartiality if it has a long time horizon (Elster, 2013, p. 203).

Constitutional systems are interesting because they are not usually seen as designed artefacts. I argue that in fact constitutionalism ties together several important issues in current design research such as democracy, transition to a sustainable society and justice. Investigating constitutions may contribute to design discipline as well as interdisciplinary issues in public management and sustainable transitions.

3. New Zealand’s Constitutional System

A constitution establishes the separation of powers. It prevents any single political actor from concentrating all power in its hands (Elster, 2013, p. 438). In 1688 The Bill of Rights (UK) ended the
absolute power of the monarch and this bill granted local legislative authority to the colonial Westminster parliament in New Zealand and continues to establish public power in New Zealand today. New Zealand is a constitutional monarchy, and in theory there are five components to New Zealand’s constitutional system and public power is separated between the parliament, the executive and the courts (figure 1).

![Diagram of New Zealand's Constitutional System in Theory](image)

Figure 1. New Zealand’s Constitutional System in Theory

However, in reality New Zealand government is rather centralised. A 1991 opinion in the New Zealand Court of Appeal states: “The constitutional position in New Zealand… is clear and unambiguous. Parliament is supreme and the function of the courts is to interpret the law laid down by parliament. The courts do not have power to consider the validity of properly enacted laws” (Geddis, 2016, p. 102, see footnote 11). Therefore, the parliament is supreme and can pass any legislation it sees fit, and there is no supreme law which can override those powers. Consequently, the executive, by enforcing party discipline, holds hegemony over the parliament and can legislate by simple majority without any constraint. This highly centralised governing arrangement, combined with the fact that the parliament is a unicameral legislature, has produced a very streamlined and active form of democracy. New Zealanders expect the government to actively intervene in society and consequently NZ’s constitution system is constantly changing.

In the 20th century there have been over 50 new elements added to New Zealand’s constitutional system. For example, the upper house was abolished, the Treaty of Waitangi Tribunal was established, New Zealand Bill of Rights Act was passed, the Electoral Act 1993 changed the election procedure from plurality to proportional representation, and in 2003 Supreme Court act established the Supreme Court (NZ) as the highest court rather than the Privy Council (UK). The following timeline (figure 2) shows that New Zealand constitutional system evolves in ways that are difficult to understand.
Figure 2. Timeline of New Zealand’s Evolving Constitutional System

Figure 3 (right) shows that approximately two thirds of the elements of New Zealand’s constitution are made up of legislation which can be changed by simply parliamentary majority (Palmer, 2006b). A quarter is international treaties and New Zealand common law, they are changed according to rules of the ruling bodies. A tenth is constitutional conventions, these are unsaid values and customs that are not formalised in any particular way.

Since New Zealand’s constitutional system is incrementally evolving, those who are in the position to interpret it authoritatively possess significant power (Palmer, 2006b). Consequently, constitutional issues are interpreted by a few particular office holders (Figure 3, left).
4. From Plurality to Proportional Representation

In the 1990s New Zealand redesigned its democratic system to reduce the strength of the executive. From a systemic design perspective, aim of the redesign was to slow down the executive by reducing its capacity to exclude situational complexity in the public and the legislature. In 1993, New Zealand decided by referendum to change from a plurality based first-past-the-post (FPP) electoral system to the mixed-member proportional (MMP) system. Plurality voting is an electoral procedure where parties compete and the winner is the one that obtains the majority of the votes. Proportional voting is an electoral system where the complexity of the electorate is reflected in the composition in the legislative body. The first election using the MMP system was held in 1996 (Wikipedia contributors, 2018, December 12). Under MMP, each voter has two votes: the first vote is called the party vote and voters use this vote to express their support for a particular party. The second vote is the electorate vote, which is used to express support for a candidate to represent the voter’s electorate in Parliament. MMP uses an electoral threshold which sets the minimum level of support a party needs to gain representation at 5% of the nationwide party vote, or success in an electorate. Parties who meet this threshold are entitled to a share of the seats in Parliament that is about the same as its share of the nationwide vote. Consequently, more small parties were able to enter into legislature. In the 25 years since the first MMP election there has been a change in the composition of the legislature and executive, with more women, Asian, and Maori Members of Parliament (Maoate-Cox & Smith, 2019).

In theory MMP should restrain the executive by forcing different parties to slow the rate of action by making governing messier. Ever since 1996 the executive government has been formed by a coalition of several parties. Coalitions require parties to work together and compromise. Ministers must convince their own parties as well as their supporting coalition partners to pass a bill into law. It is possible for supporting parties to change allegiances, providing minor parties with some leverage over the major parties. Introducing MMP has introduced more flexible governing arrangements, however the basic foundational principles remain the same.

1. Parliament ought to be able to legislate as it sees fit
2. Executive ought to be actively responsive to any and all problems that NZ society faces.

But the change to proportional representation and shift to coalitions of several parties has not changed the fundamental way that power operates in New Zealand’s democratic system. For example, coalitional governments passed the Foreshore and Seabed Act 2004 and the Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Act 2011 with little debate in the legislature or input from the public. This shows that the executive will still make significant constitutional changes or approve significant expenditure in a proportional democratic system. Simply changing the way MPs are chosen has not had significant effect in limit executive power. The public must do more.
5. Constitutional Change Beyond Incrementalism

A written superior law constitution supports the public to hold the government to account. The minimal theory of democracy states that in a democracy parties lose elections (Alvarez, Cheibub, Limongi, & Przeworski, 1996). The fundamental purpose of a written constitution is to prevent a government from indefinitely extending its tenure. This is why written constitutions are made to endure, not indefinitely and not without change, but with a greater lifespan than ordinary legislation. Since what assurance is a law if it lies within the same legislature that can repeal it? It will give no security since the same people may unbuild what they built. If the constitutional law can be changed by majority decision, then there is nothing preventing a government from passing unconstitutional laws. It’s a simple two-step process. First, change the element of the constitution preventing the desired law, the pass the law. Your unconstitutional law is now constitutional.

Without a constitution NZ’s governments cannot make credible promises (Elster, 2013, p. 442). Any piece of NZ legislation has a life span of three years since that’s the term length of a government. A new government can repeal any law with a majority and party discipline. The incremental approach might argue that no one can know what the future of a complex socio-technical system will be so there’s no point in making any long-term plans. But the counterargument is that in fact not being able to know the future can facilitate a “veil of ignorance” in decision making (Rawls, 1973). Behind the veil of ignorance, the long-term self-interest of families can mimic impartiality if it has a long enough time horizon (Elster, 2013, p. 203).

A constitution should not only be hard to amend, but also enforceable and credible. How can a constitution acquire causal efficacy? Public opinion can provide enforcement. But this presupposes that the public can easily access and use the constitution. And this is another argument against NZ’s unwritten constitution. If someone wanted to find out how NZ’s government works you can’t do it because it is not written down anywhere.

Since New Zealand’s constitutional system is unwritten and incremental, then governments do not address problems with long-time horizons such as the transition to sustainable future. Discontinuous change is needed to address long term consequences that are intergenerational. First, through a superior law constitution, second through fostering the aptitudes in the voters and deputies and preventing the prevention of intelligence. Rather than relying on judicial review by the courts, unconstitutional legislation should also be removed by the influence of the Tribunal of Public Opinion. This point of view proposes that the people are trusted to realise their own interests; we should foster these virtues in all citizens through preventing the prevention of intelligence through education.
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\textbf{Abstract} In September 2017 the first multi-year standing lab undertaken by NouLAB was launched on the topic of Economic Immigration. Along with more the more traditional Social Innovation Lab methodologies such as design thinking, systemic design and Social Labs structures as defined by Hassan (2014), Jones (2014), and Westley et al. (2015), NouLAB employed the participatory practices of the Art of Hosting and Harvesting Conversations that Matter (AoH) to design and facilitate lab sessions.

The Economic Immigration Lab (EIL) has run for 18 months, and two full cycles. NouLAB has identified the linkages between the AoH approach and the systemic principles of design. Of specific interest is how multi-stakeholder participants’ learning and capacity is effectively enabled by the philosophy holding space, encouraging an atmosphere of psychological safety, experimentation, and learning, addressing root causes of problems not merely symptoms.
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1. Introduction

Social Innovation Labs (Labs) are inherently transdisciplinary. They borrow methods and tools from design thinking, systems thinking, participatory practice, policy development, human centered design and more (Binder & Brandt, 2008; Bason, 2014; Gryszkiewicz, Lykourentzou & Tuukka, 2016). Sometimes called Public Sector Innovation Labs, i-Labs, or Social Labs — these forums for multi-stakeholder engagement have gained popularity in the public sector worldwide with a burgeoning number of these labs in Canada (Tonurist, Kattel & Lember, 2015, 2017; Westley et al., 2015; McGann, Blomkamp, & Lewis, 2018). The exact approach varies and is highly dependent on the skills and experiences of the individuals running the lab process. This paper is an investigation into the methods of facilitation for Social Innovation Lab processes and specifically, how the suite of participatory practices, the Art of Hosting and Harvesting Conversations that Matter (AoH) played out in a lab on Economic Immigration in the province of New Brunswick, Canada.

As Social Innovation Labs have evolved and progressed over the past decade, there are a few ‘must-have’ features. As described by Hassan (2014), Social Labs are experimental, multi-sectoral and systemic. Labs are facilitated processes and these three factors are satisfied through designed engagements. There has been work on building a codified practice of facilitation but experience and practice are essential to guiding stakeholders through a meaningful and fruitful co-creation process (Vorberg, Bekkers & Tummers, 2014; Aguirre, Agudelo & Romm, 2017). In the policy realms where Public Sector Innovation Labs are employed, the issues are complex and, according to the Cynefin decision-making framework, the most appropriate response is to probe, sense and then respond (Kurtz & Snowden, 2003). As the tools created to accomplish this task and facilitate increasingly higher orders of complexity have been taken up in policy creation, including Systemic Design practices (Considine, Alexander & Lewis, 2014; Jones, 2014; Ryan, 2014), the question arises of who is equipped to deal with the organisationally emergent qualities of facilitating through this complexity (van Alstyne & Logan, 2007; Lichtenstein, 2014). The work of Quick and Sandfort (2014) identifies that the practice of deliberation in policy creation can be effectively ingrained in facilitators through training in the Art of Hosting and Harvesting Conversations that Matter, a suite of participatory practices that facilitates new ways of working through the complex challenges of our time. The AoH practice shifts the locus of direction from facilitators to participants, more effectively tapping into the innate knowledge and wisdom of the participants, while providing workshop tools to work in collaborative spaces, enabling and enhancing effective creation of system interventions.

The authors of this paper come to the Social Innovation Lab space through careers in nonprofit management, fundraising and a shared experience of a Masters programme in Strategic Leadership towards Sustainability, awarded by the Blekinge Institute of Technology. Their other combined experience is that of the Art of Hosting, being ‘hosts’, or facilitators of the process, and participants. As such, while planning the Economic Immigration Lab (EIL) processes and practices that come from Art of Hosting were deeply integrated into the all aspects of the workshop experience. At the time of the lab, both authors were employed by NouLAB – New Brunswick’s Social and Public Innovation Lab as the Lab Manager and Knowledge Manager.
2. The Economic Immigration Lab: A response to the immigration challenge in New Brunswick

The Economic Immigration Lab began out of an identified need between the New Brunswick Multicultural Council and the New Brunswick Business Council to address a lack of immigration and retention of immigrants in the province. New Brunswick was expected to have the worst economic growth out of the ten provinces in Canada in 2018 (Jones, 2018). Exacerbating this economic trend is the fact that there will be fewer workers to fill the unfilled jobs. According to the New Brunswick government’s population growth strategy, there will be 60,000 job openings to be filled between 2018-2023. This, coupled with the expected 110,200 exits from the workforce from now until 2026, has led the province to look to international immigration as a source for ready-to-hire workers (NBjobs.ca, 2017; The Public Policy Forum, 2018). In response to this, and in coordination with the Atlantic Immigration Pilot Program (AIPP), the EIL was launched in September of 2017 as a crucible for ideas on increasing immigration to the province and for sustainable results-oriented action.

NouLAB functions as an authorising environment for the work of delving into the root causes of problems and securing support for working in a truly multi-sectoral fashion (Bason, 2013). Looking to Jones and van Patter (2009) the EIL is firmly situated in Design 4.0 with societal transformation as an objective. To achieve this, government policy makers are imbedded on teams with representatives from the private sector, non-profit sector, academia, government and immigrants to New Brunswick, with the purpose of achieving requisite variety for systemic change to occur (Jones, 2014). This has resulted in new and deeper policy interventions that aim at the root of the problem rather than symptomatic responses.

Figure 1. Graphic recording of lab session
3. The Art of Hosting and Harvesting Conversations that Matter

The Art of Hosting and Harvesting Conversations that Matter is a set of participatory practices that enable groups to navigate complex challenges and create spaces for people to come together in different ways (artofhosting.org, 2019). These participatory practices are predicated on the idea that we collectively have the resources and wisdom to solve the complex challenges we face, if we provide the time and space for that wisdom to emerge (Jones 2003; Sandfort, Stuber & Quick, 2012). AoH processes such as Open Space Technology and World Cafe, give space for the self-organisation and participation necessary to enable “increase[d] awareness, incentives and social motivation to accelerate learning behaviors” (Jones, 2014, p. 120). AoH assumes that our knowledge of and about the world is dependent on our position in society, and it places the practitioner within a larger community of practice, supporting collaborative innovation, including multiple sectors in the design process (Bommert, 2010; Torfing, 2019; Sandfort, Stuber & Quick, 2012). AoH fosters a community of practice whereby facilitators actively support and share with one another. This is especially important because “systemic social innovation and transformation processes do not occur due to the activities of only a single leader or ‘hero-preneur’; rather, it is through distributed agency” of stakeholders within the system (Considine, Alexander & Lewis, 2014; Moore, Olsson, Nilsson, Rose, & Westley, 2018, p. 1).

In the lexicon of Art of Hosting, ‘hosts’ play the role of designers/facilitators as they are known in more traditional lab-speak. Hosts legitimise the wisdom of the collective (Quick & Sandfort, 2014) and serve the function of creating a container for dialogue to occur (Isaacs, 1999), pushing participants to their learning edge (Holman, Devane & Cady, 2007) and hold space for emergence to be possible (Senge, 1990) before converging too quickly on solutions without hearing from all participants in the group (Kaner, 2014). The intentionality of design is paramount to the way hosts operate (Ryan, 2014). Hosts sense the needs of the group and are responsive to provide intervention when needed with the aim of empowering people to contribute with their whole selves to the issue at hand. The philosophy behind the hosting concept is very much akin to the philosophy of Christakis & Bausch (2006) that all participants are designers themselves (Jones, 2014).

The Art of Hosting connects deeply to individual values and belief systems as essential elements to work with in order to enact change. Connecting this theory to design literature, Valkenburg & Dorst (1998) also note that the individual or biographical vantage point has as much influence on design as the context or the problem being addressed. Allowing and encouraging products or policy development to align with purpose of individual value systems gives strength and longevity to projects, especially in their nascent stages when long-term commitment and funding has yet to be secured (Jones, 2014).

4. Learning from Eighteen Months in: Change happens at the level of relationships

The Economic Immigration Lab was established as a three-year project. After eighteen months, and two cycles, the following constitute some of our observations. When looking at the change within the immigration system in New Brunswick, our theory of how systems change is deceptively simple – it’s
essentially this: Systems change happens at the level of relationships – with the Self and others. Those new relationships, through dialogue, action and reflection, hold emergent potential for change which could not be foreseen. Both the relationships and the byproducts of them (emergent change) ripples out into networks within the system, eventually resulting in a tipping point of systemic change (Lichtenstein, 2014). In other words, our theory of change is some combination of these two aphorisms: “The success of an intervention depends on the interior condition of the intervenor” (Bill O’Brien, quoted in Scharmer & Kaufer, 2010), and “Change happens at the speed of trust” (Covey & Merrill, 2006).

We are not alone in this conclusion. According to Drimie, Hamann, Manderson, & Mlondobozi (2018, p. 2) in *Creating transformative spaces for dialogue and action: reflecting on the experience of the Southern Africa Food Lab*, “social innovations emerge from new ideas supported by new relationships and new commitments emerging from within transformative spaces that lead to action in the system.” In systemic design, the principles of self-organization and requisite variety can be fulfilled through the creation of these new relationships amongst groups selected from their diversity in power, age, department, sector and life experience (Jones, 2014). This was the case in the first cycle of the Economic Immigration Lab, where a month long process of interviewing more than 70 applicants led to the selection of 54 participants on the basis of those factors.

The polarisation of factious groups in any complex challenge means that simply applying design thinking will not have the desired impact of creating systemic change. Instead, we need tools that help us to be in conversation with one another, help us to really listen to one another, help us into a co-creative state with one another. Therefore, bringing people into new types of relationship with themselves and one another, encouraging horizontal structures that have inclusion, diversity, equity and access as central pillars, and giving intentional space for people to get in touch with their true Selves and their Work is just as important – if not more important – than the actual tools we use (Newman, Bloom & Knobe, 2014).

‘Creating a container’ is a term taken from the Art of Hosting, which unsurprisingly, uses the tenets of hosting to reimagine collaborative spaces. Imagine you invited someone over for a meal. You would endeavour to be welcoming, to make them feel safe and comfortable and valued. You might set the scene with beautiful objects or art or candles. You would listen attentively to your guest, you would honour their boundaries, and you would show them respect by behaving authentically and in allegiance with your values. Why then, do we abandon these principles in the workplace?

At NouLAB, creating the container means holding the lab in spaces that are beautiful and accessible. It means checking-in in circle (Baldwin & Linnea, 2010). It means spending a lot of time up front on getting to know one another, as people, apart from the work we are gathered to do. It means listening deeply. It means honouring each person with the opportunity for equal voice. It means acknowledging the expertise, the privilege and the power in the room. It means care for the community and ourselves. It means showing up as facilitators and modelling authenticity, vulnerability, comradeship and failure.

### 4.1. Results of creating a Container

The impacts of creating a good container can be hard to measure but 100% of lab participants agree or strongly agree that they had the opportunity to meet and work with compelling people (NouLAB, 2018). Policy creators were face to face with stakeholders of the problem they were working on -
sometimes for the first time. Government workers who were in charge of designing policy that impacted immigrants to New Brunswick were in conversation with immigrants to New Brunswick and learning from their experiences in order to design better policy - collaboratively. Immigrants to the province were hearing first-hand about the limitations of the business and political structures and realising that the challenges they had faced when immigrating to New Brunswick were systemic, rather than personal. When interviewed, 93% of lab participants agreed that their understanding of both the newcomer and employer experience had increased and 95% of participants were happy to have been able to analyze opportunities and barriers to immigrant attraction and retention within New Brunswick in order to prototype new paths forward (NouLAB, 2018).

Furthermore, lab participants are rejuvenated by being in the lab and experiencing work in a different way. One participant raved: “I have worked in government for 10 years and needed new wind in my sails, and this lab gave me that”. Another participant said: “On a personal level it was a profound experience, and very gratifying”. Yet another participant explained that it had helped their entire portfolio, saying, “it allowed my other work to accelerate. I feel satisfied that I have a map and a destination, but still discovering the exact terrain and vehicle” (NouLAB, 2018).

Participants cite the atmosphere created by the hosting team, the encouragement to show up in new ways, the opportunities to engage with people holding different perspectives on the issue, and the space to reflect on how personal values and beliefs impact their vantage point and therefore understanding of the system. Systems change relies on those on either side of power to come into relationship with one another and, in so doing, begin to transform their understanding of the system as a whole, their part in it, and the leverage points for action available to them (Torfing, 2019). It would appear that the most meaningful and revolutionary aspect of the lab in simply bringing folks with different lived experience, different understandings of the challenge and different capacities to interact with the system into conversation with one another. After all, “one cannot expect entire systems to radically shift if one cannot practice and embody a microversion of this in one’s conversations with everyday colleagues” (Moore, Olsson, Nilsson, Rose, & Westley, 2018, p. 9).

As evidenced by its name, the Art of Hosting and Harvesting Conversations that Matter is a set of engagement tools to facilitate participatory and democratic conversation. It is ultimately an attempt to provide the best circumstances for dialogue to happen. “Dialogue is inherently relational,” (Drimie, Hamann, Manderson, & Mlondobozi, 2018, p. 2) and it both deepens and widens over time. At its most basic level, there is knowledge exchange, but methodologies that use dialogue build empathy and connection between participants, which contributes to their desire to find solutions that work for everyone (Senge, Scharmer, Jaworski, & Flowers, 2005).

Art of Hosting practices are designed to be customisable, responsive and emergent instead of being “oriented to a method of set ‘best practices’” (Sandfort, Stuber & Quick, 2012, p. 5). As facilitators, we work collaboratively, intuitively and with the expectation that the participants in our programmes will co-create them with us also. This is another principle from the Art of Hosting, where “there are no explicit leaders who command authority; rather [a focus on] creating learning experiences (Sandfort, Stuber & Quick, 2012, p. 3). We check in with participants every day, ask them how they’re doing and what they need. And their answers influence our design of the next day – or the next few hours. We’ve thrown out plans because we have heard that that is not what participants need. Giving participants agency over their experience, invites a new structure of working, where collective intelligence, self-organization, continuous adaptation, and feedback coordination are possible because of the readiness of hosts to make changes and assess situations in real time.

In the first cycle of the Economic Immigration Lab, we opened with a World Café that asked: *When we invite people to live and work in NB, what are we inviting them into?* What came out of this World Café question was a churning up of some of the deep-seated racism in New Brunswick. It was an opportunity to discuss what it means to be a newcomer in NB, which for some, was shocking. It became very apparent that the time allotted to these conversations wasn’t enough, and so the design was altered for the next day to include an Open Space Technology session with the question: What conversations do you need to be having now?

During this session, participants took the opportunity to discuss the experience of being a newcomer through economic, cultural and gendered lenses. Observing the room, the level of attention was palpable. Everyone was leaning in. These conversations were so important for opening up a level of authenticity and vulnerability that influenced the prototypes they tackled and the way they related to one another in the days and weeks to come. Facilitators heard from participants that this session directly impacted how they felt they could show up in the lab and resulted in at least two people choosing prototype topics and teams that they felt called to on a personal level, as opposed to the ones that they might naturally have joined because of an alignment with their work.

It may seem inconsequential – but when the facilitators show up in a different way, it breaks the traditional, hierarchical power dynamic that exists – the one that gives certain people with certain voices more power than others. By sitting in circle to collectively hear and resolve the issue, we invite perspective from everyone – equally.

“The invitation to participate in a community – of co-learners and co-producers of knowledge – also reflects hosting’s distinctive and democratizing philosophies about deliberation and design, namely that all people in the room have wisdom, that deliberation enables the sharing of knowledge, that facilitators and others aim to decentre the authority of their position and expertise in the room and that participants coproduce deliberative policy processes as well as decisions” (Quick & Sandfort, 2014, p. 317).

4.3. Disruptive Potential: Understanding the System and Self in New Ways

These practices don’t only serve in times of conflict, but throughout the process. By addressing dynamics of identity, power and privilege, we are furthering our disruptive potential towards systems change (Quick & Sandfort, 2014). Furthermore, “at the heart of the disruptive process of social innovation lies a need for a type of institutional reflexivity; that is, the capacity to see, interrogate, and reimagine the taken-for-granted structures that sustain current systems and people–planet relationships” (Moore, Olsson, Nilsson, Rose, & Westley, 2018, p. 3).

Indeed, this is the case for one of the lab teams now prototyping a streamlined process to allow employers and potential employees to navigate the government services they need to meet the requirements for hiring and being hired in New Brunswick. Team members from Immigration, Refugees and Citizenship Canada (IRCC) - the national governing body for immigration in Canada, Post-Secondary Training, Education and Labour, J. D. Irving Ltd. (the province’s largest private employer) and Practical Human Resources Services Inc. came together across the national/provincial governmental divide, the public/private sector divide, and with newcomers to the province in order to flesh out the immigration process as it is experienced by immigrants, employers wishing to hire...
immigrants and the governing institutions for immigration. With this deeper and broader understanding of the system as a whole, the team was able to identify leverage points - or opportunities - for new policy development. Currently, the team, in collaboration with the provincial and federal governments, is prototyping a Concierge Service that will help immigrants and employers navigate the immigration system, as well as track their experiences in order that those learnings be used to inform further policy changes down the line.

The learning from this prototype is scalable throughout New Brunswick, as employers and employees currently have no resource, or are forced to rely on private concierge services to aid their recruitment efforts, which is not an option for many small and medium enterprises in the province. And, with IRCC involved in this prototype the learning could have impact at a national scale.

5. Conclusion

In conclusion, the Economic Immigration Lab turned out to be more than just a space to prototype solutions to the immigration challenges New Brunswick faces. By using Art of Hosting practices, the team at NouLAB managed to: create a container which enabled participants to show up in their work and relationships to one another in new and deeper ways; harness Systemic Design elements, enabling self-organization, feedback coordination, continuous adaptation, requisite variety, appreciating complexity; establish a precedent for co-creation which gave participants agency over their experience and thus over the subsequent work and prototypes that were developed in the lab; encouraged a transformation of identity, relationships, and dynamics of power and privilege, thereby allowing for a reflexivity in the system not otherwise possible.

These features are consistent with Transformative Learning Theory, and “the importance of transforming perspectives by undertaking a critical assessment of epistemic, sociocultural, or psychological assumptions; examining one’s self, including feelings, roles, and competencies; exploring and provisionally trying new roles, relationships, and actions; acquiring new knowledge and skills; and building competence and confidence in new roles and relationships” (Moore, Olsson, Nilsson, Rose, & Westley, 2018, p. 5).

While not explicit in the field of Social Innovation Labs, we contend that the transformative experiences of coming together in conversation in new ways, reorganising traditional hierarchies into distributed horizontal leadership approaches, and co-creating the structure as well as content of the lab in order to increase the self-reflexivity of the system accounts for the performance and success of the lab thus far. The methodologies and principles within the suite of the Art of Hosting and Harvesting Conversations that Matter gave structure and guidance to be able to offer these transformative elements to lab participants.
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1. Introduction

A number of interrelated ideologies prevail within the current growth-oriented economic context. Among them is the notion that growth will ‘float all boats’. As economist Joseph Stiglitz (2016) describes, the rising tide hypothesis evolved over time to favour the rich and assumed that improved welfare of citizens and society as a whole would be the outcome of resources received at the top (p. 134). But with growing inequality, as Stiglitz (2016) and other prominent sources on the economy have pointed out, the promise and benefits of economic growth have not trickled down to the greater society (Lin & Tomaskovic-Devey, 2013; Milanovic, 2016a, 2016b; Milanovic & Roemer, 2016; OECD, 2017; Piketty, 2014; Saez, 2018; WEF, 2015, 2017a).

Another prevailing belief is that productivity is everything. Or as economist Paul Krugman describes in The Age of Diminishing Expectations, “Productivity isn’t everything, but in the long run it is almost everything. A country’s ability to improve its standard of living over time depends almost entirely on its ability to raise its output per worker” (as cited in OECD, 2008, p. 11). Productivity output continues to be a primary indicator of economic growth, but with automated technologies and the rise of fragmented service-based work (Davis, 2016; Lowe and Graves, 2017), the role of the worker and how human labour continues to factor into production is in question.

A closely related third ideology is that innovation is seen as a kind of ‘holy grail’ of growth. Although innovation is defined in broad terms by the OECD (2005) to cover novelty in products (goods or services), processes, marketing and organizational methods (p. 46), advances in digital and emerging technologies such as artificial intelligence, robotics, 3D printing, blockchain and virtual and augmented realities (World Economic Forum, 2017b, p. 63-64), have come to dominate the discourse around innovation. However, as economist Robert Gordon (2016) argues, although the more recent digital technologies have led to wide-spread access to information and services, they are benefiting far fewer people than the “only once” general purpose innovations of the second industrial revolution during and following what he calls the “special century”, from 1870-1970 (p. 1).

These ideologies and the dominant growth focus are what Ivana Milojević and Sohail Inayatullah (2015) might refer to as a “used future”, which is one with entrenched thinking and systems based on old assumptions that are out of date with significant changes in the economic, ecological, technological, demographic and cultural environment (2015, p. 155). Growing inequality, rising social unrest and climate change suggest alternative ways of thinking about the economy are needed.

Motivated to understand what a human-centered approach might bring to the challenge, this paper explores taking the value of design thinking and a prototyping mindset beyond service delivery to the level of policy research, design and development and asks: How might reframing growth enable change to a more desirable alternative?

Reframing, as described by American cognitive linguist, George Lakoff (2004), is believed to be necessary for constructing change by enabling people to see a situation through a different conceptual or emotional perspective, and do so through conscious and repeated usage (p. xii-xiii). In
*Metaphors We Live By*, Lakoff and coauthor Mark Johnson (1980) state that “much of cultural change arises from the introduction of metaphorical concepts and the loss of old ones” (p. 145). These ideas for reframing informed the use of Sohail Inayatullah’s (1998) Causal Layered Analysis (CLA), with its inherent inquiry into alternative metaphors and the development of alternative narratives, in combination with role play with diverse stakeholders. A key outcome of the study is that together CLA and role play offer a unique combinatorial means of reframing and iterating toward transformative system-level change.

The scope of interest of the study is Canada, but the topic of economic growth is explored in relation to, and informed by, the larger socioeconomic context of advanced Western economies.

This paper provides an overview of three narratives on economic growth: A growth-first narrative, an inclusive growth narrative and a wellbeing-first narrative. A comparative synopsis is presented as a snapshot of the attributes, values, goals, causes, processes and outcomes across the narratives. Insights from CLA on the emerging mainstream alternative are presented followed by a description of the process and outcomes of using a speculative alternative for exploring change through role play.

### 2. Methodology

This study was structured in two phases: Understanding the Narratives and Exploring Change.

#### 2.1. Understanding the Narratives

Interviews were conducted with six subject matter experts in the areas of economics and economic policy. The purpose was to understand how people working in these areas think about growth and the economy. CLA was used to analyze the interviews for themes, underlying metaphors and orthodoxies, and alternative ways of framing the economy.

CLA was chosen because it provides a framework for deconstructing perspectives on the current focus with increasing levels of depth (Inayatullah, 1998, 2004, p. 8) and for iteratively reconstructing hopeful alternatives. Figure 1 shows this iterative flow. According to Inayatullah (2004), CLA “is also likely to be useful in developing more effective—deeper, inclusive, longer term—policy” (p. 8). This potential for guiding policy makes CLA a useful methodology for exploring alternative narratives to economic growth and offers a way to comparatively understand them.

---

Figure 1. Iterative flow of CLA
### 2.2. Exploring Change

In the second phase, an alternative metaphor and narrative were used to reframe growth and engage two groups of stakeholders in a simulated role play experience addressing how a more inclusive economy might be achieved. The adoption of role play was inspired by the work of George Lakoff and Mark Johnson (1999) on embodied realism. As a form of embodied realism, the hands-on experiential nature of role playing has greater transformational potential for reframing than a using a purely intellectual approach (Chen & Martin, 2015, p. 92; Daniau, 2016, p. 424).

The role play was structured around Roman Krznaric’s “Rough guide to how change happens” (2007, p. 30-32). Twelve non-expert participants were engaged in a generative activity exploring:

1. What is the change we wish to explain?
2. Who might be involved in the change?
3. What strategies might be used to bring about the change?
4. What contexts might affect how the change happens?
5. What might be the process or pathway to the change?
6. What are the main elements from above that might lead to change?

Of the ideas generated, five candidate strategies were developed as proposals to encourage policy makers and policy influencers to adopt and evolve a richer set of research and development tools.

Figure 2 shows the overall approach with Phase I: Understanding the Narratives on the left, and Phase II: Exploring Change on the right.
3. Understanding the Narratives

The three narratives that emerged through the interviews were the current growth-first narrative, which came to be called ‘domination’ based on its dominance-based logic and the self-interest that exemplifies market fundamentalism; an emergent narrative, named ‘participation’ for its orientation toward increased social and economic participation within international and national agendas for inclusive growth; and a speculative narrative, which was given the name of ‘freedom’ because it embodies notions of independence, self-determination, autonomy and democracy.

As the starting point for the interviews, the first question experts were asked was how they might define growth in a tweet or news headline. These definitions fall along a spectrum and served as an armature on which the three narratives were based.

3.1. Causal Layered Analysis

Key points distilled from the interviews are aggregated within the CLA framework. To contextualize the interviews, participant definitions are accompanied by additional context for each narrative.

Narrative #1: Growth-First (Current) – “Domination”

Definition: (1) Growth is defined by GDP, which is the money value of all products and services in an economy. And, (2) growth is an economy that is growing in its outputs and eventually leads to benefits for society overall (based on interviews).

Context: The fixation on growth and counting the economy in terms of its production was set during the Great Depression with the introduction of Gross National Product (Kuznets, 1934)—later Gross Domestic Product (GDP). Not intended to reflect the long-term welfare of a nation (Abramovitz in 1959, p. 21; Kuznets, 1962, p. 29), GDP has come to be the primary indicator of a country’s wealth and is used comparatively for economic ranking in the larger global market. Inherently competitive in nature, the market economy has been entrenched since the early 1980s with the embrace of neoliberal ideology by Margaret Thatcher in the UK and Ronald Reagan in the US (Palley, 2005).

This market orientation values short-term over long-term, wealth over people, self-interest and a dominance-based logic over equality (Klein, 2017, p. 233).

Metaphor: In this narrative, the economy is a frontier of infinite colonies—conveying the quest for scale and domination over markets, lands, peoples and, eventually, planets.

Goal: The goal of economic growth, as economist Kate Raworth (2017) describes, is to grow the economy by increasing output of goods and services, regardless of whether or not people thrive (p. 227).

Figure 3 shows the aggregated inputs for the current growth-first narrative. Similar aggregates were developed for the other two narratives but are not shown.
Narrative #2: Inclusive Growth (Emergent) – “Participation”

**Definition:** (1) Growth is an economy that serves citizens better with more accessible, sustainable, and higher quality goods and services. And, (2) Growth is improvements in a range of social and economic dimensions that contribute ultimately to wellbeing. (Informed by participants.)

**Context:** Originating from the World Bank (Ianchovina & Lundstrom, 2009), and promoted among OECD countries, this mainstream alternative narrative embodies notions of government-enabled access and participation and, in the Canadian context in particular, a growing and strong middle class (Government of Canada, 2017). Considered by its advocates as the only sustainable path to poverty reduction, inclusive growth is encompassing of all sectors and promises broad-based participation opportunities for people to both contribute to and benefit from economic progress.

**Metaphor:** In this narrative, the economy is a *pie* to be shared and made bigger together.

**Goal:** In inclusive growth, according to the World Economic Forum (2015), the goal is an economy that expands social participation in the process and benefits of economic growth (p. 1).

Narrative #3: Wellbeing-First (Speculative) – “Freedom”

**Definition:** Growth is evidence that we are striving and achieving the highest possible quality of life and wellbeing for all. (Informed by participants.)
**Context:** Developed as a composition of signals, this speculative narrative embodies notions of independence, self-determination, autonomy and democracy. It puts choice at the center of economy, giving people the freedom to choose for themselves what the narrative will be or to participate with others in crafting it through both physical and virtual community-level approaches to value exchange.

**Metaphor:** In this narrative, the economy is a *web*—connected, and interdependent with others and with nature.

**Goal:** In the wellbeing-first narrative, the goal is an economy in which people are able to thrive, and while growth might be an outcome it is not the goal (Raworth, 2017, p. 227).

Distilled to core themes, interviews are summarized in a comparative view in Figure 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CAUSAL LAYERS</th>
<th>CURRENT (RECONSTRUCTION) NARRATIVE I: DOMINATION THEMES</th>
<th>ALTERNATIVE (RECONSTRUCTION) NARRATIVE II: PARTICIPATION THEMES</th>
<th>ALTERNATIVE (RECONSTRUCTION) NARRATIVE III: FREEDOM THEMES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UTTANY (global)</td>
<td>Overreach and misrepresentation of GDP, Dissonance between real and virtual, government and media spats</td>
<td>Reflecting lived realities and guiding decisions</td>
<td>Connecting realities of people and system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SYSTEM (global)</td>
<td>Based for more holistic and inclusive approaches to measurement and reporting</td>
<td>Strengthening the relations class and helping these remain hard to pair</td>
<td>Forging new social and ecological contracts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WORLDVIEW (global)</td>
<td>Economic growth not ‘best available’ Productivity is ‘first among equals’</td>
<td>Inclusive growth and sustainable growth reinvent each other</td>
<td>What matters to you is what matters most</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>METAPHOR &amp; MYTH (local/international)</td>
<td>The economy is ...</td>
<td>The economy is ...</td>
<td>The economy is ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A frontier of infinite colonies</td>
<td>A small fragile planet</td>
<td>A self-healing patient, participating, informed and co-responsible for change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Organic</td>
<td>A planet to be shared and reimagined together</td>
<td>A garden, wherein we plant the seeds for change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A machine</td>
<td>A planet to be shared and reimagined together</td>
<td>A web, connected, interdependent with others and with nature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A dependent patient</td>
<td>A planet to be shared and reimagined together</td>
<td>A web, connected, interdependent with others and with nature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A pie to be made bigger, then shared</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4. Comparative view of CLA of interview themes

**4. Insights & Implications**

In addition to understanding interview themes comparatively, developing a comparative picture of attributes, values, goals, causes, processes and outcomes proved useful for seeing differences between the current and alternative narratives, as well as which of the alternatives to explore as a more hopeful and inclusive representation of the future (see Figure 5).

When these details are considered in close proximity, what is ostensibly a continuum between three narratives— with inclusive growth being the bridge between growth and wellbeing—is more a dualistic choice between growth and wellbeing. The comparative exercise reveals that although inclusive growth feels good and appears to be something different than the current growth orientation, the participation focus is more an economic imperative than a moral one.
System archetypes provide some prospective insight into why inclusive growth may be at risk of achieving its goals for greater inclusion and why it might remain largely aspirational.

### 4.1. Eroding Goals Archetype

In the Eroding Goals archetype, goals are changed to something more attainable when there are delays in seeing desired outcomes (Braun, 2002, p. 6).

**How this archetype applies** (see Figure 6 for a visual representation):

**Goal**: In the participation narrative, the goal is an economy that expands social participation in the process and benefits of economic growth. It is believed that increasing participation will lead to growth and wellbeing for all. These notions have commonality with worldviews of the growth-first narrative, notably that productivity is (almost) everything and economic growth will ‘float all boats’.

**Gap**: The need to increase workforce participation is due to a gap in productivity performance over several years—in Canada the time period this applies to is ~2011-2016.

**Corrective actions**: Long-term corrective actions to increase participation include government, businesses and other organizations investing in training and funding opportunities for disadvantaged groups, or exploring alternative models such as reduced workweeks for individuals to increase participation through work-share programs.

**Actual rate**: Given the delay in seeing the effect of these corrective actions, the actual rate of participation declines through processes like increased numbers of retiring individuals due to an aging population, and time needed to train and integrate new immigrants in the workforce.

**Sustained gap**: The gap in productivity performance remains open if not widening in the short run.
Pressure to lower goal (short term): When the gap in productivity performance fails to close quickly, pressures to find short-term measures increases. Short-term measures might include firms increasing investment in automating technologies instead of people and decreasing the number of employees to reduce costs or increase profit.

Figure 6. Eroding Goals system archetype example (start with the goal in the upper left)

Countering effects: Government and businesses need to overcompensate to the inclusive side of inclusive growth or growth-first will continue to dominate, along with the widening inequality gap. Although short-term measures might be necessary, ideally they are balanced with long-term corrective actions and the original goal for increasing participation.

4.2. Success to the Successful Archetype

In the Success to the Successful archetype, those who perform well are rewarded with more resources. This is based on demonstrated merit but does not recognize the initial conditions that enabled strong performance by some while hindering performance of others (Braun, 2002, p. 10).

How this archetype applies (see Figure 7 for a visual representation):

At the worldview level, inclusive growth is about social not just economic inclusion, vulnerable populations having more opportunities and voice, and innovation contributing to greater wellbeing.
by enabling increased participation. Realization of this potential is largely dependent on government to establish the policies and programs that allow for broader participation.

![Diagram](image)

Figure 7. Success to the successful archetype example (start with the goal in the centre)

Examples of Success to the Successful include advantaging:

- Digital technologies and people working in it, reinforcing the digital divide between those who have access to information and communication technologies and those who do not
- Science, technology, engineering and math (STEM) education
- People with means to pay for ongoing education and retraining
- Those included in data collection and reporting, reinforcing data poverty through the omission of populations from data collection and reports used to inform policy

Countering effects: Increased awareness of who is advantaged; promoting and celebrating education beyond STEM to areas that foster creative pursuits and critical thinking (STEAMD – A=Arts and D=Design); and more holistic and inclusive data collection, measurement and reporting.

5. Exploring Change

As context for the role play participants, the economy was reframed as a web—connected, interpersonal and interdependent with others and with nature—and presented with an initial treatment of the speculative freedom narrative.
5.1. Stakeholder Representatives

Based on the stakeholders that emerged from interviews and other sources analyzed, six profiles were developed. These included a mix of dominant voices and disadvantaged groups within the Canadian context that were identified in the growth-first and inclusive growth narratives.

Not all stakeholders identified during the first phase were included because of the limited number of available participants, limited time, and the limited depth of research into all representatives suitable for participating. Given these limitations, the role play was considered a prototype that could inform similar future activities using the learning from the initial workshop.

Twelve participants signed up for the workshop and were split into two groups of six. This opened the possibility for more ideas to be generated, as well as comparative data that could be used to iterate on in future role plays.

Figure 8 shows the participants in their stakeholder roles within each of the two groups.

Figure 8. Role play participants in shown as the stakeholders they represented in two parallel groups of six

A profile was developed for each of the six stakeholders that included an overview, name, role, affiliation, interests, challenges and potential relationships (alliances and tensions). See Figure 9.

Figure 9. Stakeholder profile cards
5.2. Anticipated Stakeholder Relationships

The potential relationship dynamics presented in each of the profile cards were based on research done in the first phase of the project, but were also hypothetical. The purpose of this information was to provide a starting point for participants to engage, and to use observation to inform future iterations on the role play.

Radial convergence maps, shown in Figure 10, were created to understand anticipated alliances and tensions that might form within the role play, as well as who might be absent from the conversation.

![Radial convergence maps](image)

**Figure 10.** Anticipated relationships before the role-play of stakeholders represented (left), and stakeholders identified but not represented in the role play (right)

5.3. Observations & Outcomes

The following results are a summary of inputs and outputs from the activity within five themes:

1. Role play for its transformational potential
2. Role play for empowering non-experts
3. Role play for discovering potential relationships
4. Role play as a generative source for strategies for change
5. Role play as a rehearsal method

These themes provide rationale for the benefit of using role play to explore change at the system level as well as learning for future engagements.
Role play for its transformational potential

The most notable aspect of using role play as a form of embodied realism was the emotional connection of participants to the stakeholders they represented. The degree to which individuals were able to relate to their roles informed how much they were able to productively channel their contributions in the group. On the other side, the more distant participants felt from the values they perceived their stakeholders to have affected how well they were able to represent that voice. At the group level, each experienced different paces to their immersion affecting how quickly and deeply they were able to respond to the guiding questions.

A few enablers were identified through observation and post-workshop reflections that could inform future workshops of this kind:

1. While it is a known challenge in role play for participants to suppress their own viewpoints and interests and represent those of others (Popper, 2008, p. 59), the unexpected emotional response by one of the participants to the stakeholder he was representing allowed for his group to immerse in their roles and the activity more quickly than the other group. This gave rise to the idea of having a ‘plant’ in each group who takes a performative role and uses storytelling to express their interests and bring others in.
2. Another recommendation was to send the narrative and profile cards in advance to allow participants time to immerse in the ideas and roles.

Role play for empowering non-experts

Recognized for its use with, and potential empowerment of, representatives who might be outside typical decision makers, role play can be used as a simulated interaction to elicit novice judgment and as a generative medium for guiding decisions (Armstrong, 2001, p. 26-27; Green, 2002, p. 334; 2005, p. 467). In the context of this study, it was intended to elicit new perspectives on the larger socioeconomic challenges without the constraints of having experts in the room.

A number of the participants expressed a feeling of powerlessness in the role play. The need for change felt real but bigger than what they thought they could affect. In spite of individual discomfort and uncertainty, both groups were able to generate a number of ideas toward enabling change.

Role play for discovering potential relationships

Observation during the role play provided insight into potential participants to involve in a future role play and potential partnerships that could be fostered within the larger system.

Potential future stakeholder participants: Group reflection after the role play indicated that the youth voice is not well represented and should be equal among others.

Potential and non-obvious partnerships: Alliances reinforced through the activity, and common to both groups, led to a set of partnerships to explore, notably between:
• **Media and Wellbeing Advocates**: as a way to address more balanced representation of measurement and reporting.

• **Enterprise and Social Impact Startups**: as a way increase investment in social infrastructure and value-creating activities.

• **Social Impact Startups and New Canadians**: as a way to support both economic and non-economic immigrants and encourage socially minded new businesses.

### Role play as a generative source for strategies for change

Of the ideas generated in the role play, five were distilled into candidate strategies for policy makers and influencers to consider:

1. Build a holistic and inclusive data source
2. Promote a shared narrative that connects people to system
3. Engender a prototyping mindset across government
4. Integrate behavioural approaches into planning and programs
5. Foster positive alternatives to the threat of automation

Each strategy is accompanied by key elements enabling change in Krznaric’s rough guide and tagged with guiding principles proposed by Raworth (2017). It is beyond the scope of this paper to provide detail on all proposals. Figure 11 conveys the structure and content of the candidate strategies.

![Figure 11 Example candidate strategy for change distilled from the role play](image-url)
Role play as a rehearsal method

As a participatory research method, role play provided a safe and low-stakes way to explore how interactions between stakeholders might play out in the actual system, identify potential partnerships and generate candidate strategies toward change.

The notion of rehearsal also applies to exploration of narratives. More specifically, although an initial speculative narrative was useful as an input to the role play, outputs from the activity can be used to evolve future iterations of the narrative.

Building on the use of role as a way to iterate on the narrative, the more powerful outcome, which arose through group reflection following the workshop, is that alternative narratives have the potential to be used as ongoing probes for readiness for, or resistance to, change. This suggests that narrative probes be developed in a simulated context, as in this study, and tested when possible with actual stakeholders. In this way, narratives can be used as both representatives of the change desired as well as probes for change and, through simulated enactment of an alternative, stakeholders in the system might themselves begin to enact the change in the world.

6. Conclusion

Motivated to understand why the current economic system appears to be failing us and what a human-centered approach might bring to the challenge, this study investigated both current and alternative narratives on economic growth and how reframing might enable change to a more desirable alternative.

This paper described the two phases of primary research—Understanding the Narratives and Exploring Change—and the outcomes of each phase. Through comparative analysis of subject matter expert interviews and the current, emergent and speculative narratives, the first phase revealed that the mainstream alternative ‘participation’ narrative on inclusive growth shares the same underlying growth focus as the current ‘domination’ narrative. Although the goal of inclusive growth to increase social and economic participation is positive, participation is motivated more by an economic imperative than a moral one. Because the wellbeing-oriented ‘freedom’ narrative provides a more significant departure from growth-first, it was selected as the hopeful alternative around which to explore change in the second phase.

Role play with Krznaric’s rough guide proved powerful for use with non-experts as a generative method for exploring change and probing potential relationships for future engagements. For those able to ‘get into character’, role play provided greater transformational potential for reframing than a purely intellectual approach. Participants reinforced it as a tool for building empathy and suggested it be used with actual stakeholders where they would play the role of others.
A key outcome of the study is that CLA and role play in combination offer a unique approach to reframing, probing readiness for change and enabling stakeholders to iterate on both the reconstructed hopeful narratives and the realization of change in the world.

If the growth orientation continues to dominate, there might be significant work with government, business and the public to co-create strategies that guide transition and foster adaptation to more hopeful alternatives for all. The participatory approaches discussed in this paper provide input to this future learning.
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Abstract

The city, beyond its physicality, is an open dynamic complex system, composed of relations among heterogeneous things. Questioning analysis and design in the city through this point of view, the paper presents an under-construction methodology of a generative mapping which negotiates logics of designing. The methodology develops through three levels of actions: 1. data gathering, 2. investigation of relations among data; 3. tests the methodology through case-studies. The paper examines the methodology through the combination of two tests, the public space of Athens center and in a park (Pedion Areos). Through this exploration, the paper concentrates on how such a relational-thinking methodology affects design logics by the following capacities: generative analysis; simultaneous decompositions and re-compositions of (new) relations in the city; defining and proposing relational fields for strategic interventions; augmenting the physical dimension; a briefing and decision making oriented design. Broadly, this methodology permits an intentional triggering, emergence and abstracting of complexity/ies.

Keywords: methodology of urban design, methodology of relational design, generative analysis, relational territorialities, relationally generated complexity

1. Introduction

The city is an open complex system, composed by dynamic relations among heterogeneous things: things defined by diverse (both material and immaterial) parameters (i.e. subjects, meanings, socio-economic conditions, information). These relations are generative, when they become interactions
and intra-actions\(^1\): this way, new relations emerge. Therefore, the city as an open system with an interdependent dynamic ‘environment’ is under constant change.

The paper approaches city’s complexity attached to its relationality process. It presents a phase of the author’s ongoing PhD\(^2\) research, which focuses on the construction of a methodology of describing and designing things from a relational-thinking point of view. The methodology is developed through the dialogue of a theoretical and a practice-oriented part: its logic evolves through testing applications. The paper looks at the research by examining how two testing case-studies in the city give feedback to the methodology and to its aims towards potential applications into design processes.

The paper’s outline: after this introductory part, central points of the framework are added. Next, the methodology’s scheme is described, while its capacities through the testing case-studies begin to unfold. The paper closes by discussing how these capacities can be translated from the specific level of the case-studies into more generalised perspectives towards logic(s) of relational urban design.

2. Framework

2.1. Conceptual – Theoretical framework

Central idea is the condition of relationality: relations are prerequisites of complexity. This argument is founded on Batty’s (2013) focus on the dynamics and especially on the behaviour of the interactions’ parameters of a system. These interactions, as supported by Cilliers (1998) too, evolve non-linearly, simultaneously and in different scales. They are observable depending on the relations among the system, the environment and the observer’s intentional actions. Thrift (1999) highlights the spatial-and-temporal substance of complex systems as well as the combination of qualities-and-quantities.

Space and place constitute conditions perceived accordingly as emergent situations in time, through intra-actions’ processes: intra-actions include subjects-and-objects, which are mutually composed following broadly theories that deny object-subject dichotomy (i.e. Barad 2007, Thrift 1999). Place conceived as a specified, by attributed meanings, field in time. The meanings are given through semiosis actions. Semiosis is comprehended in terms of the triadic relational model of C. S. Peirce (1931): a sign/semiosis is composed by the relations of three terms. The first is a representation

\(^1\) ‘Intra-action’ (Barad 2007) refers to cases of interaction where its elements emerge and are mutually composed through their interaction: “the neo-logism intra-action signifies the mutual constitution of entangled agencies” (Barad 2007: 33).

\(^2\) The PhD entitled “The Relationally Composed Object: Description and Design” is supported by a scholarship from the General Secretariat for Research and Technology (GSRT) and the Hellenic Foundation for Research and Innovation (HFRI).
(representamen) of a second term (referent/object) to which this is referred in a way that becomes capable to define a third term, the interpretant. This process of generating third term(s) is potentially infinite; a point enforcing the openness of the semantic level of a system and at the same time integrating memory and organic transformability.

2.2 Research

The research is fed by the question of how analysis and design in the city can integrate the conditions of relationality - complexity and constant changing. The research hypothesis responds to this question by setting mapping as a key starting point. Mapping, as an action of broader analysis, is a process, that can be both analytical and generative (Corner 1999). Mapping refers to the whole process of signifying actions producing any kind of recorded description of a thing. It is intentional and made by a specific subject within a specific context.

Great attention is given to the parameter of the subject. The subject-object mutual emergence through intra-actions integrates the relation between an open complex system and its environment, referring to its boundaries. Cilliers (2001) notes that boundaries don’t “limit possibilities”, they are “enabling constraints”. Setting boundaries is analogous to framing: a system is framed during its description in a specific way and for a particular reason by its subject. Furthermore, the diversity of subjects amplifies the semantic spectrum of the system, triggering more potentialities of interactions. This inter-subjectivity triggers an inter-objectivity, which through intra-actions becomes a complex of intra-object/subjectivity, involving agency.

The object of research concentrates on the construction of a methodology for describing and designing in complex relational fields, such as the city. The methodology is expected to be developed into a digital tool (i.e. software - digital application) in the future. Current aim of the methodology’s capacities is to create a ‘tool’ - way of a generative analysis linked to design actions; a tool capable of analysing an object (i.e. city) in regard to its parameters of relationality. This kind of analysis enables to decompose and recompose an object and, thus, multiple new re-organisations of it. The generative aspect is not promoted towards a direction of an increasing complexity. It aims at revealing it, at understanding, exploring it and at the same time to managing it through abstractions, always depending on its intentionally shaped context.

2.3 Relations with the scientific community

Theories and research practices closely related to the methodology developed are Space Syntax as well as the theory and the work of Michael Batty, both linked to the broader thought of Christopher Alexander. Space Syntax is a methodology for analysing space through its relations with social life, but it does this in the material field, without integrating the sphere of the different meanings (Hillier and Hanson 1984). The current methodology prioritizes the semantic-generated interactions and their relations with territoriality. This difference cultivates an opportunity of complementarity: in next research phases synergies between the two approaches could be investigated, in order to
strengthen the actions of evaluating design decisions for material interventions. The same applies with Batty’s (2007, 2013) models, but differently. Adapting the semantic data to his models and comparing them with the current enhances the evaluation of the design decisions through comparisons. Regarding digital maps and platforms (i.e. Google Maps, G.I.S) they offer spatial information: on the one side, there is the spatial information and on the other, there are desires, intentions and agencies, manifested through different actions, such as discourse. The role of the methodology lies in-between these fields: it relates them, enabling the expression of their negotiations and interactions. Its value is the translation of these expressions into design proposals.

3. Description of the methodology

3.1 Methodology’s logic scheme & Visualisation into an Interactive Open Map

The methodology is composed of three levels of actions.

In the first, data are gathered: mappings or descriptions of the city, made by different subjects, following a sampling logic under the criterion of achieving heterogeneity. The second level concerns the data organisation, in order to define communication parameters among them. Communication refers to relations, potential interactions and intra-actions. This way, the system becomes open to
new connections; hence, to the emergence of new meanings or broadly new information. These expand, densify and “complexify” its semantic networks, affecting other sub-systems. In the third level, the methodology is tested through different case-studies: the current paper assesses the methodology through a combinatory consideration of the selected two tests. Inspired by the spirit of the research by design and the attitude of system-thinking, this level is crucial. It enables back-and-forth transitions between generalisations and specifications. It makes the logic adaptable to different processes and contexts. It keeps the scheme open to feedback loops.

The organisation of the data and their relations can be visualised through an “Interactive Open Map” (IOM)\(^3\), composed of the system of a data-base, a table and a map (figure 2).

---

\(^3\) In the current phase of the research this is developed in a level of describing how it might operate. No software is used. The codification, the noting of the data, the formation of the maps and the tables is done manually.
noted: each dot corresponds to a reference to a specific location, each line to paths and the irregular schemes to abstract references to areas. In IOM, the data-base, the table and the map are interconnected through options of selections (red lines in figure 2).

The map-table relations are central, being inspired by the logic of the diagram and this of the abstract machine, as introduced by Deleuze and Guattari (1988). The diagram sets a base for a logic capable of organising and triggering the emergence of “new realities”. As Stan Allen (1999) puts it, a diagram is a “description of potential relationships among elements, not only an abstract model of the way things behave in the world, but a map of possible worlds”. The selections made between the map and the table are capable of creating maps of possible worlds, multiplying and densifying the city.

3.2 The methodology through the case-studies

The first case-study is an experiment of 26 mappings of public space in Athens center, carried out in the context of a postgraduate course in 2015: each subject was asked to map public space in regard to its research interests. Mappings’ subjects have converging backgrounds in terms of scientific discipline, but due to this the heterogeneity of the mappings’ properties appears wider, in regard their methodologies.

Although the parameters’ list is something decided according each process intentions, in order to proceed to the test, a scenario was built: every mapping is a semiosis process that is framed by its subject and whatever frames it, but which also frames the city. Two general interdependent properties’ categories resulted from this (figure 3).

![Figure 3. Properties classification for the first case-study.](image-url)
In figure 4, some of the mappings of the first case are shown in their original form. In figure 5, each map presents the references of each mapping to the city in a codified form. In the map of figure 6, the 26 mappings appear overlapped.

Figure 4. Sample of the 26 mappings in their original form.

Figure 5. The codified 26 mappings. Outer shape is Attica and inner the area of the initial base-map.
The second case-study, is more recent and ongoing test. The descriptions gathered cover (in a sampling logic) a wider timespan and subjects’ diversity, which corresponds to different stakeholders.
The extraction of properties focuses on the conceptual and semiotic parameters that can reveal new relational-generated geographies of the park and the complexity triggered by the information created through discourse actions. References to other locations or other subjects are part of the parametrisation, in order to enhance the inter-subjective relations that form it and the systemic approach of the park as integral part of a system.

Another difference is the different scales of the cases: the scale of the first is a large area of Athens center, while the second concentrates on a park. These are different scales of complexity, which challenge the methodology on how it deals with the transitions between them.

### 3.2.1 Athens center public space case-study

The selection of properties activates references on the map and, thus, implied relations among them. In figure 8, the property ‘open editable file’ is selected, so that the mappings having this property are highlighted and their references to the city are activated. This way, the spatial expression of one or more properties is revealed. Considering that through these actions all the relevant references to the city are getting connected, what one sees on the map is a potential network, that has been created through its interaction with the IOM. The value of such actions is not the creation of connections; but the capability of seeing how these interrelations, decompose and at the same time recompose the “city”.

Figure 7. The scheme of the main parameters for the organisation of the 31 descriptions into a table.
In the figure 9, the location Syntagma square is selected and the mappings including reference to it and their properties are shown. This way, properties attached to any physical location can be detected on the map. From these options, it is shown how locations and information are related, but also how information affects the relations of locations, and vice versa: how relations of locations reveal relations of information.
3.2.2 Pedion Areos park case-study

The ‘node’ of a location, such as Syntagma square, can be further analysed. The second case, which is a park, can reveal it, as a zoom-in action. Every node/ dot on the map of the Athens center, is another network - system, revealing more details about its relational field. Every node incorporates further networks and vice versa. By zooming-out, every network looks like a ‘node’ and so on. Here, a perspective is opening: one can reveal but also combine simultaneously multiple networks and scales of complexities. The descriptions of the Pedion Areos were organized in a similar to the first case-study way, although the organization of properties is developed and adapted to the different type of gathered data.

Figure 10. Map of all the references of the 31 descriptions to Pedion Areos.

4. Perspectives of design logics

The sequences of actions already presented show in very simple ways how this methodology becomes a tool of revealing and triggering multi-scalar complexities and making abstractions. This section explores how the aforementioned capacities of the methodology could be adapted and evolve, in order to discuss about design processes through the terms of relationality and complexity over the broader context of system-thinking.
4.1 Design as generative analysis

Firstly, the IOM can produce intentional urban design and strategy proposals attached to the analysis actions. This is linked to the aim of the methodology to promote a logic of a generative analysis of a thing. The analysis comes close to synthesis’ actions in two ways. First, because it is selective and second, due to its generative capacities. Regarding the first one, the analysis of the city is based on its intra-subjective perception, as expressed through intentional actions of mapping and description. When dealing with conceptual and the semantic complexity, analysis is selective, through decisions related to which kind and which level and scale of complexity it activates or more simply it sees. It sets the frame in which further actions will take place. The parametrization actions in both case-studies function as this process of intentional selections.

The methodology, but also the IOM, by embedding the diagrammatic logic of Deleuze and Guattari (1988), make analysis generative, by connecting it with synthesis actions. Through the interaction of the data, new information about relations reveal. This is a kind of what Deleuze and Guattari mention as a “new reality”. Actions among the levels of the methodology’s scheme as well as actions among the components of the system of IOM are non-linear; especially in the latter, a back-and-forth movement is encouraged. Through both ways, one can de-assemble and re-assemble the city; thus, create multiple new re-organisations of it, as set in the aims of the methodology.

Therefore, either by selecting parameters or by non-linear decomposing and recomposing of relations, design can be perceived as the design of the framework through which new relations or new realities may emerge. This is the design of the rules and the parameters for the emergence of a relational field.

4.2 Design as defining & proposing relational fields for strategic interventions

Through actions in the IOM, one can detect, define and propose, locations, areas or networks for further interventions. Definition and proposal is not limited to the locations and the limits of the intervention(s) field, but it also integrates the terms, the briefing, since relationality is connected with the territoriality. Such terms could be the concepts and the meanings, intentions, other properties or even the relations with other locations. Therefore, this is a logic of promoting an approach of a relational territoriality, where design assembles physical and non-physical relations as a system. The field is approached along with the information and the memory it carries, depending the selections made by whoever manages the IOM.
For instance, in the map of figure 11 the references are denser in this area around the Syntagma square. The intensity of density can be linked to a hierarchy that a location or a node has in the context of the system it is approached. In this density and hierarchy, the connections of a node with other locations should be also considered, since hierarchies have to do with communication routes (Cilliers 2001). Here, hierarchy is not taken for-granted or static; it is transformable (Cilliers 2001), revealed within its approach context and the selections causing it. This density and hierarchy is in coexistence and potential relation with other densities and hierarchies, evoking the thinking of overlapping hierarchies (Batty 2018; Alexander 1965).

Observing the density on the map is not enough to understand the described hierarchy. By making the respective selections on the table, one can go deeper on the parameters and the reasons leading to this result. Second, a zoom-in into the Syntagma square, would unveil further networks and relations as well as more information about overlapping behavior.
Given that one is aware of the non-statistical character of this, such densities might give directions to decisions about the description of a design proposal. These can take the form: of spreading and connecting this density to other areas; of turning the focus only to locations related to it; of loosening the density and the related to it hierarchy by intervening to connections or to parameters of the location; of experimenting with the relations among overlapping hierarchies. These scenarios may evolve into different intentions of strategies to manage the relational density of a location. In this logic, the intervention has to do with design actions to the whole system - environment relation, taking into account its expansion, its spatial behavior and its content.

4.3 Design as augmenting the relationally the of the physical

Another option of intervention, could be the revealing of Syntagma square’s properties or Pedion Areos: the designer concentrates on the mappings - descriptions that include it and relate it to other locations. For instance, considering that the Syntagma square is related with other referred locations in each mapping, then the following actions are made on figure 12: the location is chosen on the map, then the 11 mappings containing reference to it get highlighted on the table along with their matched properties. Next, the references of the 11 mappings to the city are activated on the map and the overlapping of the 11 different networks in which Syntagma square is part of are revealed. If a place is among else its relations with other places (as these are made here by the 11 mappings), then it can be argued that the Syntagma square expands to everywhere it is colored in black on the map. These are non-physical relations, which influence the physical connections.

Figure 12. Sample snapshot of activating a location’s complexity.

This is an approach of any location, through the lens of other, related to it, places. From a system-thinking point of view, considering that a designed intervention is capable of affecting other nodes or relations (networks), it opens the following option: to intervene to a place without doing something
directly to it, but to its relations and its effects to the whole system that it is part of. This logic is also close to the idea of a more strategic form of design, which gives emphasis on the effects of the decisions and their actualisation as well as on the processes of the interactions that are estimated to cause the intended result. Therefore, this perspective of designing focuses in a more intense way on the design of processes, which share features with the logic of the acupuncture.

### 4.4 Briefing, decision and abstraction making oriented design

By making different selections, going back-and-forth the map and the table, one can zoom-in the Syntagma square and proceed to a more concrete proposal by setting intentionally hierarchies on information of the table in order to control what it can be seen on the map. For instance a scenario towards a proposal for the Syntagma square in regard to the combination of the concepts of the commons and of the Otherness: among the 11 mappings that refer to it, only 3 of them do it through these two concepts. Thus, in figure 13, it is abstracted which mappings and, thus, networks refer to the Syntagma square in regard to these two concepts. Additionally, one can detect on the map other areas of encounters among the different networks and at the same time complementary or conflicting properties on the table.

![Sample snapshot of making abstractions.](image)

This can be done through extra sequences of actions in IOM. In this perspective, the briefing begins with a specific ‘node’ and two concepts. It can proceed to more abstractions by being more selective on the information shown on the map and the table.

### 4.5 Design as classifying relations as forces

Similar actions can be applied in the Pedion Areos park. By clicking to the property “problems” (figure 14), it becomes clearer that the red networks (figure 15) are composed of diverse types of networks.
in terms of forces: some relations implied among the references to the physical territory might be conflicting, while others trigger attractions.

Figure 14. Sample snapshot of selection of a property on the table (part of the list is shown in this snapshot) and the consequent highlighting of the descriptions having this property.

Figure 15. References of the 4 mappings approaching Pedion Areos through its problems.
A way to reveal conflicting relations is through information attributing negative properties. These (noted in dashed lines on the maps) make the physical distances feel-like larger; they function as immaterial boundaries, borders and gaps in the field. Accordingly, relations (noted in solid bold lines on the maps) of complementarity and consistency bring locations closer. In order to understand this better, the references made by the four descriptions are noted in 4 colors. Each description is cited in different map in its codified form (figure 16–19). All their references have been translated in positive and negative, according to the attributed properties, as set by their subjects. By connecting all the negatives and accordingly all the positives, two types of fields of forces reveal. One of attractions and one of repulsions.

Figure 16. References of the description A12.

Figure 17. References of the description A13.
Through this step, more perspectives of back-and-forth actions among relationality and territoriality are opened. Additionally, one can go deeper on the issue of the park’s “problems” by activating further information, as the properties noted on the left of every map. These by implying or mentioning problems related to them (accessible through the table) enrich the description of the problems of the park, contributing to more targeted proposals.
In figure 20, the overlapping of the diverse networks is depicted. The chronological sequence of their positioning before or their overlapping reveals how this field of forces changes: it changes in regard to the different point of view, to different intentions and agencies.

5. Conclusion

The comparative consideration of the two cases contributed to the maturation and the enrichment of the transitions from data to design. At the same time, the whole process of comparing presented in this paper put under rethinking the first testing case-study - and through it the methodology -, in terms of revisiting and reviewing it. The different scales of territories, relationalities and complexities is the main triggering reason, because it challenges the object of urban design and its relations with architectural design and urban planning. Such a negotiation can be tested through the larger scale of the first case-study. The next test is planned to focus on Syntagma square: which is not considered any more considered as a node, but a relational field overlapping with other relational fields. It is a case through which more back-and-forth as well as zoom-in and zoom-out experiments can be carried out. Another intention for the next test is to enlarge the timespan (in order to experiment with transformations in time) of the data as well as the subjects, which means that new data will be added. In this rethinking, the idea of attracting and repulsing forces shaping relational fields constitutes another significant idea to be integrated and further developed, since relations, interactions and potential intra-actions depend on them.
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Abstract

This paper concerns Food Security and the capturing and understanding of the potential usefulness of the notion of Resilience in that context. An important representative research project working on the complex problem space of Food Security and Resilience is the I KNOW FOOD (IKF) project. Work with the researchers engaged on this project is used here to demonstrate the approach presented. This approach is based on Systems Thinking and the capturing and building of a Holon of the problem space in order to discover, understand and evaluate the far-reaching effects of the role of resilience in Food Security. This approach also underscores the need for grounding the ‘acknowledging’ and use of holistic views of the problem space of such complex problems. By doing this, it moves forward from simply adopting a holistic stance, that of-introducing and including more people, components and issues,-to offering ways to examine the resulting interrelationships.
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1. Introduction

In a previous paper (Darzentas et al., 2017), the IKnowFood (IKF) project, its composition and objectives were introduced. As its name suggests, an overall aim is to integrate knowledge about food systems, in the context of Food Security. Food Security is defined as existing “when all people, at all times, have physical and economic access to sufficient, safe and nutritious food to meet their dietary needs and food preferences for an active and healthy life” (Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, 1996). In particular, the project examines Food Security in the light of food systems resilience. The IKF project defines food systems resilience as “the ability to learn, adapt and transform to cope with external and internal stresses and shocks in order to maintain stable levels of nutritious food supply” (Doherty et al, 2019).

The word ‘systems’ is used in food studies very frequently, as the food research literature recognises the interconnectivity of various elements and talks about “food systems”, but it is more common to find research that deals with parts of food systems independently, for instance concentrating on food production, or on food supply systems. This has been changing, with more Food Security researchers trying to find ways to study food systems more holistically. Such research (e.g. Bland and Bell, 2007; Ericksen, 2008; Horton, 2017) on Food Security is working to draw in sources of multiple interactions, to identify key processes, drivers, multiple feedbacks and outcomes. This then leads to some thought-provoking perspectives on how components are interlinked and could potentially lead to “actionable improvements”. This wider, more holistic, agenda for Food Security research may include many different factors not apparently directly influencing Food Security, such as over-consumption of ‘bad’ food and obesity, to be studied along with more traditional foci such as increasing food production and improving food value chains. The IKF project belongs to this newer tradition of taking a wider, more holistic, perspective, and has a main objective to integrate many different types of knowledge about food.

However, a major difference between these more holistic approaches found in the literature and that presented here, is that these researchers conceptualise the interconnected food systems as well-defined entities, pre-existing and agreed upon, and assume that their interactions with one another form patterns that can, with study, be revealed. Indeed Ericksen (2008) advocates for compiling a ‘database’ of such interactions, once they have been studied, and that such case studies, can be abstracted away into typologies, to be referenced by other researchers when faced with similar situations. The aim is that this database will guide those in charge of managing Food Security policies. Similarly, Horton (2017) is interested in modelling the whole of the agro-food economy in such a way as to apply quantitative methods to analyse and manage it. It is important to acknowledge the significance of these approaches that move from reductionistic models of food systems and embrace more holistically based viewpoints.

The approach of this paper questions these fixed conceptualisations, in spite of them being used and accepted in the literature generally and proposes looking afresh at the components such as people, elements, issues. This is because interactions between these components that are recognised by those studying such complex problem spaces, are essentially dynamic, and subject to change.
Therefore, although they can be recorded, they are not necessarily constant. Allowing fresh views onto the problem space, deliberately avoiding fixed ‘pre-defined’ conceptualisations, can open up richer and more realistic contemporary interpretations, and hence more appropriate and relevant paths to interventions.

Support for such openness is evident, for instance, in the conclusions derived by Bizkova et al. (2016). In their work with 20 local communities in central America (Honduras and Nicaragua), they adopted a systems perspective that enabled them to include a wide range of stakeholders, from households and local food production, scaling up to those involved in the management of natural resources, and those involved at institutional level in critical infrastructures such as sanitation and transport as well as governance and policy making. They created a framework and envisaged this for clarity as a pin wheel with 5 concentric layers going from the local and scaling up. However, in essence, when working with the communities at local level and scaling up, they realised that, in fact, interrelationships crossed these artificial boundaries. Relaxing these boundaries helped them to identify potentially critical points for building resilience at policy levels, through institutional changes and their role in improving local and other systems, such as production and market systems that are well beyond the local livelihood-environment-food production nexus.

2. The Concept of Resilience

Resilience has been conceptualised in at least three ways; as absorbing shocks, as preventing shocks, or as adapting to shocks whether in socio-ecological systems (Béné et al., 2016) or socio-technical systems (Taysom and Crilly, 2017), and in some cases more than one of these forms of resilience are apparent. For instance, an aid agency may provide first aid to help absorb the shock from an emergency, but also try to put in place preventive measures to resist unwanted changes, or even a development project to transform the current food production/consumption processes so that it is not vulnerable in the future to the type of shock caused by the emergency.

In most current discourse, both general and academic, resilience is generally mostly considered as a positive attribute. Situations that are resistant to change are resilient and endure and are stable. But resistance to change can mean that undesirable states remain (e.g. resistance to changing known ‘bad’ dietary habits). Moreover, resilience of one part of a system may cause the destabilisation of another part. For example, creating desirable resilience by converting to the production of a different type of crop that is not susceptible to extreme climatic changes, may mean that the storage and transportation demands of that new crop are more resource intensive, putting pressure and vulnerability to that part of the system.

IKF proposes the use of the lens of resilience to examine Food Security. Researchers from the project, define the food system as series of “structures, institutions and information that connect or divide food system stakeholders” (Doherty, 2016, p.20). When stakeholder goals are not aligned to those structures, (the spatial and organisational complexity of the food system), or to those institutions (the complex systems of governance that constitutes the food system) or when the information exchanges between stakeholders is not clear, then there are threats to resilience (Doherty et al,
Appreciating this position, our approach extends to the need to capture and understand the elusive interconnectedness of the classes of obstacles they distinguish.

3. Systemic Design Approach

Our approach is grounded in Systems Thinking and Design to capture, learn about and develop deep and shared understandings of complex problem spaces, such as that of Food Security. Such understandings are \textit{a priori} necessary in order to move towards appropriate and robust design interventions. A critical step in this approach is to build a Holon (Darzentas et al., 2017).

The term ‘Holon’ has had a strong influence in the evolution of Systems Thinking. It was first used by Koestler (1967) to explain that a whole of any sort is essentially at the same time a sub-whole. Researchers (Bland and Bell, 2007) working in agroecology, found this a useful term, because of their problematique with boundaries, when everything could be a system, that is part of another system, then the notion of ‘flickering’, i.e. keeping these differing contexts in mind was important. Checkland and Scholes (1990) suggested that the Holons could denote “the activity of systems thinkers who formulate some Holons relevant to the perceived reality they are interested in” (p22), in order to understand that perceived reality more fully, and having done that, perhaps design interventions to make things better. They further state that the use of Holons “is to enquire into, or interrogate the real world in order to articulate a dialogue, discourse or debate aimed at defining changes deemed desirable and feasible” (Checkland and Scholes, 1990, p287). It is in this sense that it is used here.

We adopt the meaning of the Greek word ‘ὅλον’ which means ‘whole’ or ‘everything’, in relation to the problem space. The Holon is not a systemic representation of a complex problem space. Rather, it forms a way to capture and record understandings about the problem space. The emerging Holon consists of stakeholders’ issues and the components and interrelationships considered relevant. Systemic designers have a particular role to play in building the Holons, because they can draw upon a range of design methods such as those informed by ethnographic tools, as well as participatory activities. In this process, a Holon may be refined many times, as the learning and understandings deepen. These refinements can also come about in response to the application of a range of different design methods that help to make emerge different features of the situation under study. The Holon when ‘translated’ into a systemic language makes use of known tenets and principles of Systems Thinking (Darzentas and Darzentas, 2016). In this way, notions such as resilience can be examined using the Holon to situate them in the problem space.

This paper presents work initially bringing researchers together into a shared space to develop understandings of the IKF objectives. A first step was to move from the ‘given’ system definitions (e.g. ‘supply chain system’, ‘healthcare system’, as well as ‘stock’ definitions of actors and roles (e.g. farmer produces food) to develop fresh understandings and reveal emergent properties. Although these researchers are just one group amongst the stakeholders engaged in IKF project, they are each working in partnership with the main groups of stakeholders. For example, researchers working with food producers meet with farmers’ groups. These pre-existing groups are made up of farmers whose motivation is exchange of information between themselves, on various subjects such as the role of
technology, of governance, of safety, etc. The role of the IKF researchers is to engage in social learning and immerse themselves in their world. In doing so, they bring a richer understanding of the motivations and values, the limitations and outside constraints that come into play in the farmers’ spheres of activity. Bringing these richer understandings to the building of a Holon allows for differentiated emphases from the more commonly accepted food systems’ actors allowing possible re-orientations.

Figure 1 below shows a Holon created by the group of the researchers over the course of 3 workshop sessions. Each session lasted on average 2 hours and 30 minutes, and the researchers represented different groups of Food Security stakeholder interests (e.g. farmers, consumers, value chains of food processors and distributors, retailers etc.) as well as environmental concerns, (effects of climate change, etc.). In addition, as consumers of food, or as activists in initiatives to alleviate food poverty, they are also able to represent other interests.

3.1. Preliminary Observations

Already, some very promising preliminary observations emerged that demonstrate the usefulness of the systemic design approach, which is based on initially capturing a Holon of the problem space for the grounding of resilience in the project. Some of these are described in the paragraphs that follow:
Refining the definition of Food Security: A description of the situation of concern elaborated during the workshops shows interesting differentiations when contrasted with the official definition of Food Insecurity from the Food and Agriculture Organization. Their carefully crafted definition, which is periodically reviewed, states that Food Security is: “A situation that exists when all people, at all times, have physical, social and economic access to sufficient, safe and nutritious food that meets their dietary needs and food preferences for an active and healthy life” (FAO-2001).

In contrast, the workshop elaboration paid attention to human self-sufficiency, introducing the concepts of means, agency and knowledge as necessary to access food, in contrast to the ‘physical social and economic’ of the official definition. It qualifies food as being ethical, as well as nutritious, and affordable, and finally, they introduced the notions of care for the environment as well as the cultural acceptability of food, that do not exist in the FAO definition. Their final elaboration was: “Enabling people to have the means, agency and knowledge to access ethical, adequate, nutritious, affordable, culturally and environmentally acceptable food”.

The role of Communicators: Acknowledgement of the influential role played by the stakeholder group termed ‘communicators’. This group includes people such as food journalists. Although the academic world recognises the importance of communicators, with whole journals dedicated to them and their research, (e.g. the Journal of Environmental Communication), within the Food Security literature they do not seem to feature as a stakeholder group. Yet, evidence of their activity abounds, whether it is exerting influence on consumers via advertising; or their key role in informing and educating consumers about safe and nutritious food practices; or as conduits to filter and popularise scientific results to consumers with practical recommendations regarding dietary information. Of course, as everywhere, the role of information and communication as a powerful and influential tool is well recognised, but when dispersed into makers and writers of documentaries, newspaper articles, and commissioned reports, they are not easily recognisable as stakeholder group.

The importance of the Third Sector Organisations. This is a term used to describe the range of organisations that are neither public sector nor private sector. It includes voluntary and community organisations (such as associations, self-help groups and community groups), social enterprises, and co-operatives. Generally speaking, these organisations are independent of government and state. This means they are motivated by the desire to achieve social goals (for example, improving public welfare, the environment or economic well-being) rather than the desire to distribute profit; and they reinvest any surpluses generated in the pursuit of their goals so as to be financially sustainable. These organisations are often to be found operating at the forefront of difficult, perhaps emergency, situations, and therefore have first-hand knowledge of the conditions. Often it is they who are actively engaged in implementing resilience (whether trying to absorb shocks carrying out first aid in emergencies, or whether engaged, perhaps after a disaster, in trying to build resistance or to transform).

Potential of stakeholders to influence a situation. Finally, an observation was that of understanding the range and spheres of influence of stakeholders or the nature of the potential of stakeholders. Notwithstanding the many inequalities that are present, each stakeholder appears to have some
mechanisms, to influence, affect, change, or even disrupt flows of material and of information within the Holon. Further refinement to explore these mechanisms, to understand how they operate and the range of their influence would enable better understanding the nature of this potential, and what consequences activating it can have.

4. Working with the notion of resilience

The richness of a Holon such as the one in Figure 1 offers an opportunity to identify some of the effects that an external stress, for instance, might have within the captured Holon. This may also then allow for some useful speculation on the type of resilience required to deal with the outcomes, whether to adapt or to absorb or both. Of course, it must be noted that any capturing and understanding of the problem space is evolving iteratively, so that the Holon may be refined repeatedly.

Figures 2 and 3 give examples of the potential effects of external ‘prodding’ such as that of an awareness campaign aimed at the consumers of food might have on some stakeholders (Fig.2), and the introduction of legislation regarding the living conditions and transportation of livestock (Fig.3).

By stressing or ‘prodding’ the system, it is possible to see where the potential ‘shockwaves’ hit. For example, in Figure 2 above, the awareness campaign aimed at consumers, may also affect others,
such as retailers, and this may have a knock-on effect to the link between retailers and producers. The Holons allow for creating understandings of what types of resilience might be needed by the various stakeholders either to resist being affected by the shockwaves, or to have mechanisms in place to adapt to the shockwave, or to reform.

In other words, identifying such pathways allows for understanding the possible forms that resilience, if required, could take. Translating into systems language provides a platform to move towards creating interventions where tried and tested design methods can be used. Again, it is emphasised that a very important benefit of the systemic design approach is that, because of the way the ‘paths’ to emerging subsystems are generated, the stakeholders involved in each one of those, can ‘meet’ again, when necessary, back at the ‘system’ (or translated Holon), or even at the Holon itself. That may be necessary because of the iterative nature of the evolving understanding and learning, as well as the dynamic nature of systems’ characteristics such as borders and environment which change continuously.

Similarly Figure 3 shows as an example the possible effects the ‘stress’ a piece of legislation on the rearing conditions of livestock might have on ‘food systems’ using the Holon of Fig.1. As an example, an organisation championing farm animal welfare, Compassion in World Farming noted that in the UK, it is a legal requirement for all eggs to be labelled by producers and retailers, stating the farming system in which the hens live. Eggs are labelled as ‘eggs from caged hens’, ‘barn eggs’, ‘free range’ or ‘organic’. The mandatory labelling scheme for eggs was introduced in 2004, and by 2016, UK production of cage-free eggs had increased from 31% in 2003 to over 60%. The organisation claims that as a result of labelling, consumers finally had the full picture, and could make purchase choices about the type of farming conditions it wanted to endorse. Examples such as these can aid the capturing of emerging relevant interconnectedness amongst stakeholders, issues etc. which will or might be affected and decisions that will have to be taken by and for the stakeholders involved about what kind of resilience will have to be adopted and exercised.

In this example, such legislation will affect ‘producers’ directly and indirectly ‘processors’ and of course the ‘distributors’. The emerging form of the problem space calls for the consideration of potential interventions to deal with the upcoming required changes. In other words, learning about and understanding what type of resilience should be introduced. For instance, in the case of ‘producers’ they may have to ‘adopt’ as well as ‘absorb’ while ‘processors’ and ‘distributors’ will have to ‘absorb’.
5. Summary and Conclusions

This paper has attempted to show the contribution that systemic designers can bring to the debates about meeting important 21st century challenges (Sustainable Development Goals, 2015) such as that of Food Security. Acknowledgement that this is a complex situation requiring multi and interdisciplinary perspectives and moving away from silo and reductionist thinking and methods is well-recognised in this arena. However, multiple viewpoints each with their own traditions of communication are hard to integrate, and even harder to make sense of, when the brief is to try to plan and take decisions affecting humanity and the environment on a global scale. The continually changing dynamic nature of the interconnections is a further compounding feature of this endeavour. However, this is not to say that seeking to understand is a futile exercise, rather it is helpful to demonstrate that it is not only permissible to keep the dialogic nature of interconnections in mind, but that it is a requirement to continually examine and question pre-defined groupings and supposed relationships.

Understanding the interconnectedness of various components is emerging as a concern in the literature on Food Security. For instance, previously, public health issues and the availability of food were areas of distinct study, but now connections are established (e.g. obesity and availability of cheap calorie-laden food). However, methodologies to identify appropriate interventions are lacking, and as a result work sometimes halts once the connection is established. With the aid of Holons, the
emphasis on interconnectedness will reveal other linkages susceptible to being affected by decisions on interventions aimed at tackling the problems caused by obesity issues.

Systemic designers, by leading enquiry and moving away from given definitions within the Food Security literature, can help to explore and give voice to interconnections that may be ‘known’ at some level, perhaps from being encountered in everyday life, or instinctively felt, but which are not often openly acknowledged. This may be because scientists are trained to justify statements about such interconnections with evidence. Furthermore, using Holons and studying interconnections, these can make use both of ‘zooming in’ to examine what happens at a local or regional scale, and ‘zooming out’ to understand working on the larger scale. Thus, the enquiry can explore what works at the micro and at the macro level, bringing in knowledge from one scale to see how it looks at another. At present, in the face of intense impacts from the realisation of globalisation enabled by technological advances in transport and communications, there has been much research examining the effects on local communities, and what these can do to be resilient and maintain or adapt their ways of living and working. However, it is now becoming apparent that the local must be linked to the global and acknowledge that interventions that work at local cannot always work at larger scales.

The IKF is a project funded by the UK, and although it ostensibly is about Food Security for the UK, this cannot be studied, nor can improvements be suggested, without taking into account a wider picture. The work with the group of researchers within that project served to complement the work in the project as a whole, both in the sense that researchers assigned to various workpackages within the project structure were able to meet and work together on a common platform, but also in the sense that the overall nature of the project was debated and new interpretations formed.
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Building the fashion’s future.
How turn textiles’ wastes into ecological building products
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\textbf{Abstract.} The textile system is one of the most influential production activities at a global level from an environmental point of view, both in relation to the processes that characterize the supply chain and in relation to pre and post-consumer waste. It produces million tons of global greenhouse gas emissions per year and it consumes millions of litres of water; it uses million tons of chemical products. Furthermore, millions of tones of special textile wastes are yearly landfilled in upstream process as well as in downstream process. Less of 1\% of materials used to produce clothes becomes part of a closed-loop recycling and less of 2\% are recycled in other industrial activities. Changing the textile industrial linear model in a circular one according to Systemic Design principles is advisable, starting from wastes and by-products. As proved in the working paper wastes, due to their properties, can assumed as inputs of new production systems. Particularly the scientific contribution deals with some research activities carried out within a project titled EDILTEX - Innovation for reusing in textile companies. The achievements are described, showing that construction and fashion are fields only apparently far from each other. They can - on the contrary - developing powerful synergies and products with interesting technological and physical performances.
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1. Introduction

The textile plays a crucial role in the third economic sector in several European Countries. The fashion industry is considered as a benchmark of excellence in Italy and Italian fashion revenues are remarkable (Crivelli, 2017). But at the same time the textile system is one of the most influential production activities at a global level from an environmental point of view, both in relation to the processes that characterize the supply chain and in relation to pre and post-consumer waste. The textile sector produces about 3.4 million tons of global greenhouse gas emissions per year and, due to the dyeing, printing and fixing processes, it consumes an average of 7.5 million litres of water and it uses 6 million tons of chemical products (Sistema Moda Italia, 2016). Special wastes are landfilled (Wicker, 2016) both in upstream process (afterwards the production and the delivering) as well as in downstream process (once the textile is used). Less of 1% of materials used to produce clothes becomes part of a closed-loop recycling and less of 2% are recycled in other industrial activities. This is likely due to the currently manufacturing system that operates through an almost linear way (MacArthur, 2017).

Although the framework highlighted, some good practices have been already carried out, showing how it’s possible use textile wastes in several sectors, including the building one. Building sector is only apparently far away from the fashion industry. An example of open loop recycling of fashion wastes used in construction is the California Academy of Sciences in Golden Gate Park in San Francisco designed by Renzo Piano Building Workshop. The thermal insulation materials have been made with over 200.000 pairs of discarded jeans.

Transforming the textile industry according to Systemic Design principles is therefore thinkable, proposing a well-known but fundamentally change: wastes and by-products due their properties might be assumed as inputs of new production systems. Such methodological approach makes it possible to meet the circular economy goals set out in current European Directive (EU Directive 2018/851).

2. EDILTEX – Innovation for reusing in textile companies

The project titled EDILTEX (Carbonaro et al, 2018) – Innovation for reusing in textile companies – is a research aimed at meeting needs to reducing environmental impacts of Small Medium Enterprises, in two textile and fashion districts (Tuscany and Lombardy). DAD’s research team of Politecnico di Torino was partner of the project dealing with some aspects related to reuse and recycling processes. The research was developed with the economic support of Fondimpresa inter-professional fund. On the whole commitment and collaboration were implemented sharing knowledge, analysing the production systems and defining different waste disposal opportunities.

The main normative framework aimed at defining objectives, methodology and activities was the Communication ”Towards a Circular Economy: Programme for a Zero Waste Europe” [COM(2015)
The European Commission, by introducing the Circular Economy issue into the European public debate, establishes the importance and priority of identifying methods, tools and solutions to recycling by-products and wastes into Secondary Raw Materials (SRM). Besides, it plans an approach to the development of products and processes fully coherent to Systemic Design.

Therefore, bearing in mind the Systemic Design as methodological reference the research was split-up into stages: Needs finding; Ideation and Prototyping; Monitoring; Business Strategy (see figure 1).

Each of the items listed above is described in the following paragraphs.

2.1. Needs finding

*Needs* were pursued through environmental audits in order to point out the most important manufacturing findings and in order to characterise the wastes propieties and how they could be reused and recycled. Based on the wastes characterisation, some applications for the building sector were identified starting from a study on some international database and several scientific achievements.

For instance, the international MATREC database (matrec, 2019) - allows the search for circular, sustainable and advanced materials for the building and eco-design sectors and covers environmental and technical information. The database includes 21 products from the recycling of textile waste and 37 from leather waste. With regards to building sector, they are mainly used for thermal insulation and acoustic panels and to a lesser extent for wall and floor coverings.
Some interesting studies were found in the international scientific literature. Textile waste was used in addition as thermal insulation blanket (Briga-Sa et al, 2013); researches also include the use of waste fibrous materials in reinforced mortars (Gonilha-Pereira, 2013; Bendjillali et al, 2011; Fantilli, Sicardi, & Dotti, 2017). Scientific paper points out the potentiality of recycling cotton waste as additive in brick manufacturing in order to improve its thermal performance (Rajput et al, 2012). With regard to leather waste, there are interesting applications concerning the utilization as fine aggregate in concrete (Sathish & Vijayaravind, 2015), or eventually in the production of bricks (Aguiar et al, 2001).

Furthermore, on the basis of the territorial analysis carried out, particularly at a local scale, it was made possible to identify stakeholders (private and public) such as: enterprises interested in recovering and recycling processes (e.g. Maiano); enterprises enable to building-up machinery to recycle textile wastes and to transform them into Secondary Raw Materials (e.g. Cormatex); research bodies focused on innovation in the textile sector (e.g. Next Technology, Material Recycling); public consortia engaged in textile collection and recovery; chambers of commerce in order to develop business opportunities.

2.2. Ideation and prototyping

Matching the information collected, in the ideation stage three scenarios were outlined. The first scenario was focused to enhancing textile wastes as Secondary Raw Materials and/or by-products in existing recycling companies. Some opportunities were investigated such as existing enterprises that manufacturing floor mat materials from recycled textile wastes.

The second scenario was addressed to the valorisation of textile wastes in on-line markets (market places). Within such the reuse or recycling chances are not predetermined. They depend on the supply-demand balance.

Finally, the third scenario was aimed at developing new building materials, basically through two activities: the material sorting process and afterward the product development.

In particular, the research was focused on waste used mainly in wadding manufacturing. These are polyester fibres (PET) and polyurethane foams PUR. PET and PUR were chosen in relation to:

- chemical-physical characteristics of wastes, both obtained from non-renewable raw materials with a high environmental impact, as consequence it is priority to develop reusing and recycling strategies;
- absence – for the time taken into account (year 2017 and 18) - of a recovery chain;
- quantities to be disposed by the companies, on average higher than other types of waste.

As is well known, a building product in order to be used in construction must be able to fulfil a large number of requirements. This occurs both in the case of new raw materials and in the case of Secondary Raw Materials. Crucial in the material sorting is the comparison among properties of
wastes and by-products with similar products made up with raw materials (e.g. wool was assumed as benchmark since its properties and since it is usually classified as an ecological material). A correlation was then made (through database and software) between the density value, used as a constant reference parameter (kg/m³), with the following properties: mechanical; chemical; environmental; physical; thermal; acoustic.

Particularly, the correlation between the density of wastes made with PUR and PET with the absorption coefficient (see figure 2) shows that both wastes - although featured by different specific weights - are characterized by excellent performances to be used as sound absorbing materials.

![Figure 2. Correlation between density (kg/m³) and absorption coefficient (-) of PUR and PET in comparison with wool (benchmark material).](image)

The absorption coefficient was ranked between 0.6 and 1, according to PUR or PET chemical-physical compound. Such outcome has influenced the subsequent activities. The research was thus addressed towards the design and developing a product that can improve the indoor acoustic comfort.

As already mentioned, a product to be classified as a building product has to meet different kinds of requirements. The product development was therefore influenced by the current regulatory framework for acoustic comfort. In particular, a technical standard (UNI 11532-1:2018) was taken into account, which states guidelines for the acoustic design of offices, schools and restaurants.

Figure 3 shows the conceptual proposal. In accordance with the acoustic technical standard guide lines, it was decided to develop a product featured by overlapped layers. According to absorption coefficient expected, its inner part was made up mostly with PET wastes. The use of such waste is due to the fact that was decided to give firstly priority to waste at a lower mass. A Medium Density
Fireboard (MDF) framework was designed to stiffen the product. However, other scenarios were considered, e.g. by combining the PET and PUR wadding wastes with thermo-formable materials (for instance in case of furniture solutions). An outer fabric, made of leatherwork waste was proposed since leather is an easy maintaining material and overall it has self fire extinguishing characteristics. The product development was completed with the proposal of assembling the layers and sewing them together. As highlighted in figure 4 the product might be implemented both as an internal finishing and as a furnishing element.

![Diagram](image)

Figure 3. The insulation acoustic product. The proposed materials and assembling.

![Potential scenarios](image)

Figure 4. Potential scenarios use of the acoustic insulation product. From left to right: 1) focus area 2) panels; 3) mobile partitioning; 4) think-tank armchair; 5) phone-boot.
During the prototyping several experiments were carried out and some interesting achievements were reached. Among the scenarios outlined the activities were focused on manufacturing samples, sized as flat square panels. The wastes were processed at the LASTIN (Laboratory for Innovative Systems) of the Politecnico di Torino as well as the afterward cutting-off and forming of PET wastes samples. Some PET and PUR wadding wastes were tested and they were chosen those more suitable for shaping modular acoustic screens. The external surface was featured both with leather and textile surpluses. The reuse of different trimmings gave a unique pattern in term of size and colour (see figure 5).

Figure 5. On the left, one of the prototype of insulation acoustic screen manufactured within EDILTEX project. On the right, a list of available textile and leather waste samples.

### 2.3. Monitoring

The monitoring stage was involved mainly the evaluation among technique for measuring sound absorption performance. Generally speaking, it is possible to carry out a sound absorption test in three ways:

1. measurement of resistivity to the flow of single materials;
2. measurement of the sound absorption coefficient from normal incidence (sound wave orthogonal to the surface), through the use of Kundt’s pipe;
3. measurement of the sound absorption coefficient by random incidence (acoustic wave from all directions) in reverberation chamber.

With regards to the specific characteristics of the prototype, with the support and the scientific collaboration of INRIM (National Institute of Metrological Research), it was recognized that the measurement in reverberation chamber was the most appropriate. The reverberation chamber is an “environment” specifically designed to have no parallel surfaces and it is built-up from hard and reflective materials. Inside, a diffuse field is generated in which the incidence of the sound wave produced by a source is totally random. This type of measurement is the one that allows to have a
sound absorption coefficient closer to the real conditions of use. Furthermore, the reverberation chamber test allows to verify the actual acoustic behaviour of the prototype and to outline the absorption curve at different frequencies.

The first monitoring carried out show that some acoustic requirements were met, demonstrating that the characteristics of the selected materials since the pores size and pores disposition are suitable as acoustic screen. This shows the potentiality to develop a building product from a certain quantity of PET and PUR wastes promoting a systemic and symbiotic processes between only apparently disparate industrial sectors.

### 2.4. Business strategy

Finally, the *business strategy* definition was focused on two main activities: on the one hand side, activities aimed at analysing the technical feasibility; on the one other, activities aimed at assessing the economic viability. Both are still in progress.

The technical feasibility is addressed to developing, prototyping and experimenting the other mentioned scenarios (focus area; mobile partitioning; think-tank armchair; phone-boot) in term of: shapes and sizes; connections and fastening; performances, depending on the intended use. Furthermore, it is planned to install and test the solutions in some pilot sites and monitor their efficacy *in situ*.

At the same time, activities focused on the economic viability has been developing in order to: explore the market, in particular perform primary and secondary research to identify market volumes, areas, trends, segments, barriers; identify the best technological proposition for the market; define the value proposition(s); define a go-to-market strategy.

### 3. Conclusion

The transition from a linear production process to a circular one entails the implementation of current wastes collection and processing systems. As mentioned designing the supply chain is a crucial part of the business strategy shared with the Small Medium Enterprises, thus their wastes can be effectively exploited as Secondary Raw Materials in an other manufacturing systems.

On the whole the outcomes show that new perspectives in textile production are actionable. They are based on the principles of circular economy and in accordance to a systemic approach matching together sectors such as fashion and building. Despite it is required to managing properly situations of complexity and uncertainty - in which there are no simple answers and lot of efforts are still necessary - a systemic addition is however possible: building and fashion makes “building the fashion future”.
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Abstract The research team recently developed an innovative system with low environmental impact for the production of semi-rigid panels for thermal and acoustic insulation, obtained from recycled sheep’s wool from Piemonte region. Starting from the previous work, a new semi-rigid panel has been produced, combining sheep wool with hemp technical fibers. Both sheep wool and hemp comes from agri-food systems and are considered as a wastes from existing production chains. Panels show low environmental impact and stiffness as main innovative features, if compared with other similar products on the market. A further experimentation phase allowed to improve the production process adaptability degree to the availability of natural by-products from local agri-food systems, with the aim to develop an “open recipe” able to answer to the building market different requests. The contribution presents the methodology adopted for the research in progress, the "open" technology assessment adopted for panels production and results of preliminary thermal tests.
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1. Introduction

In Italy the building market is currently characterized by a drastic decrease in new constructions and an increasing importance of existing building stock refurbishment, thanks also to specific public incentives. In public procurement it has been mandatory from 2016 to apply the Minimum Environmental Criteria – CAMs (Decreto Legislativo 19 aprile 2017, n. 56). CAMs are aimed at identifying design solution, product or services, offering the better possible environmental performances along the whole life cycle, taking into account market availability. In the future, their application will probably lead to deep changes in the demand-supply system of the building market, expecting an increasing availability of low environmental impact products, designed within a circular economy perspective. Research in eco-building field is more and more focusing on circular economy issues: starting from a systemic analysis of existing production chains, waste products, currently not recycled, are often analysed in order to find new uses or applications. Circular economy topic were also one of the main pillar of Cartonlana research project, born from the opportunity to face the so called sheep wool issue. In Italy, and in Piedmont region, sheep farming is a traditional activity now aimed only at meat and milk production. Sheep wool has become an economic weakness in the production supply-chain due to a double cost: the final disposal and the shearing costs (Bosia et al. 2011). Because of its low quality, Italian sheep wool hardly find use in the textile industry. On the other hand, due to its excellent thermal insulating features, and low environmental impact, sheep wool have been finding increasing use as a raw material for building components production, with an evident paradox: local wool is usually wasted, buried or landfilled, while imported wool, particularly from New Zeland, is used for insulation panels production (Figure 1). In Cartonlana (Bosia 2011) research project wasted sheared wool from Piedmont region was collected and used for insulation panels production, defining not only a production process, but also a “systemic” concept for building products design, which follows the main principles of CAMs. After Cartonlana, FITNESs project have been developed, mixing sheep wool and wasted hemp fibres and testing how the panel performance were influenced changing the original 100% wool composition. In this paper the research team try to further enlarge the research field, working on other wasted material coming from existing agro-industrial productions chains localized preferably in the Piedmont region context or in other Italian regions where sheep wool breeding has an interesting widespread.

As Italian sheep wool, natural waste materials explored for the new research steps, have no use for the farmers and are generally buried, landfilled or disposed otherwise, often generating additional costs, while not finally disposed, using them as a biomass. The aforementioned approach is intended, as in the previous works, to keep new panels with a low environmental impact while, at the same time to recognize economic value to local agri-food by-products, that could help to lower breeders and farmers activities economic management cost.

The research main aim is to develop an “open recipe” based on the previous researches Cartonlana and FITNESs production process and adapting it to the specific features of the new raw materials, proposed to be used in combination with sheep wool fibers, for new panels production.
2. "Open recipe" – an adaptive production method

2.1. Cartonlana and FITNESs

The multidisciplinary research team, composed by Biella CNR ISMAC and Department of Architecture of Politecnico di Torino members, in collaboration with the textile company Davifil and Assocanapa, recently developed an innovative system for the production of low environmental impact semi-rigid panels, Cartonlana, for thermal and acoustic insulation, obtained from recycled sheep’s wool coming from Piedmont region breeding. Starting from that first work, the production system was implemented, combining in equal measure sheep wool with hemp technical fibers, leading to FITNESs panels production.

Both two panels have two main innovative features: unlike the already existing hemp and wool insulation mats, they are semi-rigid products, which allows a wider range of uses in architecture, and they has low environmental impact, as shown by the Life Cycle Assessment (Pennacchio et al. 2017). Panels stiffness was obtained through a production process peculiar feature; the keratin contained in the wool fibers works as a binding matrix and, when drying, constitutes a rigid structure, conferring stiffness to the product. The panels have been tested, both in laboratory and in real use conditions, in order to measure their thermal conductivity and transmittance and their acoustic absorption, demonstrating excellent performance, in line with similar natural products currently on the market. Laboratory measurements showed a thermal conductivity of 0,041 W/mK for Cartonlana and 0,040 W/mK for FITNESS. As for sound absorption performance, particularly FITNESS panels, shown a really
competitive sound absorption coefficient value, measured in $\alpha_w=0.75$ MH, slightly improved if compared to Cartonlana’s $\alpha_w=0.55$ MH (Pennacchio et al. 2017).

2.2. The "charge", an adaptive selection method based on low environmental impact requirements

Starting from Cartonlana and FITNESs experiences, a further research phase regarding the feasibility to use other natural waste materials or by products, coming from local agri-food systems, to be aggregated to sheep wool fibers in the panels production process is being implemented. The research main aim is to define an “open recipe” for insulation panels production, able to adapt to the real availability of local resources, keeping unaltered the panel main innovative features.

New panels, as those already developed by the research group, consist of two main components:

- a "matrix" based on sheep's wool chemically treated, according to a process patented by the research group able of constituting the rigid keratin structure of the insulating panel;
- a "charge", made up of waste from agri-food chains; natural fibers with no use on the market.

In the "open recipe" the binding matrix is mixed with a "charge" in different proportions fixing the appropriate rules and variables to keep panels thermal and acoustic performances suitable for the building sector.

The research group defined a Technology Assessment to be adopted for the selection of products to be eventually used as a charge. Some principles were fixed, in order to keep as low as possible the environmental impact of the insulation panel. The selection process was oriented to:
- waste materials, without any specific use, from production chains already existing and sufficiently widespread in sheep breeding areas, where sheep wool is available, but currently discarded as a waste too;
- natural waste materials, in order to facilitate the end-of-life disposal, assuming, ultimately, a thermo-valorization as biomass scenario;
- preferably fibrous materials, or however easily to be combined with wool fibers, in order to produce panels with an homogeneous composition.

Considering these requirements, the research group selected the following materials as possible alternatives: wood sawdust, chestnut bark, corn bracts, dry bean plant residual - referring to the Piedmont region territory - and almonds shells - referring to Puglia and eventually Sicily region. After a preliminary analysis of products availability, a local production-chain study (Figure 3) have been developed for corn bracts, dry bean plant residuals and almond shells, while panels specimens have been also produced in laboratory.

2.3. Selected by-products: Corn bracts, Almond shells, Dry bean pods.

Corn bracts are considered a by-product of corn cultivation harvesting; the bracts are single sheath leaves, protecting the corn female inflorescence, an ear that grows sideways to the stem, at the height of the 6-7th node below the male inflorescence, a panicle at the top of the stem (Agraria - Istruzione agraria online 01/10/2018, Dipartimento di Agraria – Università di Sassari (12/09/2018). Corn plants generally present a single ear 10 – 20 long, but occasionally can reach 42 cm length, and 3 – 5 cm large (Assomais, Baldoni 2018), carrying about 1000 dry one-seeded fruit, the caryopsis, each. The female inflorescence is supported by a peduncle generating the bracts, generally in number of 5-6 each flower and representing about 7% by weight of a mature whole corn plant (CRAB 2004). Corn is highly widespread in North Italy, while Piedmont is one of the four regions with the highest corn production in Italy, with a production area of about 140000 ha and about 1.350.000 tons harvested production (ISTAT 2019), despite suffering a sensible decrease of cultivation area of about 33%, after 2014. In Italy, corn harvesting is usually planned in September-October, and it is generally made using a combine harvester machine (Bertolino 2005). A square meter corn plantation area is likely to make about 6-8 corn ears, about 30 – 48 bracts, 40 – 65 t/ha of chopped plant, in north Italy. As a corn plantation by-product, bracts have quite no use, excepting, as biomass and boilers fuel, together with other corn residuals, they are also used in craftsmanship to weave baskets or bags. Otherwise corn harvesting residuals are generally shredded and used as litters in stables or sold on the market as a by-product. Moreover, the large widespread on the regional area, its fibrous nature and low protein content, make it a potentially interesting product to be tested as a “charge” for the panels open-recipe.

Almond shells are considered a by-product of the almond fruits harvesting; the shells are the non-edible parts of the fruits of the almond trees. The almond (Prunus dulcis) is a deciduous tree, belonging to rosaceae family, genus prunus, species amygdalus. It is characterized by medium height (from 5 to 7 metres in its adulthood) and slow rate of growth but very long-lived. It generally goes into production around the age of 5 and achieves maximum productivity no earlier than 20 years of
age. It well tolerates drought and high temperatures in summer and adapts to dry and poor soils. Its fruit is an ovoid and elongated drupe, with a fleshy, light green coloured and hairy (sometimes also glabrous) exocarp (hull), which detaches when ripe. The endocarp (shell) is woody, whose consistency can be hard or brittle. Inside the shell are contained seeds (almonds). The harvesting period goes from the end of August to the end of September, depending on pedoclimatic conditions and cultivar, when the hull is completely open and almost detached from the shell. The edible parts are separated and collected for commercial uses. Almonds are mainly used by the confectionery industry and, partly, consumed as dried fruits. Currently, more than 93% of national production comes from two regions: Sicily (60%) and Puglia (33%). The total amount of the national production of shell fruits is about 79,600 tons (ISTAT 06/02/2019). Given a yield of 25-30%, remain about 55,000-60,000 tons of non-edible parts (shells) that are merely used in cosmetic industry or become fuel that could be employed, instead, as "charge" for making panels. Moreover, as in Sicily and in Puglia both sheep breeding and almonds cultivation are largely widespread (ISTAT 09/02/2019), there could be the opportunity to build a local sustainable production chain for almonds shells and sheep wool fibers panels.

The opportunity of using the dry bean plant residuals as a "charge" for the insulation panels comes from:

- great material availability in Piedmont region, where 23% of the whole Italian beans cultivation area is concentrated (ISTAT 06/02/2019);

- the expected of thermal conductivity performance, due to the dried plant physical similitude to other kind of straws, already used in building components for thermal insulation for their physical features.

The province of Cuneo could be considered as the most suitable scenario for setting up a panels production because of both sheep breeding and beans cultivation widespread and because of the local beans production identification by the IGP (Protected Geographical Identification) denomination as "Fagiolo di Cuneo". Moreover, another research group from Department of Architecture and Design has recently developed a local beans production-chain and valorization scenario, referred to the IGP denomination, as part of to the EN.FA.SI.2 project (Barbero et al. 2012), funded by Piedmont Region.

The beans are harvested by hand or through threshing in different phases during the autumn season. In the threshing-harvest, the thresher collects the beans, leaving the rest of the plant (stem, leaves pods) in the field, where it completes its drying process. The plant is rarely harvested, more often it is turned in the field, with the risk of soil contamination by parasites. In few cases is used as cattle litter (with lower yield than straw) or burned as biomass to produce energy. On the base of the EN.FA.SI.2 research outcomes, the research group propose to use the entire dry plant for the production of the panels as aggregate "charge" to combine with the sheep's wool "matrix".
3. Sample production and thermal conductivity tests

3.1. Sample production

As already mentioned, the production of Fitness panels consists in mixing the fibrous materials (sheep's wool and hemp) and treating them with a chemical bath, which partially turn wool into a keratin glue. The glue sticks the fibres and gives stiffness to the panel. After the chemical treatment the panels are dried, getting enough rigidity to be considered self-supporting, but flexible enough to be easily assembled into building components such as walls or roofs. Compared to Fitness, the introduction of new "charges", needed production process to be adapted to new materials features. In fact, while the in field-macerated hemp presents long and well separated fibres, ready to be easy aggregated with sheep wool (with long fibres, very separated each other) the new charges requested to be processed in advance, before mixing.

In order to define the production process, adapting the Fitness one, different specimens were produced, using the selected products:

- 3 specimens with corn bracts and sheep wool, changing some variables like the two material percentage and the chemical bath composition;
- 1 specimen mixing corn bracts, bean dry plant, wood sawdust and sheep wool;
- 1 specimen with bean dry plant residual and sheep wool;
- 1 specimen composed with almond shells and sheep wool.

During the chemical bath, keratin “glue” produced by sheep wool fibers needs to spread and distribute as homogeneously as possible, in order to provide stiffness equally to the whole panel.
volume. Both corn bracts and beans dry plant combines less homogeneously than hemp with wool fibers; moreover, since they have not undergone maceration processes, they must be divided into smaller parts, separating the fibres so as to properly mix them with wool.

Corn bracts and beans dry plant samples were produced separating fibres manually, which took quite a time; an hypothetical production scale-up, would require the use of a specific tool or machinery in order to keep the whole process within a reasonable duration.

Despite. Almond-shells haven’t a fibrous structure, can were considered an interesting possible "charge" for the insulation panel because of their "quarry" section, which in nature has exactly the purpose of insulating and protecting the almond seed inside. However, during the sample production their aggregation abilities with the wool before entering the chemical bath proved to be limited. So, in order to achieve a proper cohesion between the matrix and the charge, the chemical treatment was prolonged, with a greater production of keratin glue. The result is a sample showing limited thickness high density and low flexibility. Compared to the other samples, the almond shells one proved to be more fragile and less workable then the others, so was not considered suitable for thermal insulation purposes, while other kind of uses in building components could be considered anyway.

Figure 4. Samples produced in laboratory, combining sheep wool with different selected agri-food by products.
3.2. Thermal conductivity measurements

Thermal Tests took place in the laboratory of the Department of Energy (DENERG) of Politecnico di Torino, on the 300 x 300 mm and 32 mm thick, sheep wool and dry bean pods specimen. In order to be able to better compare resulting performances, measurements were carried out applying the same methodology followed for the previous works Cartonlana and FITNESS. The thermal tests were conducted according with the heat flow meter method and the EN ISO 12667 (EN 2011) regulation for the evaluation of the thermal conductivity of building products with high and medium thermal resistance, by means of a Lasercomp FOX600 Guarded Heat Flux Meter apparatus.

The apparatus is provided with two plates generating a temperature difference of 20°C, inducing a heat flow through the thickness of the specimen, placed in the middle. Steady state thermal measurements were carried out at two different average temperature setpoints, respectively of 25°C and 40°C, while the sample was previously dried in oven during 2 days, at a constant 60.5 °C temperature.

Test were held over 24h allowing to define the specimen thermal conductivity $\lambda$; according to measurements result, the sample shown an average thermal conductivity of 0.05 W/mK, which is a little higher than Cartonlana and FITNESS’, but can be considered quite an interesting result to be improved.

Figure 5. Sheep wool/Dry beans plant residual sample produced in laboratory composition.
4. Discussion

Almond shell have been considered as a possible “charge” for panels production due to its porous section, interesting in terms of thermal insulation features and its large cultivation in Italian regions where also sheep breeding is particularly widespread. Nevertheless because of its non-fibrous shape, chemical treatment during sample production needed to be extended, resulting in a high density, low flexibility and fragile sample. The production of the sheep wool and dried bean plant panel specimen gave a positive result, with qualitative features similar to the already tested Cartonlana and FITNESs panels, highlighting, however, some difficulties in separating the dried plant fibers in order to improve the workability of the mixture and the homogeneous distribution of the two different fibrous materials.

Corn Bracts and beans dry plants showed a low homogeneity degree and needed additional work to separate fibers manually and chop them in smaller parts, in order to obtain a proper mix with wool fibers. In a future production scale-up a suitable specific tool would be required. Nevertheless both of them have been considered suitable for thermal insulation panels. Particularly corn bracts, due to their entirely fibrous nature, showed quite a high compatibility with wool fibers and the panels production process oriented at keratin dissolution. However, corn bracts yield cannot be considered particularly interesting with respect to the corresponding corn plants growing surfaces, so dry beans plants residual was chosen for a further implementation of the panel to be thermally tested.

Thermal measurements showed how dry-beans plant residual could be potentially considered as a suitable material to combine with sheep wool fibers for insulation panel production (Savio 2018). Matrix and charge mixing proportions, as chemical bath duration, need further research anyway, in order to improve panel sample thermal conductivity, to bring its thermal performance as closer as possible to Cartonlana and FITNESs, as to similar products still existing on the market.

5. Conclusion

Sample production tests realized during the research allowed to assess the feasibility of combining sheep wool fibers with other Piedmont region agro-industrial chains by-products or wastes, as a charge for insulation panels production, in accordance to the production method assessed during previous researches.

The encouraging thermal performances shown by sheep wool fibers and dry-beans plant residual sample, also open the research field to not entirely fibrous agro-industrial by-products, to be used in combination with sheep wool fibers for insulating panel production. As a result, also full corn plant field cut residual, containing already tested corn bracts, acquire further additional interest as a possible charge to be used in panels production, due to its high production yield and to large corn production areas in Piedmont.
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Abstract In the last decade, the values of the traditional economy have been strongly challenged, considering the concept of development of the last century as the leading cause of many environmental issues we are facing today. Recently, new strategies have been introduced to provide a renewed concept of development, to achieve a transition towards a circular economy such as the development new revenue models, the importance of intangible value, the merging of products and services as opposed to the strategies of the linear economy. This study carried out a case study on the refrigerator in order to assess which strategies can bring this traditional home appliance towards a circular economy. It has been evaluated every step of its life cycle hypothesising some strategies, following the R-list edited by PBL (Potting et al., 2017) and eventually discussing the need for more strategies on the usage phase and a greater focus on the user as an active part of this necessary change.
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1. Introduction

In the last decade, the values of the traditional economy have been strongly challenged, considering the concept of development of the last century as the primary cause of many environmental issues that we are facing today. Recently, new strategies have been introduced to provide a renewed concept of development, including some strategies to achieve a transition towards a circular economy that consist for example in the development new revenue models (Potting et al., 2017), a greater importance given to intangible value, the merging of products and services (de Arruda Torresa, 2017) opposed to those of the linear economy.

Another step forward is the introduction of shared responsibility between the consumer, the producer and the recycler, especially for Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment (WEEE). The European legislation on WEEE, indeed, requires producers and importers to collect and recycle the discarded items from households (Potting et al., 2017), taking care of the end-of-life (EoL) of such products, and the user should dispose of those products in the right way. Consumers can leave electrical and electronic items in the shop where they buy new equipment or take them to municipal recycling centres or second-hand shops (Potting et al., 2017). However, in less regulated fields, many companies continue to pay scant attention to their products after the sale, once the warranty has been expired.

About household appliances, such as large devices and refrigerators and freezers, table 1 provides an overview of the volumes of their collection and recycling in the Netherlands. Discarded equipment could be (i) exported, conferred to Wecycle & ICT Milieu (i.e. two Dutch organisations in charge for the WEEE recycling process) that collect about 30% of large devices discarded and 51% of refrigerators & freezers discarded, (ii) disposed of in other documented ways, (iii) disposed of in not documented ways or (iv) incinerated. The latter option is not practised, although we are aware that in Italy, some parts of the refrigerators (polyurethane foam and other expanded materials) are separated, compacted, extruded in briquettes and then used as solid fuels in the construction sector. However, the recycling rate in the two Dutch facilities is estimated about 85% (table 2), compared to the recovery rate of 57% (Center for Sustainable Systems, 2016) of home appliances in the U.S.

Table 1. Collection and recycling of discarded electric and electronic equipment, Source Potting et al., 2017

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Collection in kiloton in 2012</th>
<th>Large devices</th>
<th>Refrigerators &amp; freezers</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dutch market</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discarded equipment</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>155</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Recycling in percentages of collected equipment in 2014. Source Potting et al., 2017

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Export</th>
<th>Wecycle &amp; ICT Milieu</th>
<th>Documented otherwise</th>
<th>Not documented</th>
<th>Incineration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 shows the refrigerator’s material recovery.

Table 3. Composition of output flow of WEE recovery of refrigerators, according to industry take-back scheme, based on real performance recyclers. Assumption of Mt collected by industry across EU (Magalini et al., 2018)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EU collection - refrigerator materials</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Material</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aluminium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polyurethane foam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material to Energy Recovery</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Strategies focused on the end of life could increase the efficiency of material recovery. However, to progress from 85% to 100% is still a long way to go.
If we want to achieve the 100%, manufacturers should rethink all the materials that currently do not have a profitable recovery, in particular, the ones that lose value and cannot be exploited for a second use (i.e. material to energy recovery, polyurethane foam and some types of plastics).

Moreover, considering that recycling, especially the low-grade one is relegated to a linear economy, a more ambitious CE transition towards substantially, lower resource and material consumption and less generation of waste will preferably be based on high-circularity strategies (Potting at al., 2017) that we will see in the methodology section. For this reason, in this study, we focus only on some strategies indicated in Fig. 1 as "extend lifespan of product and its parts", avoiding considering “useful application of materials”.

The tendency to think that the environmental responsibility should fall on government, policymakers and manufacturers, is a reductive vision of the shared responsibility. If we think about the mediatic echo of the recent Plastic-free movement, it has been encouraged by the European Parliament and the Council of the European Union that have reached a provisional political agreement on the ambitious new measures proposed by the Commission to tackle marine litter at its source, targeting plastic products (single-use plastics). From there onwards, the big players are all looking for a strategy to tackle the challenge. However, little attention is paid to possible strategies that companies can perpetrate to give the user an active role, as a prosumer, in environmental challenges, or to inform and change some wrong consumer behaviours, that maybe are given for granted with the use of new technologies/digital systems able to facilitate the communication.

In this study, we take into consideration the use of fuzzy products to reduce the environmental impact of the products in which they are embedded. In the case of home appliances, they can achieve a reduction a decrease of energy use and resource consumption, in the case of the fridge it may also addressing the food waste, in addition to energy consumption. While, over the years, refrigerators have reached technological improvements able to halve their energy consumption (manufacturer’s side), all the tests that characterise both energy labels and LCA analyses refer to a refrigerator empty, closed, without any interaction with the user.

Therefore, the indicated energy consumption (expressed in KWh/y) is not only underestimated, but it fails to consider the number of variables that change the real energy consumption once the refrigerator is placed in the real context of use and is affected by the householders’ dynamics.

Products, people, environment are three variables that affect each other and determine the real impact of a product during its life cycle. For this reason, the LCA, unbalanced on production and EoL cannot work as an indicator for assessing the real impact of products. Moreover, we cannot refer to a product that is more sustainable than another, if we do not consider usage dynamics and the context in which it is placed. Approximations on these aspects risk overshadowing the benefits of a circular economy if we refer exclusively to measurable indicators. We do know that the usage phase impacts more in products such as the refrigerator, which is characterised by a long lifespan (according to

---

1 EU Directive 92/75/EC established a mandatory labelling scheme called EU Energy Label. The directive was implemented by several other directives. The energy efficiency of the appliance is rated in classes from A to G on the label, A being the most energy efficient, G the least efficient. The labels also provide other pieces of information to the customer to compare and choose among different products.
Bakker at al., 2014 the ‘optimal lifespan’ of new purchases is now estimated around 20 years) and a continuous use (400-1100 KWh/y according to the related energy class).

In this paper, we take into consideration how products could continuously evolve after their implementation (Hansen et al., 2008) and how manufacturers could benefit from them throughout their life cycle, delivering new services while changing their revenue models. This approach leaves room for addressing every step of the traditional life-cycle in a more circular way, shifting the focus on a more complex vision about the product. This scenario could radically change by introducing new business strategies such as reducing product ownership through sharing, remanufacturing activities and so forth, while extending the product lifespan, without the need to rely on linear strategies such as planned obsolescence, company downsizing, delocalisation or the push on the purchase of more goods.

2. Methodology

Various approaches, known as R-strategies, have been developed to achieve less resource and material consumption in product chains and make the economy more circular. Several R-lists exist (Potting et al., 2017, CE and MVO, 2015; EMF, 2013; RLI, 2015; Vermeulen et al., 2014) in order to give an identity to these strategies and to share them with policymakers and manufacturers. In this study, we refer to the R-list represented in Figure 1.

![Figure 1. Circularity strategies and the role of actors within the production chain (Source: Potting et al., 2017)](image-url)
These types of list all elaborate on the *Ladder van Lansink* which establishes a priority order for waste treatment methods on a Dutch level, similar to the influence of the waste hierarchy on an international level (Potting et al., 2017; EC, 2010).

They differ mainly in the number of circularity strategies they indicate and they typically present a range of strategies ordered from high circularity (low R-number) to low circularity (high R-number). Nevertheless, when Circular Economy best practices are analysed, they often fall back on efficient ways of recycling, thus remaining low in the R-list (R8 - high R-number). A few examples are able to satisfy high circularity strategies, among which the most well-known are referred to the sharing economy (R1 - Rethink), which apparently has some benefits on the decrease of the ownership of material goods, the full exploitation of products, real-time maintenance, but can also lead to undesired effect (rebound effect), well-explained by Potting et al. (2017). However, these strategies lack the user's active involvement and little or no attention has been paid on the usage phase that for some products is the phase that impacts the most. It is the case of large appliances such as the refrigerator that are characterised by high durability and a high cost to operate.

Moreover, observing both Figure 1 and 2, we can notice how these strategies mainly involve EoL scenarios, without addressing both the usage and partially the design phase.

![Figure 2. Circular strategies and the role of actors within the production chain (Source: Potting et al., 2017)](image-url)
In figure 2, indeed, consumer represents the use phase and the box related does not have any outcome. About the manufacturing block, instead, some strategies (R0, R1 e R2) are shown on the left side. We can consider the design phase included in the manufacturing phase, although we prefer to keep them separate later in this paper. The same work seems to indicate that the sole responsibility attributable to the user is related to the correct disposal of the product, relegating the user to a rather marginal and not very active role.

In this paper, however, both the design phase and the use phase play a fundamental role in reducing environmental impacts and should be addressed and innovated with new strategies. For the household appliances’ value chain, the design phase impacts the EoL direction the product will follow after discarded, while the usage phase weighs heavily on the energy of the housing sector.

In their type 2 CE transition, Potting et al. (2017 p.17) stated that:

“It is possible to design [...] a washing machine that lasts longer, is easier to repair and can be readily disassembled at the end of its lifespan. This is technologically far less invasive than developing a radically new technology, leading to a fundamentally different product grounded in a fundamentally new knowledge base and within a new innovation system. CE transitions around incremental technological innovation lead to adaptations to an existing product within an existing innovation system. Consequently, this makes the adapted products less easy to distinguish from their previous versions. After all, there is little technological difference between the old and the new product, and no new innovation system has had to be built. Here, to keep track of progress, the subtle changes in existing innovation systems need to be monitored, rather than the development of distinct new innovation systems.”

However, innovation can be related to product design instead of technology. This kind of innovation does not imply that the product cannot be distinguished from previous products. Indeed, it could be more distinguishable for functional and, by consequence, formal changes.

3. Results

We adapted some of the strategies of the circular economy listed by Kirchherr et al. (2017) within the standard life cycle of the product (Figure 3), by facing the gap of a certain lack of circular strategies related to the use phase. Hence seven strategies have emerged, two of which are based on the early design stage, three strategies are suitable for exploring new scenarios based on the concept of flexibility, and two strategies are based on the idea of predictive maintenance.
3.1. Design Strategies

This first section provides two examples of investigating design strategies for pursuing product innovation or its optimisation (Figure 4).
Rethink (R1)

Improving the environmental sustainability of a home appliance does not mean just replacing parts, changing materials and designing for disassembling, but it could also mean rethinking functionalities and aesthetics to adapt to the user’s renewed need and better respond to the functions that are expected to be delivered. Moreover, by changing the functions, we can obtain a reduction in environmental impacts introducing new processes that are not even comparable with the original ones (e.g. using the last rinse of the dishwasher and the washing machine for the next cycle reduces the use of water, even if the whole process does not use less water). If we consider the design strategy “design by components” (Bistagnino, 2008), the shape of each part should reflect the function it performs. If we consider the washing machine, the current form is dictated by the standardised space dedicated to this appliance within the bathroom furniture (60x60cm). Therefore, the washing machine has the shape of a box, almost empty inside. According to the Design by Components, the washing machine should have the shape of its functional components, showing the pipes and the parts to be maintained. This is what we mean to completely rethink a product (R1) and its functions and the reason why we need to give value to the design phase to obtain product innovation.

Optimise and reduce materials (R2)

Regarding the optimisation of the product, both designers and manufacturers could rely on one of the Design for X (DfX) strategies (Fiore 2018). Otherwise, they could carefully consider the materials to be used to reduce the impact of its components, i.e. using materials from renewable sources, take full advantage of the mechanical, chemical and performance characteristics of each material chosen, use materials according to the expected duration. For long-lasting product, one option could be choosing materials that age gracefully, easy to clean and which do not change characteristics over time. In general, reducing materials and lighten the weight of components can lower the impact on production and transport. Choosing additive manufacturing strategies, where possible, could lead to completely change the aspect of components if we choose “design for additive manufacturing” (DfAM) as a design strategy.

3.2. Product Flexibility

This second section provides three non-inclusive examples of exploring new scenarios based on flexibility, empower the user to personalise the object and develop new behaviours of purchase, use and consumption.

Refuse ownership (R0):

The first scenario in this section could be the integration of sharing or pay-per-use strategies, that leads the user to reduce the ownership of goods (Figure 5), by paying for the actual product use, saving money when the product is used in a virtuous way. In this paper, an in-depth analysis of scenarios is carried out, based on the literature which considers ownership and planned obsolescence as two obsolete strategies.
However, Italian households are accustomed to having their own appliances, and thus, they are not inclined to sharing household appliances. In other northern and western European countries, however, residents of flat complexes typically use centralised laundry facilities for example (R1a). In those cases, the costs for maintenance, repair and renewal are factored into the rent or contributions to the owners' association (Potting et al., 2017). This kind of services could be implemented with digital systems to facilitate booking a machine and paying for its use. In this regard, sharing refrigerators and freezers with other households seems less obvious. However, in some countries, refrigerators and freezers are already often included in the rental of flats and houses. Regarding the refrigerator, how suggested by PBL (Potting et al., 2017) homeowners or landlord (on behalf of all tenants) could refrain from buying a product and instead go for a service&use contract with the manufacturer (R1b). This encourages manufacturers to continuously improve their equipment, for example, by designing them to be easy to repair and refurbish by replacing components (R4 and R5).

**Product evolution (Rethink R0)**

Focusing on the usage phase, the software update is just an example of a product that evolves over time, changing and adapting to external changes (e.g. technological). What if the same concept would be extended to every part of the product and every step of the life cycle? In this scenario, the user purchases/rent a product and then he/she could transform it and shape it according to his/her needs with components and functions that can be integrated or updated. However, the user alone is not enough to put this strategy into practice, but he/she need to be supported by a careful design of how this product service system (PSS) works. Therefore, updates must be planned and provided by
the manufacturers, as well as possible integration in functionalities and components should be foreseen in the early design stage.

Product adaptability (Rethink R0)

About the user’s relationship with the product and vice versa, what if the product could change its behaviour according to contextual factors, usage information and the habits of those who use it? In this scenario, the user purchases/rents a product, he/she starts using and providing feedback to the product and after a while his/her expectations will be delivered, because the product evolves to meet user’s requirements and expectations. Equipping products with intelligence makes them adapt and respond to change and remain fit-for-purpose over more extended periods (McAlone and Pigosso, 2017; Ellen MacArthur Foundation 2015). In this perspective, IoT data can be used to improve current products, but also for developing virtual services and sharing economy platforms to support the technical lifetime. The introduction of learning systems can transform the product into a fuzzy logic product (Lanzavecchia et al., 2012) which pursues environmental goals such as the reduction of impacts, the correction of wrong user behaviour and so forth, according to the actual use of the product by the user.

The latter two strategies are shown in Figure 6.

Figure 5. Refuse ownership

Figure 6. Product evolution and adaptability
3.3. Predictive Maintenance

This third section of the result, instead, investigates how to combine IoT data with the design of new products, suitable for addressing the usage phase and the following phases of the life-cycle. McAloone and Pigoso (2016) suggested that combining IoT data with participatory tools IoT could be one driver for the success of the circular economy, together with sustainable design/eco-design and Business model innovation. The circular economy can benefit from this intelligence for up-cycling processes, monitoring the condition of individual components or whole product systems. Data about the real use of a product can be collected for a short time, with an object instrumented ad hoc for the experiment or alternatively on the marketable products.

![Monitoring strategies diagram](image)

**Monitoring experimental products**

In the first case, the product or its components can be monitored with experiments, to make their recovery suitable for a second valuable use. The R&D or design team, indeed, could study a prototype and then make projections over time of the expected use to determine when the object should be replaced or updated to obtain the maximum value from it. This could be the case of the following three examples, considering:

- Functional groups of components, i.e. a system of parts grouped by a specific function;
- Essential components, whose breakup will compromise the whole product functioning, eventually leading to replace it;
Wearing parts, which can be easily replaced. Some relevant indicators should be defined and verified by measuring them through ad hoc experiments on these components, providing a more precise knowledge of the system.

**Monitoring the final product**

Monitoring some parameters of the refrigerator as a form of predictive maintenance could also be performed on real products, to provide added value services throughout the lifecycle. It could be done by introducing a few sensors on the final product that will be delivered to the user, to allow continuous data transmission of the most important indicators. Among the possible outcome, detect failures in advance, notify, inform, communicate are only a few possibilities, and it raises the need for learning systems able to recognise patterns, together with a platform on which to share and communicate directly with the user.

In this paper, we decided not to go through the end of life strategies, since many works already addressed them.

### 4. Discussion and conclusions

In this study, we focus on a specific product chain, the one that refers to the refrigerator. CE transitions based on higher circularity strategies call for more radical change throughout the whole product chain than transitions based on lower circularity strategies. For this reason, this paper refers to circular strategies that range from R0 to R6. Potting et al. (2017) proposed innovation in enabling technology, product design and revenue models as important strategies to facilitate changes.

In the first section related to the **design strategy**, we focused on the role of designing for reaching a deeper change in new products, for pursuing product innovation or its optimisation. We considered rethink strategies such as “design by components” in order to obtain a reduction in environmental impacts introducing new processes that are not even comparable with the original ones. We also considered general strategies for optimising and reducing the materials (R2) drawing from “Design for X” strategies, including strategies to extend the product lifetime (choosing materials that age gracefully, easy to clean and which do not change characteristics over time) and “design for additive manufacturing”.

In the **product flexibility** section, we addressed the introduction of sharing services which poorly addressed the refrigerator, but they adapt better to other appliances. This approach would require a change in the mind-set of residents since, at present, the market is dominated by privately owned appliances. We have seen the introduction of different revenue models in which home appliances remains the property of the manufacturers and is returned to them at the end of the equipment’s service life, giving both manufacturers and consumers a more active role in product management (Potting et al., 2017). In this section, we also highlighted the need for smarter manufacturing and use of products (Potting et al., 2017) using fuzzy logic products. Focusing on the usage phase, we highlighted the need to design functions that can be integrated or updated after the product has been delivered and the need for carefully designing new product service systems (PSSs). We also
investigated the need for a feedback system to allow an exchange of information between the user and the product. Collecting and elaborating feedback could be a strategy to deliver new functions of the product and make them evolve over time.

The two scenarios provided in the section predictive maintenance have different purposes. The first deal with instrumented objects used for testing and monitoring objects to intercept the product when is suitable for a second use (R1, R3), before it reaches its end of life, avoiding the product disassembly by preserving its integrity.

The second aims to reconfigure the product through repairing, refurbishing and so forth (R4-R5-R6) to obtain real-time data and intervene promptly, shaping the object behaviour on the user habits and behaviour. This could be possible by interacting with the user, facilitating the predictive maintenance (R1, R4), upgrading or replacing parts (R4), improving the product or eventually allowing the product to adapt to changed conditions (R1) and learn from users’ usage (R1). Both scenarios would require analytics to measure and combine data inputs over time (Henne, 2015). The proposed strategies are suitable for both current product-centred economy and a future service-centred one, providing directions for further studies that want to address the extension of the product life cycle while promoting efficient use of the product itself. IoT data open a variety of possibilities in monitoring, accessing more precise knowledge of both home appliances and households, useful for design purposes.

In conclusion, to achieve such a transition toward a circular economy, we should challenge existing ways of consuming, producing and doing business.
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Abstract

The paper illustrates a service project performed with a co-design approach by the stakeholders of a cleaning system Consortium for the contract market sector, with the scope of all the different user’s inclusion and creation of a systemic relations toward a participatory economics. This new service aspires to get more effective and efficient the offered performances of the Consortium, combining the cleaning service with some facilities management activities, as the space’s control in order to little maintenances. The Consortium who commissioned the research, in particular, has requested to the University Design team, skilled in the development of ICT based services, HCD and ID, to identify and valorise, through the new service, virtuous relationships among actors, processes and tools of the complex supply chain of cleaning and facility activities.
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1. The Cleaning & Facility management sectors: which contributions from Design?

The Consortium that commissioned this research provides services for the professional cleaning sector at different levels, both for the civil sector - from the condominium to the school - and for the sanitation sector - from the hospital to the food company - in this case with hygiene standards much more severe. It includes the entire B to B supply chain (business to business) and consists of a manufacturer of trolleys, manual equipment and cleaning textiles, a research center for the sustainable production of chemical detergents, as well as product distributors and service providers to cleaning companies in terms of technical information, security and training.

Founded in 2014, the Consortium represents an interesting model of support for the activities of cleaning companies and stands out for its high level of sustainability and innovation, both technically and socially.

Just from the activity of support to cleaning companies that participate in demanding public contracts, the Consortium observed how today the professional cleaning sector often find hybridization just with that facility, aimed at managing and maintaining spaces and buildings together with their systems and services connected.

Inside of this flourishing sector, the sub-cleaning sector is therefore a very important component: on average with other European countries, the cleaning sector in Italy represents 2018, a quarter of that of maintenance, both in terms of employees (240,700 part of 1 million) that of turnover (15 billion euros part of 62 billion). This estimate is quite easy to understand, if we take into consideration that the facility system and in particular the cleaning system, recognize the remuneration of the employees as the first item of the financial statement.

In this scenario, therefore, there are many cases of synergy between the Cleaning and Facility sectors, for two reasons:

- the synergy brings with it an economy of scale in the management of each individual site, where in relation to the increase in the quantity of services offered and therefore of man-hours required, the general expenses and management of the construction site decrease. This, in general, translates into a benefit for both the company and the customer;

- the offer, not of a single competence but of more integrated skills, favours the demand for innovation, both of a technical nature both managerial. The introduction of the Facility Manager, for example, is a demonstration of management innovation that acts through an open mind figure formed to provide advice and updated skills on the subject of the organization of corporate services in an inter-related and integrated form, able to relieve the company from the continuous updating required at the legislative, social security, but also for ethical progress.

Acting in this scenario, the Consortium built its own vision based on the sharing of relationships between the various actors of the system, supported by a selection of objectives in terms of innovation. He also embraced the Design Thinking approach, which presupposes defining objectives with limited actions over time and the resources used, and has called Research Design as a consultant, engine and director of personalized innovation processes (Celaschi, 2008).

Processes in which, in the wake of nature, other knowledge is called to participate: cognitive ergonomics and psychology as regards evaluation methods in the UX context; management engineering for the development and strategic/economic evaluation of co-design processes;
project Design for the conscious and creative development of new product and service activities; while the technical aspects remain the responsibility of the Consortium’s know-how. The priority was given to “co-design processes”, addressed in two phases (Figure 1):

- in the first phase they found application, for the first time in the experience of the Consortium, the HCD and UXD assessment methods for the quality measurement of leading consortium products (trolley and related equipment), through the direct involvement, as evaluators, of the site operators in the workforce cleaning;
- in a second phase, the most illustrated in this article is still underway, has come to life a new "digital platform", with the aim of improving the management of the cleaning service on site, the measurement of the performances offered by materials and equipment for cleaning and the integration to the cleaning activity of some tasks related to logistics (small maintenance).

It is therefore a digital service that provides a participatory approach (co-design), from all the actors in the supply chain, able to trigger shared relationships between: the consumer, the site operator, the site coordinator, the cleaning company, the supplier/manufacturer.

2. The question changes: from the "how" to the "what"

The two phases of action show how the Consortium has immediately formulated, in line with the instinct of the company, a first question about "how" products could be innovated, especially those already considered leaders. The Design has responded to this first solicitation of the product by introducing inedited evaluation methods that see the participation of the cleaners as evaluators and suggestions for improvements (co-design), then shifting their gaze to the "what" between the objectives innovation was more attractive and not expressed either as a customer requirement or as a market offer (Germak & Bozzola, 2010).

The strategic objectives of innovation presented by the Consortium are divided into 5 points (fig.2):
1 - Ergonomics: development of equipment with ergonomic and technically performing solutions;
2 - Hygiene: development of innovative and efficient cleaning processes;
3 - Sustainability: product certification, welfare and worker participation;
4 - Speed: accelerate and optimize cleaning operations for greater economy and profit;
5 - Management: computerization and integration between cleaning and logistics services;

Figure 2. The 5 innovation directions identified by the Consortium. In a clockwise direction, the first 4 relate to the product, the fifth to the cleaning service.

In the first phase, "how", the UXD (User Experience Design) team considered that the new collection of cleaning trolleys is of value, a perception confirmed also by the operators in the role of evaluators, because it introduces the method of cleaning floors with pre-impregnated polyester strips, instead of washing with water. This method is not new, but it certainly deserves for the high level of sustainability, efficiency and practicality of use, to be promoted at the cleaning companies.

This because, as says Norman the "User experience" encompasses all aspects of the end-user's interaction with the company, its services, and its products. The basic requirement for an exemplary user experience is to meet the exact needs of the customer, without fuss or bother. (Norman & Nielsen, 2007)

The clinical investigation carried out on the new family of trolleys has highlighted many strong points and some weaknesses at an ergonomic/functional level, but not the need to rethink a new product today. While the co-design method with which confirmations and/or new needs have been identified represents a real innovation for the Consortium.

Therefore, since the margins of innovation on the trolley product are reduced, the interest has shifted to the strategic efficiency of the "process" that regulates the cleaning service and has led reflection on the evaluation of effectiveness and efficiency of the relationships that could be established between the different "subjects" involved in the activity, if these links were seen as systemic elements.
The activity in question, called Cleaning Design Process, therefore represents the second phase of the research/project carried out in collaboration with the Consortium and is aimed at developing an innovative design solution for the service, aimed at integrating the role of cleaning with that of the facilities.

3. The cleaning trolley. Product’s performance evaluation techniques in co-design.

The method of co-design based on evaluation processes shared with users was presented to the Consortium as an element of innovation in the approach to the 4 objective parameters listed in fig.2, i.e. Ergonomics, Hygiene, Sustainability, Speed. The evaluative analyzes conducted by the UXD interdisciplinary team, made up of designers and psychologists, focused on measuring the performances offered by the prototypes of the new collection of "trolleys". They contributed to the evaluation of the total quality of the prototype, an analysis of "benchmarking with multicriteria indexes", from which the trolley was a highly evolved product compared to the competition, as well as the only European model with EPD sustainability certification referring to materials and components, both for the Ergonomics and Operability speed parameters, through tests and surveys on the prototype conducted with the participation of the cleaning operators themselves. In fact, it is known that "The good practice of a co-design approach results from the union of the skills of designers and researchers together with those of people whose work will be influenced by change: a project approach based on experience and personal skills of workers" (Bødker, 1996).

The methodological objective of this phase is the detection of "explicit" and "tacit" needs, but also of "latent" ones, emerging from sessions of ethnographic interviews and repeated tests of operability, where operators can freely express themselves, denounce and suggest (Rizzo, 2009). In addition to the "explicit" ones, the first to be highlighted, the tests are able to detect the "tacit" needs, i.e. those that are not explicitly expressed but easily understood by various indications, as for example the result of the question addressed to users to put the cleaning operations in hierarchy in relation to the fatigue required by them. We knew that some cleaning operations were tiring and that they had repercussions on the health of the worker, as already expressed in the literature for example in the report for Expo Milan 2015 written by ASL (Local Health Authority) with the title "Safety in cleaning companies" (Cattaneo, Borello & Cassinelli, 2015), in which the indications to construct biomechanical validation tests in cleaning operations on large sites are very useful.

But we did not know how to organize them in the hierarchy, which the operators first conducted individually, then collectively returning a shared list of strenuous activities, to which the Consortium is following up with improvements in feedback. As an example, we report the most difficult activity by operators, especially female: squeeze in the appropriate lever container, about 60 times during its turn, the Mop, the stick with soft fringes used to wash with water the floors. From here the search for alternatives for the operation, from which emerged pedal systems, with opposed rollers, also electric.
But perhaps it is precisely the difficulty of using the Mop that has led the cleaning operators to point out that the use of pre-impregnated strips for a washing without water, is far more effective and easy, so applying the Mop to retirement.

Finally, the survey, perhaps the most interesting, relating to the "latent" needs: those that can only derive from the spontaneity and creativity of the witnesses, who in this case not having an object to be evaluated, change the role of evaluator with that of co-designer.

In some cases only latent needs have emerged, in others the co-designer, urged by the UXD team, has suggested and discussed possible solutions (fig.3).

A condition, well described in the literature: "Users can become members of the design team as "experts in their experiences", but in order to take on this role they must receive the appropriate tools to express themselves" (Sanders & Stappers, 2008).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operator's Attitudes</th>
<th>Definition of Attitudes</th>
<th>Detected Attitudes by the Cleaning Trolleys test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DOING</td>
<td>Being aware to do an experience</td>
<td>The desire to tell once’s own experience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUSTOMING</td>
<td>You can do things by yourself</td>
<td>The ability to customize your work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAKING</td>
<td>Creating with your own hands</td>
<td>Problem solver with own hands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CREATING</td>
<td>Feeling inventor</td>
<td>The desire to suggest solutions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. The measure of experience through the attitude detected by the tests on the prototype cleaning trolley.

As an example there is an anecdote told by the Consortium. The idea of the pre-impregnated strip that has revolutionized the field of professional cleaning, was actually born from the intuition of a female cleaning lady who had wrapped the fringe of her broom with a light cloth, just moistened, fixed with two strips of velcro. What enabled her to wash the floor without water and sliding the broom smoothly.

Also in our case, the evaluators coming from medium-sized cleaning companies are predominantly middle-aged women, without a real specialization if not the experience gained over the years carrying out this task. The women took turns, inside the laboratory yard (a university campus), in the guide of the trolley, carrying out all the cleaning operations known to them, evaluating and bringing out:

- weight and fatigue during the push in a linear way and in change of direction;
- accessibility to the various sectors in which the trolley is organized;
- ergonomics of use of the main components;
- spaces available for personal effects (smartphone, water, cigarettes, personal gloves, etc.);
- safety for the person in relation to the parts in use;
- strength and durability of the components;
- expressiveness and significance of shapes and colors.

The test with the trolley was repeated 3 times by 40 operators and some site managers, in order to achieve credible results that depend on the knowledge of the tool or machine by the person. A knowledge that gradually matures with a learning process in which the user can encounter more or less large difficulties, depending on the complexity of the instrument (Polillo R., 2010).

Overall, the trolley, characterized by closed compartments for order and safety against accidental contact with cleaning products considered dangerous and dirty tools, proved to be a very convincing product, obtaining results of total quality evaluation more than positive by of the evaluators, respectively: excellent 20%, great 60%, good 15%, discrete 5%, sufficient 0%, mediocre 0%, poor 0%, seriously insufficient 0%. On the other hand, limited usability gaps have emerged that are already undergoing revision by the manufacturing company, including: the control and protection against impacts against walls and passages, the placement in an inaccessible place of detergents for the purpose of security against third parties, the guide with a horizontal handlebar and the need for spaces to devote to the recovery of the personal effects of the operator.

4. Data collection. An inclusive service to data management of cleaning and facility maintenance.

The second phase, whose object of innovation is the creation of a data collection service to check the efficiency of the building site where the cleaning takes place, opens access to the "latent" needs of user and awareness of having an active role, with the ability to take or suggest decisions.

Redirecting the supply chain process, to understand all the relationships that are established between the various subjects involved in the "cleaning" activity, also extended to some operations that today compete in the maintenance service of the large collective spaces (facilities), given life to a virtuous "systemic cycle" that has effects of return as well as service also on the product.

It is important to organize and optimize all the parts within a system so that they evolve coherently with each other and to accompany and manage, at all stages of service development, mutual dialogue between the various actors in this field (Bistagnino, 2011).

The products, designed and constructed, will therefore not only be the object of an isolated activity conducted by the Designer and the Producer, but the result of an activity directed by new relationships based on the sharing of experience. In which way? By recording the perception that different users have of the activity and planning the possibility to signal and organize "data":
- the collected data serve to improve the service in real time;
- the collected data, object of a reading by competent subjects and with responsibility on each specific phase, are used for the improvement of the product.

A further innovation is represented by the inclusion in the customer satisfaction and data collection process, for the first time in these service areas, of the end user, who lives in the spaces.
It is thus created a process of sharing the activity on the part of all the subjects who live and share that activity; subjects that previously positioned themselves, according to a linear chain of relationships, downstream of the activities of conception and realization of the product.

4.1. A digital service 4.0

The cleaning operator is a professional figure with a low specialization, subject to migratory phenomena in the past as recently, with a massive entrance today of foreigners; has a high incidence of female labor (65%), also demonstrated by the fact that for 70% it is still held in part-time regime, sometimes also as a double job: one of the motivations is that it takes place (75%) in anomalous hours, outside the opening hours to the public. It is a profession that seems to have flexibility because of the aforementioned characteristics and probably, according to the experts, it will be subject to considerable changes in the future. It is our opinion that it could also be an opportunity for those who have lost their jobs in middle age and who have entered here, perhaps temporarily, could guarantee a higher cultural level; even greater knowledge and familiarity with digital technologies.

This was a conviction of the opportunity to design a service based on relationships and the exchange of data, also focusing on obvious economies of scale deriving from the synergy between "cleaning" and "structures" operations. Specifically, it involves using the "cleaning" activity aimed at spaces as a complementary activity to the "maintenance" one, detecting faults, defects and improvements to the service in order to have a return on the operation of the service and on the design of the products.

The cleaning/facilities 4.0 therefore wants to put the person in the spotlight: both the operator responsible for cleaning the space and to which a more active participation will be required, and the client, who can thus take advantage of a more efficient and quality service, in which "to count". But the new systemic process will also involve the employer in terms of increasing productivity and staff satisfaction.

The new digital approach has a structure designed in such a way as to make the staff work better, with greater efficiency and professionalism. The operator will already know where to go and how to equip his trolley. No more empty trips and no more overloaded trolleys. In this way work will be less stressful and more rewarding. The time that will be saved, will allow to focus more attention on the controls, raising in this way the quality of work and stimulating the motivation of the operator. The collected data will then be used to check the performance and performance of the service provided.

In relation to the state of the art and the future it is therefore important to understand how this new activity configures as a Smart Service, i.e. "a new generation of IT and technical infrastructures that help manage and monitor systems, exploiting the logic maximum integration between all the players in the supply chain, including customers" (Agrawal, Mani & Minsok, 2001). In the years to come, companies will have to take courage and direct their planning and economic attention towards the efficiency of services. While it appears that in these two sectors, especially in small and medium-sized businesses, the potential associated with the digitalization of services is almost completely unexplored, and the advantage linked to faster and simpler data sharing, especially at the supply chain level, is not yet understood.

4.2 The digital service architecture
The service is the result of a systemic approach to the relationships between the players that are highlighted within the cleaning yard (end user, cleaning operator, site manager) and, outside of this, expanding the circularity of information, the data, to the subjects that make up the entire supply chain (cleaning company, supplier, producer).

From this perspective, the HCD and in this particular case the HCI provides for the design, implementation and evaluation of interactive systems in the context of the task and work of users (Dix, Finlay, Abowd & Beale, 2003)

The possibility of having “information and data” will allow both to positively affect the management dimension of the cleaning yard, encouraging greater efficiency and effectiveness from the point of view of processes and economy of resources, both on the activities of the actors in the supply chain positioned outside the work sites, in terms of managerial management for cleaning companies and product innovation for suppliers/producers.

Figure 4. The actors involved in the cleaning system and the relationships that are created at the network level

The QR-Code is the key to accessing the functionalities of the service. Chosen for its simplicity of access, as well as easy and economic planning, this key can open both the entrance to the environments that make up the site (the rooms) and equipment (trolley, equipment, supplies).
It is accessed with tools for both personal and professional communication. The end user and the cleaning operator, within the construction site, will use their smartphone (even if the issue is still under discussion for the operators) to access a series of interactive screens where the contents will refer to the room or trolley in question. On the other hand, the site manager will have at his disposal a tablet, configured to receive and send simple data with the operator and the end user, subsequently processed in a more complex form for sending to the company. The data and the information that in passing in passing are extended, are managed by a digital platform with controlled access, for the sole exercise of the responsible of yard. This figure therefore assumes a crucial responsibility within the system: it can improve in real time the efficiency of the cleaning service, including the speed of service, the level of hygiene, sustainability and customer satisfaction, with regard to building site environment; has the task of collecting and cataloging, in the first instance, the data collected from communications with the end user and operator, sending them to the company. The company is the fourth subject involved in the system: it has the task of analysing the data collected by the responsible of yard, distinguishing between those that can be used for the improvement of their service and those concerning malfunctions of components or products, together with new potential needs to be sent to suppliers/producers. Obviously, the feasibility of the system provides for forms of alliance in terms of agreements between the company and the supplier/producer.

The User, i.e. the inhabitant, accesses the "communication platform" connected to the site manager only, to request urgent interventions, to indicate additional needs for cleaning, furniture and system malfunctions. But it can also provide evaluative feedback regarding the cleanliness of the room in which it is located, both in the form of a "text" note and a "photographic image", to date the most direct and easy tool for orientation and reference. The cleaning Operator has the possibility to access the application in two different ways, one for the rooms and one for the trolleys. Accesses the room interface to communicate to the site manager the presence of any faults within the room and, by selecting the "feedback" item, check for readings and/or requests made by the final user. Instead, it accesses the trolley's interface, by selecting the item "equipment" and "supplies", pages through which it can report failures to the equipment or components of the cart,
qualitative or quantitative deficiencies, already present or coming, referring to consumer products supplied.
For easier accessibility, even multi-ethnic, the pages in question have simplified lists of icons, captions selectable in different languages, in addition to the usual textual spaces and photographic images.
The responsible of yard can access the "trolley" page where he can update the service status of the trucks, monitor the reports provided by the operators regarding the equipment and supplies, keep an inventory of the daily-equipped consumer products and implement the yard fleet trolley. In a similar way, access the "room" interface, where it is inserted in an interactive site plan to verify the effective passage of the operators inside each room, monitor the reports from these and the users, checking the periodic trend of the assessments received.
The third and last mode of access for the cleaning responsible is that relating to the item "data collection". From the contents on this page the manager can perform, by selecting one or more filters, archive searches of the received messages, view infographics reports related to the chosen time interval, organize the data transaction, upstream, towards the cleaning Company.

5. Conclusion and future developments

On the basis of what has been tested, it is presumed that within a period of 6 months it will be possible to verify the feasibility of punctual proposals by evaluating the dimensions between "local" and "global" networks.
It is probable that the end user, interfacing with the cleaning operator, aspires above all to enrich himself through the proposed activities as "local network", in addition to possible contacts. Meanwhile, the cleaning company operates in what is referred to as its "global network".
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1. Introduction

Nowadays, the role played by fashion industry in contributing to degradation of natural systems is increasingly acknowledged. The impacts on the environment are mainly linked to the use of non-renewable raw materials, water pollution and waste generated. In addition to these socio-cultural implications deriving from the use of cheap labour and undignified working conditions resulted from ‘fast’ fashion business model, where economies of scale deliver standardized fashion at high volume and low price. Overlaps to all this a significant lack of information and communication between stakeholders make the interpolations of the system difficult to enodate. In this context therefore characterized by complexity, intricate interdependencies and flux, and a wide span, geographically, epistemologically and in term of disciplines and discourses it draws together since was first introduced to the realm of fashion (Fletcher, 2008) system and design thinking, has provided a helpful viewpoint on the area. A preliminary literature review reveals in fact that acting in terms of information flow from a systemic perspective does not represent a parametric adjustment, nor a reinforcement or a weakening of an existing cycle. It is the generation of a new cycle, that of information, in a place where it was not previously given, therefore inducing a different behavior in people. According to Meadows the structure of information flows can be an effective leverage point in the fashion system, if information is delivered where it was not before, causing people to change behavior. Adding or restoring information, in a fashion system where the information circulating is sometimes not linked to an ethical and social value, can therefore represent a powerful intervention, usually easier and cheaper than reconstructing physical infrastructures. The ambition of this paper is to offer a perspective that faces this complexity and align fashion with sustainability values through insights gained from data.
2. Fashion as a complex system

Fashion is a powerful cultural lever, capable of influencing the consumerist economic model based on mass production that characterises us today. The fashion system is "composed of interconnected elements that produce their own pattern of behavior over time". (Meadows, 2009, p.2)

In her latest book, published for the first time in Italian, Fletcher not only defines it as a system rich in complexity but also associates in a precise way the adjectives *stratified* and *multidimensional* as well as *multidisciplinary*.

The papers analysed during the research in the literature review phase highlight the coexistence and the indissoluble integrity of four areas when we talk about fashion and sustainability - the technical, the political, the aesthetic and finally the psychological and behavioural. In fact, looking at sustainability is impossible if you do not keep in mind technical problems related to the traceability of the production chain; the efficient use of energy sources, water and chemicals; if you do not ensure the safety of the working environment; if you do not care about innovation in the choice and production of materials, if you do not improve recycling practices; if a fair wage system related to the future impact that the fourth industrial revolution will have in automated production processes.

Similarly, sustainability issues cannot include solutions that do not take into account institutional policies that are national or international or that do not affect the business choices of individual brands. Fashion implies and is conditioned by systems of control and power at the highest levels of modern society and which in turn frames a system where the free choices of citizens sometimes do not change the games of big names.

Addressing in a correct way any phenomenon related to fashion can no longer be done ignoring the challenges to sustainability that the aesthetic variable brings with it: the fashion industry, more than any other, has perfected the cycle of invention, acceptance and rejection of a series, aligning itself with the ever-changing but constant ways of exhibiting its image, almost definitively releasing a cycle of change that was inspired by physical necessity with a series of variations dictated only by the aesthetic function.

Looking at the fashion system as a complex system means being able to direct the outcome effectiveness of a series of changes and approaches in a broader perspective that make the designer ready to predict and prevent objectives, time frames and scales of application. Each of these areas, like every complex system, is then regulated by strict rules or flexible interdependencies with direct or indirect repercussions on consumers and ecosystems from the smallest to the largest scale.

In the same way, a sustainable fashion system that is as complex as the non-sustainable one remains an interconnected flexible process that does not stop taking into consideration any of the four areas, giving it equal weight and importance in undertaking strategies aimed at change.
3. Data as a strategic tool for sustainability

The intersection of fashion and new technologies is a rich and expansive space that capture simultaneously elusive aspects of being human and fashion experience, the purpose for this approaches that use data with an holistic point of view, is not just about describing businesses and brands how to include big data into their daily practices, but to help every stakeholder to add this resources to their toolkits to increase sustainable policies.

Fashion, therefore, introduces a complex system made up of different components and actors that interact with each other in countless possible ways, and its overall behaviour is not given by the pure definition of behaviours but by the objectives of individuals and their interactions. The ability to understand such a system with the aim of leading it towards a more sustainable fashion system is not limited to strategies oriented to the knowledge of the individual parts, but above all to the ability to recognise and structure a vision of sustainability able to relate the various long term procedures.

The Systemic Design approach defined and tested in different fields of design such as the food supply chains focuses on the design of relationships between people, activities and contextual characteristics to improve the knowledge of complex systems.

The use of data together with a systemic approach aims to generate a unified understanding of sustainability strategies in the system and to disseminate all the information that can produce a significant change influencing the behaviour of the system.

Also, using data aimed at holistic relief guides the designer in a deep understanding of the issue, outlining the real role of all actors involved in their field of application, their development and their relationships in their operational context.

As far as data, fashion and sustainability, on a broader discourse, are part of the potential already mentioned above, such as transparency and traceability of the supply chain, in-depth knowledge of territorial dynamics and last but not least, the creation of a direct relationship between the company and consumers based on real needs rather than on trend forecasting guided by consumerism and profit.

Data represent a quantitative input that analysed, understood and used in a systemic perspective produces a qualitative output of high value in terms of awareness for companies and consumers.
4. Systemic Innovation Design methodology applied to fashion data

Specifically using systemic design as a catalyst of change, this research looks through data generated inside fashion system in a holistic way, defining all the process, service and actor as a dynamic whole and not as a fragmented sum of its part. Contrary to what happens with the sustainability strategies currently in use, that are focused on symptoms, and endorse methods that try to solve single problems not caring about existing relationships, systemic design approach can be an effective tool to restore the lack of information that concern the whole process and all actor. This approach, which looks at the larger picture, focuses on the transition from a linear vision, where individual environmental issues are addressed, to a systemic approach, where an improvement of the individual components, if put in relation, corresponds to improvements for the whole industry. Through the systemic use of information, however, fashion can act constructively to stimulate positive practices and quality development in the direction of sustainability. Data can be involved with an innovative approach in the phases of fashion creation and at the same time can implement processes and applications in a more sustainable direction.

4.1 Methodology

Complex systems are inherently unpredictable because we can not explain a high percentage of variance that affects results. Under these circumstances, Editd’s chief executive Geoff Watts observes that "minor disturbances in one part of the system can be amplified to produce larger effects somewhere else." Moreover, this is precisely what happens in the fashion system: where the purchase of a garment in a highly fragmented chain with high social impact causes devastating consequences for the environment and the entire system.

The multitude of social and economic activities that are understood and constitute the fashion system is therefore necessarily complex.

To navigate the complexity of a system so strongly interconnected and based on an apparent win-win model that hides its real inability to be transparent and communicative is necessary for our work applies an information flow strategy, based on data and all of that technological tools which could reveal any information.

Starting from the analysis and the recognition of fashion as a complex system the research aims to identify the relationship between components and different elements. Integrating data become possible to inspect and understand in detail not only business and organisational needs but also human being and behaviour pattern of choice, use and consume the fashion product.
From an operational point of view, the research is based on the intention to highlight the capacity of interconnecting people, process, and environment with fashion: we apply the Systemic Innovation Design Methodology to enhance knowledge and understanding about the system, to produce functions, objects, and process for the wellbeing both the individual and the collectivity. With this approach that combines systems thinking skills with design thinking in order to address fashion system complexity a collection of data become useful for generating new awareness and identify patterns of behaviour.

Data are no longer considered a static asset whose use ends when the purpose for which they were collected has been accomplished; hence a raw material, a vital input, used to create new forms of value as well as a source of innovation and new services (Gaiardo, Tamborrini, 2015).

This kind of study starts with a holistic analysis of the current situation, clearly outlining all the life cycle step of garment production and all the actor and the actions undertaken or undergone by the context in question.

Since fashion is more than the materials that garments are made of, data give us the opportunities to go beyond the lack of information that concerns the whole process and all the actors involved.

A technology-enabled sustainable fashion system operates similarly to an ecosystem where there is a conscious evaluation of the impact and both inputs and outputs, how they depend upon and influence one another, and the environment as well as the economic cost of each decision.

The outcome of this research aims to give to a million data collected a sort of structure capable of capture context underlying connection, drive insight through design and organisation and last but not less critical create value identifying and defining sustainable strategies.

### 4.2 Stages of research

The need for a systemic change dictated by the environmental crisis means that different choices will be made by consumers and companies, related not only to material supplies but also to the habits in our lives and the way we express ourselves through fashion.

For this reason, can only be necessary a series of structured activities that manage the collaborative and participatory processes that are developed above the data.

Within this contribution are illustrated the preliminary phases of the research before the information collection, nevertheless for the comprehensiveness of the purpose are listed the following stages, which are expected to develop in the future according to the methodology of systemic innovation design.
4.2.1 Mapping the current fashion system and identify the information gap

The first stages of the research consist in mapping and analysing every step of the customer journey in order to find any information gaps and selecting on the context-rich, real-time and in situ pool of data that will be collected in the following steps. This preliminary focus on the customer experience takes from the customer’s perspective right from the start and aims to understand a customer’s behaviour, feelings, motivations and attitudes before, during and after the shopping experience. The customer journey includes all activities and events and in this emotional and physical journey are included all the activities between the customer and his garments in order to examine the relationship in between.

This step is essential also to identify the other actors involved, the nature of their relationship, the knowledge and the technologies that are available and which can be useful in the subsequent collection and analysis phases.

Fig. 1_Customer journey map – information gap
4.2.2 Planning data collection

The result of the first step is the quite clear overall picture of the system from the customer point of view: after that is crucial to structure the data collection in detail. The transformation from data into useful information at all levels of the design process requires a continuous process in which data are collected, classified and appropriately contextualised in a specific analysis context.

In this phase, the structuring of the collectable dataset involves the evaluation of qualitative and quantitative data that will be integrated into the research in order to understand many aspects as possible.

In this phase, three datasets have been identified: (1) customer information, (2) product information, and (3) the information flow.

The nature of the customer-based data set is not intended to draft consumer needs to produce perfect deals for companies, which would have nothing to do with sustainability goals, but instead have the final objective to generate an even more close relationship between consumer and product in order to lengthen its life cycle.

For this reason, part of the information research aims to obtain the data related to the product. A recent report edited by the Fashion Revolution movement, in fact, dealt with understanding what information customers would like or should receive from brands about the environmental impact of their products and what kind of information influences the purchase of certain products. The results of the survey reveal that consumers would like to receive more information about the origin of raw materials, the impact on the environment and workers' rights, and not least the social and environmental conditions of their entire supply chain. With the same objectives, the research for information in the product dataset is structured.

Future research could concern developing the following step:

a. Collection of information

b. Information analysis

c. Validation of information

d. Detailed guidelines

e. Definition of concept

f. Experimentation and project development
4.3 Research outcomes

The content of this research returns four levels of results that complement each other to solve in a complex way the criticalities previously highlighted in the fashion system.

1. Research Level such as consumer behaviour, consumption as everyday practice, unconventional user behaviour, systems of use, measuring sustainable consumption e mapping ecological footprints etc...;

2. Service Level for both company and consumer with the aim of development strategies for increase consumers awareness and companies sustainable impact;

3. Product-level by which enhance product sustainability;

4. Organisational level in order to redefine the process and spread transparency and circular economy policies.

In conclusion, Big Data in fashion industry has the potentiality to unlock interesting areas for design disciplines such as consumer behavioural data or unconventional use behaviour capable to generate value within the system but also to make visible the intrinsic one becoming a fertile territory for the most indicated innovative intervention (the better decision).

It is clear that big data will contribute to the optimization of the supply chain and to the development of sustainable product and service, but is important to evidentiate how it is possible to generate a unitary and coherent understanding of the whole system that allows a sustainable development also in all systems connected with the fashion one.

The combination of quantitative data and qualitative ones helps the system to understand where to focus and how providing meaningful insights to ensure that the weakness of one is balanced by the other.

The following figure shows an example study of how having access to personal information could vary the level of awareness of sustainability in choices related to clothing.

In the first screen, each circle corresponds to a category of clothing: the size of the individual circle communicates the amount of clothing owned for a given category.

The second screen displays the amount of garments used in the wardrobe: each circle corresponds to a single garment. The size of a single circle indicates the number of times the garment has been worn. Crossed-out circles identify garments owned but not used because of the chosen temperature.

By selecting a certain circle with a click, it is possible to obtain the set of combinations that the user generally chooses to wear, in the third screen. The colour of each circle identifies the category of garments. The proximity of the circles identifies possible combinations; the distance of some circles highlights isolated combinations: the disintegration of the garments inside the wardrobe is an indication of poor sustainability.

The three final screens highlight the overall impact (production and use) of the wardrobe. The impact
is given for the number of garments owned and their life cycle. A small number of combinations within the wardrobe indicate poor sustainability.
5. Conclusion

Forecasting consumer demand for fashion is a complex subject. Big data will help to predict customer behaviour to steer fashion industry in the right direction, however having access to millions of data is not enough for a system like fashion to be more efficient to deal with the reality of biophysical limits and their incompatibility with the logic of growth.

This research wants to underline the importance of collecting interaction and relationship in a significant dataset. Systemic design could represent an approach that enables a holistic view of the whole fashion system, allowing a complete elaboration of the complexity of the users' behaviors and of that of the upstream processes, keeping in mind the centricity of the individual involved and the context within which sustainable projects can be developed; thus, generating a comprehensive view of the entire fashion system.

Innovation and change, combined thus with the enormous potential of data, can start, as we demonstrate, from any different stages of the supply chain and produce significant results for the environmental responsibility of fashion companies.

Future research will provide the collection of data and the holistic relief starting from companies and supplier perspective.
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Abstract
The spread of technologies as Cloud and Distributed Computing, the Internet of Things (IoT) and Machine Learning techniques comes with highly disruptive innovation potential and consequent design imperatives. High connectivity of devices and machines is shaping not only sensing and monitoring capabilities, but also describing ever more ubiquitous and diffuse computing capabilities, affecting decision-making with a wide range of assisting tools and methods. With the scaling potential of moving beyond its contemporary application such as industrial facilities monitoring, precision farming and agriculture, healthcare and risk management scenarios, RaaS is bound to involve an increasingly fluid and diverse range of users, shaping new socio-technical systems where practices, habits and relationships will evolve in respect to its adoption. On these premises, applied research at Polytechnic Interdepartmental Centre for Service Robotics in Turin, Italy, focuses on the development of a service robotics platform able to operate on the local scale and capable of adapting to evolving scenarios.
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1. Introduction

Service Robotics is an emerging field in engineering design research and practice, that deals with recent advancements of technologies such as cloud services and low-cost sensors, as enablers of the automation of activities beyond industrial applications. In consistency with Richard Normann’s view of service (Normann, 2001) as value-creating systems with us inside, its progress is shaped by people’s desire to augment human intellect, unlocking new levels of productivity and creativity by automating activities and evolving better programming paradigms.

Normann’s description of services puts emphasis on the strong relationship that ties technology to its environment, as it influences habits and lifestyles in a perpetual process. Within this frame, anthropologist Tim Ingold’s definition of taskscape is particularly useful to address the complementarity of the bond that ties human activity to the landscape (Ingold, T., 1993).

As described by Goodwin, the concept of landscape emphasizes form, as that the concept of body put emphasis on the form rather than on the function of a living system (Goodwin, B., 1988). Like organism and environment, body and landscape imply each other, alternately as figure and ground, generated and supported in and through the process of carrying out a total field of relationships that crosses the emerging interface between organism and environment.

Ingold proceeds in the description of this processual complementarity introducing the concept of embodiment as a “movement of incorporation” of the organism, in which its bodily form emerges from the life-cycle process, as being also pertinent in the description of the environment. To do so, the concept of temporality as experience of those who carry forward the process of social life in their activities, is introduced in his argument. He calls this ensemble of activities the ‘taskscape’.

Within this context ‘tasks’ are defined practical operations, carried out by skilled agents in their environment, as part of his or her normal business of life. In other words, tasks can be identified as the unit of dwelling activities. Tasks then take their meaning from their positions within an ensemble performed by many people working together in series or in parallel. Taking these considerations into account it becomes impossible to separate the technical dimension of a system from the social act of inhabiting a place, as every technological practice is embedded in the current of sociality, as people attend to one another when performing their tasks. Temporality is then intrinsic of a taskscape, emerging from the network of interrelationships between the multiple rhythms of the activities constituting it, lying the foundations of sociality in the resonance of movement and feeling deriving from the reciprocal and attentive commitment of people in a context of shared activities.

This anthropological framing of technological development is used in the following case studies analysis to include the social dimension in the development of Service Robotics applications, such as Precision Farming. By social dimension we then refer to the mutual engagement of organisms as sentient agents carrying out their activities in an environment. This definition helps us understand human as well as non-human (other animal and plant life forms) relationships between organisms themselves and their dwelling in the environment.

As Richard Tapper argues, farming activities shaped the notion of domestication, as involving a ‘kind of mastery and control’ similar of that entailed in slavery (Tapper R., 1988). By slavery, Ingold
describes a situation where the autonomy of the agent to act according to his own volition is compromised through the application of force with the specific intent to overwhelm his resistance. In the sense by which the use of force is based on the assumption that the slave is a being with the ability to act and suffer, and in that sense a person, domination and domestication are distinguished, starting from the assumption that one is a form of social control exercised over subject-people, and the other a form of mechanical control exercised over object-things.

Based on these premises, the domain in which human beings are involved as social beings with one another cannot be rigidly distinguished from the domain of their involvement with the non-human components of the environment. Therefore, any qualitative transformation in environmental relations manifests itself in a similar way both in the relations that man extends towards animals and in those that are established between them in society. It was, in fact, only with the advent of industrial breeding and livestock management that animals were reduced, in practice and not only in theory, to mere "objects" that the theorists of Western tradition had always assumed to be (Tapper 1988). Technical advances in adaptation strategies, such as those that led the advent of the agro-pastoral industry, marked the transition from a principle of trust towards the environment to one of domination, that extends beyond non-human relationships, directly into human social sphere.

In recent research, service robots have been described as a combination of a mobile platform and a manipulator which main function is to carry objects between locations. This kind of operation requires abilities such object detection, navigation, positioning and object manipulation (Kaloyan Y. et.al, 2016). The development of modular, more connected and versatile ‘robots’ enables the automation of more complex tasks that cannot be split into simple actions.

The recent broad diffusion of Internet of Things (IoT) paradigm in industrial development enables the use of automation well beyond production lines and well-structured and controllable manufacturing activities. High connectivity of devices and machines is shaping not only sensing and monitoring capabilities of different application fields, but also describing ever more ubiquitous and diffuse computing capabilities, affecting decision-making with a wide range of assisting tools and methods, like context-aware AI fuelled by a yet unmatched data flow. Digital Abundance is a shorthand that introduces us to the economy of information as a non-depletable resource, as it can be continuously copied, while exponentially increased due to “cheap and small” sensor technology. The high degree of connectivity that is going to characterize places irrorated with objects capable of ‘talking’ is bound to remove many physical constraints for social interaction.

These capabilities make fields of application such agriculture as favourable as industry, giving raise to new fields of research and development such Precision Agriculture (PA). Also known as Precision Farming, PA aims to manage spatial and temporal variability associated with all aspects of agricultural production, with the main goal of improving both environmental quality and crop performance.
2. Methodology

2.1. Beyond Participatory Design

As theorized in recent empirical studies of technology, philosophically recognized theoretical perspectives claim that the distinction between "designers" and "users" is symptomatic of culturally perpetuated social roles, as both designers and users perform inventive, creative and transformative acts in the same way. (Vardouli, 2015). From this argument, function theorist Beth Preston states that function is independent from isolated agents’ purposes but grows from ‘historical patterns of actual use and reproduction for that use’ (Preston, 2016). Studying the phenomenon of use dissociated from design helps to correct some of the shortcomings of design-centric and communicative attitudes, which are based on the need to establish causal links between how an artefact was created and how it is used or between the human actor who created it and the one who uses it. Following Ingold's ecological approach, where the boundaries between subjects and objects do not exist before an active process, but emerge through the process itself and can only be recognized retrospectively, design theorist Theodora Vardouli argues that throwing these boundaries, in this case between users and artefacts, in advance is like reading the process backwards rather than forwards (Vardouli, 2015).

![Figure 1. Transformations that occur when humans engage with things.](image)

As Ingold’s notion of ‘taskscape’ has been beforehand introduced as an ensemble of tasks, both as physical operations and acts of dwelling, it describes them a continuous, qualitative and heterogeneous, in opposition to isolated and quantifiable activities. They are driven by their own temporality, which causes the experience of the past and the perspective of the future to collapse into acts of present improvisation. Ingold’s position shows visible traces of phenomenological philosophy, especially in his focus on the embodiment and construction of temporality as lived duration rather than quantifiable time. This shift from the intentions of a single human actor to a dynamic context of action, interwoven with material, social and cultural forces, is solidified in the
keyword "making". 'Making', for this definition, shifts temporality and emergency to the centre of the scene by conceptualising the production and use of artefacts, opening new critical and productive possibilities for design research. The performative approach of man’s engagement with artefacts, promoted by the conceptualizing of use as a sort of making, encourages designers to take a new perspective towards the products of their projects, not as a continuation of their author’s intentions, but as constitutive parts of other people's niches. Consequently, users are no longer passive recipients of design activity, but active performers of improvisational, open-ended tasks as *makers of use* (Vardouli, 2015). The grammar of 'making' replaces the "identity operation" (application of rules on fixed entities) with an "embodying operation" (application of rules on any part of an entity that offers an opportunity for action to a subject)( Stiny, G., 2006), allowing emerging results.

In this sense *embedding* refers to the possibility in a particular situation that a subject recognizes for action, resulting in a concrete analogy with the initially proposed ecological meaning of *affordance* by American psychologist J.J. Gibson (1977)

![Figure 2. Vardouli’s Sketch diagram of Use acts viewed as transformations (rules), which are divided into physical and intentional transformations, linked by reciprocal yet not necessarily deterministic relationship ‘description functions’ that occur in a human-artefact engagement.](image)

### 3. Case Studies

To support heterogeneity of solutions fitting diverse use cases and even different application fields we investigate service robotics case studies looking for *modular* technological solution in relation to actors involved as users and more generally as stakeholders.

#### 3.1. Modular Cloud Robotics Architecture

The management of agricultural activities requires intense and broad monitoring of multiple entities, such plants’ health or soil humidity, resulting in the collection of large maps, images, video, real-time networks and financial transactions. The term “big data” is used in this context to describe amounts...
exceeding the processing capacity of a conventional database system. This condition makes it impossible to process the required information for an on-board memory of a single robot.

The main innovative technological feature of this project is a ‘cloud approach’ to data processing (collection and computation), which provides service robots with access to vast resources of data necessary to manage complex tasks. The working team proposes a high-level cloud platform to manage several unmanned robots, both aerial and terrestrial (UAVs, UGVs) with the goal of providing support through remote connection to the end users, both expert technicians and related to the application field. (Silvagni, et.al, 2016). In spite of the high degree of automation, this configuration requires a lot of interaction with diverse end users to carry out its tasks, from mission supervision to data management. End users are in fact required to produce mission requests to provide the constraints for automatic UAV/UGV path generation and other database and backup functions necessary to obtain a fully autonomous mission execution. Expert users have access to decentralize analysis capability thanks to real-time video deployment to control missions, while a more general data collection is used for knowledge sharing among robots, field agents and end users. The whole system is also built to adapt to local navigation authority rules through high-precision real-time localization features, guarantying safety avoiding costly systems such those used on commercial airplanes.

Further interaction is provided through APIs basic function blocks that can be used to build new services on top of the more open-ended “remote brain” that contains the main specific applications, opening the possibility of custom service applications, involving developer users.

3.2. RHEA project

A recent example of service robotics deployment in precision agriculture is the RHEA (Robot Fleets for Highly Effective Agricultural and Forestry Management) Project (Gonzalez-de-Santos P, Ribeiro A, Fernandez-Quintanilla C, Lopez-Granados F, Brandstoetter M, Tomic S, et al., 2016), concluded on 31 July 2014. The project was conducted under a work program of the European Commission that focused on the design, development and testing of robotic systems for physical and chemical management of weed in agriculture and forestry. In order to contrast the growth of the pest that subtracts vital nutrients form its surroundings, farmer usually apply pesticides with traditional sprayers, distributing them uniformly over the fields. The aim of this project was to provide support to the farmers to reduce the amount of applied pesticides without reducing the effectiveness of the treatment, by targeting local area of intervention such as wide row crops (processing tomato, maize among others), close row crops (winter wheat and winter barley) and forestry woody perennials (walnut trees, almond trees, olive groves and multi-purpose open woodland), with ground robots equipped with three different manipulators, once identified with high-quality cameras mounted on-board of flying robots hovering over the fields. To allow the control system to accurately steer the robots to work on wide-row crops (with 0.75 m-spaced rows) and ensure autonomous outdoor navigation, a high precision Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) was used. A graphical User Interface (GUI) on a ground station was provided to the farmers, allowing them to create and launch the missions. The interaction required the definition of the area by entering the limiting point of the field of action.
4. Conclusions and Discussion

The systematic design methods assist researchers in design choices, whereas the economic analysis considers allowable cost of a system. Only a few authors report design processes based in requirement engineering. For this product-service system we propose a Socio-Technical Innovation framework to balance the efficiency of simple stable technological systems with the capacity for resilience and adaptability of more complex, unstable social systems that surround them. A wider network of stakeholders, reaching out to growing community of users and producers, allows organizations to see more opportunities than those dependent on previous choices. Local decision-making made by a variety of actors with shared interests, is likely to be the most successful: though the larger system is complex and difficult to predict, its subunits are less so.

In order to increase cognitive ergonomics and affordance for the end user, each subsystem (component) shall have a self-sustaining life cycle, with explicit functions that make its purpose recognizable. A wheeled or winged structure will be regarded as responding to ‘locomotion’ functions, while a camera or a condensation hygrometer will cover ‘sensory’ functionalities and a robotic arm is responsible for ‘grasping’. A great advantage given by this modularity is that improvements in the structure of a function can be integrated in the whole system without having to lose every other part.

To be part of a larger system, these components also need to be connected, which means they must interface with each other. This is made easily possible by standards of data transferring via wireless connection to internet services. Complex systems high connectivity leads to difficulties in centralized control and predicting causes and effects, driving the need of localizing decision-making when possible. Chances of identifying a single ‘optimal’ solution for the whole system width are low; great part of current information and implementation happen on a local scale, necessitating a decentralized approach. While in simple and stable systems homogeneity of input is favoured over a more problematic diversity, in complex social systems heterogeneity is incredibly more valuable, both increasing the range of current information and of solutions generated. The possibility to configure sequence or arrays of function to manage complex tasks in different and evolving scenario, along with the feedback provided by monitoring the conditions of the environment, gives users a much greater capability of engagement.

Faced with an ecological crisis that has its roots in this disengagement, in the separation of the human agency and social responsibility from the sphere of our direct involvement with the non-human environment, it is certainly necessary to reverse this order of priority.

A designed system of product components and services follows the purpose finding principle (Jones 2016). As Jones further explains in his paper on Systemic Design Principles, the purpose principle provides a whole-to-part view of problem space. The diversity of solutions provided by a modular configuration of functionalities, delivered in the form of services, guarantees a balance between fixed purposes and what Jones refers to as creative framing. Useful to this purpose is Robotics-as-a-Service framework, a cloud computing service model that allows to seamlessly integrate robots and embedded devices into Web and cloud computing
environment. As a service-oriented architecture for robotic applications, a RaaS unit has the environmental potential of decoupling the production of economic value from energy and resources consumption. It includes services for performing functionalities, a service directory for discovery and publishing, and service clients for user’s direct access. This platform allows to manage robotics components both as an increasingly granular integration of control over automated tasks and as part of a largely aware whole emerging from their connectivity.
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Abstract To meet the current challenges to fight global and interconnected problems as waste production, systemic thinking is needed to provide a new cultural paradigm to create Sustainable, Circular and Blue Economies. One action can be done spotlighting the local territory in which we are living every day enhancing cultural and natural resources, indeed of considering it as a place where the products are manufactured, travel everywhere and leave only waste. Systemic Design can provide an answer creating eco-innovation and environmental, social and economic sustainability, especially at the local level. A multiple case-study analysis on previous projects on Systemic Design has conducted to understand the principal barriers in their implementation and their outcomes to reach sustainable territorial development. After the identification of the new opportunities created at the entrepreneurial level, finally, it is designing the entrepreneurial ecosystem of innovation to foster Systemic sustainable projects framed in a specific context of reference.
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1. Introduction

Nowadays, the production models should be reconsidered and redesign to meet future challenges and the current need of sustainability at economic, social and environmental level (Garetti and Taisch, 2012). In the current situation made of fast changes and interconnected problems with effects at the global level, holistic thinking is needed to provide a new approach and a cultural paradigm (Capra, 2014) as it has represented a ‘turning point’ for many disciplines (Capra, 1982). This new point of view should contaminate the linear economy, many times pointed by scholars as one of the enemies of the current society (Gast, 2017; Littig and Grießler, 2005), to produce a shift in production models and creation of economic models to reach a Blue and Circular economy (Pauli, 2010; EU, 2015). This shift can be produced spotlighting the attention on the local territory in which we are living every day enhancing its cultural and natural resources, indeed of considering it as a place where the products are manufactured, travel everywhere and leave only waste.

Systemic Design (SD) demonstrates with many projects to be an approach able to connect the territory, design and environmental issues to create a local sustainable development (Bistagnino, 2011). This research investigates the intersection between systemic design, environmental sustainability and entrepreneurship, and wants to demonstrate the need of the creation of an ecosystem to support the implementation of projects born from SD to overcome the complex implementation of this type of projects in practical terms which threat their success. It is vital to produce eco-innovation and a shift in production models.

To demonstrate the principal thesis firstly was framed the current scientific literature on topic correlated to Systemic thinking, Design, Business Ecosystem and Innovation models. Secondly, was performed a multiple case-study analysis on previous SD projects applied to the manufacturing sectors developed by SD research group to understand the principal barriers in their implementation and their outcomes. This process was facilitated thanks to the direct involvement of authors in these projects. Afterwards, the typologies of new activities born from the application of SD approach to the manufacturing sector in a specific territory are defined. Finally, the ecosystem is designed (ECO-SD) able to stimulate and foster the born and the implementation of eco-innovative systemic projects with the goal to create and support autopoietic local economies.

This research work is complementary to the work presented in Battistoni, Barbero (2019, in press).

2. Literature review

2.1. Systemic Design: innovation, sustainability and territory

The design discipline with its methodology and approaches has confirmed through different applications to be a strategic approach for innovation creation (Bertola, 2003; Celaschi, 2007; Brown, 2009; Franzato, 2011). At the same time, design shows potentialities in increasing the value of a particular geographical area, as the valorisation of the material culture and natural resources represented in many works as De Giorgi and Germak (2008); Bozolla and De Giorgi (2016); Catania (2011).
Some design approaches also represent a solution to reach sustainability (Ceschin and Gaziulusoy, 2016). Between them, SD, as a discipline which include systemic thinking in the design practice, enlarges the borders of the traditional discipline producing a step forward the eco-design (Jones and Kijima, 2018).

SD applied to anthropic production process was mainly defined by Bistagnino (2011) (Battistoni and Barbero, 2017). This approach is mainly developed around five principal guide-lines, in collaboration with Zeri foundation and Fritjof Capra (Bistagnino, 2011). SD intends to create relationship(2°) based on “an output become an input” (1°) for another system as happens in Nature. These links are created acting locally (3°) and connecting the human being with the context of reference(5°). In addition, the systems created are auto-generating (4°) in terms that they are self-reproducing systems. Indeed, SD applied to single productive activities permits to change their core business, transforming the production models in an open system in relations to the other ones. Considering waste as resources, their incomes are improved and increased. Moreover, it permits the creation of new products that can let the born of new economic realities (fig. 1), generating the autopoiesis phenomenon typical of the natural systems (Capra, 2014). All these opportunities can boost sustainable territorial development, creating a local circular economy. To perform this, they required the intersection between the economic, social and environmental aspects involving different

---

Figura 1 graphic representation on the SD applied to the manufacturing sector and the competences involved in this approach competences: from technical to humanistic competences (fig. 1.).
2.1. Ecosystem, innovation and territory

As stated by Bassis and Armellini in 2018, Moore (1993, 1996) with his works coined the term Business Ecosystem (BE) defining it as “an economic community supported by a foundation of interacting organizations and individuals” (Bassis, Armellini, 2018, pg. xx) and introducing the concept in the management field. Moore used the biological ecology as a metaphor claims for interactions between existing business in search of innovation (Scaringella and Radziwon, 2018). Moore identified the evolution, adaptability and community as key characteristics of BE, however his Innovation Ecosystem (IE) theory was focused on the firm itself, to help managerial challenges, and the boundaries of the ecosystem ware globally seen (Bassis, Armellini, 2018). Trying to define the differences between IE and System innovation (SI) which both have the theoretical basis in System Thinking, Bassis and Armellini (2018) define the focus of SI in the location (region or country) to which a firm belong, referencing the work of Patel (1994).

Others studies confirm that the concept of the complex adaptive system that comes from biology was starting to be used in the business environment. As stated by Reeves et al. (2016), company, as complex adaptive systems, continues to evolve through cycles of interactions, emergence and feedbacks and they are nested in different systems, from business to societal.

For the multifaceted nature of the concept BE, subsequently in the paper we will use the word of Ecosystem as a metaphor for the way of the Nature act, and not referring to Moore’s theory.

During the years the concept of BE is evolved in more concept as “industrial ecosystem”, “innovation ecosystem”, “digital business ecosystem” and “entrepreneurship ecosystem” (Bassis and Armellini, 2018; Scaringella and Radziwon, 2018), some of which link the ecosystem concept with territorial approaches (Scaringella and Radziwon, 2018), but none of them has links to Moore’s theory of IE (Bassis and Armellini, 2018).

For the scope of our research, we are focusing on the Industrial Ecosystem (IE) and Entrepreneurial ecosystem (EE). IEs are identified in the eco-industrial parks created following the industrial ecology where the industrial ecosystems are examined as complex systems (Costa, xx; Chertow, 1999, 2000). Instead, EE is defined as a “systemic view of entrepreneurship” following a recent review on EE by Cavallo et al. (2018). Many studies had focused on the definition on the components of the EE (Cohen, 2006; Neck et al., 2004; Stam, 2015; World Economic Forum, 2013; Feld, 2012; Spiegel, 2015; Isenberg, 2010). About the relation between EE and the territory, Cohen (2006) have contributed to highlight the attention on how the territorial context have impact on entrepreneurship and that entrepreneurship takes place in a precise geographical area with the coordination of multiple actors (Cavallo et al., 2018), and Audretsch et al. (2012) pointed the focus on the relationship between regional characteristics and entrepreneurial activities.

The scientific literature has many times focus on the role of Business Incubators (BI) and their role in EE. A previous work by authors has stated the BIs phenomenon (Battistoni and Barbero, in press). Along the discussion on the meaning, there is the one on understanding the typology of existing BI, their goal and services. Along with different typologies, many authors identified the regional incubators archetype (Barbero J. L. et al., 2012; Aernoudt, 2002; Von Zedtwitz and Grimaldi, 2006).
More recent studies, like the one of van Weele et al. (2018), call for the fourth generation of BIs: “the ‘systemic’ incubators that aim to transform or create institutions to strengthen the entrepreneurial ecosystem (DiMaggio 1988). Lately in our study, referring to a ‘Systemic Incubator’ we will not only refer to this definition but mainly to an incubator that can foster the creation of start-ups from systemic design projects.

The intersection between entrepreneurship, environmental and social responsibility is identified in ‘ecopreneurship’ (Battistoni and Barbero, 2019 in press). The benefits for sustainable-driven business models are starting to be investigated by researchers as Kiron et. al (2013) however their research is focused on profits raised by companies and a Systemic Thinking should be applied to the design of sustainable enterprises to consider sustainable and social factors in business models (Jones and Upward, 2014).

According to, Scaringella and Radziwon (2018) EE emerges through the interactions of various actor and stakeholders creating intersections between different systems considered in the triple helix model of innovation (industry, university and government level to create the knowledge society and innovation and economic development) leading to the quadruple helix model which consider the civil society (Scaringella and Radziwon, 2018). The helix models of innovation had evolved during the years (fig. 2). Very interesting for our study is especially the Triple Helix Systems of Innovation in which the triad is acting as a system with systemic and non-linear interactions between actors (Stanford University website).

**MODEL OF INNOVATION**

- **Figura 2** graphic representation of the evolution from the Dyad, to the triple helix and quadruple helix

Literature has also focused on the relationship between BIs and governments and their roles (Kautonen et al., 2017; Cavallo et al., 2018; Stam, 2015; Scaringella and Radziwon, 2018).
3. Case-studies on SD for territorial development

Although the literature has highlighted important characteristics of SD projects to reach a sustainable development (Bistagnino, 2011; 2016) at the same time, they can represent the barriers to their success and implementation. We will focus on two SD projects which fit in two categories for their high level of complexity which didn’t permit their implementation: (1) project for a particular territory; (2) project for a particular production process based in a particular territory. We performed a multiple case-study research (Yin, 2014) highlighting for each case the main pros and cons to understand the main barriers reasons.

3.1. SD project for a particular territory

In this project, the SD approach has been applied in a mountain Valley in Piedmont Region, Italy (Battistoni & Daghero 2013; 2016). The project design new sustainable production model for every 24 typologies of enterprise taken in consideration, creating at the end a complex system able to generate territorial development not only at economic level but also at environmental and social one. The project demonstrates to be able to create: (1) 26 typologies of new activities as shown in fig. 3; (2) several environmental benefits as the reduction of the use of the drinkable water of 80%; (3) a substantial economic profit. After a considerable consensus by the local policymakers, the project wasn’t implemented.

Figure 3 development and design of the complex system. In the visual representation are present only the principal relationships between the components. In orange are represented the current activities, in yellow the new one.

In table 1 is presented an analysis of the pros and cons of the project for its implementation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BENEFITS (pros)</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initial support from city major</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An alpine Valley plenty of natural resources</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High sense of community between citizens</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presence of only micro-small enterprise</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Close valley (at geographical level)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rich Valley</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.2. SD project for a particular production process based in a particular territory

In this case study, the SD approach was applied to a particular production process, food factory (Barbero & Battistoni, 2016). The project, done in collaboration with the industry and the Systemic Design research group, guide the enterprise towards a systemic production model. The project worked on the re-connection of the food production with local resources and know-how acting on the change of ingredients, re-designing a typical traditional product which can become a symbol of the region and the cares about the consumer’s health. Involving local products in the new recipe, the factory starts acting as a re-activator of the local agriculture and manufacturing sector, increasing relationships which can have cascade impact for all the region and starting up also other business (fig. 4), creating sustainable territorial development.

Figura 4 visual representation of the shift proposed by the Systemic Design project. Graphic review of the picture published in Battistoni, Barbero 2016

In table 2 is presented an analysis of the pros and cons of the project for its implementation.
### Tab. 2 pros and cons of the project implementation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BENEFITS (pros)</th>
<th>PROBLEMS (cons) related to the industry (internal):</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No problem in economic investments</td>
<td>Lack of commitment by the industry along with all the project duration (or at least by the CEO along the project duration) - Change of CEO during the project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interest for innovation projects</td>
<td>Sharing of internal data to external people (even researchers involved in the project)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal research centre</td>
<td>Lack of data on the specific quantity of the different input and output</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industry which in the past started as a little biscuit maker in the same location (has a recognisable role in the area)</td>
<td>Difficulties to understand the importance of the project over the economic benefit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thanks to innovation in management, the employees are listened by the CEO, and their ideas are taken into consideration</td>
<td>Large industry which must preserve many job places, it acts with caution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reduced openness to collaboration with other industries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lack of awareness by the CEO on the area where they are located (better situation among employees)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Focus on its own production and lack of awareness on what is happening outside (especially on agriculture topic)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lack of awareness on the implications of their actions on the environment and consumer’s health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lack of future visions on the environmental situation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Difficulties in managing the complexity of the projects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Resistant to change</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4. Results

Thanks to the precedent case studies analysis, is possible to draw many results: from the state-of-the-art of territories to the major implementation barriers faced by SD projects to the definition of the many opportunities created by SD project for a new kind of entrepreneurship, to the draft of the ecosystem requires to ease the implementation of the new typologies of enterprises.
4.1. Territory: state-of-the-art

From the analysis of the current situation performed in every projects, it is possible to frame the state-of-the-art of our territories based on the behaviour of the productive companies located in them, as shown in fig. 5. Usually, the companies are processing different typology of matters which comes from many different territories and sell their products at the global level in a competitive ecosystem. Under this behaviour, there is a lack of awareness about the implications of our action on the environment. Indeed, there is an exploitation of the of the energy and the human capital needed for the manufacturing process and on the territory where the company is settled remains only waste and pollution (in water, soil and air).

4.2. SD projects implementation barriers

Another result that is possible to obtain for the case-study analysis is the barriers to SD projects implementation (tab 3). At the basis, SD projects require a cultural paradigm shift (Barbero, 2016), from the linear to the systemic thinking, from competition to collaboration, identified by Capra (1982) “the turning point”. Besides, complexity resulted to be one of the SD projects fundamental characteristic as they focus on the relationships between components instead of the single entities and on the resources which go in and out of a production process. Complexity can represent an obstacle to overcome for the human linear way of thinking developed with the industrial revolution.
Moreover, talking about input/output and not resources/waste they need a complete change on the cultural paradigm and point the focus more on qualitative aspects than quantitative ones. The current legislation on waste is limiting the relationships made by flow of matters. Another consideration is that SD projects are community-oriented, territorial-oriented and environment-oriented more than profit-oriented and producing sustainability they require the competences of different disciplines, multiple actors and stakeholders, both in the design phase than in their implementation, being multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary projects. Finally, they require financial support, human resources and project management as all the projects. Luckily, the current emphasis on the Circular Economy from the European Union is helping to bridge the cultural gap since 2015 (EU, 2015).

4.3. **Identification of the typology of new activities that can potentially born**

The application of SD approach to the manufacturing sectors can support the creation of new opportunities to obtain a sustainable local development that can be turned in new enterprises. These opportunities are defined as:

- Action on the entire production model to produce a shift from the linear one to a circular and systemic one;
- Spin-off creation by:
  a. new opportunities discovered inside one production model;
  b. the opportunity given by a single output well-known by research community - depending on output quantity it can born from the collaboration of similar industries or just by one;
- Start-ups/new enterprise, created by:
  a. Systemic designer which become eco-entrepreneurs which idea come from different past experiences;
  b. eco-entrepreneurs after a training on SD approach, which idea come from the scan of regional opportunities (HD) for:
    i. business profit (e.g. production of a new kind of product from something that now is considered waste);
    ii. non-profit business (e.g. biodiversity and biological ecosystem protection and restoration);
    iii. business profit with the goal of community involvement increasing awareness through the creation of activities as workshops (e.g. working on waste perception);
    iv. business profit with the goal of citizens and awareness improvement (e.g. buying group for local products)
    v. benefits for the entire territories (e.g. creation of a fab-lab for the recovery of local know-how);
c. collaboration of different industries and systemic designers to manage one of the companies’ problems (e.g. to manage the sharing of technical instruments or machines);

- new clusters: association of industries with close collaboration in the same area (same goal with eco-industrial park concept (Chertow, 2000).

- Research projects:
  a. on particular local output not well-known by scientific community, to advance the scientific knowledge and with possible new business opportunities creation;
  b. to provide the redesign of products following ‘ecodesign’ (Lanzavecchia, 2012) and ‘design by components’ (Bistagnino, 2008) approach, thanks to the competences of systemic designer involved.

4.4. Ecosystem definition
Missing contributions by the scientific literature on the definition of the ecosystem which can sustain SD projects, the design of a systemic entrepreneurial ecosystem is necessary (ECO-SD). Its goal is to stimulate and foster the born and the implementation of eco-innovative systemic projects to obtain a sustainable regional development. It is represented in fig. 6. This definition represents a step over the one presented in a previous conference paper (Battistoni and Barbero, in press).

Looking at the territory and its productive sectors with a systemic approach, shifting the attention from the single actors to the relationships that are possible to create among them, is possible to obtain different results. As the theory of system suggests “the whole is greater than the sum of its parts” (Aristotle), or better “the whole is other than the sum of its parts” from Gestalt theory (Koffka). This shift can let emerge several new opportunities and potentialities linked to a development which is far away from the current economic evidence, centred exclusively to the increase of the GDP. Acting in this way is possible to answer to the real needs of a specific area, with the final goal to act on the cultural paradigm, obtaining a real sustainable development.
ECO-SD incorporates the characteristics of the EE and the different models of innovation, the triple helix system of innovation and the quadruple helix, cited before. A graphic representation of the actor involved in ECO-SD is present in fig. 7. The university level is represented by the technical and humanities division and also includes the university on SD which include technical and humanities skills. The government is represented by the different levels (from city to regional and national) which act on a specific territory. The industry is represented by the three typologies of enterprises (micro and small, medium and large). The civil society is present not as a single entity but in relation with all the others, being everyone represented by human beings that act as a civil society once that their work end.

The heart of ECO-SD cannot be identified only in the current BIs which are concentrated mainly on the economic sustainability of the projects and the training of the future entrepreneurs within linear economy benchmarks. Instead, it is represented by the Regional Research Center (RRC) (fig. 8) which present the intersection between the universities, the training centre on ecopreneurship and systemic approach. RRC acts as a guide: starting from the execution of the HD (Battistoni and Giraldo, 2017), it can identify the current significant problems and the sectors where projects are needed. Opening the way to the innovation of process, production models, products and services, they are therefore designed by multidisciplinary groups where the designers collaborate with other scholars and experts coming from the natural, social and economic science, acting as “mediator” (Celaschi, 2008), fostering the dialogue and the contamination. Working together for the implementation of the new projects, they should maintain the link with the local actors, not exclusively coming from the productive sector but also from the decision-making, to assure a local sustainable development.

In close relationships with RRC works the ECO-SD incubators, a systemic incubator with the goal to foster the born and the reproduction of productive processes and act as an open system. In here, also the economists should think in another way as Raworth suggested (Raworth, 2017) and work in close relationship with the Ecopreneur Training Center. In the ECO-SD incubators, the attention is on the flow of information, matter, energy and people which create relationship both inside every single process and within them, and within the context of reference where it is placed as shown in fig. 9.

All the opportunities created in the ECO-SD can lead to the creation of different typologies in the same territory as the one represented in fig. 10. Along the one which are created thanks to the ECO-
SD inc there are the one which has been affected by the ECO-SD RRC only by trainings or the one that has not received any supports.

Figura 7 graphic representation of ECO-SD
FOCUS ON ECO-SD

Regional research center (RRC)

Figura 8 graphic representation of the RRC inside the ECO-SD

FOCUS ON ECO-SD

Incubator

Figura 9 graphic representation of the ECO-SD incubators and the possible new start-ups created.
5. Discussion and conclusions

The different results of this research were necessary to the definition of the main result, the ECO-SD. It finds roots in previous studies on helix models of innovation and on EE and in a previous study by authors which has shown its limitations. In this new definition, in the ECO-SD is present the ECO-SD inc which continues to focus on the economic sustainability of the ideas and business models received. As previously stated by van Weele et al. (2018), incubators are evolving entering services more related to the idea creation, which by our opinion, should be an action done in collaboration with multiple actors, comprehending designers as they are trained and worked to frame new ide and opportunities by currents problems and necessities.

In the graphic representations in fig. 6 the net which is creating between all the different actors is implicit in the grey colour. A future research, which now is only is a tentative attempt represented in fig. 11, is to find all the relationships created by the ECO-SD between the different actors and the outcomes created by them. The principal outcomes created by ECO-SD can be represented in the ‘sustainable local and circular development’, which subsequently can be split in the creation of ecopreneurship, sustainable economic development, low environmental impact, high social impact and participated policies. Further studies should be concentrated also on the future vision about what this ecosystem can create in the local territory as represented in fig. 12. Another future research will be to find and analysis case-studies where similar realities to ECO-SD are already in action thanks to similar goals which are not present in the scientific literature. This step will help to define better the hypothesis done in this study and it will be into a real context of application. The
most likely and eased to implement is related to the Torino municipality in Italy where the Systemic Design research group is located and already working.

*Figura 11 graphic representation of the relationships between the different actor in the ECO-SD and the outcomes that these relationships create.*
Figura 12 graphic representation of the possible future situation inside the region
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Abstract: Creative communities are grassroots, bottom-up initiatives of people who through their diffuse design capacity propose new, desirable service futures that address the problems of everyday life. These creative communities exist within a transition from modernity towards sustainment, their adversarial character embodies alternative values such as conviviality, solidarity, openness and shift the focus from growth to flourishing. The sociotechnical system that is a creative community creating social innovation faces constant threats due to the collapse of traditional support structures and their disruptive, adversarial character and so, identifying strategies to increase its resilience is necessary. We turn to nature for inspiration and mentoring. Biomimesis is a framework that designs solutions inspired by biological systems. We argue that permaculture, provides an interesting direction for the development and research in the context of social innovation.
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1. Introduction

This paper aims to support the idea that increasing the resilience of creative communities by fostering the emergence of greater diffuse capacity on a local level can act as a successful exit strategy for service design. To achieve this goal, we turn to Biomimesis, the study of biological systems to translate their principles in sociotechnical ones. Applying these through design can provide a way to reconstitute the domains of everyday life (Kossoff, 2015) and transition towards sustainability in some grassroots, distributed way. At the same time these different ways of looking at provide a direction that seems to provide an answer to many emerging issues in the context of service design within a systems thinking framework. The paper is divided in six sections. In the first section we position our work in the context of the discourse in the field of service design and social innovation. In the second section we present the systemic perspective of the field of resilience followed up by a brief overview of the practice of Biomimesis. In the fourth section we focus on the idea of permaculture, a systemic view of agroecological models. In the second to last section the case study of working with the ‘apano meria ‘social enterprise on the island of Syros in relation to the research question are presented. The focus of this section is about translating the lessons extracted from biological systems to social systems. In the final sections we present our conclusions.

2. Social innovation

In the last couple of decades service design has emerged as a field with promising potential to minimize the material flows and increase the overall sustainability of human activities on the planet. One of the central reasons for this is the adoption of ‘service dominant’ logic as opposed to the ‘goods dominant’ logic of traditional economies. Service dominant logic sees value as dynamic and co-created when a service provider and a client interact (Meroni & Sangiorgi, 2011) whereas goods dominant logic asserts that value as static and embodied in material products. The intersection of design for sustainability and service design goes far beyond simply minimizing the ecological footprint of our society. John Ehrenfeld (2008) posits that everything done to minimize unsustainability is not conductive to the emergence of sustainability, the possibility that all life flourishes forever. In this sense the social and the esoteric are aspects of the human experience that have to transition towards the “reconstitution of the domains of everyday life” (Kossoff, 2015) in order to alleviate the catastrophic failings of the instrumental thinking that is so closely associated with modernist ways of thinking.

According to Manzini (2017) social forms are made possible, durable and, where appropriate, relocatable by acting on a social ecosystem to make it more desirable. This can be done through two main courses of action: the creation of dedicated enabling systems that foster the existence of a specific family of social forms; or through the modification of the characteristics of the environment as a whole, so as to make it more desirable for a multiplicity of social forms. Creative communities that use the diffuse design capacity to co-create collaborative services sit in the center of social
innovation and transition studies. This difference between collaborative services and standard services (Cipolla & Manzini; 2009) exemplifies the dichotomy between reducing unsustainability and enabling the emergence of unsustainability. Collaborative services can be understood that the level of the cooperation is higher in building the service itself. There is a form of cooperation to its core that is of complementary nature. Due to that complementary nature ideally, we would be talking about Deriu’s conviviality in the context of degrowth: "Conviviality refers to a society in which contemporary tools are used by all in a comprehensive and common way, without being dependent on a body of experts who control them” (Deriu; 2015).

These creative communities exist within a transition from modernity towards sustainment, the next epoch of human development (Fry, 2003). The adversarial character of these systems causes them to embody alternative values such as conviviality, solidarity, openness and shift the focus from growth to flourishing (Ehrenfeld, 2008). Not only are the systems of values adopted by these communities more compatible with sustainability they also challenge a hierarchical order. Such action is collective rather than individual, such a disruption is what Rancière calls a “dissensus” (2010). A dissensus is not merely a disagreement about the justice of particular social arrangements, it is also the revelation of the contingency of the entire perceptual and conceptual order in which such arrangements are embedded, the contingency of what Rancière calls the partition or distribution of the sensible (le partage du sensible) (Rancière, 2010). Increasing the variety of these systems is a necessary perquisite to both overcome control from the hegemonic ideology (law of requisite variety) as well as to increase the resilience of these systems.

Today social innovation and social entrepreneurship have garnered a lot of attention from professional designers and funding agencies (Telalbasic, 2015). Due to the externalities of this approach the social enterprises and creative communities that are structured are not emergent, bottom up but exist due to external reasons. In addition, the designers associated with the project are not embedded in the community and there is rarely special attention given to increasing the diffuse design capacity in the community. In a sense the community becomes dependent on external resources and as such when this stops the community withers because it lacks the capacity to exist without the supporting apparatus. This lack of ‘exit strategy’ has been identified as an issue that becomes more and more important in-service design discourse. The theoretical model presented and the supporting case study aspire to provide the initial structure of a framework for designing with creative communities in a way that increases the odds of a self-sustaining community creating social innovation. However, this process has several shortcomings in relation with spatial and temporal sustainability. If the expert designers engaged in the projects are removed the diffuse design capacity has not reached a level of maturity that allows the community to continue evolving and flourishing. This field is referred to as designing ‘exit strategies’ for the design team. This project aims to present the initial thought process of such an exit strategy developed in an action format informed by Participatory Action Research methodologies (Fassi et al 2013)

Within this context we posit that applying resilience thinking and biomimetic design methods, in the context of a systemic perspective these ecosystems of creative communities can be enabled,
strengthened and better achieve their goals. Increasing resilience by fostering the diffuse design capacity can be a viable exit strategy in any service development within a community.

3. Resilience

Resilience is defined as the capacity of a system to retain its organisational closure while absorbing external perturbations (Walker and Salt, 2012). The sociotechnical system which is a creative community creating social innovation faces constant threats due to the collapse of traditional support structures and their disruptive, adversarial character. Identifying strategies to increase the capacity of any system to resist external forces are necessary to ensure their survival in a time of unprecedented environmental and social pressures but in the context of the wider transitions towards sustainment and the necessary reconstitution of the domains of everyday life. “Three aspects can help us to achieve resilience: Persistence to withstand shocks or unexpected events, transformability, to move from crisis to innovation, adaptability, or able to understand change.” (Rockstrom, 2009)

Meadows (2008) explains that once we see the relationship between structure and behaviour, we can begin to understand how systems work and how to shift them into better behaviour patterns. Systems thinking, she adds, can help us to manage, adapt and see the wide range of choices we have before us and help us to identify root causes of problems and see new opportunities. So, systems thinking are behavioural patterns, and learning to use them along with design can result in the design of resilient strategies to forecast the effect of a design.

Another tool is the notion of the Panarchy which is developed by Gunderson and Holling. This tool attempts to understand the source and role of changes in systems which transform and take place in adaptive systems (Gunderson and Holling, 2001). Based on the study of ecosystems, the researchers describe how nature proceeds through recurring cycles that contain four basic phases: 1) Rapid growth (r); 2) conservation (K); 3) release (omega); and 4) reorganization (alpha).

![Panarchy Diagram](image-url)
In panarchy, adaptive cycles take place at different scales (global and local) of time and space (gradual and episodic, rapid and slow unfolding). Panarchy is explained as the antithesis of hierarchy. The original meaning is defined as a set of sacred rules or as a framework of nature’s rules. This term is now widely used to visualize systems theory and complexity. The theory of panarchy ‘rationalizes the interplay between change and persistence, between the predictable and unpredictable and how panarchies represent structures that sustain experiments, test the results, and allow adaptive evolution’ (Resilience Alliance, 2015).

The three-levelled system of a panarchy is used to emphasize the connections that are critical in creating and sustaining adaptive capability. The number of levels in a panarchy varies, is usually rather small, and corresponds to levels of scale present in a system. Visualizing panarchy is both creative and conserving, and the interactions between cycles combine learning with continuity. The cycle is then represented as the engine that periodically generates the variability and novelty upon which experimentation depends. As a consequence of the periodic but transient phases of destruction (omega stage) and reorganization (alpha stage), here a system’s structure and processes can be reorganized. This reshuffling allows for the establishment of new system configurations and opportunities for the incorporation of exotic and entirely novel entrants into the system. Finally, the adaptive cycle explicitly introduces mutations and rearrangements as a periodic process within each hierarchical level in a way that partially isolates the resulting experiments, reducing the risk to the integrity of the whole structure.

The tools above represent a contemporary notion of resilience thinking, looking at the rhythms of creating, conserving, revolting and finally declining within a continuous cycle. Although it requires deeper study, the idea offers a principle that designers can incorporate into their philosophy of making ecological and social systems. (Ruano, 2016) One approach to further incorporate natures teaching in the design process is Biomimisis, a trans-disciplinary approach to problem solving which has emerged through the integration of design with other disciplines, such as biology and engineering and attempts to translate biological mechanisms to components of socio-technical systems.

4. Biomimisis

In order to create the strategies necessary, we turn to nature for inspiration and mentoring. Biomimisis is a framework that designs solutions inspired by biological systems. It opens up possibilities of seeing the way nature works, teaches and informs arts and sciences (Ruano, 2016). It encourages deeper studies in order to arrive at technologies and strategies that may be achieved through interdisciplinary dialogues. Ecosystems display differing degrees of resilience. Understanding the strategies developed by nature to increase the resilience of eco-systems is a first step. Identifying and reframing these solutions can foster the resilience necessary for creative communities to flourish. The emerging fields of biomimetic design of services can support the evolution of service design (Ivanova, 2014).
development of solutions in the fields of material engineering and product design, applying lessons from nature is a frontier for service design and the creation of resilient organisations.

We can explore the relationship between ecology and social innovation through the lens of a biomimetic idea generation tool for service design as it is proposed by Ivanova. This process takes into consideration the ecology metaphor, the fact that service design and ecology share the same level of organization and lastly, the relation of their definition - both terms study interactions of organisms with their environment, in ecology with the natural inhabitant and in service design with resources, people, organisations, nature and technology. (Ivanova, 2014)

Biomimicry is a tool that can help us find options and can sometimes force the researcher to find answers (Benyus 1997). Using a natural pattern does not guarantee that the biomimetic artifact or system will work; for this reason, a prototype (digital or physical mock-up) is required. As the prototype is developed, it will be acquiring features that can be evaluated and modified, if necessary. ‘How does nature do...?’ is a key question to ask in the process of implementing biomimetic thinking in design. It suggests new ways of inquiry in designing infrastructure, messages or artefacts using keywords related to natural forms, functions, processes and systems found in nature. The difficulty occurs when the learner must structure this information, or validates its accuracy. (Ruano, 2016). This action format is incredibly compatible with the massively co-designed approach used in social innovation. The service itself is in continuous iterative redesign process evolving and growing.

Ivanova proposes “a conceptual proposition of what biomimetic service design might “look like”", a tool inspired by the TRIZ methodology and the Lotus Blossom tool by Namahn and Design Flanders and follows the following steps: definition of the design challenge and definition of eight design requirements; abstraction of design principle which needs to define each design requirement in more general terms; searching for a biological analogue to each abstraction; and extraction of the principles behind each biological example which is intended to prompt a deeper understanding behind “how does nature do this.” (Ivanova, 2014)

5. Permaculture

We argue that permaculture, an agroecological systemic design tradition (Cassel, 2015), provides an interesting direction for the development and research in the context of social innovation. In contrast to monoculture where only one type of value is the goal of the system, permaculture provides a systemic view that is focused in fostering virtuous cycles and cooperation between different symbiotic systems. Looking at creative communities as an interconnected ecosystem instead of discrete systems provides a different avenue for increasing their resilience and capability for flourishing by creating positive feedback within a wider ecosystem of bottom up initiatives on both a local and global level.
In order to draw inspiration, the prairie was selected as the basis for designing an ecosystem of creative communities entangled in virtuous circles aiming to increase the resilience of a bottom up organisation while increasing the overall flourishing in an insular environment. The example of prairies shows the significance of multiple and different “crops” in order to succeed resilience. This metaphor leads us to the idea that a social-ecological system requires many and diverse creative communities interacting each other and applying the principles of the community resilience.

Due to the high level of complexity of the systems of polyculture in general and the prairies specifically, are diverse by their nature and they interact transferring knowledge and leaving constant feedback, ensuring the maximization of the community resilience by the constant creation of new variety and the emergence of redundancies.

The Prairie metaphor suggests a polycentric model (Benyus 1995), as well. Classic studies on the sustainable governance of social-ecological systems highlight the importance of so called “nested institutions”. These are institutions connected through a set of rules that interact across hierarchies and structures so that problems can be addressed swiftly by the right people at the right time. Nested institutions enable the creation of social engagement rules and collective action that can “fit” the problem they are meant to address. In contrast to more monocentric strategies, polycentric governance is considered to enhance the resilience of ecosystem services in six ways, which coincide elegantly with other principles aiming to increase the resilience of local creative communities and ecosystems: it provides opportunities for learning and experimentation; it enables broader levels of participation; it improves connectivity; it creates modularity; it improves potential for response diversity, and builds redundancy that can minimize and correct errors in governance.

Another reason why polycentric governance is better suited for the governance of social-ecological systems and ecosystem services is because traditional and local knowledge stands a much better chance of being considered. This, in turn, improves sharing of knowledge and learning across cultures and scales. This is particularly evident in local and regional water governance, as in watershed management groups in South Africa or the management of large-scale irrigation systems in the Philippines, where polycentric approaches have facilitated participation by a broad range of actors and incorporation of local, traditional and scientific knowledge. (Simonsen et al, 2014)

6. The ‘apano meria’ social cooperative as a resilient service polyculture

In order to elaborate the strategies recognised the ‘Apano Meria’ Social enterprise will be analysed with respect to the relationships between different focus groups and how these can increase the overall resilience of the system. The object of this case study is a collection of different creative communities with various interests but connected by a common theme: enabling the flourishing of the island of Syros. In order to achieve this goal three main themes have been adopted: the environment, culture and people. Each of these themes is made up of different special interest
groups that are interconnected both within the theme and in the wider scope of the community. The breadth of the whole enterprise is visualised in the system map below.

The three main thematic areas around which the activities take place are People, Culture and Environment. The high connectivity between the issues and the crosspollination between different focus groups increases the overall variety of the whole venture. Some notable attractors within the system are: The designation of the area of ‘apano meria’ as an Environmental and Geological Park, to protect all natural, architectural, geological and marine features, to maintain and restore human-built structures that form the living history of the area and the Cyclades in general, and finally for the area to become a centre for sustainable activities, such as walking and geological tourism, climbing, diving, fishing, ecotourism and the promotion of archaeological sites. The goal is the establishment of a geological park in the network of UNESCO Global Geoparks which are single, unified geographical areas where sites and landscapes of international geological significance are managed with a holistic concept of protection, education and sustainable development.

A different issue is associated with the conservation of traditional farming methods and varieties. This touches on the environmental aspects (conservation of native species) as well as heritage
management and environmental stewardship. The Cyclades region is a very arid one and as such vernacular methods for cultivation with minimal water use were developed. In order to aid local farmers in transitioning toward such, labour intensive, methods a Passive Humidity Condenser was developed in collaboration with the local university. These types of interconnected relations increase the resilience of the systems and point to the leverage points to further increase the diffuse design capacity.

All of these teams are in an open dialogue amongst them and the goal is to foster the evolution of the diffuse design capacity in a way that creates design redundancies throughout the system. Understanding the flows of information, the juxtaposition of people in different roles as well as increasing the overall diffuse design capacity of the participants in the social enterprise is the first step in creating a resilient organisation. Identifying relevant biological models that create virtuous cycles and translating these to design strategies will increase variety, resilience and the contingency between different people and communities. Functional redundancy, or the presence of multiple components that can perform the same function, can provide insurance within a system by allowing some components to compensate for the loss or failure of others. Redundancy is even more valuable if the components providing it also react differently to change and disturbance. This, response diversity (differences in the size or scale of the components performing a particular function give them different strengths and weaknesses, so that a particular disturbance is unlikely to present the same risk to all components at once).

Within a governance system, a variety of organisational forms such as government departments, NGOs and community groups can overlap in function and provide a diversity of responses, because organisations with different sizes, cultures, funding mechanisms and internal structures are likely to respond differently to economic and political changes. Diverse groups of actors with different roles are critical in the resilience of social-ecological systems, as they provide overlapping functions with different strengths. In a well-connected community, where functions overlap and redundancy is present, creativity and adaptability can flourish. In the next section the five lessons from the biological methods analysed are presented. Permaculture was central in the selection of biological metaphors but not the only one. Social insects and hermit crabs were also used as inspiration for the extraction of design principles for the project.
Figure 3 Bioinspired service design. Adapted from Ivanova 2014
A diversity of users and designers can also safeguard the sustainable use of a resource. The case study of the Mangroves forests. Its mutualism in ant-plant relations underlines the significance of the collaboration between different species in the same ecosystem which benefits all the participants. It presents a mutual social-ecological interaction - the place can be the shelter for the society, where people can live and build homes, harvest crops, etc. but the society can be the shelter for the place at the same time, by offering important “nutrients”, through socialecological interactions. However, in a community of creative entities, the metaphor of mutualism can be related to people’s exchange of knowledge and services which, at the same time, “feed” the whole community with trust, multiple options for responding to change and dealing with uncertainty and helps to increase self-reliance. All these “nutrients” contribute to the resilience of the creative community

Self-reliance requires connectivity. Connectivity refers to the structure and strength with which resources, species or actors disperse, migrate or interact across patches, habitats or social domains in a socialecological system. Consider, for example, the epiphytic plants connected in Bromeliads: Bromeliad is the system, the epiphytes are parts of the system. How they are linked together determines how easy it is for an organism to move from one module to another. In every system, connectivity refers to the nature and strength of the interactions between the various components. From a social network perspective, people are individual actors within a system embedded in a web of connections.

Connectivity can influence the resilience of ecosystem services in a range of ways. It may safeguard ecosystem services against a disturbance either by facilitating recovery or preventing a disturbance from spreading. The effect on recovery is demonstrated in riparian habitat. Closely situated plant communities with no physical barriers enhance recolonisation of species that may have been lost after disturbances such as floods. The basic mechanism is that connection to areas that serve as refuges can accelerate the restoration of disturbed areas, thus ensuring the maintenance of functions needed to sustain the habitat and their associated ecosystem services.

Perhaps the most positive effect of epiphytic connectivity is that it can contribute to the maintenance of biodiversity. This is because among well-connected habitat modules local species extinctions may be compensated by the inflow of species from the surroundings. Local resources form the fourth principle of how nature maintains its high levels of resilience. Looking at the desert ecosystems, a process of ‘local facilitation’ among plants enables the usage of the local resources enabling the whole ecosystem exists. As Meroni posits “Within the next few years, we will have to learn to live (and to live better, in the case of most of the inhabitants of this planet) consuming fewer environmental resources. And we will have to do so by establishing new social undertakings at all levels.” () The groundwork for great systemic changes, for macro-transformations, is laid by micro-transformations, i.e.
by the radical innovations introduced into local systems. Therefore, we can make complexity and diversity work efficiently through localities which consist of networked people working together with high level of self-reliance.

The fifth and last principle which arose during this idea generation tool, is the necessity of feedback between the actors. In the study of social insects, we understand that the most of the individuals would be trapped and probably die, without the feedback each one leaves through its pheromones. In resilience we refer to fast and slow variables, drivers (external to the system, or from higher scales) cause change in “slow” (controlling) variables; as slow variables approach threshold levels, the fast-moving variables in the system fluctuate more in response to environmental and other shocks; and these shocks or directional change in the drivers can push the system across a threshold into an alternate stability regime. Therefore, feedbacks play an essential role in complex systems.

7. Conclusions

The possibility of an exit during the post design process in services is probably the greatest concern of any service designer today. The example of panarchy shows an unending process for creating and maintaining adaptive capability. However, what could happen if this diffuse design capacity of each creative entity could be translated into expert through the biomimetic model for resilience? Unfortunately, the usage of the principles of biomimetic creative communities is a process that has a timeframe that makes it impossible to lead to concrete data. The very design process adopted in the context of the ‘apano meria’ social enterprise is similar to panarchy and as such no beginning or end exists only adaptive cycles between the different phases.

However, combining the early research findings extracted in the last two years, we can assume that the model of biomimetic creative communities creates an optimistic scope for further research. Adressing the community one domain higher provides the opportunity to maximise the diffuses design capacity of the members.

Although not evidently being biomimetic, creative communities exhibit biomimetic elements. During the process of bio-inspired idea generation tool we kept confirming that all the important characteristics of a social-ecological system for resilience thinking into a creative community exist in nature. We explored case studies from nature which prove their resilience is based on these characteristics.

Therefore, the logical outcome is that if by enhancing resilience, we enhance the design capacity of a creative community, this enables the exit of the designer during the post-design process if the system has gained enough adaptive capability to maintain its resilience in high levels. The preliminary research findings suggest that the research thesis is valid and we will continue to report the ongoing, massive co-design process undertaken on the island of Syros.
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Abstract

The contribution proposes a research and project activity developed in collaboration by three subjects, active in the academic, commercial and social fields, who have created the conditions to produce new packaging systems for regenerated appliances, in order to reintroduce them on the market.

The activity is developed within the Ri-Generation project, initiated by Astelav and Sermig (Turin, Italy), which aims to recover disused equipment in order to prevent the formation of waste in landfills, enhancing the used products still in good condition and at the same time guaranteeing employment opportunities for socially marginalized people.

The aim of the packaging project is to maintain the same spirit of the Ri-Generation operation: the protective system is in fact produced by transforming and assembling the used clothes recovered every day from Sermig. The resulting soft mattress can easily be used to wrap the regenerated washing machine and protect it during transport and sale.

\textbf{Keywords:} Packaging, re-use, Ri-Generation, social, new-economy
1. Introduction

This contribution describes a research and design action aimed at developing systems for the protection and communication (packaging) of used products that are recovered and replaced on the market, in particular with reference to the WEEE waste of large household appliances.

Obviously, the disposal of household appliances is an important issue in terms of waste materials produced. In Italy, in the last three years, the collection and treatment of WEEE have significantly increased and their weight has reached about 300,000 tons in 2017. The most impacting waste, with 32% of the total weight, belong to the R2 group "Large white goods" (which corresponds to large household appliances such as washing machines, dryers, dishwashers, ovens, etc ...) (AAVV, 2017).

These numbers also clarify that today we waste too much energy and material, and in doing so we contribute to the emission of too many greenhouse gases. Obviously one of the main reasons for this state of affairs is the dominant economic model, based on a linear logic of increasing consumption (Pauli, 2012).

Furthermore, it is estimated that only about 40% of the total number of used devices is processed correctly. The remaining 60% ends up in unauthorized landfills or is illegally exported to developing countries, both as working appliances and as a source of components and raw materials for recycling. This is an international problem, related to spheres ranging from economics to ecology, culture and public health.

Considering that the big appliance is a type of product with high purchase and maintenance costs, it has also been observed an increasing tendency of users to repair rather than buy a new one. According to some observers, this preference translates into a real "right to reparation", also seen as the behaviour of opposition to an electronic industry that, often, intentionally hinders us from repairing products, controlling repair plans and limiting the access to components that need to be replaced (Fowler, 2015).

All these elements confirm the value of an operation, which is the object of this paper, aimed at launching a virtuous system of recovery and reconversion of disused and potentially polluting products, providing an innovative response to the real market demand.
2. Research Context

The research activity, which develops within this consumption context, is carried out by the research unit of the Politecnico di Torino - Design and is part of a research agreement activated with Astelav, a company based in Piedmont, in Nichelino (Turin), leader in the distribution of components and spare parts for household appliances, in collaboration with Sermig, a non-profit foundation based in Turin, committed to providing hospitality and helping marginalized people who experience social, economic and employment problems. The activities of Sermig in the social sphere are various, developed in the local area (e.g. hospitality to the homeless, activation of laboratories and training courses for people in need, organization of meetings and seminars on social issues, collection of used clothes and other goods for the redistribution to needy people, etc.), but also internationally - especially in developing countries - where Sermig activates cooperation programs to combat poverty and to promote actions for the livelihood of the local population.

The partnership, therefore, involves actors in the academic, commercial and social fields, with the aim of developing a project capable of relating individual paths and specific perspectives, for a common goal also in terms of the narration of identity.

Astelav recently launched the Ri-Generation project together with Sermig. This project involves the restoration of "white goods" abandoned (washing machines, dishwashers, refrigerators, ovens, etc.) Intercepting the WEEE chain - Waste electrical and electronic equipment, as well as acquiring donations from private parties or entering into agreements with retail chains for recovery of returned goods. At the same time, the project facilitates the development of new skills for people in conditions of social marginality, which are involved to assist technicians specialized in the regeneration of electrical appliances. The activity involves the replacement of damaged or malfunctioning parts, a sanitation process and the return of household appliances on the market. It is
an example of a circular economy (Geissdoerfer et al., 2017), useful for preventing waste dumping in landfills, offering previously discarded products a new life cycle and a new added value, creating new economies, job opportunities and rehabilitation for people in precarious economic and social conditions.

Figure 2. Ri-Generation working model: Astelav and Sermig roles for cooperation.

Figure 3. Check and regeneration of the appliances in the Ri-Generation laboratory (credits: Ri-Generation).
The target for Ri-Generation is rather heterogeneous, but mainly consists of people with low income or living in "fragile" conditions, such as:

- *students from other cities*, looking for an appliance to share with their roommates for a few years, but not for a particularly long time;
- *young couples*, who have to furnish their first home with a limited budget;
- *separated or divorced people*, who need to furnish a second home where accessories and appliances are not necessarily first choice products;
- *recently immigrated families* from other countries, for whom home appliances are a need but are not a key priority.

In general, they are users who need a functioning appliance, even if it is not the most recent or the most performing; they are interested in the economic advantage offered by reconditioned appliances and, in many cases, they are fully aware of the environmental and social values of the initiative.

### 3. Design Objective

The objective of the operation, from the design point of view, is to develop new systems for the protection, transportation, presentation and sale of used, recovered and reconditioned appliances, in particular washing machines (90% of the products recovered from Ri-Generation), allowing their redistribution in the market and the communication of a clear identity during the marketing phase. A "sui generis" packaging project, also due to the fact that the products sold are different from each other while sharing common typological characteristics.

The design challenge regarding the packaging for Ri-Generation is addressed in terms of functional and communication response, but also in accordance with a broader cultural paradigm which envisages the development of a complex system of activities and relationships able to create, in line with the mission of the Ri-Generation project, innovation and sustainability at different levels:

- *social*, involving vulnerable people and social cooperatives in the production of the packaging element;
- *environmental*, recovering used clothing in bad condition to be used as filling material for the packaging and at the same time exploring the possibilities of reuse of packaging after delivery;
- *productive*, in the training of *ad hoc* personnel and in the organization of a new "chain" of handicraft production that involves marginalized people;
- *linguistic*, in the application of new ways and means of expression, exploring aesthetics that are far from the traditional context of the packaging of household appliances, triggered also by experimentation, particularly in the artistic field.
Figure 4. Packaging design concepts: reuse of faulty clothes collected by Sermig; creation of capabilities for disabled people; packaging reuse; narrative aesthetics.

The packaging is developed using the discarded part of used clothing collected by Sermig, otherwise useless because not suitable for donation to needy people, due to the fact that they are damaged, stained or too old.

Out of a total of about a ton of used clothes collected daily by Sermig, most of them are redistributed to needy people in Italy and abroad (especially in Romania, thanks to the collaboration that Sermig has established with the Somascan fathers), while a small part (about 3%) is not in good enough condition to be redistributed.

The packaging project for Ri-Generation foresees that these garments are collected and transformed into packaging following a “protocol”, designed “ad hoc” by the authors of this paper, which describes how to cut, overlay and sew these textile parts, and use them to pad a transparent PE mat with stitching. The packaging activity will be carried out by Cooperatives of needy or disabled people, who participated in the creation of the protocol, making this activity their future work. Moreover, the fabric, by its nature, has always been a suitable material to be reused to make other products. An example of this practice is “patchwork”, a technique that has been developed over the past few
centuries by the American pioneers who used to recover the parts in better conditions of the worn garments in order to repair other garments or to create new ones through the juxtaposition of remnants (Pulvirenti, 2009).

In this scenario, the project intends to face issues such as the valorization of poor materials and waste, the scarcity of renewable resources, the social value of manual labour (Pietroni, 2005). The value of reuse is further emphasized by the fact that the packaging can be reused by the end user once the appliance has been transported to the destination: the enclosed information materials and the graphics on the packaging suggest a "catalogue" of possible alternatives uses (such as giving protection to accessories and furnishings when moving, making car bumpers on garage walls, informal poufs, cushions for pets, base for picnic blankets, etc.). In practical terms, the sustainable aspect of re-use consists of delaying the disposal of packaging, with a consequent reduction of waste produced (Bozzola, 2014).

Furthermore, this ability to prevent waste through re-use (both the packaging and the product) (Dalisi, 2009), is in line with the possible actions recommended by the European legislation on sustainable waste management (Directive 2008/98/EC, implemented in Italy with Legislative Decree 205, 3 December 2010). In fact, the regulation considers some intervention priorities for managing the end-of-life of products in order to prevent waste, including re-use, recycling, recovery (e.g. energy recovery) and, ultimately, disposal.

If we consider the overall life cycle of packaging (Verghese et al., 2012), once the dual function has been completed (primary and secondary use), the Ri-Generation mat will be sent to a disposal path which provides two main options: landfill, or the separation of the two components (textile and plastic film) for the recycling of materials. In this case, the sewing technique can be optimized in order to make the separation of the two components as agile as possible.

Figure 5. possible reuses of packaging.
The design approach contextualizes the operation in the area of eco-design, in particular in relation to the use of recovered materials and the enhancement of their end-life: the Ri-Generation project promotes the reuse and regeneration of products and materials (both the appliance and its packaging). The action also follows some of the principles and methods of social design, in designing not only products but also strategies to promote social inclusion processes, providing tools to help designers work with abstract entities such as services and communities rather than with objects (Chen, Cheng, Hummels and Koskinen, 2015).

4. Methodology

The research and development process has been organized in phases, according to a working method that allows facing the product design activity (usually performed by the designer) within a different production and relations system. The methodological approach consists in the articulation of some specific steps, each of which involves the different actors (Politecnico di Torino, Astelav, Sermig) organized in different configurations and with different roles:

• **Scenario analysis**: an analysis of the context related to the research object. This tool allows an interpretation of the social and cultural context, as well as the technological and market framework. Furthermore, it activates the development of critical knowledge on specific topics, such as the identity of the partners, the social enterprise models, the WEEE products and the characteristics of the appliances, the packaging methods of the appliances, the sustainability issue in terms of production, management and use, the target market, the state of the market, the socio-cultural scenarios in terms of conscious and sustainable consumption, etc. This informative documentation was the point of reference for the subsequent design process and a fundamental component to outline approaches, solutions and opportunities in order to realize a conscious evolution of meta-design (Dal Palù, D., Lerma, B., Bozzola, M., & De Giorgi, C., 2018).

For example, during the scenario activity, a comparative study was conducted by the authors on the types of packaging most used for household appliances: it showed that a "multi-material approach" is mainly used, in which polystyrene is grouped with other plastic components. Such as polyethylene film and straps; sometimes these elements are also accompanied by cardboard and wood parts: a wide range of very different materials that are not always easy to separate and recycle. These systems, although efficient from the performance point of view, still have some ecological problems. The most significant environmental problem for packaging is in fact related to the need to prevent waste already before its production (Badalucco, 2011).

But the same study has also focused on some interesting cases developed on a "service" approach, such as the “Free Pack Net system”: the manufacturer provides the company with expanded polypropylene packaging, which is recovered (and restored) after each use and then supplied again, allowing the company to "rent" the package to use it multiple times and save money.
Similar operations have also been explored in the recovery and regeneration of household appliances for sale (such as “Envie” in France, “Environcom” in Belgium or “Reuse” in Belgium): it was noted that these companies currently do not present "ad hoc" packaging systems, but instead use traditional industrial packaging systems such as shrink wraps or polystyrene. This is a missed opportunity to strengthen corporate identity and communicate specific values during the distribution and sale phase.

**Concept definition:** it’s the identification and development of the design guidelines in terms of product and process organization. Starting from the Ri-Generation model, the goal was to develop useful and functional packaging, able to enhance the identity of the regenerated appliance. In fact, since the packaging is both a functional and a communication product, it has to express the intrinsic values of the project and reinforce its specific identity. This is why the developed proposal was based on the same principles as the main Ri-Generation project: the concept is based on the recovery of waste materials that Sermig receives daily in the form of private donations: in particular, among the used clothes that are collected and selected for redistribution to people in economic and social difficulty, those that are defective, stained, torn or consumed can be reused and transformed into efficient padding for packaging systems. At the same time, the production process has been organized so that social cooperatives belonging to the Sermig circuit can create job opportunities for marginalized people through the organization of clothing transformation activities.

The **concept development** focused on the creation of the mat, carrying out technological and functional tests and experiments, also with the partners who participated in some preparation workshops, aimed at drafting a shared protocol useful for the management and control of all the necessary actions to produce the packaging. The product development process involved the management of Sermig and its staff (three managers and five guests), the Astelav management and employees (four people), and two social cooperatives (two staff members and ten guests). These subjects collaborated in some participatory activities coordinated by the Politecnico Research Unit in workshop mode, aimed at testing the production methods and evaluating the incoming and outgoing skills of the people involved in the production of the packaging elements. The assembly was carried out by social cooperatives identified by Sermig, appropriately trained through the aforementioned activities of direct experimentation and partial co-design.

The **production phase** mainly involves a social cooperative that has been identified by Sermig to produce the packaging. The fundamental aspect is the preparation of the working area, where the people of the social cooperative will create the mats, working around very large tables where the scraps will be cut, assembled inside the polyethylene tubular films and finally sewn with a special sewing machine.

At this time, the production of the "zero series" has been almost completed: this should soon lead to testing the handling and transport of "wrapped" appliances. Once feedback has been received from the test activity, a quick optimization of the production will take place, in order to proceed with the final production of about thirty mats-packaging per week.
5. Outputs

The packaging element, therefore, consists of a sort of waterproof "padded sheet" that is strong enough to wrap and effectively protect the regenerated household appliance during transport, storage and sale, also providing the customer with some information on the renewed life of the product. The padding is made with used clothing, which is cut and assembled according to a specific protocol, then positioned, fixed and sewn inside polyethylene tubular films.

The production protocol was developed by the research unit of the Politecnico di Torino with the contribution of the subjects involved in the Ri-Generation operation (Sermig, Astelav and social cooperatives) in order to provide all the information necessary to set up the work and produce the packaging product. These instructions have also been translated into a graphic panel which the staff can refer to, during the manufacturing process. In particular, it explains which tools are needed and the characteristics of the working area, the correct positioning and the right way to cut the plastic film, how and where to trace the sewing lines, the average size and shapes of the fabric remnants, how to cut the clothes, the way to insert the cut garments into the plastic film and then the possible sewing techniques.
The resulting product is characterized by a strong expressive charge, according to an approach that highlights the semantic value of packaging (Germak, 2013): fragments of garments of different colors and types of fabric envelop the household appliance, almost a block of clothes that, from one side, disorients and intrigues, and, on the other, tells a story on several levels: the garment, that symbolizes the product (the washing machine) and emotionally declares its function, but also tells the story of the recovery of waste items, the heart of the Ri-Generation project.
Figure 8. Main packaging element: protective mat made with used clothes contained in polyethylene tubular film.

Figure 9. The appliance packed ready for transport and sale.
The packaging, therefore, appears coherent with the appliances that it protects: ideally, the clothes "come out" from the drum of the washing machine to wrap and protect it during transport to its new owner.

6. Participatory Activities

As already mentioned, the product development process involved staff of Sermig, Astelav and social cooperatives during some participated workshops coordinated by the Research Unit of the Politecnico di Torino, aimed at testing the production methods and the potential of the activity to become an economic opportunity. In particular, three sets of workshops were organized and developed with different people and with different aims:

- The first set of workshops involved the managers of Sermig and Astelav who worked with the researchers of the Politecnico di Torino in order to identify the possible bodies suitable for the production of packaging.
- The second set was carried out at a volunteer center affiliated with Sermig. The goal was the optimization of tools and processes.
- The third set was developed with a social cooperative identified by Sermig, in which disabled people participate in activities for the final production.

In this context of direct experimentation and partial co-design, the role of design transcends the traditional task of interpreting needs and identifying opportunities, instead, becoming a facilitator of the process, triggering actions of mediation between the parties. This means that the designer does not only deal with the design activity, identifying product performance, meanings, materials and production techniques but also interfaces with other figures that in some way intervene in the design and development process (in particular marginalized subjects, disabled people and educators). Its role changes from being proactive to adopting a position of observation and organizational behaviour.

In particular, the third experimentation laboratory intended to lead to a pre-series of twenty units. This activity is ongoing at this time and will be tested during transport and sale to end users. The feedback gathered from this activity will allow us to optimize packaging production methods and the operation of the entire sales chain.
A communication system has also been developed, with the aim of completing the packaging in terms of visual and communication functions. The graphics on the packaging state the possibility of reuse and the attached brochure illustrates the history of the entire Ri-Generation project, including the potential alternative use of packaging.

7. Future developments

The defined packaging system, regardless of its specific application in the context of the distribution of reconditioned household appliances, can be considered, to all intents, as a new semi-finished product which, when suitably reshaped, can also be used in other product sectors. First of all, in the context of the donation of goods by Sermig (recovered electronic products, educational materials for school education, medicines, technological systems, etc.), which are daily sent in the Third World and in the developing countries.

Among the possible developments, some of which are underway while others are in a start-up phase, we point out some potential actions aimed in particular at the diffusion of the activity, in order to transform it into a replicable or re-interpretatable best-practice and to enhance the cultural content of the project, such as:

- Creation of a special section on the Ri-Generation website: definition of texts, images, animations, etc., able to describe the partnership with the Politecnico di Torino, the design process and the scientific-cultural value of the packaging-design operation and further suggestions on possible reuse by end users. Another idea would be to propose a contest with
awards dedicated to the theme “take a picture of how you reuse Ri-Pack”, generating the interest of the client in the competition (an online vote/evaluation of the most useful and original way to reuse Ri-Generation packaging) able to further participate in the dissemination and communication process.

- **Definition of content and editorial project per single publication/story**: the case history of a sustainable packaging project can be the subject of a story conveyed by a small and agile typographic product, to be distributed during specific events aimed at spreading the initiative and promote the activity of Ri-Generation.

- **Curating and design of possible exhibitions**: definition of possible exhibit concepts for the participation in fairs and events on the theme of sustainable packaging, or for the creation of a specific “ad hoc” event dedicated to the Ri-Generation case history.
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Abstract In this work a model of regenerative systemic design was applied to the delta of the Po. The Po Delta is one of the most important ecologica areas in Italy, (with over 370 species including resident birds, migratory birds and migratory birds) and the largest wetland in Europe, has been included, since 1999, in the list of Italian heritage sites by UNESCO and has been declared a Biosphere Reserve since 2013 by the UNESCO's Mab (Man and biosphere) program. Despite the economic development made possible by the biodiversity of the Po Delta, Italy and regions had not been able to guarantee in any way the environmental protection of the area. Pollution, aquaculture, fishing, climate change effects has become widespread in the area. A model of regeneration using systemic design is proposed.
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1. Introduction

Po Delta is World Heritage since 1999 and MaB Unesco Biosphere Reserve since 2015. In this area impacts of climate change can be easy predicted effects, it is clear that a more resilient landscape will be imperative if local society are to adapt and respond to the challenges of the future.

The needs of matching structural expressions of ecological integrity with cultural perceptions is particularly highlighted, by reference to the cultural bases for landscape perception and management (Nassauer, 1997), the landscape archetypes (Bell, 1999), and to the concepts of cultural and ecotone landscapes (Farina, 2006). These are examined for their potential role in creating a new synthesis of nature and culture.

Development of a realistic vision for Systemic Design in a regenerative landscape depends upon understanding the peculiar circumstances of its physical geography and biogeography linked to local history, culture and economic system (Bistagnino, 2011). The regeneration is based on scenarios of potential vegetation and hemerobiotic state of an area (the magnitude of the deviation from the potential natural vegetation caused by human activities, see Eurostat, 2017). The regeneration is also based on integration between Firms, Agricultural and wild habitats in order to reach a Blue Economy approach (Pauli, 2017).

The Blue economy concepts and the Circular economy agenda, as a set of strategic objectives, offer principles and guidance to identify blue economy potential for Po river Delta and its urban, landscape and coastal processes.

2. Methods

Robust ecosystems underpin resilience in landscape function. To achieve these, healthy soils, dune recover, better use and conservation of available rainfall, pragmatic use of vegetation and groundcover, and increasing biodiversity are key.

Following systemic design approach, the local economy will be based on:

- coastal landscape regeneration;
- production of new materials (paper, textiles, clothing, biodegradable plastics, paint, insulation, biofuel, food, and animal feed);
- increasing resilience to climatic changes, sea level rise;
- design a new production environment with a Biofactory system integrating food, material and energy production. Proposed system (based on rice, hemp, wood, weeds, and shells) can be
developed into a variety of commercial items including chemicals, paper, textiles, clothing, biodegradable plastics, paint, insulation, biofuel, food, and animal feed.

Analysis of the state-of-art and configuration of sustainable development scenarios have been performed by adopting the approach of Geographical Systemic Design: This allows local solutions to be addressed locally.

The priorities here are the enhancement of biodiversity and socio-economic growth, encouraging the possibility of carrying out multiple territorial functions based on sustainable development. Therefore, this area represents the possibility of experimenting with the sustainability and elaboration of proposals that realize this orientation for development, for the benefit of local communities.

Interviews and inspections have shown that the pivot of the context under study is the mollusc farming production system. Hence the hypothesis that:

a) there is a potential for continual regeneration of the ecosystem

b) the potential is linked to geographical, socio-economic, legal and planning factors

c) the potential is spatially identifiable within specific areas characterized by factors of dynamism

All these conditions can be considered as general feasibility conditions that reinforce the framework of spatial knowledge and provide input for designing regenerative strategies.

Regenerative model is linked to negotiated planning scenarios. This analysis has highlighted a sort of missing link in the planning system and territorial governance, in particular in relation to the following aspects:

• integration with other initiatives;

• cycle closure to avoid waste and waste;

• active role of primary sector operators.

With the help of the geographic approach, based on the use of GIS technologies combined with Systemic Design, a mapping of the local system has been designed, highlighting the links between the activities and the operators, which is the basis of the project proposal for regeneration of the territory with ecosystem value. The connections have highlighted new opportunities for economic, social and ecosystem growth in a logic that goes beyond the "input-output" scheme of the Circular Economy in the strict sense, outlining a strategy for transforming waste into precious resources to be reused at a territorial level.

In particular, the method applied to the study area highlights the opportunity for recycling the shells of the mollusc farming sector and the excavation sands of lagoon canals. Through the creation of a map of the places dedicated to regeneration, based on the reinterpretation of soil maps in terms of
potential vegetation superimposed on the information deriving from the real land use map, the research proposes an adaptive resilient model of application of the strategy "from waste to resource. The model as the goal to reduce pollution and waste of resources and to create the conditions for adaptation to climatic changes. The proposals are to apply on territorial areas that meet specific criteria are inspired by the "Blue Economy" case studies.

3. Results

We have also built some project proposals in details: they go in the direction of re-generating agricultural lands. They can be considered as a sort of business model, that means that the benefits by migration from business-as-usual to new ecological based business models has been defined, by given the numbers of economical value outcomes.

These are long-term solutions as we wanted to contribute to improve the resilience of the studied area.

Project proposals are inspired by the Blue Economy and can be summarised as follows:

The beach dunes and beach areas can be rebuild using only a reshaping of areas and beach management.

In the back-dune area the regenerate wetlands (dominated by Phragmites australis) will became a multifunctional ecotope, acting from water depuration to salt intrusion barrier. In this area a regenerative agriculture is also based in aquaculture waste recycling (Morris et al, 2018) is integrated into design of a new ecosystem mosaic: rice (Oryza sativa) - traditional in the Po river Delta agriculture landscape - and hemp cultivation (Cannabis sativa) can be integrated with phramites grooves and willow shrubs.

A Quercus ilex forests and psammophyl vegetation in coastal areas can be redesigned in rural landscape. The dunes can be built as is mainly due to successional stages linked to it, herbaceous vegetation of grey dunes and mantles using mollusc aquaculture waste (production of calcareous shells from Mytilus galloprovincialis, Venerupis decussata, Tapes philippinarum).

The rice and hemp will be integrated with grassland with Vicia faba var. Minor in order to regenerate agriculture and integrate it with pasture activities (Ovis aries). Pigs (Sus scrofa domesticus) will be growth in new woodlands (Quercus ilex forests).

Some of the benefits of proposed scenarios include:

- Reduction of flooding and sea storms risks.
- Effective erosion control.
- Reduced water consumption.
- Reduced maintenance costs and increasing local growth economy.
Increased natural capital and ecosystem value.

Elimination of chemical use.

Reduced visual impact of development.

Better soil conditions due to the use of native plants.

The regeneration is based on a potential ecosystem assessment (at scale of 1: 50,000). The model individuates 7 homogeneous fields (potential vegetation):

Homogeneous area "a" - Potential vegetation of lagoons and fishing valleys.

Homogeneous area "b" - Potential vegetation characterized by a mosaic of vegetations linked to the different water availability.

Homogeneous area "c" - Potential vegetation of the white, stabilized and fossil dunes.

Homogeneous area "d" - Potential vegetation of soils with good water availability but well drained.

Homogeneous field "e" - Potential vegetation of the soils with partial stagnation of water.

Homogeneous field "f" - Potential vegetation of sub-salt soils.
Figure 1. Map of regeneration places. Outcome of the Geographical Systemic Design approach. Localization of the solutions.

The test verifies the hypothesis on limited portions of territory, in correspondence with the application of the proposals of 1%, 5% and 10%, or providing respectively total conversion areas of 73, 04 hectares, 365, 22 hectares and 730.05 hectares in the three scenarios.

Within this test the ecological connectivity is improved (from 10% of connected areas to 33%), and the carbon stock in soil is 120 tonnes, 540 tons and 1400 tons in the 3 scenarios.

Identification of regenerative design proposals, as a result of the study of the vegetation series, has allowed to outline a scenario of sustainable and resilient development of the territory that requires appropriate land management, in order to promote the conditions for the enhancement of biodiversity and of socio-economic growth through multiple territorial functions for the benefit of local communities. Geographical Systemic Design approach, based on the use of GIS technologies combined with the Sistemic Design, maps of the local system. The model designed, highlighting the links between the activities and the operators, which is at the basis of the project proposal of regeneration of the territory with ecosystem value. The connections designed in the area under study have highlighted the opportunity to recycle the shells of the mollusc farming sector and the excavation sands of lagoon canals to be used as resources in the implementation of interventions in places dedicated to regeneration. Inspired by the Blue Economy case studies, the proposed solutions have highlighted new opportunities for economic, social and ecosystem growth in a logic that goes beyond the "input-output" scheme of the Circular Economy sensu strictu.

4. Conclusions

In Po Area regenerative coastal landscapes are proposed. Those landscapes are that restore the environment and encourage long-term sustainability, increased biodiversity, and enhanced resilience. A well-designed regenerative landscape can also complement property value, reduce water and maintenance costs, and create seamless, yet visually pleasing, harmony with surrounding natural open spaces.

The path that leads to the drafting of the hypothesised Adaptive Regenerative Plan based on the "waste to resource" strategy can be explored through the following steps:

➢ Phase A - Identify the main actors of the territory;

➢ Phase B - Analysis of the starting situation through systemic diagnosis, according to the Geographical Systemic Design approach and identification of the opportunities deriving from the circulation of waste materials, for key sectors, connected through material flows;
➢ Phase C - Definition of the expected strategic vision. All options must be identified and evaluated, taking also into consideration possible initiatives of similar territories;

➢ Phase D - Drafting of the actions of the Plan, by sectors and skills, through the definition of actions to be carried out in the short / medium / long term, taking care to envisage any risks and opportunities for each of them;

➢ Phase E - Implementation of the Strategic Plan, through the planning tools, favoring the adaptation of the already existing ones;

➢ Phase F - Evaluation of the results of the implementation of the strategy through a Monitoring Plan able to provide in good time the inputs to adapt the Plan adopted on the basis of the observed results.
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Over the years, our economy has evolved into a global multidimensional process that has manifested itself in cities through radical changes in human population densities and urban fabric, this has resulted in the rise of post-industrial cities on that complex scenario, how can Systemic Design approaches in post-industrial areas can foster Circular Economy frameworks to address the current environmental and economic challenges of society? This paper aims to delve into a better comprehension on Post-industrial areas on the lens of the Systemic Design as an expertise to identify Circular Economy strategies which are economically self-sustaining. In order to foster resilient livelihoods for the economic, ecological and social regeneration of deprived urban areas result of deindustrialization processes. To exemplify this, it is intended to examine the case study of the post-industrial area of Mirafiori sud in Turin, Italy.
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1. Introduction

Over the years, our economy has evolved into a global multidimensional process that has manifested itself in cities through radical changes in human population densities and urban fabric. Such transformations are so rapid that not all cities can cope with the demands of the market and population. This drastic shift has left many formerly manufacture/extractive or Fordist cities with deprived and outdated urban fabric, this has resulted in the rise of post-industrial cities (ICLEI, 2018).

In the past, these precincts flourished socially and economically due to stable industrial relations, which delivered social welfare and local consumption systems (Kazepov, 2005). These upcoming industries based on "Fordist cities" witnessed an accelerated development of industrial infrastructure such as; factories, warehouses, railroads, and harbors, parallel to this came massive development of social welfare facilities such as housing, schools and recreational areas (Cucca & Rancci, 2017).

As global economic trends evolve in the last 30 years towards a dematerialized/service-based economy, these Fordist cities suffered the negative consequences of this brutal shifts. From a market demand perspective, these precincts urban fabric couldn’t cope with the transitioning industry, generating economic recession, rising unemployment, and population decline. As a result, this flourishing neighborhoods turned into desolate areas with predominantly brownfields and outdated urban fabric. Over time this phenomenon highlighted the trend on the disconnection between economic growth and social welfare (Cucca & Rancci, 2017). Such accelerated changes lead to acknowledging these urban environments as challenging precincts to address sustainable development issues (Bulkeley et al., 2011).

Many post-industrial cities face the pressing of revamping infrastructure and services with the purpose of meeting their current and future needs. To surpass the systemic outcomes of deindustrialization, it is imperative for these areas to re-frame their urban identity in order to boost urban transitions on restoring sustainable livelihoods (ICLEI, 2018). Hence, to support such post-industrial legacy it must be approached as ‘hubs’ for radical innovation towards flourishing resilient cities (Ernstson et al., 2010; Bulkeley and Broto, 2012). Therefore, is important to consider such cities as ecosystems that contain individual and embedded systems from three interconnected spheres: the natural, built and socio-economic environment (McDonnell et al., 2009). This perspective addresses a holistic overview of the geographical and socio-cultural idea of the city, focusing on the dynamic feedback relationship that interacts within the post-industrial precincts and the city ecosystems (Ernstson et al., 2010).

On that view, the Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) trace an important roadmap for the post-industrial urban environment. Specifying that resilient and inclusive cities shall ensure sustainable consumption and growth patterns. To address that goal cities will have to go towards a Circular Economy (CE) a new paradigm which is gaining momentum, in order tackle the systemic consequences of deindustrialization and convene for a long-term transition on sustainable resource consumption. Furthermore, this will serve to overcome the existing contradiction between economic growth and sustainable development in urban environments (Pomponi, 2017).
Taking into account that, “Cities are not actors; they are places where people and economic activities are concentrated; complex social, economic and physical systems” (Otto-Zimmermann, 2011). To approach such complexity in areas with post-industrial legacy, it is very likely to undertake them with anticipatory strategies. “The more complex the network is, the more complex its pattern of interconnections, the more resilient it will be of our context” (Capra, 1996). On that view Design as a discipline is evermore approaching complexity fields with diverse ways of application (Jones & VanPatter, 2009), such as design thinking, participatory and systemic perspectives. These design initiatives are particularly sensitive to the SDG goals fostering a transition towards a more resilient and sustainable society. (Buchanan, 1992). Those practices have proved that the combination of technology, design and social organization can generate new mechanisms to regenerate these deprived areas.

These precincts which are facing local and global challenges must enable a shift in the way they have been undertaken, it is important to introduce a profound holistic vision which can make more comprehensible the complexity of urban context (Grimm et al. 2000; Mehmood 2010; Newman 1999). On this critical urban fabric, how can these scenarios reach an inclusive, sustainable and cohesive urban resilience, that can decrease future economic, environmental and social costs, but at the same time strengthening economic competitiveness? How can Systemic Design approaches in post-industrial areas can foster CE frameworks to address the current environmental and economic challenges of society?

This paper aims to delve into a better comprehension on Post-industrial areas on the lens of the Systemic Design as an expertise to identify CE strategies which are economically self-sustaining. In order to foster resilient livelihoods for the economic, ecological and social regeneration of deprived urban areas result of deindustrialization processes. To exemplify this, it is intended to examine the case study of the post-industrial area of Mirafiori sud in Turin, Italy.

2. Systemic design approaching the city as Living ecosystem

Nowadays there is higher complexity of social, economic and environmental challenges as they are ever more interconnected, it is required an innovative approach in order to find systemic an interconnected solutions (Brown and Wyatt, 2015). On such a scenario emerges the Systemic Design (SD), which intends to approach problems on a systemic and complex level. This expertise combines human-centered design inside complex, multi-stakeholder systems. Furthermore, the SD merges the designer skills such as research, reasoning methods and visualization practices generating new reconfigurations for complex services and systems (Jones, 2014).

On that view, the Department of Architecture and Design of Politecnico di Torino developed the SD approach that reconfigures the flows of material and energy from one component of the system to another, modifying outputs of one process into input for another one, in order to obtain zero emissions (Bistagnino, 2011). This methodology promotes new relations among the entities of a territory, enabling the visualization of hidden assets which will support a proactive synergy among local actors. Reactivating all source of territorial resources anticipating local development and
enhancing locally-based value chains (Barbero, 2012). The creation of such a relationship network promotes a general wellness improvement in the community, activating a cash flow between the various system participants. (Bistagnino, 2011).

In order to deliver efficient urban transitions, it’s needed new anticipatory approaches on sustainable development from a holistic and systemic point of view that create cohesive and smooth transition (Barbero, 2017). In the case of sociotechnical systems and urban environment relations from an SD approach, it allows capturing and interpreting the complete complexity of urban systems (Grimm et al. 2000). The overall identification of these relationships and interactions among the different parts allows visualizing solutions that combine the potentialities and criticalities of such living systems (Newman and Jennings 2008). Delivering a proactive collaboration between local actors and simultaneously creating innovative decision-making strategies. In order to accomplish this, the SD approach proposes the Holistic Diagnosis (HD) tool which hands design approaches on strategies, services, and governance that can enhance the complex urban scenario while fostering social cohesion and flourishing local economies.

3. Systemic approaches for a Circular City

In order to tackle climate change and its economic impact, cities should be regarded as complex, dynamic ecosystems or living metabolisms through which resources flow between actors, across multiple scales and sectors (Williams, 2019). On that regard, there is continuous support at the frontline of the cities agendas for a paradigm shift on resource management from the conventional linear to CE. As the aim of the CE is to regenerate the economy meaning to “keep products, components, and materials at their highest utility and value at all times, distinguishing between technical and biological cycles” (EMF, 2013). This circular approach could serve cities to address the way they produce and consume resources, but also it could decrease waste, greenhouse gas emissions, underutilization of resources and the decline of urban ecosystem services. (Williams, 2019).

So, to empower urban transitions in those scenarios it is required design approaches on innovative strategies, services, and governance that can activate local resources while promoting social cohesion and flourishing local economies (Nevens, F, et al., 2013). However, given the complexity of the current environmental and economic challenges on the urban environment, the systemic approach can be an efficient way to interpret and give solutions. The SD is understood as one of the most effective expertise on enhance future CE strategies and to find innovative anticipative paths for urban transformation, economic restoration, and social cohesion. Achieving an effective CE vision which generates a wide range of services fostering local resources and therefore urban transitions (EMF, 2017). Such CE strategies are synthesized by the EMF on the ReSOLVE framework on six business actions: Regenerate, Share, Optimize, Loop, Virtualize and Exchange. Furthermore, translated by Prendeville et al., 2018 on a conceptual framework of a Circular City which delivers an overview from which to understand the ways CE could demonstrate in an urban environment (Figure 1).
Based on the previous, to enable an effective approach towards Circular City framework (CCF), the SD approach through a Holistic Diagnosis (HD) tool delivers an anticipatory instrument for territorial development, that delivers new starting point for system mapping (Battistoni, Giraldo Nohra, 2017). Enabling an overview of such complex urban scenarios, in order to trigger a new economic model that arises from the appraisal of the resources offered by on post-industrial cities. Through a transdisciplinary approach, it invites actors from different sectors such as governments, civil society, and industry to co-create CCF strategies undertaking bottom-up and top-down. Allowing all local stakeholders to pull different economic activities that coexist to deliver social and economic welfare, which are the impacts of the CE fostering urban transitions. On the quest of flourishing resilience in cities, how can territorial thinking in post-industrial areas foster CCF to address the current environmental and economic challenges of society?

4. Holistic Diagnosis Tool for post-industrial areas

To deliver an effective interpretation of this complex scenario the SD describes the HD as a mapping tool in order to design a system (Bistagnino, 2011). The HD approaches a complete overview of the system context/product/process/service defining an exhausting study on behavioral patterns and interactions (Battistoni & Giraldo, 2017). This analysis combines both field and desk research to deliver a visualization of qualitative and quantitative data of the system components, also considering both the surrounding context and the flow of energy and matter. Consequently, the complex data collected in HD highlights the problems and leverages for change to enable the delivery if eco-guidelines for the new complex system and making the outcomes become accessible to a wider public and do not only serve the experts (Barbero, 2016).

This paper aims to delve into a better comprehension on the SD tool HD to identify CE strategies which are economically self-sustaining and which supply flourishing livelihoods for the economic, ecological and social regeneration of deprived urban areas result of deindustrialization processes. To exemplify this, it is intended to examine the case study of the post-industrial area of Mirafiori sud in Turin, Italy. Focusing on the outcomes of HD study approached in the area which was tailored to the
characteristics of the precinct to deliver systemic approaches for urban transitions within CCF strategies that can be cost-effective, simultaneously provide environmental, social and economic benefits and help build resilience. This holistic overview, it is aimed to foster urban resilience by delivering innovative strategies addressing new economies shared between public authorities, civil societies, and industry/SMEs.

The HD is characterized by 2 main steps of analysis which can be customized to scales/scenarios offering the possibility of adding different elements to create an outline for each context. The HD addressing post-industrial areas will be composed of the following steps:

1. Analysis of the urban framework: The first phase starts with an analysis of the urban context.
2. Top-down and Bottom-up analysis: From current policies to grassroots activities (NGO, entrepreneurs, ...) regarding axes related to CE and SD.

5. Mirafiori Sud District Through the Lens of Holistic Diagnosis

The Mirafiori Sud Precinct with 34,000 inhabitants is situated in Turin capital of the Piedmont region (North-West Italy)(Figure 2). Historically this precinct allowed Turin to be known as the 'automobile city'. As a matter of fact, Mirafiori is embedded along FIAT's history, after 1939 its fate has also transformed the area into the workers' district par excellence. However, the breakthrough point came after World War II, when the city population arrived at one million inhabitants, triggering Mirafiori to an exponential growth going from 3,000 artisans and farmers to over 50,000, mostly workers at the FIAT factory. This accelerated process brought fast urbanization of the precinct, predominantly with social housing infrastructure. At the same time, the social welfare services of the area make evident the strong connection between capital and labour of mass industrial production (De Filippi & Vassallo, 2016). Later on, the decline of the automotive production in the '80s carry the crisis that initiated the slow agony of the FIAT as a city-factory era. As consequence, came to a progressive abandonment process with the impoverishment of residential buildings and the depletion of commercial activities (De Filippi & Vassallo, 2016). The end of an era for Mirafiori precinct meant that without FIAT, it became a most evident space of social segregation.
5.1 Territorial Thinking; Step 1 Holistic Diagnosis

To achieve a complete overview of the Mirafiori precinct, this first part of the HD analysis approaches territorial framework from different points of view: from the urban fabric to demography, culture, and economy. The entire process is led by designers so in that view is important to emphasize the constant advisory from multidisciplinary specialists in order to certify their right interpretation (Barbero, 2017). The obtained data, in this case, comes from qualitative and quantitative databases:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Database</th>
<th>Entity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Census of the ISTAT (2011)</td>
<td>Statistical office of the Piedmont Region</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geo-referenced data (2017)</td>
<td>Geoportal of the Municipality of Turin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Territorial Agency for the Home</td>
<td>ATC Office /Social Housing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2017)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Directory (2015)</td>
<td>Piedmont Region - Sustainable Development and Qualification Sector of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>the production system of the territory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real estate values (2018) OICT</td>
<td>Real Estate Observatory of the City of Turin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School Observatory (2017)</td>
<td>City of Turin / Educational Services Department</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Thus, to channel the amount of information towards the scope of the research (CE strategies), this data collection was represented within maps of the precinct to have a better understanding of the spatial dynamics before the new reinterpretation of the system. Below there is the analysis of each of the selected categories for post-industrial area:

**a) Urban Fabric**

This category was focused on morphological features and natural resources having special attention on existing infrastructure, urban voids and public services (with a focus on quantity) (Figure 3). Considered a periurban area with a total surface of 11,491 km$^2$ A the aspect of the district and morphology of the neighborhood design around the FIAT. The Mirafiori precinct is surrounded by a considerable belt of green areas (i.e Corona Verde). Moreover, the fact that its borders are delimited by the Sangone river has given the district a network of naturalistic pathways. There is a considerable extension of public greenery with like Parco Colonnetti and Piemonte. The urban biodiversity and local ecosystem are connected by greenery present on the most important mobility corridors such as Corso Agnelli, Settembrini, Unione Sovietica or via Plava.

From the morphology of its public spaces, it can be divided the distribution of the district originally planned as Garden city (De Filippi & Vassallo, 2016) the accessibility to public recreational spaces is limited as they are concentrated in one side of the precinct. In fact, this resembles on the mobility components which give priority to the private vehicle use area (significant extensions of FIAT Parking area), there is a lack of public transport connectivity and scarce cycling infrastructure within the precinct. The analysis of the built environment enables to see the vast extension of the land occupied by FIAT and the urban voids part of the ex-industrial areas revealing the challenges and disconnection between the services of the district and the rise of brownfields and polluted areas. Moreover, it also reveals the considerable amount of social housing which subsequently expanded and finally downsized.
Nowadays only 30% of the total industrial complex of FIAT is in operations, identifying the deployed and active areas. As a result, many of the social welfare infrastructures such as schools, universities, markets, libraries, and social housing quality average have been shutdown or abandon.

On regards, public service is a well-served area, what rises the attention is the presence of the incinerator on the precinct, which not only arises considerably the emission of the neighbourhood but also there is very little awareness on regards wastes management on the precinct due to its dominant role. Concerning food security, even though this precinct is peri-urban area with huge potential there is no local supply of products. Over the years there has been initiatives to promote km 0 as Mirafiori Social Green VOV102 and local markets these ones have constantly failed because of price and supply, making local residents to do groceries on the few supermarkets of the area or other neighbourhoods.

Figure 3. Mirafiori Urban Fabric map, Holistic Diagnosis. (Author: M. Di Giovanni, E. Ferruli, C. Giraldo Nohra, 2018)

b) Demography

This category focus in Mirafiori as workers' precinct par excellence. Specifically focused radical changes in their demographics from high levels migration in the 1950s from southern Italy to the
diaspora crisis of FIAT in the 80s the transformation of the social fabric over the years (Figure 4). The district presents the characteristics of an enclave: a concentration of people with a high incidence of social problems and a strong cultural mix, physically isolated and socially separated from the surrounding areas. At the same time, this condition gave a strong sense of belonging to the inhabitants of the area character that still tries to survive in the third sector associations.

From the sociotechnical perspective, the analysis delivered radiography of the post-industrial society of Mirafiori. This phenomenon has reflected on a decline of the population density in the on almost 50% since 19701. Consequently, this has reflected on the high rates of adult and elderly which represent 60 % of the total population. In fact, the high rates of unemployment on the area also have an influence on the diaspora of young people and the scarce settling of new families into the precinct. Additionally, the population of young people with low education or at risk of school dropout, neighbourhoods in conditions of environmental degradation and high risk of exclusion and poverty.

Even though the presence of FIAT is still significant as an employer of the area, the types of jobs were forced to diversify on the decline of the automobile sector with single man enterprises. Another key actor on the territory as leverage for change is the Politecnico di Torino (Mirafiori campus) and University of Turin (chemistry faculty) which have brought a considerable student community along with universitarian residences that aim to change the social and economic dynamics of the area.

Figure 4. Mirafiori Demography map, Holistic Diagnosis. (Author: M. Di Giovanni, E. Ferruli, C. Giraldo Nohra, 2018)
c) Economy

The economic indicators are evidence of how the precinct has transitioned from a Fordist economic model and to the poor of economic diversification since FIAT left as a main economic actor this is reflected with low speared entrepreneurial activity and infrastructure property value (Figure 5). This revealed the numerous urban voids on the area show a progressive depletion industrial and residential buildings and the reduced commercial activities.

Moreover, is important to highlight the increasing role of the third sector as a potential force of economic reactivation. The Mirafiori’s thirds sector gathers over 30 public and private partnerships to help improve the precinct from an environmental and social point of view, support the processes of transformation initiated, increase the equality of access to the opportunities of its inhabitants, preferring intervention modalities that involve actively recipients.

From multinationals to entrepreneurial activity to oversee what other sectors have emerged in the district beyond FIAT. The companies based in Mirafiori Sud they employ a total of more than 139,000 employees divided into two categories: employees family members and subordinate employees. The first is a total of just over 2,000 while subordinate employees reach 137,000.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sectors of Family Business</th>
<th>Sectors of Subordinate Business</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>● Retail sale of other non-food products</td>
<td>● Manufacture accessories for motor vehicles and engines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>● Construction Sector</td>
<td>● Transport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>● Wholesale of audio video recorded media</td>
<td>● Manufacture of machinery and equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>● Restaurants</td>
<td>● Manufacture of spacecraft aircraft and related devices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>● Mechanical repairs of motor vehicles</td>
<td>● Incinerator- waste management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>● Real estate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>● Manufacture of metal structures</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Moreover, is important to highlight the increasing role of the third sector as a potential force of economic reactivation. These activities have been promoted by a strong presence of the Third sector actors which are gathered under Fondazione Mirafiori management. On regards the economic reactivation the presence of TNE (Torino Nuova Economia) is relevant as an intervention company with predominantly public capital, established to implement these former disused industrial areas become fertile ground for the creation of new urban redevelopment opportunities through the reindustrialization and establishment of service activities. The analysis aims to focus on shifts then to areas of innovation, from a CCF point of view for Mirafiori precinct.
c) Cultural

Given the historical background of this precinct shall be approached as Post-industrial Cultural heritage site (Figure 6). As the history of the area is embed with FIAT on every cultural aspect showing the influence of the company on who has resided in the area and how it has shaped all aspects from the urban fabric to demographic and economic. The current cultural agenda has been promoted by a strong influence of the Third sector actors over 30 organizations working on the precinct. These organizations are promoting the conservation of the cultural heritage and new urban identities to arouse on one side reflection and sense of belonging by the inhabitants; on the other hand, interest, and attraction for the territory by the city of Turin and beyond the municipal boundaries; implement inclusive and participatory cultural initiatives. As historical working class precinct, the sense of belonging has been a constant over the years making a very active community despite the current challenges of depopulation and increasing aging bring much influence from south Italy’s influence.

On regards the architecture heritage since the ‘90s, different urban regeneration projects were promoted to preserve and enhance the urban fabric and Post-industrial Cultural heritage sites, to
give a new image to the district. Nevertheless, despite the huge amount of resources and expertise, they have always reached rather modest outcomes. A focus on the industrial dismissed areas of FIAT and other historical sites related to the principal landmarks and their location.

Figure 6. Mirafiori Culture map, Holistic Diagnosis. (Author: M. Di Giovanni, E. Ferruli, C. Giraldo Nohra, 2018)

5.2 A Top-down and Bottom-up approach; Holistic Diagnosis 2nd step

On the HD1 it was aimed to render the aspects on the potentialities and challenges of Mirafiori precinct, in this case through maps that highlighted the adjacency of such factors. From that point of view, the second phase of the HD approaches the area from a Top-down and Bottom-up perspective (Barbero, 2017). In this case, creating a panorama from current policies to grassroots actions regarding axes related to CE and SD. Furthermore, this phase aims at describing their main features and priorities but at the same highlight the potentialities and criticalities from an SD and CE perspective. On this view the analysis was divided into two:

Top-Down: A panorama of the current policies that in execution in the Mirafiori precinct.
- Torino Metropoli 2025,
- AxTo - Action for the suburbs of Turin,
These instruments address regeneration as a multidimensional concept containing economic development, employment opportunities, services effectiveness, cultural and social regeneration, inclusion. This action has to do with the economic dimension of sustainability. It aims to reach opportunities offered by innovation through more efficient use of resources creating socio-economic value with minimum impact on natural systems. In particular, the Mirafiori precinct since the begging of its decline in the ‘90s the city government has stimulated a series of policies for urban regeneration, entrepreneurship, and social cohesion. Promoting coordinated actions on the efficiency of use of natural resources, but also landscape restoring and rehabilitation and sustainable economic models. Nevertheless, these traditional regeneration instruments require to coordinate new forms of social inclusion of the community and stakeholders as the CCF to activate public and private resources.

Bottom-up: A panorama of the organizations that are leading current grassroots actions on Mirafiori precinct delivering a state-of-the-art on the potentialities and challenges of local stakeholder interactions. These are the key players along the local community in such actions:
- Fondazione Mirafiori
- Progetto Casa Artemisia
- Cooperativa Sociale Mirafiori
- Centro Mirafleming

These are the most relevant of an entire network of 30 entities of the third sector present in the precinct. Whose activities have built a more effective citizen-public administration relationships. Promoting local development through actions on social innovation, entrepreneurship, health, food security, and cultural heritage. Their interaction with citizens intends to act as a catalyst for initiatives that arise from the territories and facilitate the synergies of interventions - emerging, ongoing and future - that provide for the active participation of citizens in the co-design and implementation of interventions for the redevelopment and regeneration of collective spaces. Also in a perspective of co-planning and co-production of services and management of collective assets which facilitates the involvement and active participation of citizens, encouraging the inclusion of all the groups of communities involved in the process, with attention to the weaker groups. Last but not least, FIAT continues to be one important player to bring regeneration on the area as they aimed to provide a strong CSR component that shows the commitment of the company to enrich the Post-industrial Cultural heritage site.

These actions deliver a state-of-the-art highlighting the major strengths and weaknesses. Moreover, identifying the relationships generated by these local and government actions as a key asset. This combined vision of bottom-up and top-down actions delivers a complimentary on how the SD should stimulate local assets towards urban resilience and foster CE. The overlapping of HD1 and HD2
features how some components from the HD of the precinct are not taken into account from the Top-Down and Bottom-up actions, accede an accurate approach to the gaps towards a CE.

6. Conclusions

The previous illustrates how the HD territorial thinking on complex phenomena scenarios can be an efficient way to interpret paving a way for innovative solutions. On that view, the SD approach is poised to be an instrument which benefits all stakeholders leading them to paths where all can reach an effective sustainable development creating new scenarios of economic profit and cooperation (Barbero, 2017). The presented HD outcomes broaden the first approach of Mirafiori precinct on the lens of CCF at multiple levels such as: (a) On the technical level based on the components of the urban metabolism networks through which will result in the creation or redesign of local, circular supply chains, (b) On the social level enabling citizen-based ownership of local resources on post-industrial areas through co-designing, co-creating, and co-implementing of new protocols for the integration of CE strategies, (c) On the economic level through systemic approaches boosting circular business models for products and services, the output will be a framework with strategies for post-industrial areas highlighting market opportunities and public-private partnership models for circular productive activities, (d) At Policymaking level these results will aim to change local policies on post-industrial areas and, fostering a better governance and disseminate innovative solutions towards a CE addressing current funding programs.

In order overcome the systemic effects of de-industrialization and reactivate economic growth, post-industrial cities have had to reactivate their urban fabric through circular strategies, fostering a transition into a productive and stimulating place to live and work in that would restore residents’ sense of belonging and attract investment. This holistic urban regeneration in a CCF lens is gaining traction in an effort to improve the social, economic and physical environment. Eventually, this holistic approaches on post-industrial precincts such as Mirafiori shall foster urban transitions and evolve the current planning and policy environment, as a result, the design and implementation of city development strategies on CE. On that context, this expertise pretends to turn into a role model methodology for cities with industrial legacy. Fostering local actors towards sustainable development and better governance, disseminating innovative solutions to reinvent and shape more cohesive post-industrial cities.
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Abstract

Recently, the majority of the Brazilian population is living in cities, and the slums are growing within poor living conditions, in a context of enormous social-economic inequality. One of the local challenges is the poor nutrition of its inhabitants, together with the high cost of healthier food. This article presents the results of an urban farming project, developed through the partnership of universities and some communities at Belo Horizonte, Minas Gerais. It represents university research and extension projects on building community gardens, aiming at the constitution of a social-economic innovative process to increase local social cohesion, popular protagonism and food sovereignty. Each garden is facing particular challenges in relation to its social, environmental and economic sustainability, but the initiative is proving to be a significant alternative to humanize those spaces, systemically bringing together approaches as Design, Agroecology and Food Sovereignty and Solidarity Economy, Integral Endeavours and developing cooperative and innovative actions.
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1. Introduction

World leaders, in September 2015 at a United Nations Summit, have decided to fight against some global long-lasting problems related to poverty, inequality, climate, environmental degradation, prosperity, and peace and justice, proposing the United Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals as part of a global agenda with targets for 2030. “Over the next fifteen years, with these new Goals that universally apply to all, countries will mobilize efforts to end all forms of poverty, fight inequalities and tackle climate change, while ensuring that no one is left behind.” (United Nations, 2018)

It is also important to point out that Brazil is facing many challenges due to social-economic and environmental problems that deeply affect the lives of their inhabitants, and need new theories and methodologies to overcome them.

In order to deal with these chronic problems, it is necessary a different approach from the current traditional emphasis on specialized knowledge that, up to now, has been incapable of tackling these problems efficiently. A systemic approach that embraces the complexity of dealing with many variables at once, despite being a challenge that requires cultural changes, also presents itself as a promising good strategy.

Systemic Design is one of the methodologies available that has tools to structure the work using a holistic mode. Working with this methodology already for some years has provided the opportunity to put some of its theory into practice and to recognize the complementarities and intersections with other known concepts. Its association with values and concepts that are becoming more and more widespread, such as the circular economy, sharing economy, agroecology, social and solidarity economy, shows a potential of producing substantial changes in the contemporary societies.

Those are subjects that are going to be discussed in this article that presents, together with theoretical concepts, cases where communities and academy get together to deal with issues such as nutrition, economic sustainability and social expression.

2. Methodologies and Concepts

2.1 Systemic Design and Integral Endeavours

An Integral Endeavour is any organization for productive activity (be it an industry, a household, an individual or the nature) that operates considering its holistic relations and is grounded on integral sustainable values (that is, works aiming at having social, economic and environmental resources to provide indefinite duration of its activities). It defines goals and builds networks, based on Systemic Design principles: 1) generating zero waste, by using the output (waste) of a system as the input (resource) of another one, optimizing the use of resources and creating an increase of cash flow and also new job opportunities; 2) identifying and fostering relationships, since the components of the network have common values and interests, and due to the recognition of the importance of connections of multiple areas of knowledge and performance, making systemic networks; 3) being...
self-productive, sustaining itself defining its own paths of action and the joint coevolution of the elements of the system, all of which with equivalent importance; 4) giving special value to the local context and resources (human, cultural and material), which contribute to solving local problems and to create new opportunities; 5) placing people in the centre of the projects valuing people over products (contributing to the quality of life, with inclusion and accessibility, is considered more important than the production of goods).

Systemic Design is a methodology that makes available some tools to model the context/business to be qualitative and quantitatively analysed. First, representing it as it actually is, and then creating its systemic ideal model. Its five principles give the guidelines that must be always present at the planning decisions. Depending on the endeavour that is being studied other systemic approaches that have, for instance, the influence of System Dynamics, may be used.

“Systemic thinking” is a way of reasoning that consider the complexity of the whole, a cognitive process that leads to the capacity of perceiving, modelling and evaluating the consequences of actions in an expanded way in terms of time and space (Andrade, 2014). It is related, but different from “Systems Thinking” that regards production, and is mainly about delivering to the customer the service he needs instead of just a product with a specific function [...] making products work together seamlessly (Mendonça, 2014). The “Product Service System” (PSS) is a methodology that follows this strategy, and is about “a smart combination of products and services to create a high market value”, “function/value creation for clients”, “working modular” and “combining sustainable concepts with powerful presence in the marketplace” (Halen, C., Vezzoli, C., Wimmer, 2005).

The Systemic Thinking, and specifically the Systemic Design, instead of focusing on a central industry and on the objective of each single business, aims at the increase of its production as a means of maximization of its profit and works with “a network of activities and products focusing on the environmental and cultural protection”. It involves actors who are equally important and may come even from different biological kingdoms (animals, plants, algae, bacteria and fungi) with no notion of centrality (Mendonça, 2014).

The rationale behind these methodologies, such as optimizing matter and energy, recognizing every output of the system as a resource and stimulating connections, is a source of innovative endeavours that become new productive opportunities.

2.2 Agroecology and Food Sovereignty

Agroecology is an agricultural practice adapted to the productive requirements of the land available, encompassing the multiplicity of farming forms, as far as adopting ecological solutions in tune with the territorial, cultural and social-economic conditions of each agro-system. It is qualified by its principles, that maintain the management forms faithful to the natural environments available, contributing to preserve the biodiversity, the natural resources and the ways of life, building a character of broad sustainability. According to EMBRAPA (2006) agroecology aims at fulfilling the economic level (to boost income, work and market insertion), the ecological level (to preserve or increase the quality of the natural resources and the ecological relations of the ecosystems), the
social level (to include the poorest and promote food security), the cultural level (to respect the traditional expressions), the political level (to organize changes and the participation on the decisions) and ethical level (to adopt transcendental values).

Therefore, agroecology offers a theoretical reference that respects the “place”, decreasing the environmentally harmful agrochemicals and highlighting the importance of the diversity in farming, transforming its principles and practices into reality and valuing the ancestral sources of knowledge, as a product of the popular knowledge (EMBRAPA, 2006). For these reasons, agroecology happens throughout a plurality of formats, as far as encompassing historical gathered knowledge, reinforcing solidarity values and practices and preserving the identity of the local actors.

The propagation and valorization of the agroecology principles rescued initiatives that update and improve it as a science, nurtured by the indigenous and agricultural knowledge from different parts of Brazil (some of those experiences are well presented in the book Fraxe, Castro and Santiago, 2015) Some non-governmental, governmental and academic organizations are proving the fruitful association between agroecology and the improvement of food security, preserving the sovereignty, the conservation of natural resources and the agro-diversity of hundreds of rural communities (Altieri, 2010).

The concept of food sovereignty arose in the 1990s, associated to the agroecology concept, through the social demands of the Via Campesina association, that reunites peasant organizations around the world, mobilized against neo liberal rural politics recommended by the World Bank and by the World Trade Organization and adopted by many governments, affecting the way of occupying the land, to produce and commercialize food (Campos e Campos, 2007). It defends the right of autonomy of the countries to deal with its politics and strategies of production, distribution and consumption of food, protecting the small and medium agriculture, coincidently with the basis of the agroecological principles (Burity et al., 2010).

The connection of Food Sovereignty and Nutritional Sovereignty demands the assurance of the food autonomy of a nation and the implementation of a fair way of production and distribution of food (Burity et al., 2010).

In this sense, the extent of the interventions that intend to be materialized at the format of community gardens, within the principles of solidarity economy and agroecology has the potential to reach a complex list of solutions to face the deprivations suffered by [...] communities that are poorly included at the market economy, by promoting an unpredictable endogenous process [...] in which it is observed the promotion of latent resources and knowledge in favor not only of food sovereignty, but also of the local development (Mello et al, 2018, p.13).
2.3 Social and Solidarity Economy

In Brazil, since the end of the 1970s, communities affected with high levels of shortage began to practice the sharing and reciprocity to fulfill certain needs and improve their quality of life, originating a new economy, with opposite patterns to the hegemonic capitalism, called social and solidarity economy (Singer, 2001).

Within its scope came out associative forms to solve public local problems and the mutualism, product of a disposition to create a collaborative schema of generalized gain and self-management (Alves e Bursztyn, 2009; Ribeiro e Müylder, 2014; Borinelli et al, 2010).

This creates enterprises with shared properties of the productive resources and horizontal productive relations, as well as equal rights, responsibilities and opportunities among the participants (CNES, 2006 apud Singer, 2009). Their production tends to be accomplished at the networks, broadening the exchanges within the same organizational system (Simon, 2013; Mance, 2009).

Therefore, this is a plural new model of economy, encompassing many models of organization (Pinheiro, 2016; Ramos, 2013; França Filho, 2008; França Filho e Cunha, 2009). Despite some variations of the models, there are convergent principles in respect with the valorization of the work produced, the use of technologies to fulfill the needs of all, the recognition of the importance of the feminine concerning solidarity, the respect of the environment and the emphasis on cooperation and solidarity (FBES, 2005, s/p), principles constituting the basis of this project at the community gardens that are being built with real participation of the local residents.

3. The opportunities of the Educational Context

3.1 At ED-UEMG

Motivated by the Brazilian Law n. 9.795, from April 27th, 1999, that establishes the National Environmental Education Policy, the environmental education is considered “an essential and permanent component of national education and must be articulated at all levels and modalities of the educational process, both formal and non-formal”. For this, the graduate course in Visual Arts, offered at the Design School of the State University of Minas Gerais (ED-UEMG), that forms art teachers of basic education, has in its program the discipline “Special Topics in Environmental Education”.

ED-UEMG also offers academic extension activities with short courses on vegetable and flower urban gardens in small spaces that create, within the university, a dialog on different aspects of Design, on product lifecycle, new Economies (such as the Distributed Economy and Sharing Economy), and also promote exchanges between the academic community and the society.

Considering the intertwined nature of the environmental issues to the social and economic aspects and the fundamental goal of increasing integral sustainability, the main purpose of the discipline is to
foster Systemic Networks of Integral Endeavours, applying the Systemic Design principles. As the discipline is very interactive, with students also bringing their experience to the classroom, some very rich opportunities arise.

3.2 At UNA

The University Centre UNA receives research and extension projects at its Extension and Research Board, having as selection criteria projects that are committed to the sustainable development, as those foresee at the The Earth Charter, proposed by the United Nations World Commission on Environment and Development, at 1987, and ratified by UNESCO at 2000. Its principles are the basis for the constitution of the LEIA – “Laboratório Ecossistêmico Interdisciplinar de Aprendizagem” (Ecosystemic Interdisciplinary Laboratory of Learning).

LEIA has a social character that integrates teaching, research and extension, putting together practices and studies of social relations, interdisciplinary knowledge and intersectoral actions. Its objective is to work with people from collective groups, that promote participatory and proactive actions, to “make it happen” and spread the principles of food sovereignty and urban agroecology, promoting the organization of production and consumption according to the principles of the sustainability and solidarity economy.

The LEIA achievements include the constitution of an experimental garden at one of the unities of the University, where workshops on sustainable relations take place. Outside, the Laboratory contributes, by means of actions of research and extension, to the implementation of community gardens, following its core principles.

3.3 At UFMG

At the context of Federal University of Minas Gerais, UFMG, parameters are being established for the institutional inclusion of this work, characterized as a Research and Extension Project that intends to increase the number of students and teachers involved with the community gardens movement. The intention is to involve different areas of study, at the Interdisciplinary Program of Master and Doctoral Degrees of Built Environment and Sustainable Heritage, at the Architectural School.

Also, the LIDEP - “Laboratório Integrado de Design e Engenharia de Produção” (Design and Product Engineering Integrated Laboratory) from the Department of Product Engineering from UFMG, is involved in these projects. LIDEP proposes a multidisciplinary and integrated approach on the Product Project subject, and its members have expertise and experience developing projects focused on product lifecycle, working with Design for Sustainability, Product Ergonomics, Quick Prototyping and Computer Aided Design.
4. Application Opportunities

Very interesting opportunities are evolving, considering the connection among the communities of four slums in different areas of Belo Horizonte (the third most populated and developed city of Brazil), three universities and the urban planning institution from the local administration (URBEL), as experiences aiming to overcome some of the local problems and also to apply those theories and methodologies presented above, creating a continuous circular process by the exchange of ideas and practices. All four ongoing cases have in common the existence of a vacant area within the community, some residents that see it both as a threat if left unused and as an opportunity to make some action for the collectivity, and as the chance of receiving the support of the academy and public administration, having cultural activities as a bond. In some cases, it is also being built opportunities of association with entrepreneurs, generating a new source of income for the group involved.

4.1 “Morro das Pedras”

The first community of the project is the “Morro das Pedras” Agglomerate, which is a neighborhood in the western region of the city of Belo Horizonte, formed by seven villages: Antena, Santa Sofia, São Jorge I, II, III, Leonina and Pantanal, in the place where there were originally several farms and a quarry. Today it is equipped with schools, nursery, public transport, medical and police stations. Nevertheless, the community still claims for basic sanitation, public lighting and security. Still, Morro das Pedras is a place of a significant cultural presence.

A student from the Visual Arts at ED-UEMG, Marcos Paulo de Jesus Horácio (Horacius de Jesus), who lives at Vila Antena, has invited us to give a workshop within the community to produce fertilizer from organic waste in order to enrich the soil of an area where there used to be some sheds, removed by local administration because it was beneath a high voltage powerline.

In this area, as described by Horacius, they have now a community vegetable garden, where 6 persons from the community volunteered to work donating 2 hours a day during working days and 5 hours on Saturdays. Organic waste, some seeds and seedlings are donated by 11 families that participate in the project in exchange for a weekly bag of vegetables distributed to the children of the local school that also participate in this movement.

After about a year of development of the vegetable garden along with artistic and cultural activities, the community has won a contest for a financial support of the Brazil Foundation organization and Horacius has won a photography contest with an image picturing the community. The values of Integral Endeavours have served as guidelines to define activities as well as style of leadership, community engagement, local education and economic sustainability decisions.
4.2 “Santa Lúcia” Community

The second community is in the “Santa Lucia”, also involving an area that has been made vacant by local authorities (URBEL), because of its geological risk. Professors from the private university UNA have been asked by locals to give support to make a community garden. From the partnership established among UNA, ED-UEMG and UFMG due to their common interests in research and extension projects, the group is working together with the community in this initiative, making collective actions (“mutirões”) and surveys to understand the culture of the community and their needs. It is being an interdisciplinary effort with the engagement of designers, architects, economists, agronomists, sociologists, engineers, gastronomists, nutritionists, with the support of URBEL, gathering human and material resources.
Throughout this work, a spontaneous management group has emerged, establishing unprecedented interactions in the community, increasing their social cohesion. From the principles of Integral Endeavours, Agroecology and Solidarity Economy, the group of residents, researchers and students have developed a series of collaborative actions, different from the capitalist traditional market logic. At the same time, rich discussions about the principles of the vegetable gardens, its management and distribution of production are promoted, emphasizing the quality of the local production (healthy food, without pesticides) and the importance of the conscious consumption. It is noticed that some residents extended their autonomy and voice, because before they were reluctant and now are expressing themselves and realizing interventions that are gradually transforming the space.

It is important to highlight the relevance of the adoption of some principles that guide the interventions and are intended to be internalized by the community, in order to create an authentic endogenous local development (Martins, Vaz e Caldas, 2010; Paula, 2008; Oliveira, 2001). The election of a model of social management with its main features (participation, dialogue, respect to the autonomy, shared decision-making, collective implementation) is a requisite to reach this goal (Gohn, 2004; Justen e Neto, 2012; Macke, Carrion e Dilly, 2010; Kleba e Wendausen, 2009; Cançado, Pereira e Tenório, 2013). For that, the methodologies and references adopted to base actions and research include observant participation and field diaries, as well as participatory action-research (Tripp, 2005) as a guiding center line, together with the principles of Systemic Design, Agroecology and Solidarity Economy.
4.3 “Taquaril” Community

The third community is in the neighbourhood of Taquaril. In this case, URBEL has invited the academy (represented by UNA, UEMG and UFMG) to support some families to develop their urban gardens, in a preservation area. There, the growth of dense bushes nearby the residences represented a danger to the families for hiding illicit activities as well as synanthropic animals that are a threat to human health.

In this context one of the residents decided to clean the area in front of his house and began cultivating some vegetables. He is a retired resident with previous expertise on agriculture and is becoming a reference and inspiration for the neighbours.

The first contact was to understand the community needs and, for that, a focus group was made with some residents who lived near this area. Other meetings happened to the exchange of knowledge on how to fight pests and how to build protection against harsh weather. The university team also conducted a practical workshop on composting.

The resident who began this movement is succeeding in developing a very productive space, but the neighbours are not quite engaged yet, although our research group is willing to make activities to involve and foster collaboration within the community.

Figure 3. The site of the community garden of Taquaril. On top left, our team and the residents who participate in the initiative.
4.4 The “Aglomerado da Serra”

The fourth case is at the “Aglomerado da Serra”. There, there is a group that is rather independent, having already a practice of involving the community in the selective collect and organic compost making with and without worms. Some leaders of the community give workshops on this practice and sell boxes for vermiculture. We have participated as students in their workshop and afterwards have invited them to take part in a short extension course on vegetable and flower urban gardens that was promoted in the ED-UEMG. Agroecological practices have been the main focus of this group, as a way of life, along with healthy eating and income generation.

Figure 4. The “Aglomerado da Serra” region and one of the sites where a community garden is being built.

5. Conclusion

Much has been discussed on the search for solutions to the problems arising from the accelerated process of urbanization, perceived in England in the nineteenth century, in Brazil from the 1950s on, and now in countries such as China and India. In situations like these the previously existing forms of production (such as small agricultural production and handicrafts) collapse, as well as structures of social relations based on tradition. Among the different problems encountered, access to adequate food, culture and leisure can be mentioned, as well as the loss of the principles of social structuring aimed at the cohesion and articulation of groups of neighbors aiming at common improvements (of which the Brazilian tradition of the “mutirão” is a good example).

Taking as reference the food issue, the urbanization, the growing inclusion of women in the labor market, the availability of processed foods at low cost and high costs of the healthy ones have brought about considerable changes in eating habits and serious public health problems due to obesity, affecting also the child population.

In the experiences presented in this article, the problem of food is not considered in isolation, but within its social context, including the necessity (or opportunity) of the generation of work and income. This approach to social innovation through Systemic Design makes an important contribution to the development of appropriate solutions for socially complex contexts as seen in
large Brazilian cities and demonstrates how design methodologies (as the Integral Endeavours) can contribute significantly to the solution of human problems.

All these initiatives have as main goal the strengthening of social cohesion within the communities and the widening of their autonomy to be reflected in self-management, broadening of collective identity and health promotion by food sovereignty, strengthening conscious agents, protagonists of relationships and of their living spaces. The theoretical foundations are the principles of Systemic Networks of Integral Endeavours, Agroecology for Food Sovereignty and Social and Solidarity Economy. Social inclusion, valorisation of diversity, exchange of academic and empirical knowledge are also cornerstones of this project that has the potential to promote exponential impacts at people’s lives.
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Abstract Money has value because we agree that it does. This study frames that collective agreement as an epic narrative and through that lens, considers the dynamics by which the agreement of money’s value has been and continues to be authored. Using Sohail Inayatullah’s Causal Layered Analysis the project considers what that story is “about” towards an understanding of our collective values inasmuch as they are held by, or noticeably absent from, the most readily used monetary signifier in the world; debt at interest, issued by a central authority, backed by the legal jurisdiction of a nation.

Within the wider provocation of “how might we get really rich?”, the study then asks, how is the story of money created in its telling? Who is authoring this story? Where and how does the “telling” of the story of money take place? This framing suggests the financial transaction as a tangible site to design for specific experiences, the attributes of which can correlate to the preferable values we’d like money to express and exchange.
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Introduction

The study was born from an earlier study exploring the bitcoin and blockchain community in Toronto. In that research, a similar thing kept coming up. An expert who was exploring these new technologies would articulate something along the lines of "money is valuable because we agree it is valuable", as a quickly-visited precursor to discussing their perspective on some aspect of cryptocurrency, fintech or new finance.

This study delves deeper into the idea that the value of money is sourced from a collective agreement that it is valuable using a hybrid model that combines Sohail Inayatullah’s 4-level, U-shaped Causal Layered Analysis (litany, system, worldview, myth) and a 4-level Computer Operating system model (user, application, OS, hardware). The model was used to explore what that story/collective agreement is “about” towards an understanding of the values held by, or noticeably absent from, the most readily used monetary technology in the world; debt at interest, issued by a central authority, backed by the laws of a nation.

With a sense of what our money is about by looking at how it is authored, the study then considers the arena of self-esteem as a tactical framework to actively reinterpret the current myth, at the level of the financial transaction, towards a preferable financial system orientation over time. The study brings up the question for further research, how might the specific emotional experiences that are the desired outcomes for the applied tactics and tools of raising self-esteem on a personal level, be applied to user experience design within the financial transaction to shift to a more secure financial system(s) for all?

1. Incidents in relationship

Yuval Noah Harari suggests that “the real secret of success of our species is that we alone can talk about things that don’t exist at all. Anywhere. Except in our own imagination, in the stories that we invented.” (Harari, 2014)

He goes on to say, “...the easiest example to give is of course religion, but it’s not just religion. It’s the same with our legal system, with our political system, with our economic system. Money is also just a story....it is based on a story that only exists in our imagination... if enough people believe that story, then it becomes a very effective story.” (Harari, 2014) Money, and its interplay within the arenas of banking and finance is a very effective story.
Over time and transactions, a story is created that is “about” the things that money can turn itself into. (Atwood, 2008) The myriad transactions where money turns itself into something can be thought of as the incidents that make up the story that is money.

The narrative that is money can then be described, in part, as the succession of resonant “incidents”, or experiences of value, manifested within relationships. The idea of a succession is evocative of a linear time frame and in most story formats, incidents relate to each other chronologically.

The definition of story for this study assumes that the incidents that tell the story of money be in relationship, but that it not necessarily always be linear. For example, Blockchain technology has a unique way to “tell” the story of its economy by incentivizing a decentralized network of transaction-witnesses to put the semi-simultaneous incidents of value exchange (transactions) of an economic platform into a chronological order. (Gansky and Kedrosky, 2016)

1.1. Experiences of value

Each transaction using a monetary signifier yields an incident where something of objective value has been connected to an abstracted concept of value held in the imagined space of a relationship. This idea is built on three premises:

1. There is an objective reality and an imagined reality existing together. (Harari, 2016)
2. All value manifests in experience and all experience manifests within relationship (Diller, Shedroff, and Sauber, 2016)
3. Homo sapiens negotiate premises/signifiers as tools to bridge the tangible objective reality with the abstract imagined reality of their relationship to each, to themselves, to the outside world (causes, organizations) and to an inner world (belief structures, faith).
Analysis

2. A hybrid CLA model

2.1. Causal Layered Analysis

Causal Layered Analysis, identifies the driving forces and worldviews underpinning diverse perspectives about the future (“Inayatullah.”, 2005). The CLA provided a framework to reveal a route from what the system was manifesting in plain view, to what was perhaps concealed in the underlying belief structures and myths.

2.2. Financial operating system

Douglas Rushkoff’s “Throwing Rocks at the Google Bus” introduced the metaphor of the global financial system as a computer operating system (Rushkoff, 2016). This premise articulates aspects of the current financial system with a focus on the impact of a debt-based currency.

Considering the current worldview of the system as an operating system (user, application, OS, hardware) allowed the following narrative features about the current system to be leveraged from the metaphor:

1. It is running in the background, impacting everything.
2. It is written, or authored, or coded, and so can be re-written, re-authored, or re-coded.
3. Its widespread use perhaps conceals other operating systems, or even the possibility of other operating systems.

2.3. The hybrid model

A hybrid model was conceived that combines Sohail Inayatullah’s 4-level, U-shaped Causal Layered Analysis (litany, system, worldview, myth) and a 4-level Computer Operating System model (user, application, OS, hardware).
What worked was that they were both 4 levels and those levels were built on top each other making the placement of the layer important, while at the same time both models make clear that each layer is equally and uniquely important in making up the whole.

Connecting the worldview level in the CLA to the OS level in a computer operating system allowed, from the CLA perspective, a way to frame a worldview as a kind of technology or tool; worldview as software or algorithm. From the computer operating system perspective, the combination allowed for framing an OS as practiced ideology, or a set of incidents designed in relationship to each other; OS as story or narrative.

Finance as an OS describes the voracious extractive quality of a current system that does indeed seem to operate on a level seemingly outside of our collective control, embedded in our collective imaginations and as a result, concealed in plain sight as “the way of the world”. Stepping back, this view does provide a kind of explanation for the reality that 62 people in the world control 50% of the common currency. (White, 2016). The diagram that follows articulates how the hybrid model mapped the current financial system:
THE APPLICATIONS LEVEL

Describes the financial services within the global financial system. This level includes financial products and services, including currencies, mortgages and other loans, stocks, bonds, insurance, as well as each and any of these products as the roots of more exotic derivative products. The creation and exchange of these derivative products also occurs, in large part, at this level. This level also includes the institutions that are delivering these products and services, including banks, brokers, asset managers, markets, payment networks, insurers, and credit card companies (Kedrosky, 2015).

- This level associates to the SYSTEM or SOCIAL CAUSATION LEVEL of the CLA.

THE HARDWARE LEVEL

Describes the foundational myth by which value and its pursuit is framed. It is at this level that the myth that precedes the story of money exists. The hardware level describes hard limits of the system in a similar way that the technological resources a desktop computer are hard limits to what an operating system can allocate to application for the purposes of providing functionality to the user.

- This level also associates to the MYTH LEVEL of the CLA.

USER

THE USER LEVEL

Describes the real economy level where people and institutions interact with real goods and services in exchange for financial products including currencies, mortgages, and loans.

- This level associates to the LITANY LEVEL of the CLA

WORLDVIEW

THE OPERATING SYSTEM LEVEL

Describes the interconnected network of national banks, licensed or chartered banks connected to the central bank, national governments, corporations, and high wealth individuals that control and influence the issuance of currency and the management of large sums of money through monetary policy and financial regulation. The operating system describes the constellation of entities that are in relative degrees of proximity to the authority to issue currency. It is this level that contains the real-world dynamics of the essence communicated in the now-evolved story of the goldsmith, as well as other worldviews on money and monetary systems.

- This level associates to the WORLDVIEW LEVEL of the CLA

It is at this level that the meaning from Rushkoff’s metaphor becomes a worldview in the CLA.
3. Scarcity in the origin narrative of money

3.1. The Common Currency

The hybrid CLA model isolates and explores the monetary technology (fractional reserve central banking) by which most of the money in the world is issued into existence (Huber, 2017). This common currency is debt-based and issued into the system as a loan at interest by a central authority, backed by the legal frameworks of a nation. One outcome of this dynamic is a system always short the interest, and therefore always beholden to the mechanism by which money is created.

3.2. Valuing lack

If the monetary exchange relationship is facilitated by a premise (signifier) that holds lack as valuable, then it follows that the experiential outcomes in those transactional relationships have a propensity to be influenced by that value, although not determinedly so. The proposition is, that when you use an IOU at interest, issued by a central authority, backed by a legal framework, as the premise (the holder of value) in a transaction, you get an objective reality signifier of value that gives an abstracted concept of value in the imaginary that is married to an abstracted concept of scarcity.

Figure 4. Value and scarcity

It follows that there is a connection to the widespread belief in scarcity as a primary fact of life in that the issuance of currency embeds scarcity as valuable at its inception. It begs the question, is scarcity such a predominant component in economic dialogue because it has been designed into the source
code of the system to be valuable? Of course, there is value in identifying what is scarce, but has our monetary medium overvalued this quality?

To be clear, the idea that the myriad transactions using this (or any) kind of money is a ritual that makes more real the narrative of the current system, is not necessarily to dissuade or admonish the spending of money or the power of market forces. On the contrary, the degree to which the widespread belief in scarcity is so often held as a fact of life is a strong endorsement to the ability of market forces to spread the values held by money.

Instead, it is to look at the “wicked problem” of ongoing and expanding financial inequality and proposing a rationale to why, beyond the very real greed and malfeasance of individual actors in the system, that dynamic is entrenched as normal at the level of a caricature. The optimistic question to frame further research is what other value(s) beyond scarcity might be held by the monetary technology we use to express and exchange value?

3.3. The underlying hardware: The myth of the system

Current state myth: A finite game

James P. Carse’s book, *Finite and Infinite Games: A Vision of Life as Play and Possibility*, brings forth the idea that there are (at least) two kinds of games. (Carse, 1986) One could be called finite, the other, infinite. A finite game is played for the purpose of winning. An infinite game is played for the purpose of continuing the play.

The study frames the current system myth as a finite game, played repeatedly with a central rule that says, to win, the player must have more money than other players having less.

Scarcity, to whatever degree it is experienced in the objective reality or believed the imagined reality, results in predictable behavioral patterns; if we believe that things are scarce, we accumulate. The demonstrable adherence to these rules gestures to the foundational myth of the system: that value is created by scarcity, and so things of value are predominantly scarce.

Future state myth: An infinite game

The foundational myth of an alternative system is might say that things of value are predominantly in abundance. The source of that abundance is not just in the fact that the word “abundant” is the opposite of the word “scarcity”. Rather, the abundance is in our unique ability “to talk about things that don’t exist anywhere” (Harari, 2014); to create fictional realities, worlds, in the incidents that exist in the shared imaginaries of our relationships.
There is always the possibility (although exercising it is sometimes at great cost) to define the abstract concept of value in any terms agreed to within the relationship. Or as Noam Chomsky puts it, we all have the capacity to produce new expressions, new in our experience, new in the history of the language (Chomsky, 2014), and, to build on this idea, perhaps also in the history of the currency. It is this demonstrable ability that is unique to homo sapiens that is the cornerstone of a foundational myth about abundance.

### 3.4. Summary

The key issue within the system today and the essence of this study; not that the finite game of pursuing profit within timeframes to win in terms of money is wrong or bad or flawed, but that when the finite game is perceived to be the only kind of game, anything outside of it is first devalued, and then dismissed and/or demolished. The power to author the story of money, the agreement of our shared values, is concealed within the perspective of a finite game.

The infinite game perspective includes conscious attention to the entire cycle by which the narrative is authored and re-authored. This wider perspective allows us to consider how we might generate wealth in terms of what we would like to more readily experience in the transaction, in contrast to how much we can accumulate within the transaction.

### 4. Self-esteem

In search of a way to develop tangible tactics to shift the myth of the current system, the study sought a model that articulates the finite game/infinite game dynamics on a more personal level. Self-esteem provides a human-centered framework to explore how connecting scarcity with value impacts human beings.

#### 4.1. What is Self Esteem?

Nathanial Branden frames self-esteem by these tenets: (Branden, 2004)

1. It is an internal valuation based on the presence or absence of specific attributes, the coherence or synergy of those attributes are one’s self esteem.
2. It is at a level of the “deepest vision of competence and worth”—it’s a truth, (perhaps concealed to the very person making the valuation), beneath any self-delusion.
3. It is a human need, on the level of oxygen, and humans make the evaluation one way or another.
4. If self-esteem is attempted to be fulfilled through false sources it creates an addictive cycle where actual self-esteem deteriorates and addiction dynamics intensify. The study looks at outside validation as a false source of self-esteem.

4.2. Outside validation

In instances where the internal valuation is low and/or it’s outcome avoided, the evaluation will still be made using false sources (McKay and Fanning, 2016). One false source is outside validation. While outside validation is framed as very important and good and expansive (for example in the form of a salary or award), when used in the valuation of self-esteem, it serves as a false source. Outside validation used as self-esteem, brings a short term “hit” but is not sustainable and erodes true self-esteem.

4.3. Self-esteem described in system archetypes

Escalation

The escalation archetype describes the dynamic that entrenches the finite game and conceals an infinite game perspective. To the degree that participant B has a healthy self-esteem, (or is not using money as a part of the evaluation that is self-esteem), is the degree to which the threat posed by a differential in relative wealth position, although still potentially threatening, is not an existential threat.
Hooked on Heroics

Figure 6.

The hooked on heroics system archetype describes how public heroics generate outside validation in the form of awards, monetary compensation, celebrity etc. When outside validation is available, there is a choice in the intention of how to receive or use it. If used within the evaluation of self-esteem, it ultimately lowers self-esteem, increasing the frequency and intensity of self-esteem crises and driving behaviour towards more public heroics. Used as a resource (for example, an award can lead to collaboration with new partners, more money can lead to more time and space for internal reflection, etc.) more attention can be paid to the attributes of real self-esteem, lowering the intensity and frequency of self-esteem crises.

5. Conclusion

Moving from a myth of scarcity one of abundance, the study suggests the tactics and tools of building self-esteem on a personal level be applied to the experience design of (increasingly digital) monetary transactions. How might we design transactions that increase the determination to be powerful, the ability to think and feel, the willingness and desire to understand, and principle-based versus opportunistic-based motivations?

5.1. Consciousness as wealth

It was made clear in the analysis that the naming of a foundational myth of abundance is not simply because the word “abundance” is the opposite of the word “scarcity”. It is the output that those two
words are opposites in their meaning, but the source of the abundance is in the conscious awareness of our unique human ability to create an imagined world in the shared experiences of our relationships.

This ability to create is a demonstrable fact and not a new-age postulation. It is evidenced in imagined realities like Canada, Google, and Human Rights. If we were to cut open a human body, there are no human rights inside, (Harari, 2016) and yet we have deep and meaningful relationships with that imagined reality and those like it; they impact and drive our motivations and behaviours. This study argues that the same is true for money. The value of money is not only an objective reality fact, it is a narrative that has been authored to varying degrees of consciousness at the site of the transaction. The study has revealed that over time, there have been design choices that have manifested a transaction site that conceals the impact of the experience on the story of money, on our collective agreement of what we value.

The study proposes that our collective intervention point is at the site of the monetary transaction, designing experiences that improve the specific attributes that comprise personal self-esteem. Each of us can contribute to the construction of the imagined reality that is money in our conscious consideration of what we turn it into, how we do it, and who we do it with. We can collectively write the story of money, (and incentivize the support of each other in that authorship) to hold the values that we prefer by taking the authentic and uncomfortable risk to understand what we each hold as valuable, and then to share with each other what our true values are. Said another way, we can play infinitely in the context of money towards an outcome of keeping the game going. The process of becoming more conscious of our values, of what we hold as valuable, that process itself would seem to be the value of the future. What else is money but a protocol for the expression and exchange of value?

It is important to note that the current system engaging in this subject matter might generate the terrifying question of how will we monetize consciousness? The unease that comes with this question from the left-hand side of the “U” speaks to the stakes of dealing with foundational myths; it is precarious in the transition. From an infinite perspective, the study hopes to gesture to another the other way, changing where the momentum is; from a hierarchical mandate of what value is to a decentralized discovery of the values we want money to hold. We might build a new version of our collective wealth by bringing our conscious values to the holder, or holders, of value, and circulating them.
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1. Introduction

The paper discusses the topic of participatory design processes with systemic approach as a tool to negotiate, shape and prototype new inclusive models of citizenship and care to benefit marginal groups in society.

The topic will be addressed via three case studies from the field experience of our action research through Design and Anthropology approach toward social inclusion (World Bank, 2013). In the context of the action research, the two disciplines shaped a collaborative and vibrant research environment challenging the issues of participation in design processes. Since 2009, the research operates in several Italian cities, entailing both methodological analysis and transformative actions that have tangible effects on social care systems: marginalized people, caregivers, services’ management organizations.

Italian welfare policies, norms and regulations define the general framework of social care system. These are acquired by regions and subsequently applied by municipalities. In this paper, when we refer to social care systems we talk about local systems that are shaped in a specific territory. Each local social care system is composed by several single services managed by diverse private social institutions from the third sector working in synergy with the municipalities. According to our field experiences, if it’s true that social care system is an emergent entity in each territory, this doesn’t necessarily implies that it can be considered as a robust and coordinated network of services with interrelated functions that aims to produce clearly established and common outcomes. In the reality, each service is characterized by his own specificity, in terms of the different needs to which each of them has to respond, in terms of management and operative practices adopted to respond to their mandates, in terms of the multiple individualities that work within each service and, nonetheless, in terms of the places and spaces in which the services are provided. So a single service can be intended as a subsystem encompassed by the main, at least less defined, one.

Our research involves three typologies of beneficiaries of social care systems: people with disabilities, migrants and homeless people. They are usually intended as “fragile” people since they manifest urgent and highly impacting needs that require specific answers, usually provided by different system’s services. But beneficiaries’ needs are multi level (Brandolini, Saraceno, Schizzerotto, 2009) - housing, health, income, work, social relationships, autonomy - and interconnected. This means that the single service implicitly fulfils, in a certain way, not only to a single need but to a system of interrelated needs. In the same way, we can say that the service involves the beneficiary but also his/her social network (family members, friends) and, often, the caregivers. All these interconnected aspects give us the idea of the complexity of social care systems and why they are not easy to define and circumscribe. More than ever, they are not crystallized entities but ever-changing systems that are constantly in transformation and that needs to be transformed to better answer to social change.

All the projects we are going to describe move from the stakeholders’ desire of tangible transformations in order to improve the quality of the single service. The expected changes arise
from diverse level of design interventions aiming at the development of new products, the redesign of spaces and housing processes, the innovation of the service. Our thesis is that, in order to support and facilitate this “desire of change”, it seems to be preferable to operate according to a systemic design approach (Jones, 2014) and to develop projects based on a wide participation and on a multi-stakeholders collaboration, in order to include most of the users in decision making processes.

2. Method and tools

Since 2009, we have been developing a specific interdisciplinary method, influenced both by design and anthropology, and a set of practical tools to operate into complex social systems.

The fundamental strategies that define our method are:

1. To observe and analyse the contest (e.g. the service) in order to define it as a system and to understand it in its complexity. We focus on the social relationships that occur among people and the stakeholders, and we analyse how they shape the system through the usage of spaces and objects. To do so, we use focus-group, in-depth interview, video-tour and participatory observation when the project has been undertaken.

2. To carry out co-design processes: all the actors are involved as expert users. We build shared decision making processes in order to better respond to an explicit request or designing together a shared vision of change. We co-design also tools and procedures to achieve the change.

3. To encourage co-production of the intervention with every stakeholders. They are invited to make available resources in order to produce and manage the interventions.

4. To lead co-creation processes of the most tangible and practical stage of the project set out during the co-design process. We invite the actors to take part to the process sharing knowledge, skills, and competences.

The results of the co-design processes are intended as ongoing solution, powered by the participation of the stakeholders and open for collaborative improvements and negotiation in order to better meet the needs and desires of the users.

Every practical design interventions can be conceived, at the same time, as an output and as a prototype. They are output, because they represent the final stage of a creative process that finds its formal expression in real objects. They are prototypes, because the final results are rarely pre-determined by a top-down approach and they can be constantly re-discussed and improved by the stakeholders with new creative processes in an iterative way.

The participatory workshop is the practical tool we adopt to materially build the prototypes of the products/services, shaping the desired change. Our workshops consist of on-site interventions through creative and collaborative processes, working from within the context. The workshop is an opportunity to stimulate synergies among the actors in an informal and dialogic environment. During
the workshop new connections between all the actors are found out, tried out and tightened. The workshop is a dialogic environment (Sennet, 2012) where solutions can be tested, discussed and implemented with all participants.

We take great care in designing also the practical work. We promote the use of techniques and tools that anybody can handle in order to give the opportunity to participate to as many people as possible. In this way, the workshop offers also the opportunity to invite in the "outside" to take part to the processes: university students, volunteers, citizens. This allow us to try and connect the social care system services, so often marginalized, with the society.

3. Case studies

3.1 Design for Each one. Co-design of personalized devices for people suffering from multiple sclerosis and muscular dystrophy

How to open thickened water packaging can independently, how to protect the electronic component of a wheelchair during rainy days, how to play table football from a wheelchair or how to hold cards for playing: those are some of the everyday life problems of sufferers from multiple sclerosis and muscular dystrophy that are investigated and targeted during the project by a group of designers and caregivers.

The co-design process of ‘Design for each one’ involves users, care givers, design students and researchers; it promotes collaboration between an university (Politecnico di Torino), a national social association (AISM, Associazione Italiana Sclerosi Multipla) and the social cooperative managing the care service (Animazione Valdocco).

Via participant observation, the group investigates on those gestures that users cannot do in order to prototype small tools to facilitate those gestures. Within a one-week workshop, the prototype is developed by a continuous collaborative process with the user. Than, with the same method, the prototype is implemented and tested (through everyday use) for a long time (6-12 months) until it is ready to be released as a working product.

REMARKS:

In most cases, the traditional care market doesn’t offer appropriate aids because of the specificity of the disease. In fact, the needs of the person affected by multiple sclerosis are extremely individual (every sufferer present a specific progression of the symptoms of the disease) and they can change extremely quickly. However, even if they are not “commercially appealing” for the mass production market, those personal unanswered needs compromise the quality of life of the suffer.

With this premises, the workshop offers the opportunity to give voice to the suffers needs with a collaborative process working both around and with the individual. The workshop has been
acknowledged by the Associazione Italiana Sclerosi Multipla, in fact it took root in the yearly calendar of the organization as an extraordinary framework to deepen the needs of their users.

The next challenge is to monitor how the aids could impact also on the care networks that rotates around the individuals (families, organizations). Whereas, on a wider perspective, the challenge is to understand how many sufferers could benefit from a customized production of the aids and how to reach them. So a scaling process of the project can be discussed in terms of transferability of the products to other AISM beneficiaries.

3.2 Progetto Bellezza. Participatory renovation of shelters for migrants and homeless people in Milan

‘Progetto Bellezza’ consists in a participatory renovation of shelters for migrants and homeless people in Milan. It aims to stimulate a discussion on buildings, on their improvement, and their new design, according to the psycho-emotional and social needs of migrants and homeless people through an inclusive method (Campagnaro et alii, 2018).

The project relies on the collaboration of the homeless people and migrants living in the shelters and workers belonging the organization managing the reception service (Fondazione Progetto Arca Onlus) in the role of expert users, designers from Politecnico di Torino, young volunteers as high school students and citizens in general.

The design action places emphasis on ideal of “co-created beauty” as trigger to reshape reception services and spaces that are often hosted in buildings constructed for specific purposes (schools, offices, factories) which, once their original function ceases, are temporarily transformed into housing.
The co-design process is stimulated by preliminary focus groups with hosts and workers, in order to understand the critical issues and to define together solutions that all the actors can agree on. Then, the group of participants is engaged in the tangible transformations initiatives: furniture building, wall painting, wayfinding set up. The project generates a sort of temporary “creative revolution” in the shelter: everybody is welcomed to participate and help with the design interventions. The vibrant environment of the workshop challenges the reception service’s routines and fixed roles and create a positive impact, also because it involves operators and users in the actions, giving value to people’s skills and aspirations (Campagnaro, 2018).

The effects of this process are diverse in relation to each category of participant: for migrants people, participation acts as a trigger for a sense of protagonism and gratification, while, for the organization’s workers, the project offers the chance to rethink the way the service is provided and to imagine how the spaces could contribute to improve it.

REMARKS:

In the case of ‘Progetto Bellezza’ we recorded an improvement of the perception of the shelters by the actors. Although the participatory approach for the amelioration and maintenance of the spaces has been appreciated by the organization it has not been undertaken completely. In fact, even if there is an ideal agreement on the values promoted by co-design approach, these are not transferred to the praxes level, where the decisions about the quality of the spaces (decoration, refurbishment, usage of spaces) are still taken by a Foundation’s technician on his own.

As researchers, we assume that at this stage our participation is still indispensable. We act as creative directors and workshop animators, fostering an experimentation of a new design process of the spaces, based on care and relationship, that the organization is unable to perform yet. So, the next challenge of ‘Progetto Bellezza’ is to create the conditions that will enable a release of the model. The project needs to consolidate the adoption of the participative model as a strategy to improve the quality of the spaces and, consequently, of the reception service itself, even without the presence of the designers on field.
3.3 Costruire Bellezza. Design Anthropology led lab based in Turin aiming at social inclusion

‘Costruire Bellezza’ was born in the context of a ten-year action research conducted in collaboration within the homeless reception services of the municipality of Turin. ‘Costruire Bellezza’ is a participatory lab that include homeless people, care givers, social workers, students and researchers in design and social sciences and creative talents, via creative experiences.

The process is rooted in the collaboration between the Municipality services for homeless people, the social cooperative managing these services and our universities (Politecnico di Torino and Università di Torino). The lab functioning is based on regularly held workshops leading to the production of co-design and co-created artifacts for the participants of the project and for the neighborhood communities.
REMARKS:

The main outcome of the project can be traced on what the collaboration of the participants generates in terms of empowerment of the homeless people (Sen, 1992) putting in value their capabilities, development of new skills in the students (Margolin and Margolin, 2002). It also offers an innovative and more informal occasion of contact and dialogue, during which the relationships between social operators, educators, and homeless people are tightened.

One of the core values of ‘Costruire Bellezza’ is reciprocity. The exchange happens simultaneously on two levels: at the level of the creative workshops, where the participants share competences, skills and mutual help in order to co-design the products, and at a systemic level, where the relationship between the creative potential offered by the group “inside” of the project meets the opportunities coming from the “outside”, offering a participative learning environment based on doing together.

The next challenge in ‘Costruire Bellezza’ is to sustain design practices that promote learning, experimentation, connection with external realities, toward a continuous regeneration of the project itself. This goal can be achieved only by working on the values shared among the actors. These values can be generated and enhanced throughout design activities that are able to bring together innovation, personal creativity, sharing, flourishing, personal development, and optimism, in a systemic perspective.

Figure 3. Designing together in the carpentry lab of Costruire Bellezza.
4. Facing complexity with awareness

The specificity of the case studies presented can be traced in the extensive use of the co-design method in order to develop all the (tangible-intangible) artifacts together with the users. This happens either the output is a tool, a space or a new social service.

The theory of the “design domains” (Jones, Van Patter, 2009) can be useful to notice the different degree of complexity between the projects. As we mentioned, despite this distinction, they all act via specific and defined interventions (products or spaces) that, for us researchers, work as a “can opener” (Collier and Collier, 1986) allowing us to look deep inside the complexity of the system.

In ‘Design for each one’ the focus is on the efficacy of the products (domain 1.0). The evaluation of the impact is certainly connected to the question of how good the products are in meeting the personal needs of the user. But we can also trace and highlight positive consequences in terms of empowering the organization and the educational work.

In ‘Progetto Bellezza’ the participatory renovation of the shelter suggests the opportunity to undertake a design process at a more complex scale, working on a service dimension (domain 2.0). According to our perspective, to assume the co-design model as “a new way to do things” can lead to the improvement of the reception service itself in terms of both quality and functionality of spaces. This could benefit all the stakeholders, connecting them systematically as agents of change. The co-design practice, in fact, suggests the enhancement of not only physical changes but also of the strategy that lies behind the service (Campagnaro, Di Prima, 2018). In the case of ‘Progetto Bellezza’, all the interventions in the different shelters helped us researchers to better define the whole system, to map and connect the elements in order to understand its complexity. At the same time we notice that the awareness of all the actors of the system is crucial in order to co-create a (new) demand regarding the innovation of the whole care system itself, whenever this is desirable and/or possible.

Lastly, it is possible to read ‘Costruire Bellezza’ as an example of a project operating on the high level of complexity of the scale of the design domains (3.0). Started as an experiment (Binder, Redström, 2006) in 2014, it is now recognized by the public administration as part of public service for homeless people. Nevertheless, as an initiative of social cohesion, Costruire Bellezza provides an example of how co-designed services can suggest new policy models.

5. Final Remarks

Producing co-design interventions is a kind of activity that entails a multitude of processes such as learning, sharing, creating and experimenting (Manzini, 2015; Verganti, 2009; Cross, 1981); it can generate shared values between designers and individuals from non-creative occupations or fields.
Furthermore, this can affect an individual’s motivation to collaborate and the motivation of a group to pursue common interest/benefits through which the knowledge sharing is enhanced.

In order to innovate a social care system, it is necessary to involve the stakeholders in a collaborative definition of the relationships that occurs within the system. Since this process can be difficult for the group because it implies the comprehension of a high level of complexity, to start working together on specific products can be very strategic. This entry level of co-design focused on tangible outputs is effective in developing, first, a common understanding of the problems and, secondly, sets of shared solutions. Whenever the complexity is not understood via a collaborative process, the actors of the system won’t be able to develop awareness about the chances of strategic innovation offered by its relationships. In fact, the researchers intuitions about future possible developments can be seized as an opportunity only if the system recognises it as such.

According to our experience, the systemic vision combined with a participative Design Anthropology approach enhances the relationships among all the stakeholders. Moreover, new visions of the services can be developed, promoting to move away from the standardized roles usually defining relationships in the care system (operators/workers that assist/help people in needs), toward the idea of a care system as an organic entity in which every actor can be a “beneficiary” of other’s resources. In order to facilitate and foster an horizontal environment of mutual exchange and collaboration, it is compulsory that the researches stay within the processes in its making. Doing so, they understand attitudes, behaviors, unspoken needs and outcomes and they can reorient the process on the basis of what the field and the people respond. Places of care can become places of strategic innovation if the project’s system is open, flexible and sensitive to context and individuals. This fosters the cohesion and the inclusiveness of the care systems and it generates the opportunity for all those involved to flourish.
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Abstract: Various stakeholders in the complex healthcare systems often prioritise and pursue different purposes, values and outcomes. Understanding/sharing/negotiating the trade-offs between them is a critical action in the development and design of complex healthcare systems. Some approaches like work domain analysis or soft systems methodology attempted to map the complex interactions, but it remains unclear how those maps and visualisations are in line with how people conceptualise in practice. This study aims to explore how designers visualise complex system interactions using healthcare outcomes to define the purpose. A workshop was conducted with 23 designers to generate outcome-based visualisations. The results indicate that designers conceptualise the purpose of the healthcare systems in different ways. Complexity was expressed through organic circles and messy arrows. However, support elements are needed to conduct open visualisations. These results may play a role in developing a visualisation-based method to address the complexity of purpose definition in healthcare.
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1. Introduction

Systems thinking is fast becoming an essential paradigm to deal with the increasing complexity of healthcare design and development (Carayon et al., 2014; Carey et al., 2015; P. Jones, 2013; Peters, 2014; Waterson & Catchpole, 2016; Wilkinson, Goff, Rusoja, Hanson, & Swanson, 2018). Systems thinking is the ability to understand world phenomena as an interrelated whole complex and adaptive system (Adam & de Savigny, 2012; Flood, 2010; Peters, 2014). Systems thinking aims to assist in the holistic understanding of the system across the different stakeholders involved. But the different stakeholders constantly face disagreements and clash of values even in critical decisions such as defining the purpose of the system.

The purpose of the system is a changeable higher order principle that enables and guides the design of systems (Jones, 2014). Although the healthcare system purpose could be perceived as a persistent agreement, there could be discrepancies about how to achieve it (Barbero & Pallaro, 2017). These discrepancies are influenced by value conflicts, lack of common vision and priority of goals and outcomes (Haynes, 2018), so they should be consensually negotiated by the different stakeholders from the early stages of design (Jones & Bowes, 2017). Hence, it is critical to explore how to consensually define the purpose of the system in healthcare between multidisciplinary teams of stakeholders at the earliest stage of the design process.

Several systems thinking approaches rely on the use of visualisations to build consensus. Visualisations are graphical representations aiming to holistically communicate the relationship between the elements of the system. Historically, visualisations have helped to address the discussion of complex topics (Comi, Bischof, & J. Eppler, 2014; Crilly, Blackwell, & Clarkson, 2006) and to facilitate sensemaking from multidisciplinary perspectives complex systems (Holden et al., 2013; P. Jones & Bowes, 2016; Read, Salmon, Lenné, & Stanton, 2015). Despite those benefits, there are few methods that address the purpose definition supported by visualisations.

Among the system thinking approaches that aim to define the system purpose supported by visualisations are Cognitive Work Analysis (CWA) and rich pictures. CWA presents five different domains to map the system from purpose to values, functions, physical processes and objects (Rasmussen, 1985; Read et al., 2015; Salmon, Jenkins, Stanton, & Walker, 2010). The purpose domain is the highest level that defines the reason for the existence of the system, and it maintains a straightforward relationship with the values. CWA offers a structure of the expected visual output that comprises the five-domain definition prior to start further actions. However, it remains ambiguous how each of the domains should be addressed or whether how each of them could inform further design stages. In a related example, rich pictures is a soft system method that illustrates complex situations by connecting hand-drawn sketches (Bell & Morse, 2013). During the drawing process, not only traditional system components are incorporated, but also subjective and hidden elements such as prejudices, points of view and values are aroused. Rich pictures evoke a broad range of inner system issues, consequently, the visual result could be overwhelming to analyse and to apply as an input to further stages.
These systems approaches have offered insights into the importance of defining the purpose of the system while a system is going to be designed, but less attention has been paid into the practical aspects of facilitating the visualisation method. For example, to conduct a visualisation-based method often required a trained facilitator able to apply the tools or guide the process. It remains unclear how greater support can be provided to the facilitators that conduct visualisations as a mean to negotiated and define the purpose of the system. Traditionally, designers have occupied the role of facilitators and they could provide meaningful initial feedback on how they could be supported while conducting a visualisation method.

Therefore, the purpose of this study is to explore how designers visualise complex system interactions using healthcare outcomes to support the definition of a system purpose. This will provide an initial overview of the dynamics of a visual-based method towards the definition of better support elements to define the purpose of the healthcare system. To achieve this aim, the study conducted a visualisation-based workshop that employs a novel visualisation support tool.

2. Methodology

A three-hour workshop was conducted with a group of designers and design researches. The aim of the workshop was to explore how they visually conceptualise complex interactions between purposes, values and outcomes of a healthcare delivery system for diabetic patients. The structure of the workshop was adapted from general recommendations of Jones and Bowes (2016) Sevaldson (2015) and Skjelten (2014).

2.1. Participants and samplings

This workshop was arranged at an international Design conference (DRS2018). The attendees of this conference have the opportunity to participate in this workshop. The abstract of the workshop was posted in advance on the conference website allowing attendees to have an overview of the expected activities, major expected outcomes and gaining interested from those participants with previous experience in healthcare design.

The participant recruitment was achieve using a non-probabilistic sample of convenience with a space limit of twenty-five participants. Twenty-three design practitioners/researchers with experience in healthcare design participated in the final workshop. Smaller groups were formed through the first activity in the workshop by assigning participants randomly. The description of the participants is presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Descriptive information of the participants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Number of participants</th>
<th>Professional Background</th>
<th>Experience in Healthcare</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Academic, industrial design</td>
<td>Medical device design, assistive product, service design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Product design, Design research, industrial design</td>
<td>Relative living with, service design, design research, medical device manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Academic, industrial designer</td>
<td>Service design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Product designer</td>
<td>Service design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Designer</td>
<td>User experience</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2. Materials

Prior to the workshop, the research team prepared outcome cards (Figure 1) to facilitate group discussion and visual conceptualisation. The cards consist of two-sided 105x148 mm rectangles presenting a wide range of diabetes outcomes. On the front, the name of the outcome was written, while in the back part it showed a basic description of the outcome, tools to collect or monitor the outcome, the frequency of the collections and space for feedback.

Figure 1. Example of outcome cards used in the workshop (front and back)

Each team received thirty-three outcomes divided into five categories. The outcomes were selected based on a comprehensive literature review of the most relevant outcomes in diabetes care including patient-related, staff-related, organisation-related outcomes as well as clinical. Examples of provided outcomes are biometrics, health-related behaviours, safety, quality of care, subjective wellbeing and happiness. The outcomes included in the workshop are summarised in Table 2.

Another material was provided such as blank papers for individual visualisations, A0 blank paper for group visualisations, 5 cm round outcome stickers that contain the outcome name to facilitate their outcome mapping on the blank paper, markers and post-it notes.
Table 2. Outcomes included in the workshop of the preliminary study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Outcomes included</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Quality and Cost</td>
<td>Trust in physician, patient satisfaction, safety culture, adherence to clinical guidelines. Cost, hospitalisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comorbidities</td>
<td>Chronic kidney disease, functional status, depression, symptoms of complication, long-term complication, cognitive functioning, survival</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical</td>
<td>Hypoglycaemia, Diabetic ketoacidosis, HbA1c, blood pressure, cholesterol, risk factors,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavioural</td>
<td>Health literacy, self-care, adherence to treatment, physical activity, physical functioning, healthy lifestyle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychosocial</td>
<td>Health-related quality of life, happiness, social functioning, the economic burden of treatment, subjective wellbeing, perceived health status, diabetes distress, fear of hypoglycaemia,</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3. Procedure

Pilot session

A pilot session was conducted to test the major activities of the workshop. This pilot session was held on month in advance on a different venue. Ten design researchers who were in their PhD programme were recruited.

One activity which asked the participants to analyse the existing outcome-based visualisations was dropped since it was found too time-consuming and overwhelming for the participants. In addition, an individual visualisation step was added. Participants mentioned that individual time was needed to familiarise with outcomes. The rest of the activities tested in the pilot session were considered appropriate and included in the workshop.

Final workshop

A design brief for visual outcome mapping and the aforementioned supporting materials were provided, but, no pre-defined template or rigid structure was imposed. This open mapping approach is similar to GIGA-Maps (Sevaldson, 2015; Skjelten, 2014), but outcome cards were additionally provided to facilitate the mapping process.

Participants were asked to carry out three main tasks. First, they were asked to generate an individual visualisation based on their first understanding of the outcome relationships. Second, they were asked to synthesise each perspective and to create one visualisation for each group. The group visualisations were basic models that represent the collaborative knowledge and agreements of the relationship of the outcomes. Finally, during the third activity participants were asked to produce oral narratives on their visualisations. They also provided feedback on the workshop activities.
2.4. Data Collection and Analysis

The visualisations were analysed based on the identification of the type of structures, frequencies of outcomes and other elements. The type of structure was identified by choosing the dominant structure that stands out the most from the visualisation. If more than one structure dominated the visualisation, both were identified and reported in the results. Afterwards, the visualisations were compared with each other to identify similar graphic patterns. Frequencies were also counted manually in each of the visualisations and the top five were reported.

In the case of narratives, the audios were transcribed and coded using an open thematic analysis following an inductive and critical realist perspective (Braun & Clarke, 2006). This perspective aims to report the experiences of participants but retaining the focus on the limits of reality. The thematic analysis allowed the extraction of the major themes mentioned by the groups. These themes are about how the participants used outcomes to define a purpose and how they used the materials provided. Coding was conducted using nVivo software.

3. Results

Overall, the data consisted of twenty-three individual visualisations and five group visualisations accompanied by their narratives. The results are presented in the following three sections: i) the analysis of the individual visualisations; ii) the group visualisations and iii) the thematic analysis of the narratives.

3.1. Individual visualisations

Each of the individual visualisations was analysed to find structure patterns, the frequency of outcomes and new elements added by the participants. Figure 2 shows an example of a mixed visualisation that illustrated a timeline and a location structure.
Table 3 summarises the findings from the rest of the individual visualisations. The results did no show a clear dominant structure among the participants, but timeline, location and intensity (arrange outcomes according to its importance and severity) were the three most common. Participants used this intensity structure to express outcomes changed over time.

Table 3. Types of structures in personal visualisations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Timeline + location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network + location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A to B (multiple) + Loops</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timeline + hierarchy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clusters + Loops</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concept map + -Intensity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timeline + intensity + location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clusters + intensity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A to B + Loops</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concept map</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classification (symptoms, functions)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient-centred + intensity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classification (happiness)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A to B (multiple choices)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concept map</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.2. Team visualisations

Five team visualisations results (Figure 3) were analysed to identify the main structure, outcomes and relationships. The figure shows the individual structures on the top to compare with the group visualisation.
Figure 3. Team visualisations in contrast with the individual structures.
The most striking observation from the data comparison of the visualisations was the lack of a dominant structure across the five visualisations. A timeline appeared in two examples (C and D), but just in the example D the timeline structure dominated the visualisation. The timelines in example C were used to represent that outcomes are not statics and intensity fluctuations occur across time. Instead, circle, organic shapes and messy connectors (arrows) were preferred to represent the system. Interestingly, four out of five groups (A, B, D and E) generated completely new structures with respect to the individual visualisations. Only one of the group visualisations (C) was derived from a specific individual visualisation structure. This could suggest that the group visualisation process was not much influenced by the individual visualisation structure.

In four visualisations (A, B, D, E), outcomes were grouped and arranged into categories (Table 4). All the visualisations included outcomes from the five categories. But there were differences regarding which outcomes were included in the visualisation. Table 4 shows the percentages of the outcomes included in the group visualisation by five outcome categories. 100% indicates that all the outcomes provided of that category were included in the visualisation. Overall percentages were calculated considered the total of outcomes. These overall results show that behavioural and psychosocial outcomes tend to be more represented than the other groups. The group of quality and cost were less included.

Table 4. Management and percentage of use of outcomes in the group visualisations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Patient and non-patient</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Objective and subjective</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Disease, patient and healthcare system</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>No categories created</td>
<td>66%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>83%</td>
<td>75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Pre-diabetes, diagnosis and treatment</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>83%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>Out of control, in control and monitored</td>
<td>83%</td>
<td>86%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall percentages</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>87%</td>
<td>97%</td>
<td>95%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3. Narratives on group visualisations

The thematic analysis of the narratives identified how participants used the outcomes and their opinions about how their visualisation can be applied in design. Three major topics arisen from the analysis are presented in Table 5.
Table 5. Main topics from thematic analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Comments from participants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>How the outcomes should be/were used?</td>
<td>Outcomes should be continuously monitored rather than discussed once upfront.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Psychosocial outcomes should be considered as long-term.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Health status, happiness, cost and efficiencies were the most mentioned outcomes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What did graphics represent?</td>
<td>Circle was used to represent continuous and organic process.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lines were used to segregate outcomes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Timelines were considered easy to use, but unhelpful in communicating complexity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Graphics should look messy to represent complexity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How visualizations can be used in practice?</td>
<td>Visualisations are a great and simple tool (for designers) to identify correlations and improvement areas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Visualisations can help to solve conflicts between patient and providers.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Narratives clarified issues about the use of outcomes and the graphic conventions. Participants related psychosocial outcomes with long-term. These long-term outcomes also were linked to the aim of the system. Although it is not the same, participants used ‘aim’ and ‘purpose’ as interchangeable words. Participants mentioned that timelines (and lines, in general) did not communicate the messiness and the complexity of the system. Instead, participants alluded that circles, waves and organic arrows express the sensation of an ‘unstructured’ system. Finally, participants suggested that patients and providers could solve conflicts by doing a visualisation. Participants also declared that the material provided was an easy-to-use tool.

4. Discussion

The aim of the study was to explore the use of visualisations as a mean to define the purpose of the system. The results suggest that designers conceptualise complexity in different ways. Therefore, the outputs/visualisations could not be standardised. Nevertheless, the use of support elements (outcome cards) helped the participants to try different outcome arrangements. These outcomes arrangements evidenced how participants have negotiated the consensus during the workshop. Three findings emerged from this exploration: i) the lack of agreement between the group structures; ii) supporting material (outcome cards) was perceived very helpful and iii) some groups tend to quickly move forward design activities rather than purpose finding.

An unexpected finding of the study was the lack of a consistent structure among the five visualisations. Individual visualisations tended to use timeline and location structures. But the structures of group visualisations were completely different. The purpose finding tended to be related with the idea of the future. However, this future reference did not influence participants for using timelines. Some participants manifested that a timeline was too simple to represent the complexity of the system. Consequently, participants opted to express complexity through messy connections and organic circle structures.
None of the visualisation structures generated in this workshop were similar from CWA (Rasmussen, 1985) and other well-known design tools such as blueprints or journey maps. As this workshop recruit participants only with design backgrounds, a greater influence was expected from those widely-know design tools. Some individual visualisations, however, showed the similarity with rich pictures (Bell & Morse, 2013). These similarities denote the inclusion of sketches. These sketches could have been incorporated probably because drawing is a common designer activity. The resemblance with rich pictures was missed in the group visualisations. These group visualisations were lacking drawings. The discrepancies between the visualisations may suggest that participants visualise systems different when working in groups. Also, the lack of a pre-defined structure did not constrain the flow of the session; on the contrary, the open space encouraged the creativity of participants to generate visualisations with unexpected insights.

Consequently, the facilitation of the workshop played a vital role. Participants felt supported by the outcome cards in different ways. At the begging of the session, outcome cards were useful to ‘break the ice’ among participants, while in later stages, cards brought complex and meaningful issues into the discussion. Complex issues emerged when participants tried to relate apparently distant outcomes. To relate outcomes, participants created categories. These categories were different among the five visualisations, but psychosocial outcomes were related with the long term and with the patient expectations.

Participants needed to holistically comprehend the outcomes prior to relate them. Therefore, participants evoked personal experiences to complete the understanding of outcomes. The changes in the understanding of outcomes were evidenced by how participant moved the outcomes. Participants moved the outcomes around the surface trying to integrate insights from all the participants. This type of function could be considered analogous to the role of a boundary objects (Star & Griesemer, 1989).

Boundary objects are a common ground interface to help communities of practice to translate idiosyncratic meanings towards a better collaboration. The boundary objects should be flexible enough to be adapted by participants to different situation (Sajtos, Kleinaltenkamp, & Harrison, 2018; Star & Griesemer, 1989). Previous research in organisational sciences have proposed that boundary objects enable consensus-based interprofessional collaboration (Fominykh, Prasolova-Førland, Divitini, & Petersen, 2016; Sajtos et al., 2018); in addition, similar benefits have been found in healthcare practices (Keshet, Ben-Arye, & Schiff, 2013b; Sampalli, Shepherd, & Duffy, 2011). In this study, the outcome cards took the role of a boundary object. The flexible component emerged from the disagreements about the meaning and importance of outcomes. Psychosocial outcomes such as happiness, wellbeing and quality of life still are facing disagreements about their meaning and importance. These disagreements were used as provocations to discussion overarching elements of the system such as the purpose and values. This indicated that an open visualisation process could be positively supported by the implementation of a boundary object. A boundary object could enhance the communication of the participants and guide discussions to negotiate complex issues.
Finally, it was important the tendency of designers to move forward the design process. During the workshop session, participants were immersed in the activities of the purpose definition. But participants also showed hesitation because of the lack of a design application in the instructions. Consequently, participants related the visualisations with a practical design implication such as service design. The rush to jump into the next stage should be balanced by encouraging a slower and deeper reflection. Bell & Morse (2013) also identified that as soon as problems were spotted on the rich picture, participants are encouraged to move to the next step. This quick progression of the process leaves behind the richness of the picture. Nevertheless, this observation needs further research to define a balance between reflection and practical development.

**Limitations**

The scope of this study was limited in terms of the group of participants focusing exclusively on designers. This could have an influence on the perceived confidence to develop the activities. Designers normally feel comfortable dealing with the graphic-related assignment, but it remains in doubt how the rest of the healthcare stakeholders react to this visualisation method. A natural progression of this work is to explore the use of visualisation with patients and providers.

**5. Conclusions**

In summary, this study aims to explore how designers visualise complex systems using healthcare outcomes. The study illustrated that complexity could be graphically conceptualised different across participants. Individual structures were radically transformed into unique representation by group discussions. Groups found challenged to express complexity through graphic conventions such as timelines and appreciate the graphic flexibility of the expected output. This workshop also reflects that an open-based visualisation could engage participants in the task of discussing complex topics and solving conflicts. This study also shows that the use of support could be highly beneficial to conduct an open visualisation session. Outcome cards, as supported elements, were a promising support for modelling healthcare systems.

Further research needs to be conducted to compare these results with patients and providers. The comparisons would verify if the structures and the process could be analogous. This further study could also contribute to developing a system thinking method to deal with value conflicts in healthcare. More research is also needed to study in detail the role of outcome cards as boundary objects. This progression could transform the cards into a feasible ‘common language’ to visualise healthcare systems. Potential opportunities arise from exploring interactive artefacts to promote different arrangements and relationships.
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1. Introduction

Nowadays talking about industrial agri-food production also means referring to different environmental, economic and social repercussions. Although attention given to the way in which the food is produced has grown, the social costs linked to food production have been investigated with a more superficial approach. In many cases the most common mistake is to separate human health from the quality of production processes of food, forgetting that social costs also translate into health costs if they become burdensome and prolonged over time. However, an insufficient and fragmented level of information about the strong link between food undeclared contaminants and chronic diseases has reduced the consumer’s capability of choice in the purchase of food, further diminished by food primary selection executed by the large-scale retail trade (Figure 1).

![Figure 1. Overview of a Food and Health System (by authors)](image)

It is good to make a comparison: while smoking is a choice, getting sick through unreported contaminants contained in our food is not. Smoking is a bad habit, food is a necessity and as such, it should not poison humans. In fact, it is right to know that the most widespread diseases such as diabetes and obesity are not the only disorders related to the quality of food production processes, where production processes refer to all the activities carried out along the entire production cycle, from seed to sale. In this complex scenario, a systemic design approach acts as a tool for reading and analyzing linear agri-food supply chains, characterized by chemical inputs such as antibiotics, hormones, pesticides, and fertilizers (Bistagnino, 2011). However, nowadays the range of such contaminants is widening, especially considering all the chemical additives used during the extensive...
phases of food processing and all those substances released from polymeric packaging in the industrial or domestic conservation phase (Figure 2). In the human body, they act as endocrine disruptors, interacting with other contaminants assimilated during the years (Maga, 1995) and therefore representing huge risks that are hard to predict. The purpose of this contribution is to investigate how systemic designers can serve the community through powerful tools, methodologies, and potentialities, in order to prevent the emergence of complex global problems through the design of a system of relationships among a variety of specialized figures. This system aims to generate, in the near future, a complete service available to the citizens who seek the improvement of their health status, whether ill or not, within their own territory.

Figure 2. Phases of administration of chemical toxic pollutants in the Linear Agri-Food Production (by authors)

2. Food production and health: an overview

Food safety in Europe has become an important issue of public interest, particularly since the advent of the Bovine Spongiform Encephalopathy (BSE) and after the spread of genetically modified organisms. Today, food consumption is attracting global attention because of the constant chemical risks to which humans are exposed daily. On the subject of food risk¹, it is necessary to deal with its sources. They can be essentially classified into three categories (Yeung & Morris, 2001):

¹ The risk is defined as “a combination of the probability, or frequency, of occurrence of a defined hazard and the magnitude of the consequences of the occurrence” (Royal Society, 1992; HMSO, 1995). Specifically, within the agri-food sector it is not only relevant the analysis of pre-sale food risk, but also and especially the perception of the same risk by the end-consumer at the time of purchase.
• Microbiological sources, connected to the negative action of microorganisms such as bacteria, fungi, and yeasts that can cause food spoilage and the consequent possible poisoning of the consumer;
• Technological sources, referring to the potential negative consequences of technological processes in the food sector, such as the irradiation and genetic modification of food;
• Chemical sources, associated with the use of chemicals in the agri-food industry, aimed at maximizing market returns or preserving specific product characteristics.

This article focuses on the consequences of the chemical risk associated with food production, which in most cases coincides with the development of chronic diseases of different nature. To fully understand the complexity of this phenomenon, it is necessary to further grasp two concepts. These are the Acceptable Daily Intake (ADI), that is the quantity of pollutants legitimated to be swallowed daily without any apparent risk to health and the Chemical Body Burden, that represents the accumulation and interaction of chemical contaminants in the body (Robin, 2012) (Figure 3), that is usually not taken into account in the diagnosis of illnesses, despite its relevance. The effects and the mutual interaction of these chemical substances, not chosen by the consumer, are responsible for what the World Health Organization defines as an epidemic capable of perturbing the health of present and even upcoming generations. The list of diseases related to industrial food production is destined to lengthen, especially considering neurodegenerative diseases, reproductive dysfunctions and cases of teratogenesis in the fetus. It is estimated that most of the future pathologies will be of fetal origin and the transgenerational effects will gradually increase. For this reason, it is of primary importance to translate the concept of sustainable development and the same sense of environmental responsibility also in the field of public health. It is crucial to start from prevention, to defend the health of our posterity.

![Figure 3. Interaction between the acceptable daily doses of several toxic substances (by authors)](image-url)
This problem, intrinsically complex and not immediate to manage, is currently mainly addressed by medical professionals in the field of the *Integrative Medicine*\(^2\), in particular biologists, pathologists and oncologists who conduct independent studies, whose disclosure sporadically reaches the community of consumers, that remain passive victims of an agri-food system bankruptcy. However, between the 1980s and 1990s, the topic of food consumption related to the health status of a reference population has witnessed considerable growth, particularly in urban North American settings, such as Canada and the United States (Calori & Magarini, 2015). As a matter of fact, they were the first countries to develop food policies aimed at improving the lifestyle of citizens, starting from their health conditions. Citizens were negatively affected by the consumption of fast-food and by the lack of availability of fresh and nutritious food in the so-called *food deserts*\(^3\).

Within these sensitive contexts, there are few cases in which the potentials of systemic design have been taken into account. Most of the times, designers have been distinctly dealing with problems connected to the themes of health and food, while rarely intersecting the two contexts. If in the first case it is possible to talk about *Medical Design*, therefore of the design of equipment, services, and sanitary structures, within which extreme importance has been given at the involvement of the user in the treatment and prevention process (Pereno, 2017), in the agro-alimentary context instead, the systemic designer focuses on the redesign of the production chains in order to optimize resources, reducing environmental impact and enhancing the local culture of a territory\(^4\) (Fassio & Tecco, 2018). Nevertheless, on the basis of these research paths that have been already explored to a large extent, systemic design can still offer a significant contribution, in the creation of greater awareness within the communities, on the connections between food production, choices of purchase and the correlated chronic diseases. Moreover, the involvement of psychological and social sciences can lead to a behavioral change both in the end consumers and in the actors involved in health and agri-food fields. In fact, in order to allow the future population to enjoy an optimal state of health, a radical paradigm shift needs to take place within the management of the public health sector, involving a focused and widespread prevention system, that starts from the control of pollutants during the entire food production process.

---

\(^2\) Born around the 40s and spread in the 70s by doctors, biologists, psychologists, scientists, and even nuns, *Integrative Medicine* considers the patient as a whole within the diagnostic act (which precedes the therapeutic steps). This means that the patient is interpreted as a single sick entity, and not connoted by single disconnected disorders. Formerly known as *Holistic Medicine* or *Alternative Medicine*, it pursues a unitary vision of the human organism, opposite to that of the official medicine.

\(^3\) According to the definition given by the American Nutrition Association (2009), food deserts are parts of the country vapid of fresh fruit, vegetables, and other healthful whole foods, usually found in impoverished areas. This is largely due to a lack of grocery stores, farmers’ markets, and healthy food providers. More info at americannutritionassociation.org/newsletter/usda-defines-food-deserts

\(^4\) At the University of Gastronomic Sciences of Pollenzo (Cuneo, Italy), within a Master’s Degree in Food Innovation and Management, the Systemic Food Design Lab was established by Prof. F. Fassio. It is a laboratory of analysis and systemic design that aspires to develop (on a theoretical and applied level) an approach based on the design of collaborative and valuable relationships. It is applied to food in its multiple meanings. See unisg.it/ricerca-unisg/systemic-food-design-lab/ for further information.
3. Redesigning relations among stakeholders

Since the 1930s the industry has controlled and influenced research on the toxicity of products, counterfeiting the veracity of scientific results (Robin, 2012): this fast-growing phenomenon has allowed higher thresholds of ADI and the legitimization of new hazardous substances. This is the reason why a bottom-up paradigm shift needs to take place within communities and the involved stakeholders. The systemic designer has a responsibility in this sense, not only as an activator of relationships but above all as a processor of a sustainable action strategy that necessarily includes a reversal of the approach to chronic diseases and food production/consumption. In order to plan a social sanitary service\(^5\) (Capra & Luisi, 1997), it is of primary importance to act simultaneously on three different fronts. Firstly, the collaboration with professionals closely linked to the biological and medical fields and with public and private health facilities: the doctor should keep his mentorship, rebuilding it with greater awareness and considering the links between diseases, environment, lifestyles and eating habits. This broader and complete vision implies an attentive listening of the patient within the treatment path. Listening means tracing past and present of the individual, pursuing an analysis of the social and natural environment in which he lives, deepening his disturbances, eating habits, lifestyle, relationship with the food and with people, places where he spends his time and in which he suffers potential exposures. This is a complete investigation that has to become the basis of any systemic project for healthcare: a product, a service, or a strategy. In support of this analysis, there must then be a unitary conception of the human organism as a system of closely interconnected organs, which interacts with the natural and social environment. Secondly, it is of great importance the interaction with patients and less aware individuals, so that a system of prevention and precaution can be put in place, extending also to those who are not affected by any diseases but who seek a balanced state of health. This implies a health education program, in order to lead the consumer to understand how the eating habits affect his state of health, helping him to discern misinformation and advertising of unhealthy products and lifestyles. Finally, the third factor is the active involvement of food producers, so that they can move towards a production free from chemical contaminants, that follows the seasonality and that favors the production of local agricultural varieties. It is also essential to adopt recognized certifications and labels to reassure, inform and guide the users towards conscious consumption.

In a multidisciplinary scenario involving health, biological and agro-food disciplines, systemic designers draw a dense network of relationships among different actors mentioned, within which the patients and the healthy individuals to be protected represent an active part of the system, directly

---

\(^5\) In the book “The web of life. A new scientific understanding of living systems” (Capra & Luisi, 2014), the authors affirm that a Social Health Service provides for both the integration of health education programs and health policies. In the first case, the aims are to increase the level of awareness of people on the link between health, environment, and lifestyle and to encourage companies responsible for the health costs involved in their production processes. On the other hand, Health Policies envisage the production of nutritious and chemical-free food, social policies that improve the economic and educational level, and health taxes for the producers that endanger the health of citizens.
involved in the treatment and prevention process, where prevention means knowledge, conscious purchase and even self-production (Figure 4).

![Figure 4. Connected actors of a sustainable Food and Health System (by authors)](image)

### 4. A systemic approach: the role of designers

It is legitimate to ask why the designer assumes such a significant role in this network of relationships, even without possessing health and agro-scientific skills. The first answer is represented by the fact that he is simultaneously planner and user of food/health systems, consumer and health seeker (Jones, 2013). The real motivation lies instead in his transdisciplinary education, that allows him to deal with the most disparate branches of knowledge. By working in the perspective of sustainability and territoriality, the designer responds to global challenges with ethics and great intellectual honesty, always taking into consideration the peculiarities of the communities and of the places in which he operates, that are an integral part of a sustainable, functional, and efficient project. Nevertheless, there is another aspect that is not negligible: an ethical systemic designer stands above all the conflicts of interest, moving away from the will of the big agro-industrial and pharmaceutical corporations, planning for sustainable well-being shared by the collectivity, that does not allow tampering and disinformation. Therefore, the designer plans a path that can become a guide towards a behavioral change, through educational projects that stimulate daily qualitative actions and choices (Wendel, 2014). Products, services, and territorial strategies change their focus, moving from the maximization of profits to the health of individuals and the environment in which they live. However, in order to achieve constructive and long-lasting
connections between users, producers, food and health institutions, the designer needs to create a dialogue between disciplines, languages and distant professions, minimizing conceptual and communicative obstacles, reconciling different cultural backgrounds. Thus, its mediator role becomes fundamental for the achievement of sustainable compromises between different visions, through the objectification of critical points and possibilities. He, therefore, stands as a designer and observer of the system, avoiding imbalances in terms of costs and benefits (Figure 5).

The lack of sectorial skills is what makes systemic designers able to achieve a great disciplinary permeability. Far from a weakness, this is the main strength of a generalist (Rodgers, 2007). In addition, with constant attention to the social and environmental systems, they interact to mitigate the perturbations and trying to mend the wounds of a compromised organism. This starts from the basic societal needs: food production, health management, protection of resources and of territories. In this way, a systemic designer assures a holistic vision and places the human at the center of the project (Germak, 2008), interpreting it as part of a larger whole, such as the environment that nourishes and supports it. Through this methodology, it becomes easier to trace and understand the links between human health and the health of the planet, where for the health of the planet we refer to a set of factors, such as the quality of resources, soil, water, and food. The current health crisis reflects, indeed, a long series of critical elements belonging to the environmental and economic sphere, among which it is possible to mention: a failed food system, the alteration, and contamination of the soil, water, and air, the abandonment of natural and organic food systems, and the adoption of high impact production, processing, and distribution processes (Shiva, Shiva, & Patwardhan, 2018). Therefore, in order to cope with this crisis, it is essential to act in a systemic and collaborative manner, not only at the health level but also and above all through the further involvement of the environmental, food and production system.

6 In 2018 Navdanya International Association presented the “Food for Health” Manifesto. It is a document that denounces the limits and the costs of the current food production system, addressing the important risks to human health. Furthermore, it is a mobilization tool to claim a transition to a local, ecological and diversified food system. For the preparation of this document, some of the main international experts in the food and health sectors were brought together in the international Food for Health campaign and in continuation of the work of the International Commission on the Future of Food and Agriculture. Association’s official website: www.navdanya.org/site/
5. Limits and possibilities of interdisciplinary synergies

As a designer, responding to such a vast problem of great significance, means facing a very important challenge. Certainly, the issue of healthcare costs linked to a bankruptcy food system (made up of highly impacting productive practices and serious misinformation) is a common question to most of the countries worldwide, even if manifested in different forms. For this reason, it is necessary to act from the micro to the macro scale, starting from a given territory, in order to develop a flexible and sustainable design model, to be replicated (Bistagnino, 2016) with the appropriate re-adaptations. Addressing a project that involves the health and agri-food sectors, undoubtedly puts the systemic designer in front of different difficulties, especially when acting outside the academic world to put the results of the research into practice. The first step to be taken is, without any doubt, the clear communication of the own role, so that it can be understood by other professionals such as doctors, biologists, agricultural experts, food producers, health and agri-food institutions and the final users. The acceptance and the overcoming of mistrust is an essential phase. In most cases, the lack of
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7 In the book “Food and the Cities” (Calori & Magarini, 2015) it is possible to consult an overview of the different types of food policies implemented in many cities worldwide, according to the challenges they are facing. While in North America these policies aim to fight and reduce obesity, in Latin America, Africa, and Asia there is an attempt to guarantee food security and economic development, together with the support of local NGOs. The cases reported in Europe mainly focus on enhancing the producer-consumer relationships and the fairness of the food markets.
knowledge on the evolution of the design discipline in the last decades leads the actors to ask themselves why trusting a professional figure whose skills are so distant from the sector in which he is acting. “Mutual understanding of each expertise” in interdisciplinary collaborations between designers and scientists is crucial (Dawson, 2009). The acquisition of trust by all the parts becomes the basis of a successful systemic project in which there is a disciplinary confrontation, sharing of information and sectorial notions, and concrete contributions from all the parties involved. It turns out to be even more relevant if related to the end user, especially if the goal of the project is identified in the modification of a rooted wrong mentality and therefore in the generation of a higher level of awareness. Finally, another main difficulty is the monitoring of the results. Rittel and Webber (1973) suggest that complex problems, defined as wicked problems, cannot be treated with a conventional approach and, the case of health costs connected to a high impact productive food system, is a tangible example. Being a multi-disciplinary topic, it possesses in all its aspects the characteristics of a wicked problem. Even if, as emerges from the scientific literature, there is a precise formulation of the phenomenon, it is extremely difficult to trace rigid limits since these would be subject to continuous changes and redefinitions. For the same reason, it is not possible to define with certainty how the designer can precisely act to contain the problem. Moreover, representing a scenario whose developments will be visible only in the long term (therefore foreseeable only within the limits), there is no range of precise solutions and immediate proof of the effectiveness of the experiments undertaken (Jones, 2014).

6. Representative projects to reconnect food and health systems

Despite the extreme complexity of this social problem, nowadays there are several projects developed to bridge the disconnection between food networks and health systems. A very interesting reference model is a Canadian project called Nourish. The future of food in HealthCare⁸, which is based on different strategic levers including the measurement of the patient’s nutritional experience, the development of sustainable menus and careful research on food for health policies. These areas of research are accompanied by initiatives for the well-being of patients and residents, concrete strategies to generate awareness through a constructive influence on people, wrong beliefs, and flows of resources entering and leaving the food/health systems. The concept of users expands: the patient and the health personnel are involved, up to the entire community, with a view to positive repercussions. Certainly, among the winning aspects of such a complete project, there is the close collaboration between specialized and institutional figures that range from the field of design to the health and agri-food sector. The research shows that, at present, this type of interaction is often absent. For example, in Europe, there are many case studies developed to bring people closer to the theme of psychophysical well-being through food. However, in most of these cases, the collaboration between professionals from different fields of research is rare. By
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⁸ More info on the official website: www.nourishhealthcare.ca
comprehending the numerous points of contact, it has been possible to break them down into three categories, based on their final objectives:

1. purchase of local products and direct meetup with producers;
2. guide to a greater awareness of food choices;
3. prevention and treatment of health problems through natural products and healthier preparation techniques.

The largest number of cases belongs to the first category, with the intent of helping users to find local goods and meet direct producers. Most of them involve the use of online media such as mobile apps and websites, to facilitate the purchase. Their target users are the health seekers, people that want to improve their health through qualitative and local products.\(^9\)

The second category consists of projects that aim to guide users towards a more knowledgeable purchase, through the disclosure of information that is often neglected, such as the seasonality of the products, their nutritional values, and the ingredients that move the food away from its naturalness, among many others. Frequent common negative aspects of these platforms are the absence of a reliable source of information and the lack of involvement of specialized supporting figures.

The third category collects some very interesting isolated cases that do not take the involvement of designers into account, but they successfully lead the interaction among patients, medical figures, chefs and food-producers for the prevention of diseases. One example is the Diana 5 Project\(^10\), conducted by Dr. Franco Berrino and the National Cancer Institute, based in Milan (Berrino, 2017). This project helps to prevent breast cancer and to support the healing process through special cooking classes. Users rediscover the properties and the benefits of food, the seasonality of vegetables, and have the chance of meeting local farmers. Through this type of project, the level of awareness increases, thanks to the direct involvement of the patients in the production process of their daily meal. This category is an excellent example, consistent and aligned with the Systemic Design approach: it draws strength from relationships, from concrete and educational experiences, and from direct meet up with specialized figures.

The collection of these cases is an important support for the future and potential applications of the current research, even if this classification is not intended to be stiff. The attention to the theme of food and health is growing slowly but considerably. For this reason, it will be necessary to revise and keep this collection up to date.

\(^9\) A representative example of this category is L’alveare che dice sì, a startup company incubated at Politecnico di Torino (Italy), that operates all over Europe. Consult alvearethedicesi.it/it for further information.

\(^10\) For more information it is possible to consult the official websites of Foundation IRCCS - Istituto Nazionale dei Tumori (www.istitutotumori.mi.it/modules.php?name=News&file=article&sid=304) and AIMAC - Associazione Italiana Malati di Cancro (http://www.aimac.it/download/allegati/Progetto_Diana.pdf).
7. Conclusions

The holistic way of approaching this research is not far from the one adopted by the frontier of the Medical Design, however, it considers an additional variable, that is the potential impact of food and food practices on human health. By capturing the critical elements of a high-impacting food system and the enormous social consequences, through the research of representative projects developed globally, this article identifies the salient points in which the systemic designer can operate, the actors with whom can collaborate, and the main challenges to be faced. The rediscovery of the centrality of the designer as a reader of complexity, activator of relationships, and mediator of knowledge lays the foundations for redesigning the food/health experiences of consumers, patients, and health seekers. In the following phases of the research precise guidelines for a concept development will be defined, in order to test and assess design experimentations in real-world contexts to prevent, rather than cure, chronic disease. The scientific community of design is invited to further explore the possibilities presented so that, through the implementation of projects characterized by a high degree of social responsibility, consumers can turn into aware decision makers. Already in 460 BC the philosopher Aristotle, who made important contributions to the development of Ancient Medicine, wrote: “Let thy food be thy medicine and thy medicine be thy food”. Today, the application of this timeless ancient wisdom would be desirable. Health is, in fact, a balance to be sought, achieved, maintained and defended with constant individual commitment and with an honest and sustainable contribution of those who manage the health, food, natural and economic resources (Dimonte, 2005). For this reason, a double revolution is urgently necessary, both in the production of daily food and in the management of public health. However, this can only be carried out through the redesign of the entire food-health system, by connecting two entities that are dissociated. It is therefore essential to start from the schooling and food rehabilitation of adults, so that knowledge and awareness can become an instrument of power, while food a mean of prevention, rather than the cause of diseases.
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Abstract: Service Design has been long discussed as an exemplary case for the application of systems thinking methods as by its human-centered and intangible nature it deals with typical “wicked problems”. Many service design tools are indeed already built upon similar system diagrams. However sometimes exaggeration of human-centered focus undermines possibilities of envisioning the services that produce not just immediate value, but a long-term impact. One of the solutions for it could be in the improvement of the traditional tools to expand their horizons and scopes of application and support more systemic design process. In our paper we reflect on the possibility of “augmentation” of service design tools allowing them to shift the focus from human-centeredness towards becoming more system-oriented. We illustrate the benefits of their application with the case-studies from our design practice.
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1. Introduction

Service design is a discipline that, more than any other in the field of design, deals with the behaviour of human beings, focusing on the immaterial aspects of the interaction between people who use and people who provide a service. The ability to understand and correctly interpret people’s behaviour (at the core of service design and human-centered design methodologies) is essential to understand and satisfy the most profound needs of the final users, as well as help operators, stakeholders and organizations better managing their activities. Nonetheless, in the current situation, characterized by an important environmental crisis and questioning of the socio-economic apparatus in which we live, there is a growing awareness that the focus on human behaviors and needs may not be entirely sufficient to design services that create a positive impact in the surrounding world. Shaping solutions that perfectly meet the current needs of users and organizations does not necessarily mean generating common value or trigger long-term improvements, both for the individuals and their surrounding system. This raises the question of what contribution service design can actually offer in the face of the complex problems we live in and how to increase the design practice so that it becomes more conscious and effective. It is essential to explore new horizons in which human beings are not the only central element of investigation: dimensions like time, system dynamics and impact need to become part of the design activity of problem framing and solving. This requires designers to adopt a more systemic approach, acquire new skills and enlarge their understanding of the ecosystem, and systems thinking methods could be of real use for this purpose.

Dealing with complex intangible components has always been part of what service design do. Service designers have developed a broad toolkit to understand, visualise and work with elements that can be difficult to perceive and design otherwise. For example, they use personas and scenarios to tell stories about user needs and behaviours, experience journeys and workflow maps to describe the interaction among users and service providers, (eco) system maps to frame all the elements and players involved in the service delivery, and so on. Within the broader context of building services that satisfy the needs of all the parts involved, the type of thinking and action around these tools focus mostly on filling the gaps, making the processes more efficient, finding solutions to pain points in the experience. At the same time, if the attention shifts towards other elements such as behaviours and structure, these tools already represent a very good starting point to apply systems thinking to service design. In fact the service blueprint adopts swim-lane charts to understand layering of the various channels and actors while providing a service, the user-journey can be seen as a detailed view of the system interactions and dynamics and the (eco)system mapping is already used to analyse interconnections and value exchanged.

In our paper we suggest to take a step back and analyse service design methods and tools to make sure they encompass systems thinking and really empower designers to deal with the consequences of the solutions they create, building services that have a more positive impact on both individuals and systems in the long-term. In particular we identified three essential directions in which service design can gain inspiration from systems thinking theories and approaches:
1. The need of observing systems in dynamics to better understand their behaviour and how they can evolve over time, with a specific attention on human dynamics;

2. The importance of understanding the interconnectedness of a given system, its subsystems and other external systems, mapping out all the relationships involved;

3. The need to focus on the long-term consequences of our actions and of the externalities that were not taken care off in the previous solutions, in order to achieve a more positive impact.

In following text we show how augmented service design tools can help designers better include systems thinking in their everyday practice demonstrating it with some ongoing trends in the field and case-studies from our practice.

2. Evaluating Human Dynamics

2.1 Context

The need to observe a system in dynamics to understand its behaviour and changes over time is one of the crucial points in systems thinking. As Donella Meadows sums it up: “a system is more than the sum of its parts. It may exhibit adaptive, dynamic, goal-seeking, self-preserving, and sometimes evolutionary behavior,” - and as a very complex system any human being should be also perceived from this point of view.

In most cases, during service design processes, practitioners are asked to analyse and design very specific moments of interaction with a given service (e.g. the experience of underwriting an insurance policy); these are very limited moments in time when compared to the duration of human life or geological time. This temporally restricted dimension of projects limits, prevents or even hinders the perception of the long-term impact of the service on the general system to which the service belongs, and on the behavior of the people who use it. How to expand the time-span designers consider when thinking of solutions to the problems they are asked to solve?

It is also important to remember that the user is not a stable figure over time. The personas, built to facilitate design and creative reasoning, often depict human beings as static types. In reality, however, we observe that the same person can behave in different ways according to specific circumstances, dynamically moving from one type to another. Going beyond that, we also observe how behaviors can be influenced by the service itself, and therefore evolve, expressing new needs and expectations over time. As designers, we are called to use our ability to understand the human being as well as the impact that the use of a specific product, service or feature can have over time.
How to work for a continuous enrichment and improvement of each individual, instead of increasing their weaknesses and addictions?

We can find an easy example of these type of challenges in the use of technology and social media. Some of those platforms stimulate the uninterrupted use of their services, based on continuous cycles of gratification, with negative consequences on the offline life of their users. Finally nowadays this negative impact becomes acknowledged even by the biggest players in the industry with programs like Google’s Digital Wellbeing or the Mindful Technology movement that give the opportunity to take a break from this continuous technological interaction, making users more aware of their consumption levels and pushing them to regain balance in their lives. An interesting question that Mindful Technology suggests to designers is: what would you do differently if your client was the human race?, expressing the need for a design approach more oriented towards the whole life of a human and humanity itself (rather than an approach oriented to the specific individual user only in the moment of interaction with the service).

2.2 Suggested Tool: From Personas to Dynamic Personas

Personas is one of the most used tools of service design, it is a fictional narrative used to describe the needs, expectations and desires of specific types of users, and come up with ideas and solutions that meet those needs.

![Fig. 1 The concept of dynamic personas (http://www.systemthinking.it/)](http://www.systemthinking.it/)

Developing a new Dynamic personas tool we tried to extend this concept by looking at how the user behaviour could evolve over time. This means defining a target (or multiple targets) for them to
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reach and flash out the possible scenarios in which that persona would or wouldn't be able to achieve those goals, set potential end-states and work on the evolution and transformation of behaviours over time. In a certain way, this shifts the focus from designing for the current user needs to designing the user we would like to have, understanding actions and triggers that could be beneficial for their behaviour change.

2.3 Case study - Designing (for) Conscious Choosers

Mozilla has identified the Conscious Choosers as a cohort of people who exhibit signs of “everyday activism” in their offline lives, and express those through the product and services they choose and use. These same people often don’t apply similar values and behaviours in their online lives, where they often use services that don't reflect their ethical choices without thinking that could go against their principles. Starting from the assumption that the Conscious Choosers represent a good audience for Mozilla and Firefox, we collaborated on a research project² to better understand them and what arguments or product features could better engage them (e.g. How do they make their online decisions? What’s their perception of privacy? What are their main concerns nowadays?).

A combined digital and traditional ethnographic approach allowed to discover more about the Conscious Choosers. We used web ethnography to explore the main topics and actors connected to the main Internet Health issues (data privacy and security, decentralization, web literacy, digital inclusion and open innovation). In parallel, a mixed quantitative and qualitative research study allowed to identify different types of Conscious Choosers and conduct in-depth interviews with about 24 of them in the USA (in Atlanta, Kansas City and Austin) and the same amount in Germany (in Hamburg, Leipzig and Munich). The in-depth interviews were essential to assess their online and offline behaviours across a variety of contexts, understand their mental models around data privacy, and explore their knowledge of Internet-related issues. The interviews were complemented by direct observation in specific spots of each town with high presence of Conscious Choosers (e.g. co-working spaces, artist galleries, social innovation hubs, etc.) and by organizing small events with local experts to get their opinion on the current beliefs and behaviours related to technology.

Three American and four German personas emerged during the study, for a total of seven different approaches that Conscious Choosers may have, considering their value system and use of technology. Each persona has been described in depth, detailing the motivation behind their online and offline choices and their point of view on Internet and technology in general. The descriptions also included a map showing the personas along a continuum that goes from unaware to aware, active and advocate: there could be different enabling and blocking factors that help Conscious Choosers moving further in that journey and those need to be considered in order to engage them more and more. This has become a very important part of our thinking on that project: as a key goal for Mozilla is to raise the awareness around Internet Health issues and drive users towards a more

² http://oblo.design/stories/understanding-the-conscious-chooser
responsible behaviours, we needed to analyse what that evolution could look like for each user archetype, and make sure we were considering ideas and features to help them move along that path.

Fig. 2 Example of Dynamic Personas from the Mozilla project
This approach can be applied to many other projects when a long-term relationships between organisation and the user are supposed to be built, during which user passes through transformative stages based on the experiences they get through the service. It can become a first step to recognizing and designing for the long-term human life needs instead of the immediate gratification.

3. Analyzing Systemic Interconnectedness

3.1 Context

By a classical definition “a system is an interconnected set of elements that is coherently organized in a way that achieves something” (Meadows, 2008), each project that we deal with includes multiple interconnected parts, but also is by itself a part of the bigger whole, and the definition of boundaries for the reach of our design is a challenging task.

The scope of service design is often associated with the evolution of the economy towards a more sustainable model than that proposed by traditional industry. In fact, from an environmental point of view, combined systems of products and services offer the advantage of replacing the previous model based on the purchase and possession of goods with a new model based on access and use in times of need, potentially leading to an overall reduction in the number of manufactured physical objects. Nonetheless, a complete dematerialization is a pure illusion as digital systems (essential building blocks to access and provide services) are also rooted in the physicality and use of limited resources. We need to acknowledge the environmental impact generated by the physical production of digital devices (which materials often include rare metals, found only in specific territories) as well as the energy consumption needed to power them, (and as for now the carbon footprint of the ICT industry is equal to 2% of global emissions, and has thus reached the same notorious level of pollution generated by air flights). How to become more conscious of the consequences of specific project decisions and aware of their implications on multiple dimensions?

Regarding this aspect one peculiar model to gain awareness of the environmental impact of digital platforms and underlying infrastructure was proposed by Benjamin Bratton, with the name of The Stack (Bratton, 2016). Bratton identifies six layers involved in the interaction with a digital service (user, interface, address, city, cloud, planet) and clarifies which of these layers must be activated to allow the operation of platforms such as Amazon, Google, Facebook, etc. The model offers a representation of what really happens when a user accesses the digital service in question: the extreme simplicity of the single interaction, perceived as immaterial, hides in reality the activation of a very complex infrastructure, which involves the whole planet. Surely the existence and functioning of this infrastructure surpass the scope of intervention of the single project on which the service
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3 Various sources: https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-018-06610-y
designer is working, but knowing these dynamics is essential to reason concretely on the theme of sustainability, in relation to the proposed solutions. This model also suggests how in the system maps that we draw to design various services a new dimension of depth of interactions can be added to analyze new levels of infrastructure and resources enabling the interactions perceivable by the final user. It is a good way to shift the focus from only the human in the center to a more holistic vision of the interconnected system of resources and relations and to remember the concept of interdependence, which underlines how the different participants in a system, both human and non-human, are emotionally, ecologically and morally dependent on each other.

3.2 Suggested Tool - From System Map to System Loops

System maps are synthetic representations that describe how a system is structured, by displaying all the actors and showing their connections.

![System Loops Diagram](http://www.systemthinking.it/)

The idea of System loops tool is to enrich system maps by always showing the relationship among two actors as an exchange in which they are both giving and receiving something. This means analysing more in depth the dynamics that sustain the system, mapping out tangible and intangible exchanged values and immediately visualising critical issues, gaps and redundancies. The idea of loops is based on the both feedback loops and the need for circularity and closing the cycle of resources exchange within the system.
3.3 Case study - Service Design for the Public Administration

Working with the Team for the Digital Transformation of Italian Government⁴, we have been asked to put together a proposal for the redesign of a web-based service provided by the Police Department for the registration of all guests staying in hotels, b&b or any other type of accommodation.

Being asked to redesign the interface of the existing service, we decided first to analyze what exactly that platform is used for, who is using it and which part it plays in the overall relationship between visitors, hosting facilities and Public Institutions in the given context. In order to do that, we started to study national and regional prescriptions, interview hotel managers, airbnb hosts and relevant stakeholders in the public sectors, and map all the insights collected in an accurate description of the workflows involved in registering guests and of the entire system connected to that process.

The system map was particularly relevant in this case, allowing to see that specific platform in the context of all the other activities that the hosting facility is required to do by the Public Administration. Seeing the amount of connections and their distribution helps to perceive disbalances in the system, as in this case where the main user in the center is overwhelmed with all the actions they have to undertake, while the public entities have no connections between them and are not exchanging the information already provided to one of them and needed by another. This visualization helped demonstrating that there are three different systems asking users the same type of data, all in different moments with different tools and purposes - and proved that we could think of a transversal solution that could at the same time reduce the effort required to the host/hotel manager and optimize/distribute the information to all the institutions involved.

This map also demonstrates well the location of the interface at question - as just a peripheral mediator of one of the flows in the system: only redesigning it better would not make the whole system work better...Understanding this led to redesign not just of the interface of the portal, but of the whole system to which it belongs and its role within it. At the same time, this exploded the scope of our work to engage new stakeholders and interlocutors, which caused delays and pauses in the activities. At the moment, we have completely redesigned the whole system but the implementation hasn’t started, due to the complexity of the relationships involved.
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⁴ http://oblo.design/stories/improving-public-services
Fig. 4 System loops applied to the analysis of Alloggiatiweb.
4. Designing for Long-term Impact

4.1 Context

Putting together the focus on a longer time scale rather than specific moments of interaction with services and the understanding of the interconnectedness of the systems we can finally approach the holistic view of the impact produced by the services that we design.

One of the ways to deal with long-term consequences was proposed by Alan Cooper in his “Oppenheimer Moment” keynote at Interaction’18 conference where he spoke about drawbacks of the technological systems designed recently like the infamous situation with the misuse of social media platforms to affect the results of the US elections, for example. To deal with it he proposes an approach that he named Ancestral Thinking. The suggestion is to evaluate any proposal for new products, services or features from the point of view of the impact they will have on subsequent generations, with the ultimate goal of always leaving the world in a better state than the one in which we have found it. To do this, it is necessary to shift attention from the actual development of the current service to the analysis of what will happen later, once the service is implemented and used for some time: which new possibilities will open and which problems could emerge instead? An example of an attempt to apply this way of thinking could be perceived recently from Airbnb, a company widely known and criticized for having distorted the short-term rental market, with devastating consequences for the long-term rents prices and the shape of the cities themselves. In their letter Airbnb expresses the ambition to become a company with an infinite time horizon: constantly questioning the evolution of the systems in which we live and therefore the evolution of its role and business in future contexts. We can imagine how an approach of this kind can lead to design of a platform that not only deals with solving the need for short stay for vacation, but takes equally effective care of those same users when they start looking for a new accommodation in their city and find themselves in difficulty facing the deeply transformed market.

Developing a good awareness of the environmental impact of the designed service is the first step to fully reflect on the value it can deliver to people, the environment and the organization that offers it. Erika Hall\(^7\) suggests another model of triple timeline that helps to take care of these aspects, observing the service itself from multiple perspectives (rather than just from the user’s point of view). On a practical level it is about building user journeys to which two storylines are added, related respectively to the business path and the planet / environment. In this way it is possible to highlight the gaps, distances or misalignments between user satisfaction, the well-being of the company and
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\(^7\) Erika Hall is co-Founder and Strategy Director at Mule; these considerations have been extracted from her article Thinking in Triplicate [https://medium.com/mule-design/a-three-part-plan-to-save-The-world-98653a20a12f](https://medium.com/mule-design/a-three-part-plan-to-save-The-world-98653a20a12f)
the environmental impact of the project. The model leads to more balanced decisions from a systemic point of view, aiming to achieve an equilibrium that generates value and stability over time for all the dimensions involved.

4.2 Suggested Tool - From Project Roadmap to Impact Roadmap

A project roadmap is a very functional tool that allows a company or organization to define all the steps needed to bring a certain service or product to life.

A new development of it into an impact roadmap expands the project phases and milestones with additional layers, enlightening possibilities to generate value while moving along the process, as direct or indirect consequence of the main activities and actions. This means reflecting on all the actors surrounding the development of a solution and identifying strategies to generate positive engagements.

4.3 Case study - Fire Club

In 2015 frog and American Red Cross collaborated on a project aimed at applying emerging technologies to disaster prevention and preparedness in developing economies. The specific goal of the project was to redesign the fire response service in informal settlements through the introduction of cheap connected fire sensors that could accelerate the detection of fire outbreaks and the activation of the intervention. Based on some first experiments, the application of the fire sensors in that context was very promising, but the definition of the whole service around them was full of unknown variables, such as: who could distribute and maintain the sensors? What type of
reaction should they trigger? How should the response and rebuilding processes be organized? We decided to work closely with the communities of Khayelitsha (Cape Town) and Mukuru (Nairobi) to answer all the open points and shape the whole service together, by going through a collaborative journey of learning, designing and testing.

Instead of just running the project across the usual progressive steps, we asked ourselves how to build the relationship with the communities in a way that could bring them value from the beginning, regardless the evolution of the project itself and its final outcomes. This led us to modify the way in which we would typically approach certain steps of the design activities, and in particular to pay attention to all the knowledge and learning that could be left behind, as a way to provide immediate benefits to the local participant. For example, we decided to involve students from the same settlements we were working with as a way to have help during the research and co-design sessions, while teaching them user-centered design skills. At the end of the project, we gave them a certificate to demonstrate they collaborated with frog and American Red Cross on that project, they could re-use to apply for similar positions with other NGOs who needed to do community activation or ethnographic research.

All the activities we conducted also contributed to raise awareness around the specific problem of fire in the informal settlement, and distribute information that stayed within the community. During the fire sensors workshops, the community members learned how to better prevent fire outbreaks and what to do to extinguish them, save their belongings and protect their kids. The groundwork had been set for a potential multiplicative learning approach as some of them promised to start training peers using the same approach in order to increase their fire prevention awareness. Again, we decided to deliver training certificates to some of the community leaders to legitimize what they were doing and learning, which could potentially help them find jobs (e.g. a training certificate on fire response).

Fire Club (the service concept designed with the communities to take action and responsibility against the problem of fire) was after piloted in other cities in South Africa and India, but struggled to really succeed and scale, mainly due to lack of funding and support from the organizations that initially started the whole initiative. As this can always happen when working on any type of projects, it’s an additional demonstration of the value of establishing roadmaps that considers impact at all the possible layers and moments of the process, intermediate results and partial outcomes included.
5. Conclusions

These three examples are just the beginning of possible augmentation of service design tools for more sustainable and impactful practice. We started to apply them to our projects, tested them with other practitioners during the ArchitectaDay18 in Turin, and we hope to have the opportunity to further extend this conversation, and expand the systemic service design toolkit.

Besides our attempts we were observing a series of reflections and techniques emerged recently among various design disciplines, such as the Systemic Design Toolkit\(^8\), the Actionable Futures Toolkit\(^9\) , the Thing-centered Toolkit\(^10\) among others aiming to encourage designers to incorporate new perspectives into their work, going beyond the human-centered approach to more system-oriented perspectives. These new tools can be a good indication and a source of inspiration, but to apply them consciously with the positive impact we need to question the designer’s approach and to accept the importance of reflections on the behavioral, systemic and temporal aspects related to service design. Although in many cases the choices of the designer concern only a small part of the system, not considering all the variables mentioned increases the risk of creating a positive experience for someone but destructive for others, or ideal for today but devastating for tomorrow. “Living

---

\(^8\) [https://www.systemicdesigntoolkit.org/](https://www.systemicdesigntoolkit.org/)
\(^9\) [https://futures.nordkapp.fi/](https://futures.nordkapp.fi/)
\(^10\) [https://www.tcdtoolkit.org/](https://www.tcdtoolkit.org/)
successfully in a world of complex systems means expanding not only time horizons and thought horizons; above all, it means expanding the horizons of caring. “ (Meadows, 2008) We can no longer afford to design for a specific human at a time, ignoring the global impact of our actions.
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Abstract

Sustainability practitioners have long relied on images to visualise complex ideas and display relationships in complex adaptive systems on various scales and across domains. This research addresses the need for visual representations of complexity that are widely understood in different fields and sectors. The project used a participatory concept mapping process to identify, define and illustrate 16 key characteristics of complex systems and contribute to an evolving visual language of complexity. This research was initially funded by CECAN (Centre for the Evaluation of Complexity Across the Nexus) at the University of Surrey with the aim to facilitate communication, learning, collaboration and evaluation within the CECAN network. The research sought to aid researchers, policy makers, design practitioners and evaluators develop a shared understanding of systemic processes. This paper describes the research process and reflects on its contribution.
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1. Introduction

Images have traditionally played a role in facilitating communication and collaboration on social, economic, technological, environmental and biological issues that are characterized as complex systems. Complexity science is associated with an emerging systems “field of fields” across disciplines including design, public health, education, management, earth sciences, engineering, biology and ecology, sustainability, and science in general (Cabrera & Trochim 2006, 2). Within these systems approaches to knowledge, complex adaptive systems are described as “systems in which the individual behavior of agents following simple local rules leads to complex and emergent properties” (Cabrera 2008, 1). This relationship between simple rules and complexity is described by Nobel laureate Murray Gell-Mann:

> What is most exciting about our work is that it illuminates the chain of connections between, on the one hand, the simple underlying laws that govern the behavior of all matter in the universe and, on the other hand, the complex fabric that we see around us, exhibiting diversity, individuality, and evolution. The interplay between simplicity and complexity is the heart of our subject (1995/1996, 3).

The ‘simple rules’ that govern complex systems are foundational for systems work. These rules are continuously defined by communities that study complex systems as systems knowledge evolves. The research described in this paper aims to consolidate knowledge on a few of the most useful ‘simple rules’ or key characteristics of complex systems with the creation of new visual icons. Using a participatory visualisation and conceptual mapping method, the research aims to contribute to an evolving visual language of complexity.

With this research I sought to design new visual representations of key features of complexity. The project was initially funded by CECAN (Centre for the Evaluation of Complexity Across the Nexus)² for a period 16 days over six months. Loughborough University supported the final documentation and dissemination of this work including this paper. The project employed participatory knowledge visualisation and concept mapping research methods. The process involved identifying key concepts, collecting ideas and images from the systemic design research community (at the Relating Systems Thinking And Design symposium - RSD6 Oslo) and then making space for deliberation and the generation of new visual outcomes. Best visual practices were identified and used to make the final visualisations. The final outcomes were published as a poster that identifies, defines and illustrates 16 key characteristics of complex systems. This paper describes the research process, reflects on its progress and speculates on its contribution.

---

1 The Centre for the Evaluation of Complexity Across the Nexus (CECAN) is a research centre hosted by the University of Surrey working on policy evaluation in Nexus areas (food, energy, water and the environment).

2 The Centre for the Evaluation of Complexity Across the Nexus (CECAN) is a research centre hosted by the University of Surrey working on policy evaluation in Nexus areas (food, energy, water and the environment).
2. Methods

The research used participatory mixed methodologies drawing on ideas from systems-oriented design (Sevaldson 2013; Jones 2014, 2014), knowledge visualisation (Masud et al. 2010) and concept mapping (Greene & Caracelli, 1997; Trochim and Cabrera 2005) practices. These approaches enabled knowledge sharing between a community of designers working on systems (at RSD6 and RSD7) and the evaluation community at CECAN. Concept mapping has particular methodological relevance to the research objectives. In the tradition described by William Trochim and Derek Cabrera, concept mapping allows shared conceptual frameworks to emerge while enabling groups to address the adaptive properties associated with complexity:

The method is consistent with an evolving paradigm of complex adaptive systems thinking and helps groups address complexity in several ways: it is inductive, allowing shared meaning to emerge; it is based on a simple set of rules (operations) that generate complex patterns and results; it engages diverse agents throughout the process through a range of participation channels (synchronous or asynchronous web, face-to-face, etc.); the visual products -- the concept maps, pattern matches, action plots -- provide simple high-level representations of evolving thinking; the results are generative, encouraging shared meaning and organizational learning while preserving individuality and diversity; the maps themselves provide a framework that enables autonomous agents to align action with broader organizational or systems vision (Trochim and Cabrera 2005, 3-4).

The concept mapping method provides a robust theoretical foundation for the research project. According to Trochim and Cabrera, there are six major steps in concept mapping processes:

1. Preparation and Focus Formulation
2. Generation of Ideas or Issues
3. Structuring of Ideas or Issues
4. Representation of Ideas or Issues
5. Interpretation of Results
6. Utilization of Results (Trochim and Cabrera 2005, 4-7; Trochim, 1989)

In this project, these steps were developed over the six months period. Step 1, Preparation and Focus Formulation, was conducted with the research proposal and initial conversations with the CECAN working group. Step 2, Generation of Ideas, was enacted at RSD6 with the surveys. These surveys resulted in a rich source of primary data as a starting point for the two workshops in Step 3, Structuring Ideas. Step 4, Representation of the Ideas occurred during the months after the workshops when I created new visual representations of the key concepts. These visual outcomes were then refined during Step 5 as I received feedback from the CECAN working group and from the RSD7 community where I presented the final outcomes (a poster and paper). Currently, the work is in the Step 6 Utilization of Results stage as evidenced on multiple reference to the project on Twitter by practitioners and academics. The research used a range of participatory processes including: surveys, design crits, sketching workshops, Twitter interactions, emails and phone conversations. The results are new visualisations as high-level representations of the thinking of at least two communities of systems practitioners (RSD6 and CECAN).
3. Research Process

3.1 Preparation and Project Formulation: Proposal and Initial Conversations

The project started with a research proposal submitted to CECAN in an open call for proposals in July 2017. I proposed a participatory practice-based research project that was originally titled: ‘A Typology of Visual Codes for Systemic Relations’. The project aimed to bring design knowledge and skills to CECAN and its stakeholders by addressing the need for images that are widely understood across different fields and sectors in order to facilitate conversations and decisions making between researchers, policy makers, practitioners and evaluators (with varying degrees of familiarity with complexity science). By attempting to identify the best visual practices and standardise visual codes used to represent the features of complex systems (such as tipping points or thresholds; domains of relative stability; levers and hubs; time-dependent evolution; feedback loops; emergence and self-organisation; adaptation, etc.) this project will contribute to the evolving the visual language used to communicate complexity (Boehnert 2017).

I proposed to do this work using systems-oriented design and knowledge visualisation approaches. The proposed research process included a survey of relevant imagery, two workshops and close collaboration with the CECAN research group (Alex Penn, Pete Barbrook-Johnson, Martha Bicket and Dione Hills) during the 16-day fellowship over several months. With this short design research project, I aimed to refine approaches to the visual communication of complex systems within and beyond the community of evaluators at CECAN.

Once the proposal was accepted, the project started with conversations with a CECAN research group. These conversations clarified organisational priorities and goals for the research project. As I worked with the CECAN research group exploring potential outcomes, I modified my initial research proposal to accommodate their newly articulated concerns and newly identified project goals. A new research process was designed to identify, define and illustrate key characteristics of complexity with surveys and participatory design research to inform the design of new visual outcomes as illustrative icons rather than codes (which would have been symbolic devices that did not resemble the concepts). The name of the research project was changed to reflect the new priorities.2

The first step was to identify the specific features to be illustrated. Initially 12 characteristics of complexity were identified by the CECAN research group (four more were added later). Once this initial stage was completed, I sought to gather information from communities both inside and outside the CECAN network. The surveys at RSD6 were not written into the original proposal. This step emerged as I was presenting another research paper at the RSD6 conference and I noted the convergence of systemic designers provided an unique opportunity to harvest ideas on visual representations of complexity. The RSD6 organisers agreed to a last-minute request to engage delegates at the conference and made space in the plenary for a short presentation and survey.

---

2 This change from codes to icons made the project significantly more time consuming.
3.2 Generation of Ideas: Surveys at RSD6 Oslo

In order to gather ideas from academics, sustainability practitioners and designers with expertise in the visualisation of complexity and systemic design, I conducted a survey at the Relating Systems Thinking and Design RSD6 The Environment, Economy, Democracy: Flourishing Together RSD6 conference (at the Oslo School of Architecture and Design, Oslo, Norway, October 18-20, 2017). I was offered a last-minute opportunity to run a participatory session at the RSD6 plenary. After a brief introduction, I distributed 50 surveys with 12 key characteristics of complexity in a room with approximately a hundred people. I asked the group to work in pairs to visualise each concept. Audience participation, including pictures of multiple surveys, is documented on the #RSD6 hashtag on Twitter. The survey (figure 1) include spaces for participants to sketch visual responses. I collected 46 surveys and two additional survey sheets submitted on Twitter. Each survey contain visual responses for some or all characteristics. This work produced a rich starting point for the creation of new visual outcomes.

Figure 1. Sample completed survey at RSD6
3.3 Structuring of Ideas: CECAN Participatory Workshops London

After the RSD6 conference, I organised the images from the surveys. The 46 surveys included 12 images on each survey (but not all surveys were complete). The results were several hundred individual images. I collected all icons for each characteristic on its own sheet using a scanner and Photoshop to digitally manipulate the images. The individual images for each characteristic were organised by type on two axes to reflect visual devices and strategies employed (see figures 2 to 13). The icons were organised according to types of abstractions. This visual sorting strategy enabled the identification of patterns as it became clear that most characteristics were commonly understood with similar visual conventions – although there were also random, unique and provocative interpretations. I published a blog on the research process on the CECAN website that included the survey characteristic sheets. These sheets become the starting point for the next stage of the project: the CECAN participatory workshops.

Figure 2. Feedback (positive + negative). Characteristic sheet - collection of RSD6 survey responses.
Figure 3. Emergence

Figure 4. Self-organisation. Characteristic sheet - collection of RSD6 survey responses.
Figure 5. Levers and hubs. Characteristic sheet - collection of RSD6 survey responses.

Figure 6. Property non-linearity. Characteristic sheet - collection of RSD6 survey responses.
Figure 7. Domains of stability / attractors. Characteristic sheet - collection of RSD6 survey responses.

Figure 8. Adaptation. Characteristic sheet - collection of RSD6 survey responses.
Figure 9. Path + path dependency. Characteristic sheet - collection of RSD6 survey responses.

Figure 10. Tipping points. Characteristic sheet - collection of RSD6 survey responses.
Figure 11. Boundary / Threshold. Characteristic sheet - collection of RSD6 survey responses.

Figure 12. Change over time. Characteristic sheet - collection of RSD6 survey responses.
The new characteristic sheets were a basis for the two participatory concept mapping design workshops at the University of Westminster in London with the CECAN research group (November 17 & December 15, 2017). These three-hour workshops gave the research group an opportunity to view results of the survey, deliberate on the results and create new visual outcomes based on new knowledge generated in the discussions. We conducted a design crit on each characteristic sheet. The most popular visual representations were identified and discussed in detail although the group made an explicit decision not to rely on popularity as the basis on which a final graphic would be designed, but rather sought images that captured the essential characteristics of each concept according to group discussions.

The CECAN research group brought their own ideas and images to the project. Everyone contributed sketches and together we developed a variety of visual strategies. In some instances (emergence, adaptation) none of the images collected by the survey results were used as the research group aspired to generate entirely new visual metaphor to capture specific meanings that were insufficiently embodied by any of the images collected in the surveys.
During the two workshops five more characteristics were identified to make a total of sixteen. The boundary / threshold concept was dropped and five new characteristics were added at this stage (unpredictability, unknowns, distributed control, nested systems and multiple scales). The ideas generated in these workshops were the basis for the generation of the final outcomes over the following three months.

3.4 Representation of Ideas: Design of Visual Outcomes

I was responsible for designing all 16 images as the CECAN research group developed new definitions, examples and learning points over the following months. The sixteen features of complexity visualised by this project are: feedback, emergence, self-organization, levers / hubs, non-linearity, domains of stability, adaptation, path dependency, tipping points, change over time, unpredictability, unknowns, distributed control, nested systems and multiple scales.

3.5 Interpretation of Ideas: Re-Design of Visual Outcomes

As the visualisations for each feature took form, each visualisation was further interpreted by the CECAN research group. Feedback was taken and the visualisations were refined. The design research process was completed in April 2018. The final visual outcomes for each feature are below embedded in the poster (figure 16) which is also available online.
# THE VISUAL REPRESENTATION OF COMPLEXITY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Definitions, Examples &amp; Learning Points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Figure 16. The Visual Representation Of Complexity: Definitions, Examples &amp; Learning Points. A1 poster.</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**1. Feedback**

When a multiple-order of a process influences the input either directly or indirectly, there can accumulate or suppress change.

**2. Emergence**

New, unexpected, higher-level properties can arise from the interactions of feedback and systems. Emergence is the concept that the system is greater than the sum of its parts.

**3. Self-organisation**

When the system is not externally controlled, it organises itself into a new configuration. Self-organisation is the process by which patterns or structures are formed in a system without external intervention.

**4. Levers and hubs**

Levers are points of control that can be manipulated to influence the system's behavior. Hubs are points of convergence where multiple flows meet.

**5. Non-linearity**

A system's time-series relations on the effect of inputs are not proportional. The behavior of a system may exhibit exponential growth or decline, increasing in some measure, but decreasing in others due to feedback loops.

**6. Domains of stability**

A system can change over time, and these changes can be measured. There are domains of stability within which a system can operate, and beyond which it cannot.

**7. Adaptation**

Components or actions within the system are capable of learning or changing in response to changes or disturbances. Adaptation is the ability of a system to adjust and respond to changes in its environment.

**8. Path dependency**

Past events or actions can affect future outcomes. Path dependence is the idea that the history of a system determines its future paths.

**9. Tipping points**

A small change in a system can lead to a large and sudden shift in its behavior. Tipping points are critical thresholds that, when crossed, can lead to a system's collapse or transformation.

**10. Change over time**

Complex systems show different phases of development that change in behavior over time. Understanding these phases is crucial to predicting and managing system behavior.

**11. Open system**

As an open system, it interacts with external environments. There is a tendency for information, energy, and materials to flow in and out of the system, affecting its behavior.

**12. Unpredictability**

A complex system is fundamentally unpredictable. The number of possible states and combinations makes it impossible to predict the exact outcome of a system.

**13. Unknowns**

Because of their complex causal structures and interdependencies, there are many factors which influence the system, making it impossible to predict future outcomes accurately.

**14. Distributed control**

Distributed control systems are those where decision-making authority is not centralized. Each component operates independently, contributing to the system's overall behavior.

**15. Nested systems**

Complex systems often exhibit nested hierarchies, with smaller systems contained within larger ones, creating a layered structure.

**16. Multiple scales and levels**

Systems and their interactions can operate across scales, from local to global. Understanding these different levels is crucial to understanding the system as a whole.

---
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3.7 Utilisation of Ideas: RSD7 and Beyond

I presented earlier version of this paper at the RSD7 symposium (Challenging Complexity By Systemic Design Towards Sustainability, Turin, October 24-26, 2018) along with the poster (figure 17) at the RSD7 “Visualizing Complex Systems” exhibition. The collection of images from the 50 RSD6 surveys were made available online for other designers and researchers to use for their own purposes. This work has over two hundred interactions on Twitter over the past year.

Figure 17. The Visual Representation Of Complexity. RSD7 poster.
4. Reflections

This short research project created space to examine, critically assess and redesign visual representations of some of the key features of complexity with an interdisciplinary research team using a participatory design research process. It brought design knowledge to the CECAN community and expertise from the CECAN research group to the systemic design community engaged with this research. Over the past decade systemic designers have sought to develop visualisation practices to capture complex systemic processes. Images can provide a nuanced understanding of systemic processes and serve to nurture relational ways of understanding complex phenomenon by displaying information about the features and types of relationships (Sevaldson 2016; Boehnert 2014, 2018). This visual representation of relationships as a means of supporting relational perception and ecological perception (Sewall 1995, 1999; Boehnert 2014, 2018). Since complexity is often characterized by relationships, i.e. it is the dynamics between different actors that determines how system functions, relational perception can a means of understanding complexity.

This research project was made significantly more difficult by the way CECAN management engaged with the design research process. Participatory design processes often face the common problem of scope creep as work expands with the involvement of people pulling in different directions, accelerated by the power imbalances between participants. The initial research proposal for this research was very different from the ideas that were developed for the outcomes once participatory processes were initiated. The additional work generated by requests for new illustrative icons (not codes) and then entirely new visualisations were not supported by CECAN management despite my request to be paid for the work of attending to new objectives.

Despite these difficulties, this research was completed to inform decision-making at CECAN and other communities engaged with the analysis of complex problems. The identification of 16 key characteristics with definitions, learning points, examples and illustrations can be used as a learning resources for practitioners, academics and students alike. The work supports learning, collaboration and decision-making for interdisciplinary researchers, policy makers, design practitioners and evaluators as we develop a shared understanding of systemic processes. The research contributes new definitions and visual representation of key features of complexity.
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Abstract As design educators we believe that continuous innovation in education is necessary if we are to imagine new ways for young people to realize their potential. It is critical to rethink our education system and ensure that it is reflective of our current, complex realities. We are especially interested in co-designing learning processes that encourage social innovation and recognize young people as active changemakers. To do this, we developed a research program titled INNOCO (Innovation Co-designed). With support from Zayed University in Dubai, UAE we developed a humanistic research framework, an adaptable set of activities including an innovation bootcamp and a supportive community network that continues to grow. INNOCO was delivered with youth in the UAE and in Nepal and has achieved considerable impacts tracked through both quantitative and qualitative narratives. Our core work is about co-creating pathways for youth to engage in and grow social innovation in their communities.
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1. Introduction

As design educators at Zayed University in Dubai, UAE, we believe in using social innovation to explore new systems of education that are relevant to the evolving needs of our communities. Particularly in the field of education, continuous innovation is both necessary and possible if we are to imagine new ways for young people to realize their full potential.

The current education system in practise in most parts of the world often represents a socially narrow and dated curriculum that is limited in its ability to cultivate empathetic, driven and holistic young leaders and changemakers. In a report entitled ‘Reimagining Education’ by the Centre for Public Impact, the argument for new ways of thinking about education is made clear “while education is our greatest lever for social change, the current system is increasingly failing short. Unacceptable gaps in academic attainment, poor social mobility, rising mental health issues and a failure to provide young people with the skills they need for life in the 21st century are just some of the consequences of a system rooted in the needs of a bygone era.” (Big Change and Centre for Public Impact, 2013). There is a strong need to rethink education and socially innovate a system that is relevant and responsive to the complex realities youth experience in today’s world. We were especially interested in how to encourage creative youth engagement in social innovation as a means to enable young people to realize their potential as changemakers.

The term ‘social innovation’ has enjoyed increased popularity in recent years and is often used to distinguish between the more traditional understanding of technological or market-based innovation that has failed to address rising social inequalities. According to the Centre for Social Innovation at Stanford University, it speaks to a paradigm shift for how we collectively understand innovation and requires projects to consider and tackle significant societal issues such as poverty, unemployment, degrading environments and education. Agnes Hubert’s ‘Empowering People, Driving Change’ report defines social innovation as “new ideas (products, services and models) that simultaneously meet social needs (more effectively than alternatives) and create new social relationships or collaborations. They are innovations that are not only good for society but also enhance society’s capacity to act” (Hubert et.al., 2010).

Considering the changing needs of education and our commitment to social innovation, the central question we explored was ‘How might we co-design an immersive, educational, transformative, and sustainable changemaker pathway for social innovation?’ To do this, we leveraged community initiative and institutional support from Zayed University to build a platform to social innovation named INNOCO (Innovation Co-designed). Simply put, INNOCO actively supports young people interested in building their capacities as changemakers. Hence, it strives to disrupt linear educational approaches and builds on the need for a paradigm shift in education in the region. The INNOCO program is based on humanistic principles of co-design, meaningful participation and how the ‘self’ is inherently tied to the ‘collective.’ This foundational principle is visualized as a model titled ME=WE discussed in detail in later sections. The program activities include a set of versatile and adaptable workshops, readings and interactive exercises that marry relevant content with engaging learning methodologies. These activities enable participants to consider changemaking capacities on an individual (micro), community (meso) and systemic (macro) level. Our core work is about co-creating pathways for youth to engage in and grow social innovation in their communities.
In three years INNOCO has developed a successfully implemented research framework that has already been modeled for a partner project at Zayed University; has facilitated a youth engagement program with participants in UAE and Nepal; and, has chronicled the changemaker journeys of program participants through quantitative and qualitative narratives. Through these cumulative processes, youth explored ways in which they could connect, collaborate and contribute to their larger communities. Critical aspects of our work are detailed below with the hope that an engaged audience of educators and systems thinkers may learn from our shared experiences and enrich our collective knowledge.

2. Values of Co-design

INNOCO is a strong example of an initiative that benefits from a convergence of bottom-up and top-down approaches. The value we assigned to co-design was instrumental in deepening our understanding of social innovation and ensured that the learning process we developed would be informed by multiple perspectives. The co-design process was crucial in forming a common language of understanding to unify opinions and direction. Our foundation for co-design was inspired by Margaret Mead’s famous words “Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, committed citizens can change the world; indeed, it’s the only thing that ever has.”

2.1. Leadership and Vision

The meaningful participation of diverse voices is critical to furthering social innovation, additionally, so is the presence of strong leadership. Good leaders are imperative to the success of co-design as they steer collective dialogue and facilitate the identification of a common vision. INNOCO’s principal leads were able to articulate their vision for social change with transparency and passion which enabled the multiple collaborators, partners, mentors and participants involved in this work to leverage their unique expertise to further a collective vision for change.

2.2. Inclusivity and Participation

Through strategic outreach, preliminary exploratory sessions and surveys with our immediate and international communities, we initiated dialogues about reimagining education and learning that helped nurture our direction and actions. The formation of an organic team included the perspectives, knowledge, skill and guidance from students, educators, CEO’s, industry experts, existing changemakers and storytellers to name a few. The elements that were generated through the co-designing process were adaptive and responsive to the interests of youth participants and collaborators to cultivate and expand our collective capacity. For example, youth who expressed an interest in facilitation were invited to co-host sessions with lead facilitators.

Although the processes for co-design can be slow, complex and highly iterative, we believe it to be a promising pathway to social change allowing community participation. From 2015-2018 our co-design process involved approximately 116 experts, facilitators and collaborators from diverse and multidisciplinary backgrounds. Understanding limitations and levels of commitment from participation is highly important in the co-design process. When done right, co-design can yield lasting, meaningful impact that permeate through individual, community and systemic levels.
2.3. Impactful Ownership and Achievement

Ideas that are collectively imagined, designed, developed and implemented, we believe this creates a lasting change because of the diverse voices that are engaged. Individuals who were able to provide meaningful input into existing areas or foresee new areas of development and could take ownership proved to be valuable to the overall growth and progress of INNOCO. The collective actions of co-design has to meet individual ownership and community driven purpose to be impactful towards systemic changes.

Through these collective contributions, acknowledging achievements and appreciative celebration creates milestones in the growth of social innovation work. Challenges and setbacks are always part of the tapestry but when on-the-ground action and team effort leads to successes it brings us closer to the realization of a collective vision as changemakers.

Figure 1. INNOCO’s principles of Co-Design

3. Research Framework

Our research model is a human-centered and evidence-informed one titled ‘ME=WE’ that resonates with the Panarchy Theory to understand the systemic and symbiotic relationships between self (ME) and society (WE). ANA=NAHNU (نائم وناحني) as translated in Arabic is a core humanistic concept of empathetic understanding between the self and society. It acknowledges how personal growth can lead to creative confidence and empowerment that ultimately contributes to society.

ME=WE attaches significant value to the symbiotic relationship between an individual and the larger societies and systems he/she/they inhabit. The framework focuses on ‘action and reflection’
contributing to social change that one can affect at an individual (micro), community (meso) and systemic (macro) levels.

Wise and diverse communities across our world adopt this simple philosophy. In ‘The Origin of Values’, Fredrik Barth discusses the Balinese principle of ‘tattwa-masi’, which translates to ‘you are we and we are you’. Similarly, Jacoba Mugumbate and Andrew Nyanguru explore the South African philosophy of “Ubuntu” in the African Journal of Social Work, it teaches that our humanity is reflected in the achievements and humanity of others, intrinsically connecting the ‘self’ with the collective. This framework also manifests in the Mobius strip, a mathematical phenomena that demonstrates infinite and continuous movement and sprouting growth.

At INNOCO the ME=WE framework was developed as a pathway that begins with the individual as a changemaker who engages with their community and systemic change through a continuous cycle of growth, action and reflection. The individual journey mirrors the expansive and moving structure of this framework as they engage in activities grounded in empathy, trust, creative confidence and communication. Through this work, the individual experiences growth points between action and reflection allowing for enriching their knowledge and capacities and deepening appreciative inquiry mode as continuously leaping from ME to WE and WE to ME.

Figure 2. ME=WE framework guiding a changemaker’s pathway
4. Program Tools

A flexible and imaginative program as a series of independent workshops and an intensive 9-day bootcamp was developed to facilitate socially minded youth engagement. The program objective was to build collective capacity in planning and developing entrepreneurial and/or community-driven service projects and contribute to tangible change-making.

4.1. Immersive Program

The immersive program was co-designed considering changemaker character building, experiential learning, empathy driven practice and community/industry integration. Through phase one of the program, we focused on the individual changemaker and in identifying their pathway. The program consisted of four main workshop styled sessions:

- **Building Creative Confidence** focuses on the individual’s paradigm shift to a confident space by considering the meaning of empathy, trust, identity and passion. It builds upon the participants identified strengths and perspectives to re-think self to society and vice-versa (ME=WE). The session ends with the participant envisioning their hero journey as changemakers and commitment to moving forward.

- **Design Thinking Practice** initiates the conversation of value creation by using empathy driven tools, establishing needs finding and point of view processes, visualizing and ideating through storytelling techniques and quick prototyping to assess assumptions towards social problems.

- **Social Innovation Space** begins with what social entrepreneurship might look like so participants can define it. This workshop introduces the Value Proposition Design (VPD), Social Business Model Canvas (SBMC) and how experience innovation stands on the pillars of desirability, viability and feasibility. These aspects are applied to the participants selected social issues to realize sustainable solutions.

- **Pitching Social Innovation Ideas** builds the participants confidence to pitch their social innovation ideas through a meaningful story, convincing and structured vision and engaging storytelling. The program concludes with the pitch presentations evaluated by a panelist from the community, for relevant feedback to action and possible connections for the changemaker to further their learning and begin to establish their ecosystem.

The INNOCO program was piloted with youth in UAE and in Nepal in varying forms. In UAE (2016-2017) a six-month workshop series was implemented where 20 youth experienced learning and collaboration towards 3 pitched ideas, participants were not ready to move forward with their social enterprise or community service projects. In Nepal (2016 – 2018) during the UAE Nepal Connect (UNC) project, the program was initially piloted with select youth and evolved into a 9-day innovation residential bootcamp with 18 youth. At the end of the Nepal bootcamp, nine ideas were pitched to a panel of community panelists, out of which seven have emerged as viable projects in ongoing development.
4.2. Cluster Development

INNOCO’s next phase of programming was to mobilize youth who participated in the program to form a support and networking system to assist each other and motivate growth of project or service ideas. The aspect to further facilitation of the program and learning in the changemaker communities was also an objective. The Nepal bootcamps lead to the development of the Nepal Youth Cluster (NYC), initiated by the participating youth in 2016. Core members of NYC assisted in co-designing the 2017 bootcamp and created the conversation with new participants to establish their own not-for-profit organization in August 2018, Nepal Youth Innovators (NYI).

4.3. Ecosystem Mapping

This area of the program was to consider the changemakers’ journey on a systems scale to affect social change at the macro-level. Taking into consideration the ME=WE framework, an ‘Ecosystem Mapping’ tool was co-created by the INNOCO team and paired with a mentorship component to strengthen the changemakers’ self-growth and the scalability of their project. Seven mentors were identified and recruited from Nepal and internationally, matched with seven NYI changemakers to foster learning and expansion of their projects pitched during the bootcamp. This is an ongoing relationship and supports the growing needs of the changemakers.

![Figure 3. INNOCO program roadmap](image)
5. Impact Stories

INNOCO emerged as an exploration of how we might reimagine education as a meaningful pathway for youth to changemaking and community building. This exploration evolved into an immersive, transformative, and sustainable educational program wherein youth could realize their potential as changemakers and active players in society. The program underwent multiple renditions that consisted of pilot modules, workshops, bootcamps and co-design sessions in both UAE and Nepal and therefore the impact data gathered is fairly vast. To determine INNOCO’s key impacts we considered the original objective and structured a mixed-methods data collection plan that allowed us to gather rich qualitative narratives of change from youth participants along with quantitative measures of program effectiveness. Data was collected following the pilot program delivered to local youth in the UAE, the first phase of the program in Nepal, and the second phase or innovation bootcamp. The impacts of our work are illustrated through these sets of data and by the stories they tell.

5.1. Local Impact

The INNOCO program was initially piloted with youth in the U.A.E. and consisted of a series of workshops and talks that introduced youth to key concepts of social innovation, co-design, community collaboration and creative confidence. 20 participants were asked to complete feedback forms at the end of the sessions and were also interviewed for added input. Data indicated that young people found the concepts of social innovation useful but the current environment they found themselves in did not enable them to translate their understanding into actionable change-making projects.

While youth in the pilot program did not build social innovation projects themselves their feedback allowed us to build on the program and create a more nuanced and detailed program which evolved into the innovation bootcamp offered in Nepal. Pilot participants were also actively involved in planning and facilitating the next phase of the program. They even travelled with the team to Nepal to deliver the new series of innovation workshops; the value of this exchange has manifested in meaningful cross-cultural relationships, mentorships and understanding.

5.2. International Impact

Following our experience in UAE, the team decided to pilot the program in an international setting and leveraged a partnership in Nepal to deliver the program with diverse youth based in Kathmandu. This resulted in the UAE Nepal Connect (UNC) program.

While our impact assessment data is primarily qualitative gathered through transcribed one-on-one in-depth interviews, quantitative data was also collected through post program surveys. Analysis of the quantitative narratives shows that the program was highly rated by participants especially in the areas of bootcamp environment and cultivating culture. These were critical areas for us as we attempted to create an unconventional learning environment and culture that valued co-design where youth could contribute to the process in fulsome ways. On a scale of 1-5 (5 is very satisfied; 1 is unsatisfied) participants rated key areas of their experience, A snapshot of average rating scores demonstrate the following: Workshop Quality: 4.1 / 5; Content Relevance: 4 / 5; Culture & Space: 4.6 / 5; Expectations Met: 4 / 5; Interaction: 4.2 / 5; Creative confidence: 4 / 5. These scores indicate key
strengths of the program and point to the need for innovative content and learning spaces for youth that prioritize community and change-making.

Figure 4. Impact growth with UNC 2017 Program participants (0=low standard / 5= high standard)

The qualitative data collected through in-depth interviews was used to develop a set of illustrated changemaker stories to further our Knowledge Translation and Exchange (KTE) efforts. The stories follow youth participants who completed the INNOCO program and demonstrate the transformative change they experienced that led to actions on individual, community and systemic levels. While many discussed viable social enterprise projects that either resulted from or was fueled by their participation at INNOCO, many also identified key life skills they attributed to the program. These included resiliency and the tools to adapt to changing needs or project directions; confidence and the ability to present and/or communicate their creative vision; and, an understanding of the language of social enterprise along with stronger familiarity with tools such as the empathy engine and value proposition canvas. Here is what some of the participants had to say:

“I got chance to work on projects ... Take survey about different topics ... Visit the farm ... And most importantly present myself and my ideas in front of everyone which gave me confidence ... It gave me worthy lessons for life ... I feel happy about all this”

“I was a bit shy girl but now when I come front for the presentation I just cannot stop myself from giving my best. Once I got the title of ‘presenter of the day” as well and it has been possible due to the strength that I got throughout those 9 days of UNC. I am much thankful for those motivating and inspiring days.”

“UNC 2017 means a lot for me. It has always been a milestone for the leadership development and execution. Furthermore, it has bolstered confidence in me to take leadership initiative in different situations. I have emerged as the problem solving, inspiring and energetic, enthusiastic leader at my work.”
“UNC 2017 acted like a fuel to turn my thoughts into action. I am able to witness the impact of boot camp both in my thinking process as well as my courage towards any contingent action that I have to take in my work life. The most powerful thing I have been practically applying in my life is the Value Proposition canvas and the essence of teamwork.”

Additionally, there were seven viable projects that emerged from the Nepal bootcamp. All are in their initial developmental and/or operational phases. This includes a literacy and reading program in a rural community; a homestay for women facing domestic violence; a hydroponic farm; and a kiwi farm and waste management system. The Nepal youth group also realized their vision by registering as the Nepal Youth Innovators (NYI), a space for young people to connect to like-minded changemakers and cultivate meaningful connections and collaborations to better contribute to social change.

5.3. Added Benefits

From 2015-2018 INNOCO’s co-design process involved approximately 116 multidisciplinary experts, facilitators from diverse backgrounds and collaborators across sectors of work. Sparking this flourishing and supportive network of people passionate about social innovation is one of the program’s strongest impacts. This network has elevated on-campus learning opportunities at Zayed University by introducing students to expert speakers in social innovation and social enterprise. Many of these collaborators have also supported the program by being mentors for youth participants and actively encouraging their social enterprise projects.

The ME=WE research framework and changemaker pathway developed by INNOCO has also been modeled for a partner project at Zayed University that connects communities to co-designing systems of sustainability and at Impact Hub at Georgian University in the USA. Learning from and having the ability to build on the lessons learnt from INNOCO’s research and program experience has been invaluable in sustaining new ways in which to engage young people in becoming active changemakers.

6. Conclusion

INNOCO’s journey is a strong example of communities co-designing systemic solutions in the field of education. Our central goal when we began this journey was to reimagine education and learning as a way for youth to further their capacity as changemakers. What we learnt is that new systemic methods of learning and driving social change are not only viable but are being actively sought out by youth and adults alike. People are ready and vested in change. The failings of our current systems in meeting social challenges are increasingly being recognized in communities across the globe and the time is ripe for an overhaul in our thinking and institutions.

A key finding through INNOCO’s work has also been the understanding that people are just as committed to social change outcomes are they are to community-based processes. INNOCO’s values of co-design, commitment to social innovation and humanistic research framework of ME=WE truly resonated with people who engaged in this work. This understanding allowed for a common language that allowed for stakeholders to buy-in to the vision of a changemaker pathway. Our
A comprehensive and flexible set of program tools for youth engagement were positively received and the impacts have been significant. The skills, mindset and confidence gained on the individual participant level coupled with the social enterprise project levied on the community level combine to steer a path towards meaningful systemic change. Through these cumulative processes, youth explored ways in which they could connect, collaborate and contribute to their larger communities.

INNOCO’s social innovation model in its entirety is both powerful and promising for future work. To continue this journey, an online hub of program tools, research framework, principles and impact stories will soon be shared as a platform for youth, educators and/or academics to easily access and adapt this model for their local communities. We believe that INNOCO is a strong example of a social innovation pathway that cultivates young changemakers and a study in co-designing alternative forms of learning that disrupt linear models. As one of the INNOCO youth participants in Nepal so aptly states “What we learn in schools is not everything, I want kids and young adults to learn life skills that will bring out the best person that they can be.”

Figure 5. INNOCO Social Innovation Model
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Abstract This paper lays out a plan of action for literature review on Systemic Design. It argues that despite the newness of systemic design, there is scope for such work, especially if it departs from the typical styles of literature review, and a) takes a historical perspective, b) pulls in a range of heterogenous literature, and c) if, in doing this, it takes its cue from systems itself, and uses systems thinking based methodologies to establish the interrelationships between systemic design and its influences and directions. Thus the goal of this paper is to explain the rationale for this review style and to call for it to become a strand of research that offers interested scholars a place to stand to examine the antecedents of the turn to systems by designers, to learn about the rich heritage of the systemic design and to help develop further themes within this design paradigm that are newly emerging.
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1. Introduction

As the ideas of systemic thinking become more familiar and found in many disciplinary discourses, so there is an increase in work reviewing systemic thought. Existing literature reviews are often conducted from a particular disciplinary standpoint, for instance, management (Mele, Pels and Polese, 2010); engineering (Monat and Gannon, 2015). It is as yet too early to carry out a literature review on systemic design. Therefore, although this paper is in the tradition of a literature review, it differs in two respects. The first difference is in the emphasis on giving a sense of a historical perspective (Peruccio, 2017). This allows us to move from the type of literature review whose primary purpose is to draw out key concepts. Rather, we wish to add to the ‘key concepts’ review, a narrative that builds on timelines and contemporary reactions to relevant discourse in the period under study. The second difference is to use a review methodology based on a systems-inspired literature review (Sylvester, Tate and Johnstone, 2013). This encourages drawing in a range of literature and lends support to narrative inferences by making explicit the interrelationships between ideas, timelines and contemporary discourse. The rationale for making these departures from traditional review methodologies is that, since systemic design is relatively new, grounding it within a historical perspective is an important contribution to establishing a background. Also, systemic design’s ‘newness’ means that resources are not discoverable using traditional literature review search techniques which rely on pre-defining search terms. However, we believe that a review based on ‘sweeping in’ (Nelson, 2003) heterogeneous relevant research literature will offer a richer set of materials. In short, this review would seek to map the trajectory of ideas that have been influential in systemic design and related themes ‘entangled’ with systemic design, and by doing this, generate fresh insights into the philosophy, theory and praxis of systemic design.

2. From a traditional to a ‘systemically inspired’ review’

Typically, a descriptive literature review will use a number of search terms, and choose a number of publication outlets, to seek and obtain a good coverage of source material. When a collection of resources is made, they are studied, and the reviewers synthesize previous research and conceptualise the research themes. From this, reviewers will build a picture of what is happening in that particular discipline with regard to a particular topic. The main purpose of this type of review is to draw out the key concepts. Our claim is that for Systemic Design it is too early to have such a review, and that a narrative literature review based on historical perspective will be more conducive to offering useful insights. Also, it will not be possible to be neutral, but the interpretative approach will be open and thus available for inspection and debate.

We propose to use a systems thinking inspired approach (following Sylvester, Tate and Johnstone, 2013) who look for the narratives and uses soft systems methodology to better understand those narratives and frame them, giving interpretations that do not need to follow the positivist style with the emphasis on progression common to most typical literature reviews. Although this approach was adopted for studying concepts in Information Systems, it can be adapted to be used with systemic design. This is because it is primarily a narrative, as opposed to a descriptive, approach. The narrative
approach in this case, makes use of a historical perspective, which is helpful for grounding a new emergent design paradigm such as that of systemic design. It does this by placing it in context, showing how it relates with the various schools of systems-based work, where different groups of researchers are working with the ‘same’ theory, but in different ways for different purposes.

Such an approach was taken by Greenhalgh, Robert, Macfarlane et al., (2005). They proposed that a ‘meta-narrative’ review can help make sense of heterogeneous bodies of literature, in which different groups of scientists have conceptualised and investigated the ‘same’ problem in different ways, in their case the theory of the diffusion of information. Although this is not the kind of question we are dealing with here, still there is value in the idea of a meta-narrative that may offer explanations for various phenomena we observe and help us to interpret them. We agree with Sylvester et al. in challenging the assumption that scholarly knowledge accumulates in a linear fashion over time. They present evidence that sometimes, because of the popularity of some schools of thought, they seem to create more and more studies following established models and methodologies, such that research, rather than building up, is ‘piling up’, and not creating new insights or advances. When literature reviews of such schools of thought are carried out, they are necessarily inward looking, even though a traditional descriptive review may point to a continuous progression. By combining thematic and historical context to the literature, it is possible to “identify turning points, changes and disconnects [...] distinguishing advocacy from enquiry [...] provide a nuanced and heterogeneous understanding of a complex real-world phenomenon.” (Sylvester, Tate and Johnstone, 2013, p.1213).

Finally, our approach also draws from Cameron and Mengler (2009), who worked on a problem that we see as similar ours, although with a starting point that is based on heterogeneity of meaning. Working in the context of museums, they noted that many museums share the problem that their objects in their collection are too many to be displayed at any one time. However, with the advent of the internet, it is possible for interested parties to experience virtual objects. The problem then becomes that both “digitization and networked access enable [...] gathering a broader range of associations around collections, intimately connected to cultural, social and political formations, debates and events.” (Cameron and Mengler, 2009, p. 190) and the question arises of how to catalogue the objects to take account of these associations. The classification systems previously established are no longer relevant, as they are too closed to be of wider use. Yet online databases provide access to those objects that cannot be displayed, so the information about them needs to be as rich as possible.

In addition, as part of the modern conceptualization of museums, they are no longer to be conceived as ‘mausoleums’ but as collections enhancing public education and awareness, meaning that they should be as open, but also as relevant, as possible for the public. The dichotomy between the expert museum curator and the casual visitor is also breaking down, as the meanings assigned to objects move into the realm of the ‘networked’ object. This refers to the object, whether virtual or real, that is the subject of debate over the internet. Such network objects can be artefacts that have not been seen in the museum setting, in real life, but are the main protagonist in online debates. Thus, the researchers sought to understand how the museum might moves from a closed system to one that
attempts to match its lived environment with all its incumbent contradictions, uncertainties and variabilities. Their response was to use the metaphor of complexity and acknowledge that on the one hand the heritage of classifications are valued, but that in addition, meanings are fluid. Of course, this is well known internally within the museum curators and cataloguers, but the custom has been to ‘force’ objects into classification, as a means to foster clarity and rationality, and to maintain the authority of the museum. This is in spite of much research demonstrating that the way the museum cataloguers understand the objects differs greatly from the way members of the general public do.

Accepting that there is room for alternatives, and that this should be a source of richness, and an opportunity to authorise more meanings, without compromising the authority of the museum, is akin to what we propose in our literature review approach. We propose that the heterogenous literature can contain different narratives that can foster different meanings, meanings that are not available if practices such as selection processes or pre-assigned meanings predominate.

Thus, Sylvester et al. see the problem of the traditional literature review as pre-imposing a selection process that narrows down the collection of documents to be studied, and also assumes positivist progression, and Cameron and Mengler see the objects in the museum collection as being forced into a rigid classification system that denies their existence as ‘networked’ objects. Sylvester et al. suggest a historical perspective and derives narratives in which to foster new interpretations. Cameron and Mengler suggest the notion of “knowledgescapes” and of using complexity as a metaphor that rejects dualistic, hierarchical and linear approaches. Such an approach will incur ‘uncomfortable’ but real-world aspects that we all operate under, such as interlinkages, unpredictability, ambiguity and heterodoxy. In both the traditional literature review, and the traditional documenting systems of libraries, real life is being confined to conform to well delineated ‘systems’ which ignores complexity and with it the richness of stories that do not conform to the accounts that fit within the norms of those systems.

A systems thinking based approach can provide a more holistic picture of the topic under study because it is conducted within the context of surrounding environments. It includes the researcher as an active part of the research setting, facilitating dynamic dialogue among different perspectives of the things and participants (Jung, 2017). Such an approach searches for the influences and looks for the meaning, as illustrated in the two photos below:
The review work seeks to both map the trajectory of ideas that have been influential in systemic design as well as to follow back related themes that are ‘entangled’ with systemic design, e.g. healthcare or eco-sustainability, etc.

3. Entanglement
Since both systems thinking and design have highly inter-disciplinary traditions, it is natural that both should be bound up with many types of work, and that sometimes valuable pieces of research are located in publication outlets that would not normally be directly associated with design or systems, such as with a collection of resources about sustainability (Systemic learning for Sustainability, n.d.) or healthcare (Clarkson et al., 2017). Moreover, it may be that the perspective, which may be for example, the collection in which the resource is located conceals viewpoints relevant to systemic design. For instance, we know that participatory approaches are a bedrock of systemic design, yet foundational research on the notion of co-design as collective creativity, leading possible “transformation toward more sustainable ways of living in the future” (Sanders and Stappers, 2008) does not mention systems, although it might be argued that it appears to have absorbed it. Another example is when systems thinking is applied to an area contingent to design, such as creativity: Csikszentmihalyi, a psychologist, claims systemic implications on creativity (Csikszentmihalyi, 1999).

Therefore, following relevant themes and topics and also research groups (e.g. Barbero, 2017) is important. This is not done with a primary aim of discovering search terms, - although this can be useful at a later stage for seeking out more resources, - rather, it is mapping themes to an overall emerging picture, so that interrelationships can be reflected upon. This, in turn, leads to more discoveries until a ‘saturation’ point is reached, sufficient for a well-grounded narrative accounting for how certain themes are related and how developments have emerged. This narrative can then give some basis to make assumptions about how they might continue to develop.

Furthermore, by laying open to scrutiny the ways by which the observer (in this case the authors of this paper) ‘interpret’ what they see, other observers are able to follow the reasoning and draw their own conclusions, for as Midgley (2003) emphasises, it is not possible to present a neutral account.

### 3.1. As an example...
The trajectory of systems thinking and systems oriented design offered by Peruccio (2017) shows how a historical perspective can be illuminating. Between the 1972 publication of the *Limits to Growth* (Meadows et al., 1972) and the Buchanan’s 1992 paper noting an area of design “concerned with complex systems or environments” (Buchanan, 1992, p.10) there is a gap of two decades. Previous to this, we know that systems thinking was taught in the now famous design education establishment that was the Ulm school, (1953-68). Also, we know that in this period Design was pre-occupied with self-reflection on the nature of design e.g. ‘designing designing’ (Jones, 1979); with debates about intuition versus positivism, with ‘designerly ways of knowing’ (Cross, 1982). It is strange that systems thinking does not seem to have infiltrated to produce ‘systemic design’ earlier.

We might speculate, that perhaps it was because of an association between positivism and system dynamics (Coyne and Snodgrass 1991: Cross, 1993)? On a parallel note, in a different discipline, Collopy notes that systems thinking did not implant itself in management (Collopy, 2009) although he attributes this to need to acquire literacy in systems. The question of systems literacy is also part of other discourses around systems thinking, with claims that systems literacy is essential to all research endeavours (Bosch, King, Herbohn et al., 2007; Dubberly, 2014).

Figure 4 below represents an attempt to show how a visualization of this speculation can lead to more thoughts. Of course, visualizing has been shown to be a good tool for exploring ‘data’ as Tufte (1990) advocates, based on examples from the past.

Figure 4. Systemic thought and how it did not take root in Design despite antecedents - rich picture

4. The contributions of Design History and Literature Reviews
Design historians are the acknowledged experts in answering these kinds of questions posed above (Formia, 2017). However, we maintain that literature reviews, especially those framed as we have described, could also be helpful. For instance, within design oriented academic journals, there is an emergence of concern with incorporating wider issues into design. Examples are papers on ‘whole system design’ integrating social, economic and environmental phenomena (Blizzard and Klotz, 2012; Charnley, Lemon and Evans, 2011) and the linking of ‘design for sustainability’ (DfS) as design for ‘system innovations and transitions’ (Ceschin and Gaziulusoy, 2016). Many of these papers evolve their systems thinking discourse from exposure to interests in sustainability (stewardship of the planet), or to ‘bumping up against’ complexity in their design work. This correlates the claim that, “design studies today tend to follow an ambiguous version of complexity theory, rendered without citations or methodological influence” (Jones, 2014, p.123). If this is the case, is design simply responding to the pervasiveness of calls for the need for systems thinking, apparent in all kinds of settings from agriculture to 3rd sector work (Bland and Bell, 2007; Vexler, 2017)? In order to try to answer these questions, we need a blend of both a historical perspective, literature reviews that follow the narrative method, and heterogenous literature encompassing various types of resources, coming from various disciplines, not to mention different regions of the world, and where literature may not ordinarily be available to researchers because of language or other barriers.

5. Current work and future directions

The plan for our work, is to continue to map out themes and timelines, with the aim of also creating a set of resources that can be added to, interpreted (and re-interpreted) to explore the interrelationships of timelines with themes that are found both in and around systemic design. A number of such themes have already presented themselves in our work so far, such as the relationships between service design and systemic design which call for both more grounding and more exploration (Darzentas and Darzentas, 2014, 2016). Another theme is to examine the antecedents of recent work on systems thinking as a psychological construct (Davis, Leppanen, Mularczyk, et al., 2018, Randle and Stroink, 2018), and speculate what this might mean for designing with neurodiversity. More immediately, the suggested synthesis of Design Thinking and Systems Thinking (Pourdehnad, Wexler and Wilson, 2011; Ryan, 2014) is a fertile ground for more nuanced investigations as evidenced by (Jones, 2014: Sevaldson, 2017)

It is our hope that we can also engage with the emerging systemic design community, via the new Systemic Design Association, to create a special interest group of like-minded researchers, in order to, for instance, bring in impactful literature from sources that are unknown to the wider community, because of not being published outside of national boundaries, or inaccessible due to language barriers, or being published in non-indexed resources. In this way, we hope our review work will not only lead to publications, but also to the establishment of a background prompting fresh research questions.
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Abstract: Based on several research by design cases illustrations, the paper aims to conclude a mix of diverse media in reference to diverse generative agency in Systemic Approach to Architectural Performance design field. In this field, the design processes and design’s performances in time are seen as the ‘resulting design objects’. Therefore, the agency involved in both is merged and proceeds parallel within one co-performative and co-living eco-system in its fight for Post-Anthropocene in built environment. SAAP is a fusion of several process based fields and their media, involving namely: a) ‘Systems Oriented Design’; b) ‘Performance Oriented Architecture’; 3) ‘Prototypical Urban Interventions’; d) ‘Time-Based Design’; e) ‘Service Design’; f) ‘Co-Design, Co-Creation and DIY’. The paper separately investigates SAAP’s relations to these fields and concludes with their integration and synergy.
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1. Introduction

The discussed field of Systemic Approach to Architectural Performance is focusing on landscape, social and cultural ecology in built environment for eco-systemic co-living co-performance. With Joachim’s statement that looking forward to a future that shines is not a platitude but an absolute imperative that empowers designers to speculate about the near future (Joachim, 2015), this research by design is targeting on its shift from Anthropocene for biodiversity support and climate change adaptation (Davidová, 2018; Davidová, Pánek, & Pánková, 2018; Davidová & Zímová, 2018). SAAP represents holistic approach through so called ‘real life co-design laboratory’, which, as opposed to the concept of regular laboratory, engages with the complexity of ‘real life in real time’ (Davidová et al., 2018). This concept evolved from Sevaldson’s concept of ‘Rich Design Research Space’ (Sevaldson, 2008) that is integrating to it real life performance of- and within- the eco-system of built environment which historically tended to be distinguished (see Figure 1) (Davidová & Raková, 2018; Davidová & Zímová, 2017, 2018; Hensel, 2019).

The direction of media mix and time-based design was suggested in reference to creative digital design techniques by Sevaldson already in 2005 (Sevaldson, 2005). However, this new approach contributes to the field by assigning the diverse media to particular biotic and abiotic agency, including trans-disciplinary human and non-human co-design participation in ‘real time and life’. The biotic and abiotic generative agency is here used to express actions of living and non-living...
interactors covering their agendas, which through their cross-interaction co-create evolutive performance. The media involve: a) the complexity diagramming - a manual analogue and digital tool from Systems Oriented Design (SOD) called gigamapping, which is the most designerly way to deal with systems (Sevaldson, 2013); b) digital modelling; c) its full scale prototyping and namely: d) all the integral performances and cross-interactions of all the above mentioned, generated in time. The last ones appear through i.e. airflow, relative humidity, temperature; species such as algae, lichen, butterflies or bumblebees; material properties; or through human trans-disciplinary co-designers, such as general public, landscape ecologists, coders, architects, etc. Therefore, there is a shift from what architectural profession used to be perceived. As a designer, you can only interact with the system, not designing it. Through this interaction, you can co-design and therefore re-design the (eco)system (Davidová & Zímová, 2018).

Through the properties of the active agency within the co-design are also defined its creative design tools. Therefore, the performances take multiple layers, such as synergy of natural, social and cultural environment defined in Performance Oriented Architecture by Hensel (Hensel, 2010). Here it involves creative trans-disciplinary and trans-social, biological, material, climatic, mechanical or digital performances. These are achieved through ‘prototypical urban interventions’ (Doherty, 2005) established as generative urban design tool at the start of millennium by CHORA office (CHORA, 2017). Such generativeness and co-performances are grounded within its ‘time-based design approach’ (Sevaldson, 2004) discussed by Sevaldson around the same time period. Within SAAP this also involves hands on studies on historical references, that were tested and developed over generations. Through the generative interventions, the projects are co-creating eco-systemic services in built environment. This is supported by another layer of generative co-designing agency whilst marking the prototypes with QR codes. The QR codes are leading to recipes for ‘do it yourself’ (DIY) locally specific adaptations. The paper exemplifies these processes on several different cases of ‘responsive wood’ (Hensel & Menges, 2006) projects that form and ratify the ‘Systemic Approach to Architectural Performance’ (Davidová, 2017b) design field.

2. The Integrated Fields

Systemic Approach to Architectural Performance is integrating several process-based fields for eco-systemic real time life co-performance in living environment. The key fields in this are: a) Systems Oriented Design; b) Performance Oriented Architecture; 3) Prototypical Urban Interventions; d) Time-Based Design; e) Service Design and f) Co-Design, Co-Creation and DIY. These fields are through interventions co-providing synergetic co-performing processes of urban and cultural landscape.

2.1. Systems Oriented Design

Systems Oriented Design (SOD) is looking beyond object to access a ‘rich picture’ (Checkland, 2000) of complexity serving as a generative design tool. It is holistically looking at vast fields of relations and patterns of interactions (Sevaldson, 2013). SOD is framed in media rich ‘Rich Design Research Space’ which takes into account the physical, social, and cultural spaces, and the virtual and visual media spaces in which the research-by-design takes place (Sevaldson, 2008). In our case, this
space takes place in the building site’s public space (see Figure 2) or in adjacent publically accessible refreshment spaces (see Figure 3 and Figure 4) whilst both are being accompanied by social events such as EnviroCity Festivals (Davidová & Kernová, 2016) (see Figure 5). Such spaces cover co-design with communities and diverse trans-disciplinary team members and stakeholders.

Diverse actors in the Rich Design Research Space require diverse media. For example, within human speculative co-design some disciplines or public relate better to drawing or image relations’ connections, the others to physical modelling or prototyping or combinations of all (see Figure 2 and Figure 3). This needs to be at first point grounded by physical gigamapping to find the relations of the natural, social and cultural data, thoughts, collective understandings and speculations. The physical maps can be further on translated to digital maps and digital modelling simulations. This can be
afterwards printed and fabricated to meet physical interaction again (see Figure 4). Such feedback looping interaction is however, simultaneously co-designed with the other kinds of agency. The prototype’s performance is co-generated by i.e. relative humidity, temperature, their material properties and organisms that appear in its adjacent environment or directly settles on prototypes. Therefore, the design processes appear to be cross- and multi-layered in relation with multiple agency and mixing digital with analogue, biotic with abiotic – living with non-living.

Figure 4: Combining gigamapping and computing whilst co-designing with local community and trans-disciplinary team in project COLridor I (photo: Zímová, digital model and print screen: Prokop 2017)

Figure 5: Selection of the events of EnviroCity 2017 festival (Photos: Carrithers 2017)

2.2. Performance Oriented Architecture

Performance Oriented Architecture is explained by Hensel as non-anthropocentric, requiring integration of core concepts in architecture and biology. This is to be approached so as to inform the integrated spatial and material organisation of architecture and its interaction with the physical environments towards the production of heterogeneous provisions that can help sustain ecosystems and biodiversity (Hensel, 2012). Within such framework, the SAAP research by design cases have been mainly developing and applying non-anthropocentric responsive solid wood concept on its full-scale prototypes in built environment. This research by design has been focusing on hygroscopic co-performance of living and non-living biological matter and abiotic agency of relative humidity and temperature (see Figure 6 and Figure 7). These prototypes take direct active agency within the natural, social and cultural environment, co-performing and co-designing its edible, habitable, transferable, exchangeable and micro-climatic eco-systemic services.
Figure 6: Ray 2*2013 Responsive Wood Envelope Prototype a) in semi-dry June 2018 weather when the screen is open for boundary exchange between exterior and semi-interior; b) after April light rain in 2017 when the system is closed, not allowing the humid and cold air to pass through the boundary; both after five and four years respectively of being exposed to weather and biotic conditions. The prototype got inhabited by Blue Stein Fungi, Algae and Lichen. These, namely the algae, are regulating the moisture content of wood, thus co-causing its warping. Notice also the organisation of algae habitation caused by the material’s fibre direction and position within the design that is affected by material performance and form. Thus it is organised through its moisture and the organism’s abundance and distribution interaction (Davidová, 2017a). (photos: Davidová 2017 - 2018)

Figure 7: COLridor II project that is using hygroscopicity of wood for planting flowers for coming spring pollinators in otherwise fully build up environment. The outdoor and its indoor extensive installation generates micro biotopes of edible landscape, covering dwellings and nutrients opportunities for various species, including, but not limited to honey producing plants and local edible and sprout seeds. These eco-topes secure a transition and an exchange on a biocorridor connecting central urban with semi-urban areas of historical city of Třebíč (photos: Davidová 2018 and Zímová 2019).
2.3. Eco-Systemic Prototypical Urban Interventions

Figure 8: TreeHugger CY together with exhibited design gigamaps and QR code leading to Systemic Approach to Architectural Performance blog with recipe for its creation for generating its iterations. The TreeHugger prototypes serve as hotels for insect as well as fast-food restaurants for bats and birds. This one was built by the United Nations Buffer Zone – the non-human bio-corridor that is, thanks to the difficult political situation, passing through the otherwise very human oriented urbanised city centre of Nicosia. The prototype is questioning the linearity and separation of this concept, suggesting its crossing for both the non-human spread to urbanised areas as well as the human spread of community built iterations on both sides of the city. Therefore it engages with food chains; transfers and exchange of nutrients, genetic, biological, biotic as well as abiotic materials, cross-species cultural, social and political interaction; co-habitats and co-dwellings, etc. (photo: Davidová 2018)

From an urban and landscape perspective, prototypes are explained by Doherty as architectural and programmatic interventions that are open to changing political, economic, ecological and social dynamics over time and space. They present a more strategic, canny and fluid approach rather than determinate strategies like master planning. Prototypes perform with uncertainty by creating and maintaining a spatial dialogue of sorts over time (Doherty, 2005). In other words, prototypes act as generative force that is engaging its surrounding environment. Therefore, with the bottom up approach of rather small and simple input, prototypes can grow into an expansive and complex time-based outputs. Our prototypes have non-anthropocentric character and focus on engagement of overall eco-system through its systemic interactions. Therefore, they are called eco-systemic.
prototypical urban interventions that engage with food chains; transfers and exchange of nutrients, genetic, biological, biotic as well as abiotic material, cross-species cultural, social and political interaction; co-habitats and co-dwellings, etc. (see Figure 7, Figure 8 and Figure 9).

2.4. **Time-Based Design**

Figure 9: TreeHugger CZ performing over time from being build in spring 2017 to winter 2019. Please, note also the inhabitation by algae after the autumn 2017. (photos: Davidová and Carrithers 2017 - 2019)

Figure 10: Café in an Open Air Museum in Aarhus, Denmark. The traditional house was most likely not meant to offer an extra dwelling layer for the family of titmice within its structure. However, as opposed to current civil engineering agendas tendency, this structure is offering such opportunistic use and has developed into cross-species co-living situation over time. (photo: Davidová 2018)

Sevaldson explains framework of development of time-based projects as a) observation; b) analyses and c) intervention. The explained observations develop there along several paths of: 1) movement in the spirit of Mareys experiments (Braun, 1992); 2) the performance of singular objects with emphasis on the relations to other objects or environments over time; 3) complex situation with
emphasis on the discovery and analyses of patterns in the interaction between entities and environments (Sevaldson, 2004). Systemic Approach to Architectural Performance is intersecting these layers and feed-back looping these stages and paths. The intervention is not seen as a final object but as a performing generative input for co-design and co-living that is to be further observed, analysed, inhabited, eaten, iterated and of course re-designed (see Figure 9).

Systemic Approach to Architectural Performance also covers analysis of historical prototypes that developed and were tested over generations. Within performance field the pioneering work in this sense is covered by Fathy with focus on abiotic performance of traditional architectures in arid climates (Fathy, 1986). The biotic performance investigation was added and developed by Hensels (Hensel & Sunguroğlu Hensel, 2015). This has however focused purely on speculative computer simulations or theory, not investigating the complexity of hands on real life experience over time such as Systemic Approach to Architectural Performance (Davidová, 2016a, 2018; Davidová & Raková, 2018; Davidová & Uygan, 2017) (see Figure 10 and Figure 17).

2.5. Service Design

Today environmental science talks about Anthropocene Extinction, or 6th Mass Extinction, that is defined as an ongoing current event in which a large number of living species are threatened with extinction or are going extinct because of environmentally destructive human activities (Wagler, 2017). About 80% of insects by biomass disappeared in regions around central and western Europe since the end of eighties (Vogel, 2017). Similar pattern is followed by agricultural birds in example in Czechia (Czech Ornithologists Association, 2016) but most likely other regions as well. Zeithaml et al. describe Service Design as ‘a form of architecture that involves processes rather than bricks and mortar’ (Zeithaml, Parasuraman, & Berry, 1990). These processes can be neither performed nor received purely by humans as well as they cannot be designed with purely human orientation.

This research is oriented towards the shift to Post-Anthropocene of urban and cultural environment through claiming that cities and other humanised landscape have to cover not only human oriented eco-systemic services – means processes. The shift from Anthropocene however cannot emerge without human involvement unless we consider a total humanitarian catastrophe. Therefore, we cannot reach environmental justice without social justice and vice versa (Davidová & Žimová, 2018; Haase, 2017; McIntyre-Mills, 2014). The commonly used term of ecosystem services is by definition designed to bring benefits to the ones involved. However, in this notion, the involved ones are traditionally targeted to be purely humans (Pauleit, Zölch, Hansen, & Randrup, 2017). The non-anthropocentric eco-systemic services are process based to distribute benefits of: a) culture and sociality (see i.e. Figure 2, Figure 3, Figure 4, Figure 5 and Figure 11); b) healthy nutrients (see i.e. Figure 7, Figure 8, Figure 11 and Figure 12); c) healthy habitats (see i.e. Figure 6, Figure 7, Figure 8 and Figure 10) and d) safe transition and exchange paths across the eco-system and all the other above mentioned services (see Figure 13). This is also including human beneficiaries as well as human agency, amongst the other biotic and abiotic participation.
Figure 11: Experience the City Other Way Festival 2018 – Collaborative Collective’s stand with hands on teaching services on DIY bird food production services for the coming autumn. (photo: Horák Goryczka 2018)
Figure 12: This restaurant in the city centre of Cardiff, Wales serves as a refreshment station for both, for the humans as well as for the bumblebees, generating more feasible paths across the city. (photo: Davidová 2018)

Figure 13: Questioning bio-corridorial barriers of too little planned land protection on an investigated site of COLridor I project in Metropolitan Plan proposal as remarks from Collaborative Collective NGO to the Municipality of Prague. (screenshot and marking: Davidová 2018)
2.6. Co-Design, Co-Creation and DIY

Figure 14: SpiralTreeHouse with self-standing flexible structure that is co-designed with wind and the tree to which it is attached. The platform on the right is being co-designed by the habitation of moss, providing comfortable flooring and mattress for humans and other species, thus extending present landscape. (photos: Zapletal 2014, Davidová 2012).

Figure 15: The construction site of Co-oCo-oNest prototype being built, used and re-designed by its users in the same time in Slavutych by Chernobyl, Ukraine. The project was to bring new futures speculations to, though by peoples’ world attention abandoned, very rich developing new eco-system that is competitive to other ecological treasures of the world. The aim was to redirect the attention to the dead previously glowing past of the local community to the new opportunities of what the today’s world issues bring. (photo: Davidová 2018)
The next new thing in the changing landscape of design research has become co-designing with the users (Sanders & Stappers, 2008). There is a difference between being an activist or the facilitator, offering generative service and adaptation, rather than revolution. Interaction, through engagement of and with others and of and with food chain can for example generate large time based change across the social, cultural, economic, political and ecological systems (Govera & Evans, 2018).

This all can be achieved across multiple stakeholders and disciplines through more ways. These would be for example: a) when planning (see Figure 2); b) within the production process, on the go in real time and real life (see i.e. Figure 9, Figure 14 and Figure 15) or c) through non-commercial Creative Commons licenced DIY iterations (Creative Commons, 2017) by other communities under other local specific parameters (see Figure 8 and Figure 16). These multiple stakeholders and disciplines should cover both, the biotic and abiotic agents and agency communicated by those who cannot be represented like explained by Sevaldson for gigamapping (Sevaldson, 2018). Systemic Approach to Architectural Performance is multi-layering and cross-referencing these media and agency layers. Such multi-agency co-creative co-design process is generating the integral design’s co-performance over time that in traditional terminology would be called the ‘design result’

3. Integral Summary, Discussion and Conclusions

The illustrated projects focus on trans-disciplinary multi-layered, analogue and digital, collaborative co-design processes grounded in gigamapping for co-performance prototypes’ generation. They are placed within public and natural environment complexity for its interaction. This interaction is engaging co-living and co-creation across the particular urban and/or cultural landscape eco-system and interpretation of such through multi-genre performers or agents. While doing so, the real time performance and its reflection for future project’s stages is co-designed. Though the gigamap serves as a complexity and present prototype’s observation generative and reflective discussion board, the prototypes serve for environmental material embodied tacit interaction, experience, observation and generation of new alterations. Being inside these design processes, this design-research represents
Sweeting’s discussion on what can design research practice give to second order cybernetics (Sweeting, 2016).

Figure 17: Traditional Architectures Observations and Registering Gigamapping: Gigamapping Svalgangs and Skuts (Davidová 2017, photos used: Davidová and Raková 2016 and 2017): The gigamap is relating such spaces in context of their original climatic location, opportunities of use or inhabitation, options of penetration of overall environment and spatial dimensions, its distribution enveloping the interior spaces, world axis orientation in today location and climatic Exchange of the onion principle. The gigamap is zooming into various scales and layers, relating data and their development through colour coding gradients, their intensity through dashed lines and weights, themes through curvature degrees and arrows suggesting the process of the performance. - the map of Norway is a public source from: Central Intelligence Agency (Central Intelligence Agency, 1998); the macro climatic diagrams (yr, 2016) are used with the courtesy of yr.no

Many of the prototyping and mapping projects focus more on detailed, other than human, environmental interaction development and its prototypical observation. This is followed by architectural application speculations and its referential studies on traditional architectures (see Figure 17). While the development of the first and very early research stage prototype is followed by gigamapping of its environmental interactions speculations supported by sampling, the prototyping research takes several feedback-looping paths that are however interconnected with the other subprojects:

a) long term first prototype observations when exposed to environmental settings;

b) observations of related traditional architectures;

c) various local specific fast iterations;

d) the new prototype development based on condemned weaknesses of the first prototype;
e) observations of related traditional architectures and both of the prototypes for planned practice application;

f) various local specific fast iterations;

Through the long-term prototypical observation, the development of climate-material interaction and related biotic agency is taking place in time when it is co-designed by the mentioned. In the same time, the new prototype that is trying to answer firstly observed weaknesses is built and observed again. This is within the same time confronted with related historical references of possible applications (see Figure 17) to lead to the planned use in practice. The iteration paths test different local specific applications and variations. This ‘bottom up approach’ of prototyping is followed by ‘top down’ practice applications speculations and traditional architecture references from extreme climates observations mainly in reference to ‘adaptation to climate change in Czech Regions location’ (Czech Republic Ministry of the Environment & Czech Hydrometeorological Institute, 2015).

Figure 18: The TreeHugger CZ Responsive Insect Hotel Prototype after its Biotic and Abiotic Interaction over one and half year: The prototype applies Ray 2 panelling (see Figure 6) adjusted to double curved surfaces (Ray 4 (Davidová & Prokop, 2018)) and is a result of transdisciplinary co-design – the Trans-Co-Design. (photo: Davidová 2018)
The studies lead to focus on eco-systemic service design through performative eco-systemic ‘prototypical urban interventions’ (Doherty, 2005). Such approach is gaining from collective trans-disciplinary and trans-agency knowledge gathered through multiple stakeholders. One of the key intervention, the responsive wood insect hotel TreeHugger (see Figure 18), is parasitting on a tree trunk in the middle of a central urban eco-top. TreeHugger is a small object. However, it is applying detailed climate moderation solution through responsive wood concept for variety of insect species’ needs to create their liveable and/or preferred environment. These, in reference to the larger eco-systemic chain are to generate ‘edible landscape’ (Creasy, 2004) for i.e. bats and birds, while another fast food of blossoming plants seed bombs is generated for feeding these insects. All this is integrated through i.e. the multi-genre festival EnviroCity, representing the synergy of natural, social and cultural environment with its generative agendas of recipes for DIY. Therefore, these initial projects on architectural sustainable solution have transformed to the sustainable solution for eco-systems covering and crossing multi-species and multi-non-living forces, multi-cultural, multi-political and multi-social environment agendas. They are not only bringing solutions through habitation but also through sustainable eco-system of co-living with nutrients, genetic and other material resources, societies, cultures and collaborative political agendas; the environment of ‘flourishing for all’ (Ehrenfeld & Hoffman, 2013).

The full scale prototyping in reference to co-design process was largely discussed by Capjon (Capjon, 2005). However here, these processes are perceived as a ‘results’ that are co-designed with overall eco-system in time. This field calls for the shift from ‘Cities for People’ (Gehl, 2010) towards the participation of both, biotic and abiotic agency within one co-performative eco-system, the ‘Real Life Laboratory’ (Davidová et al., 2018). This is supported through using the key concept SOD tools such as ‘Rich Design Research Space’, discussing the social and spatial parameters (Sevaldson, 2008) and gigamapping, that in this case, serves as a co-design communication and complexity relations mapping tool that is indivisible from prototypical co-performance and ‘resulting’ observations, reflections and co-design. The paper concludes with that there is a necessity of mixing and integrating living and non-living, human and non-human, analogue and digital processes based on the involved agency and its position in time and these need to be cross- and multi-layered. This can be mainly achieved through hands on reflective Research by Design, investigating the ‘eco-systemic prototypical urban interventions’ (Davidová & Prokop, 2018), their related historical prototypes studies and their DIY iterations in ‘real life and time – the real life co-design laboratory’. Such ‘laboratory’ cannot be and should not ever attempt to be engineered (Davidová, 2017b) but intervened. Within the field of ‘Systemic Approach to Architectural Performance’, the design management, the methodology, the collaborative design processes, the design’s physical results and their collaborative co-performances are fused in one Time Based Eco-systemic Trans-Co-Design in real time. Therefore this research by design aims to reformulate the notion of ‘Nature in Design’ (Joachim, 2016) into a ‘living nature co-design’. And whilst attempting this, such research by design’s processes real time co-generate the concept of ‘ecological urbanism’ that was defined by Mostafavi and Doherty (Mostafavi & Doherty, 2016).
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Abstract  A significant source of both power and error in social system design is found in the selection of stakeholders for participation in design and planning engagements. When stakeholders are selected to participate in sessions conceived as co-creation practices, where participants are the “designers of the system,” then the entire onus of design decisions falls on the selection of participants. Stakeholder selection can be significantly biased by default and unreflective practices common in design engagements. A discovery process of evolutionary stakeholder sampling resolves this concern by adapting multiple dimensions of ontological and social identification, commensurate with the requisite variety in the defined problem or social system of interest to participating stakeholders. This process provides a justified basis for democratic engagement of multiple stakeholders associated with a social system, across a number of inclusive spectra.
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1. Introduction

As increasingly complex domains are addressed in design studies, from healthcare to smart city planning, methodological accounts are published on engagement practices and group interventions for co-creation and design facilitation (Aguirre, Agudelo & Romm, 2017, Donetto, et al., 2015, Jones, 2019). As predicted by Sanders and Stappers (2008) a decade ago, design practices have indeed moved from design for product and service owners to “design with” participants in their own lifeworlds.

However, as the level of complexity moves higher along a notional scale from products to organizations to multiple coordinating organizations, the inclusion of participants and their role in design decision making changes dramatically. The role of a participant in sketching a preferred app interface entails nowhere near the multifactorial complexity or power relations involved in system, policy, or governance decision-making programs. Yet these programs and their workshops are calling on design practitioners for process support, and these engagements are frequently facilitated with similar participatory and generative methods. The stakes are significantly different between user participation and multi-stakeholder consensus on critical issues or wicked problem systems, and the methods for professing to consensus and design decisions differ not only by style but epistemology and disciplinary integration. An underinformed user’s contributions to a service prototype would not
have authoritative outcomes. A stakeholder group determining the community’s climate adaptation policy ought to require knowledge, personal or professional stake, and the capability to sustain action according to collective decisions.

There may be many systemic design methods considered pragmatically effective in their consultative or engagement settings. Yet in any design process requiring participant decisionmaking, especially with consensus on binding actions, the commitment of the participant to the outcome becomes a critical factor.

Many design scholars have proffered frameworks distinguishing different designing contexts and the skills and mindsets associated with satisfying their felicity conditions. Perhaps the best known is Buchanan’s (1991) four orders of design associated with wicked problems in design thinking. Rather than levels associated with problem scale, they are considered four “placements” for design action that can evolve in a design process: symbolic communications, 2) material objects, 3) activities and services, and 4) complex systems and environments. The doctrine of placements regarded the skilled designer as a mediator between these contexts for design. A comprehensive design project might entail production in and across all four placements, such as a multi-branch library system or the multiple functions of a hospital.

The increasing complexity of problem systems engaged by design practice requires a rethinking of the skills and education associated with problems in similar contexts. In Van Patter and Jones (2013) four domains of design were considered to be additive but incommensurable with each other. Skills appropriate to creative production remain necessary, but are completely insufficient to address complex social domains. When multidisciplinary teams referred to as Design 1.0 – 4.0, the determining factor for each domain was the degree of social (non-design) or ecological complexity entailed in design research and decisionmaking. The first two orders, 1.0 (design as craft) and 2.0 (products and services) are client or brief-driven, typically commercial domains where the parameters for production are well-established or can be set through requirements. Design 3.0 (organizational) and 4.0 (social policy or multi-stakeholder) are both non-parametric design contexts that require methods commensurate with the social complexity (e.g. requisite variety) and ambiguity of outcome. In Design 3.0 and 4.0 we face complexity that does not exist in client projects with a clear user orientation, where appropriate research can settle most design questions. In non-parametric design contexts a practical concern with stakeholder representation arises immediately, with the necessity to represent values and futures across one or many continuing social systems. Unlike product or service design (Design 2.0) we cannot merely sample from a user base to inform design decisions targeting future product releases. A design team may not know the target domain(s) well enough to even identify and represent relevant stakeholders and commensurate methods to facilitate their interaction.

In Design 3.0 and 4.0, the “users” are the system. We treat users as experts in their own experience, not as representatives of a social system of users. We can reliably sample from user populations or market participants, and can identify relevant characteristics of use behaviours to assumed product/service needs. In design research, high deviation from the norm informs design decisions, as
research exploring the extremes of use and application signal the emergence of new options in a product or offering.

But in Design 3.0-4.0 contexts, the signifying tasks manage complex scenarios and decisions for which designers cannot be held to understand as domain participants. The facilitating design activities are much more “abstract” than in product/service design research, and primarily include problem finding and framing, discovering common ground between levels of power and knowledge, and across contexts, constructing credible proposals for action, and facilitating a durable consensus for decisions.

These activities require high-credibility and neutral facilitation of stakeholders, who may be seen as committed expert participants in practices, as genuine “system members.” Real stakeholders are not merely representatives of a social system in which they hold titular membership, they are committed co-producers of the social system of concern. In organizational and policy contexts, stakeholders can be seen as political participants in an arena of debate (Renn, 1993). Therefore, one of the most overlooked design choices, stakeholder selection, may be one of the most critical risks and blind spot we face in systemic and policy design.

2. Getting the Whole System in the Room

In the Western knowledge society we have “centred” users and stakeholders as sources of knowledge and veridiction. Human-centring in design is often presented as evidence of ethical practice, or at least, a necessary sensitivity to multivocalism in design process. However, in many if not most design-led participatory workshops, the situated placement of self-selecting participants as representative “voices of the system” can slip into an unreflective (but efficient) process that evades responsibility of future consequences of design decisions. We would not decide a consensus for actual social system participants. Yet how are we disclosing ourselves as lifeworld-sensitive designers, when we decide for a systemic decision, perhaps an even more consequential outcome, of who will be the system participants?

Design problematics in the many domains we now touch involve social complexity and the complex multiplicity of stakeholders. If we recognize stakeholder co-creation as a context for design facilitation for critical decision and planning events (Jones, 2018), we bring forth skills for different roles than product or service designers. As with other design skills, systemic designers are neither authentically domain experts or visionaries in the complex sociotechnical systems we may serve, such as urban planning, healthcare, ecological community design, and advanced technology.

A common phrase among facilitators of large-group interventions is “getting the whole system in the room.” Group processes such as Future Search (Weisbord, 1992) have relied on this principle. Such practices (based on the original search conference concept) rely on the assumption that large group workshops increase the points of view and diffuse the power levels among members of a group and raise the likelihood of their learning from each other and making durable decisions together. This practice has been reported as successful within organizations. However, as a social system is expanded to its larger social boundary (as across an industry or community), achieving understanding
and decisions across widely disparate organizations and its stakeholders requires more than just large group workshops and arranging for occasions to meet. We might question the heuristic of the large group intervention, that relies on inclusion of greater numbers of participants rather than targeted compositions of stakeholders and their expected contributions. How could we ever know whether we had acquired the appropriate social variety representative of a given social system, without modelling the system of interest in detail and its interactions? When the very identity of a social system is defined by its members, we would have to involve some quorum of its stakeholders that other members would agree have defined its boundary conditions and inclusions.

Stakeholder selection is itself a wicked problem. As in a wicked problem (Rittel and Webber, 1973) each selection of stakeholder matters, each inclusion of a participant excludes another possible choice. The consequences of participation and non-participation are unknown at the time of selection, but each person’s perspective counts and can be seen as a potential representative. Stakeholders as a collective share a context (even if solely due to their invitation to an engagement) and co-create a framing (a reference system) that becomes path-dependent, that cannot be undone. The participant sample defines the problem space. Vision, context and direction setting are extremely sensitive to initial conditions, and – especially when performed well - may create a lock-in effect with confirmation of beliefs among actors that their choices represent desirable preferences for future system participants.

On this logical position we might propose that the selection of stakeholders make more difference to achieving a durable consensus than our choice of design methodology. A carefully-tuned participatory design workshop with attention to co-creation process and designerly practices makes little enduring difference if the participants have no continuing stake in the outcome. When the design team is left to interpret for themselves the meaning of sticky notes pulled off the wall, the workshop has not intervened in the future system.

In systemic design we face a changing problem frame with each selection of participants. We can see shifts between each stage of a progressive design process, sustaining an essentially artificial co-creation engagement. A typical co-creation engagement proceeds from visioning and problem framing, through system intervention or concept formulation, and toward consensus on collective action. All of these activities require stakeholder insight and validation, and much less design guidance and content compared to D2.0 product/service contexts.

A design process becomes irrelevant if stakeholder selection does not represent the variety in the exogenous social system and fails to enrol authentic commitment from selected stakeholders. As design disciplines are predicated on a tradition of creative problem solving, and not social science research, these critical functions are often underdeveloped, especially for workshop-type engagements. When we under-conceptualize the exogenous (external, socially constructed) system we risk failures in outcome, even when co-creation has been deemed highly satisfactory, by failing to select and enrol sufficiently well enough to enable an effective future result in the social system.
2. A Social Science of Cybernetics

Stakeholder selection in systemic design co-creation can be considered an interdisciplinary social science problem, intersecting social science research methodology, sociological analysis of social groups, organizational theory, and action research. In its more rigorous expression, sampling appropriate stakeholders involves non-probability population estimation, and the development of models representing assumptions about the social systems from which inferences about the “whole system” can be justified. The purpose of sampling models or frames in estimating population characteristics becomes critical when policies or decisions are constructed, in design or planning contexts as well as sociopolitical arenas, that affect an entire group’s future outcomes. In some respects, every urban planning problem or public policy can be posited as a multi-stakeholder social system. When design teams are given responsibility for convening complex multi-community engagements we require an ethically supportable, transparent process that reveals our criteria, assumptions and system modeling involved in sampling and recruiting.

The method of selecting specific types or even persons meeting necessary criteria to serve as research participants is a well-established method in qualitative research, known as purposive or theoretical sampling. For social systems design, the purposive sample is the most appropriate sampling method. When a group of participants self-selects to participate in an engagement we can determine that some measure of agency bias (personal interest in outcome) could be involved. These implicit biases are difficult to detect, and even harder to balance as their effects are unknown in a session. The so-called random sample of participants, often considered a fair approach in public sector consultations, neglects to identify participants who may be deeply informed and representative of organizations or classes of interest. The purposive sample selects individuals associated with the core purpose of the engagement or study, and is referred to as “theoretical” in that participants match the theoretical issues or constructs of the problem area, which in this case would be a “theory of the system” or a sampling model.

Evolutionary stakeholder discovery is typically not conducted for well-established groups or defined subsets of organizations, such as a project team, even if users or external stakeholder are involved. This fairly elaborate process is not done for reasons of academic rigor, although increasing rigor without inefficient overhead is usually a desirable practice. Evolutionary stakeholder sampling becomes necessary for ensuring breadth of perspective across the social system and its various constituencies. The process is evolutionary in the sense of the multiple iterations necessary to learn and gain feedback from subsets of the total sample. An evolving process of “discovery” is followed, where the appropriate sample is constructed by evaluating actual stakeholders against models and testing the sampling models against criteria. Such a process protects fairness, neutrality of position, and aims to mitigate power relations within engagements where multiple competing perspectives are expected, and a shared reference outcome, such as a plan or decision, is required.
2.1. Multiple Stakeholder Varieties

Ross Ashby’s (1958) principle of requisite variety establishes the primary principle by which stakeholders are selected for a given social system. Ashby also articulated requisite variety with respect to organizations and social systems, as well as the familiar (engineering) control systems with which his theory was applied. With respect to organization, Ashby (1962) revealed the conditions of variety in self-organizing systems, and the consequent uncertainty and conditionality of such systems. Of central concern was the way the “parts” of a dynamic social system change under conditions of the observer’s viewpoint. This perspective became known as second order cybernetics (or the cybernetics of cybernetics) by Margaret Mead and von Foerster (2003), a perspective that evolved from the early 1960’s and has become a well-established term of art in cybernetics.

The process and purpose of stakeholder *discovery* can also be seen as explicitly cybernetic. Participants are selected for the purposes of the issue of concern. The formulation of stakeholder observations for feedback, feedforward and future control of a social system meets the definition of first-order control. However, since human observers are themselves making observations about systems of concern, this control system of observations serves as a second-order cybernetic system. The *selection* of participating observers charged with formulating observations about their social system’s future options adds another layer of control, the management of process and recruiting of relevant participants requires the proposal of a suitable model or conceptual simulation of the process and its outcomes. This executive modeling process becomes a third-order control system. Figure 1 shows a simple representation of these levels of social system observation.

![Diagram](image)

Figure 1. First, Second and Third-Order Observations in a Multi-Stakeholder Design Engagement.

Figure 1 presents a third-order cybernetics frame, an evolution of cybernetic orders developed in the disciplinary discourse for over a decade (c.f. Mancilla, 2011). Here the concept shows the social cybernetics of feedback/feedforward of a 3rd order observing system (e.g., a design team) forming an
observing system of participants (2nd order) who engage directly in the facilitated observations regarding the issue (1st order). The third-order design team, typically the steering committee or core group of an engagement, has responsibility for the identification, selection, and recruiting of stakeholders in the observing system that we refer to as the co-creation engagement.

To summarize, we might describe the multiple configurations of social requisite variety potentially influential in the systemic design stakeholder encounter.

- Multiple perspectives associated with the issue of concern
- Multiple perspectives associated with the Triggering Question (the framing of inquiry as presented to all participants)
- Multiple stakeholders and their organizations holding a commitment to the issue or question (domains in the Arena of debate)
- Multiple stakeholder communities that care about the decision or design outcome
- Variety of sociopolitical diversity criteria to ensure appropriate distribution across age range, career stage or type, gender, ethnicity, geography, and meaningful political spectra.

These varieties are expressed in terms of perspective or representation, which are first described in a sampling model. Criteria from the model are then allocated to stakeholder selection, based on inference and validated by interview or survey questions. Following both research and systems principles, primarily requisite variety, we become ethically obligated to employ a sampling and selection process commensurate with the problem complexity. Social systems are not product marketing, and they require a careful analysis of the entailed social dimensions as a first step. Concurrently the framing of a triggering question shared as critical by the participants must be done and communicated in recruiting. Finally, a complete process requires a dialogic engagement methodology that “absorbs” varieties commensurate to the social complexity of the entire balance of dimensions and their ranges. Preferably such process is sufficiently contained by facilitation to enable dialogue, dissension and agreement to emerge.

### 3. Evolutionary Sampling for Stakeholder Discovery

The requisite stakeholder variety model for stakeholder discovery was designed to address the necessary variety in high-stakes foresight for long-term R&D strategies and as a reference model for anticipatory policy research. We propose an approach called evolutionary sampling, that iteratively samples stakeholders from across sets of covarying dimensions identified within the social system being designed. This method also effectively enables planners and sponsors to reveal biases and risks and to trade-off potential leaders, dominant voices, and under-represented minority views within the social system of concern.

A pragmatic methodology has been developed with several methods consistently associated with the process. The process of evolutionary sampling refers to the stakeholder reference model developed by a core group to map social system characteristics to possible stakeholder varieties. Several category sets are defined to consider stakeholder influence and power, and to expose risks and blind spots where oversampling subgroups could express systematic biases in an engagement.
3.1. Multi-dimensional sampling by multi-category

An iterative sampling process was developed for Dialogic Design methodology (Christakis & Bausch, 2006) and other foresight practices, where the undersampling of variety leads to insufficient knowledge and gaps within critical areas of social representation. Based on two design action research cases performed with a large US government research lab (Weigand, et al., 2014) and Canadian foresight studies, a sampling reference model was developed that integrates three dimensions (Fig. 2):

- Ontological commitment, or worldview perspectives, based on Latour’s (2013) Modes of Existence ontological typology as a social theory of orthogonal perspectives,
- Foresight trend categories based on STEEP categories (selection of core expertise),
- Social variety (diversity) and demographic characteristics associated with the system.

![Model Sampling Frame for Evolutionary Stakeholder Discovery](image)

A model for requisite stakeholder variety enables robust sampling for ontological representation, variety, biases and diversity of knowledge, and exogenous representation of commitment (e.g. *skin in the game*, Taleb & Sandis, 2015). This canonical stakeholder model maps selected domain categories (e.g., STEEP) to worldview ontological domains (Modes), and further diversifies by variety attributes including age, culture, gender, and experience. This mapping identifies significant relationships of knowledge and trends across domains and disciplines. At minimum the stakeholder sampling model provides a checklist that exposes possible risks and blind spots in the available composition of stakeholders or experts. It further provides a schema for identifying values conflicts between
worldviews and other attributes associated with known stakeholder interests (such as strategic preferences that planners wish to include).

The evolutionary sampling process requires several stages of mapping from inquiry to social system. I have described the sampling frame, which is essentially the formation of a framework of dimensions that reflect the exogenous social system of interest. The sampling frame consists of a matrix composed by mapping selected categories from the framework to not only the social system, but a question of interest to participants in that system qualified to act in the future as a result of the engagement or its consensus.

A continuing dialectic is created between the sample and the emerging question that become resolved through the process of recruiting appropriate stakeholders. The dialectic is between the envisioned participants within categories and their match to the question. The process starts with the initial issue framing, the analysis of categories, identifying participants matching those categories, and reframing the question of interest (triggering question) to best fit the emerging interest patterns of the committed participants.

4. Conclusion

The outcomes of any design or strategy engagement can result in conclusive decisions. The interactions of participants are indeterminate, probabilistic and potentially influential of future outcomes. We cannot and do not wish to control or influence the outcomes and decisions of multistakeholder groups. But we cannot know how knowledge and power influences will propagate within a session, especially in high complexity contexts. Since we know that many group process dysfunctions exist, and process facilitation is not a perfect science, it become an ethical imperative to manage the outcome risk for which we have some control. If we can develop better models of the social system of interest in a planning or decision contexts, much of the risk of an unwanted outcome can be mitigated.

The object of evolutionary stakeholder discovery is the best-fit match between participants in a design engagement associated with the requisite variety commensurate with an exogenous social system or crossing of systems. The formation of such a microsystem of macrosystems forms a context for a strong democracy in miniature whereby committed participants, the stakeholders owning the social system design, agree to balance or distribute agency and risk across the system.
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Abstract Knots, a 1970 book by the Scottish psychiatrist R.D. Laing, is based around a collection of patterns of human thinking, metacognition, and theory of mind, drawn from real experience with patients but turned into abstracted examples. The approach has the potential to be adapted into a range of formats which enable systemic design phenomena such as recursion, reflexivity, theory of mind, and second-order effects in systems to be explored, as a way of thinking about systems for design students and adding to their conceptual vocabulary, but potentially also as a method for doing research with people. This paper illustrates example ‘new knots’ around topics including sharing data, social media, clickbait, and ‘smart’ homes.
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1. Introduction

Bringing systemic thinking into design education—and practice—takes many forms. Work described at previous RSD conferences (e.g. Sevaldson, 2017), and in the wider community around systemic design, cybernetics, and related fields such as transition design, has emphasized the value and importance of particular systems concepts and approaches, from the leverage points and stocks, flows, and buffers of Donella Meadows (2008), to the conversation models of Dubberly and Pangaro (e.g. 2015a), the materials mapping of Aguirre Ulloa and Paulsen (2017), and the visual approaches of Boehnert (2018). There is, taking a systemic perspective, probably no ‘right’ set of concepts to teach or learn, only a repertoire or vocabulary (Lockton & Candy, 2018)—a requisite variety—of methods, tools, or lenses for examining and exploring systems at different levels of resolution and with different purposes and goals in mind; “All models are wrong, but some are useful” (Box & Draper, 1987).

A resurgence in attention to the history of methods and developments in systems research and cybernetics (e.g. Pickering, 2010), the evolution of the design methods movement, and their intersections with interaction design (Steenson, 2017; Dubberly & Pangaro, 2015b) and practical application within current technological contexts (Fantini van Ditmar, 2016) has inspired re-examination of some tools and concepts from a related area: the systems and psychiatry milieu of the 1960s and 70s.

In particular, in this paper, I explore a few examples of ways in which R.D. Laing’s concept of knots (1970) has proved applicable in provoking design students to consider systemic effects in relation to aspects of interaction with digital technology in everyday life, and enabling new kinds of analyses. We also touch on Gregory Bateson’s related notion of the double bind (1972).

Although originally developed and presented in very different circumstances, the two concepts have certain synergies that make them valuable ‘tools for thinking’ about systems, and can be applied practically to people’s role in contemporary technological examples including issues of data protection, social media, ‘smart’ homes, behavioural targeting, and design for behaviour change, as well as other topics within design practice such as contextual research with participants, and participatory design.

2. Some contemporary examples of knots and double binds

Laing’s Knots is a curious 1970 publication, a slim book formatted in the form of a volume of poetry, which contains a collection of patterns of human thinking, metacognition, and theory of mind that Laing had noticed in his work as a psychiatrist, and turned into abstracted (but still often poignant) examples. Many of them involve one person reasoning about how another person thinks, or trying to unravel the complexity of, or causalities within, a situation, and there is a good deal of ‘second-order’ thinking present which is immediately (superficially at least) reminiscent of the kinds of cybernetic discussions of relations and conversations in the work of researchers such as Pask, Glanville, Pangaro, and Dubberly.
These knots are essentially about people trying to understand what someone else understands about them, or in our terms, how someone understands their relationship with a system. But that understanding changes how they relate to the system, and the system in turn then changes the relationship, and a tangle or knot emerges. For instance, the book starts with:

“They are playing a game. They are playing at not playing a game. If I show them I see they are, I shall break the rules and they will punish me. I must play their game, of not seeing I see the game.” (Laing, 1970:1)

Some later patterns verge into forms of concrete poetry which are essentially systems diagrams (e.g. Figure 1), and it is this way into using the concept of ‘knots’ which has proven useful in exploratory design classes, with students introduced to knots through extracts from the book, and challenged to find (and construct) examples of analogous situations in people’s everyday interactions with technology.

Figure 1: A knot redrawn from Laing (1970:35)
2.1. Knots in sharing data

For example, in Figure 2, a ‘new knot’ around data sharing and personalization in smart homes is presented (building on ideas from Fantini van Ditmar & Lockton, 2015, and originally presented as part of a workshop at NORDES 2015 (Dutson et al, 2015)).

Figure 2: A ‘new knot’ in a smart home context

A similar model might also be applicable to behavioural profiling in advertising and algorithmic feed curation in social media. People (at least according to advertisers) express a desire for ‘relevant’ content, but also don’t wish to give up any data to enable the content to be tailored.

One student’s project around this issue involved asking others “What do you think Facebook thinks about how you think?”, based on extracting data from the advertising ‘audiences’ that Facebook had placed them into (Figure 3), finding that this tension, or flip-flopping, between being annoyed by perceived inaccuracies in the categories, but also feeling annoyed by categories which were too accurate (hence indicating too-successful profiling), was a common feeling.
2.2. Knots in design for behaviour change

In design for behaviour change (e.g. Tromp & Hekkert, 2018; Lockton et al 2009), the relationships between attitudes and behaviours are often a matter for investigation, as different models presume different starting points. Figure 4 starts with this, in a ‘knot’ form, and then also mentions a perceived collective action problem—a common framing particularly in relation to influencing more sustainable behavior, where it may seem ‘not worth’ doing unless everyone else does it too.

Figure 4: An attitude/behaviour ‘new knot’
2.3. Double binds in student wellbeing

When we introduce the idea of knots to students, the principle often works in conjunction with Bateson’s concept of the double bind, in this context referring to dilemmas or situations where someone feels—or experiences—being pulled or pushed (metaphorically) in two contradictory directions at once (causing stress, unhappiness, or decision paralysis).

More precisely, the double bind describes situations where the ‘rules’ of how to act within a system seem to be mutually self-contradictory and any action taken in one direction causes more problems in the other (paralleling aspects of wicked problems, particularly Conklin’s (2006) interpretation). To use an example that students raised, they know they ‘should’ eat more healthily (taking time to prepare), but they also know they ‘should’ spend as much time as possible working. Often the contradiction occurs because each framing of ‘the problem’ is operating at different level of the system, and so uncovering double binds as experienced by people living ‘within the system’ can be a route into understanding how to intervene, or at the very least to map a system from the perspectives of the participants.

Figure 5: Streblessful: an extract from Lexicon of Feelings by Aisha Dev, Kailin Dong, Katie Glass, Zhiye Jin, Soonho Kwon, and Jessica Nip (Luria et al, 2019)

One recent project (Luria et al, 2019) includes students examining ‘contradictory injunctions’ in relation to mental health and pressures on student life (work hard but also get enough sleep; be successful but don’t work too hard; be sociable but also concentrate on studying; etc) through creating new compound words which capture the contradictory states in a single expression, e.g. ‘Streblessful’ (Figure 5) to signify feeling stressed, but also thankful and blessed.
2.4. Knots and overthinking in messaging and social media

Social media and other contemporary forms of communication offer a variety of ‘overthinking’ situations which can be modelled using a ‘knot’-like approach. Figure 6 shows a (simulated) conversation in which the attention someone believes a friend is paying to their updates is not matched by reality (perhaps through genuinely not paying attention, or perhaps through an algorithmic decision to hide/de-emphasise the updates, unbeknownst to either party). Figure 7 shows a meme example around Snapchat responses, embodying consideration of theory of mind.

Figure 6: A (perhaps unrealistically stilted) text message conversation embodying a variant of Laing’s “I’m upset you’re upset” knot (Laing, 1970:21).
Figure 7: An ‘expanding brain’ meme (collected on Reddit’s me_irl subreddit) dealing with a knot-like escalating sequence of approaches to dealing with a Snapchat snap. By the fourth panel, the “thinking about how the other person will think you think” level has become complex and employs a particular affordance of the messaging system (the ‘typing’ notification) in a strategic way. Original author unknown.

In a potentially more formal communication format, such as replying to email, responding to a telephone message, or even replying to a letter, a somewhat similar knot can play out (Figure 8) around a delay in replying, and how that is believed to be perceived by the other person. A slow
reply can signal a lack of care about the correspondent, but a fast, perfunctory reply can signal that
the sender has not thought deeply (enough) about them. In general, many of these kinds of knot
encompass a recognition that, as Laing had earlier noted, “Your experience of me is invisible to me
and my experience of you is invisible to you... [but] I cannot avoid trying to understand your
experience, because although I do not experience your experience... I experience you as
experiencing.” (Laing, 1967:4). As we enter into systems, we are aware that other people within the
system will also be experiencing it, just as we are; we are aware that their experience may not be the
same as ours, and we are aware that they may interpret our behaviour in different ways, and make
inferences about us and our intentions (and personality) from observing our behaviour (Ross &
Nisbett, 1991), whether or not those inferences are correct.

Figure 8: A knot in reply etiquette (e.g. replying to emails) contrasting the possible experience of each party
(Jack and Jill).

Some of these are essentially variants of classic dilemmas around unrequited (or not) love, or
attention in general (e.g. Figure 9) which are relatively easy to put into a ‘knot’ format.
Jill likes Jack  
Jill hopes Jack likes Jill  
Jill hopes Jack thinks Jill likes Jack  
Jill worries Jack thinks Jill doesn’t like Jack  
Jill worries Jack thinks Jill likes Jack too much  
Jack doesn’t like Jill  
Jack hopes Jill doesn’t like Jack  
Jack hopes that Jill likes Jack  
even though he doesn’t like her  
Jack doesn’t like Jack

Figure 9: An old story, of thinks, hopes, and worries.

2.5. The real reasons that knots and clickbait relate. #2 will shock you!

The phenomenon of clickbait—often sensational ‘news’ stories created primarily to attract readers to click, thus enabling increased advertising revenue—has been modelled from a system dynamics perspective by Nicky Case, creator of the wonderful Loopy “tool for thinking in systems” (Case, n.d.), primarily in terms of how trust in journalism is eroded. But it’s worth highlighting the basic knot-like systemic relationship: the more people click on ‘shocking’ things, the less ‘shocking’ they become, and so an escalation or runaway race to the bottom might be a consequence. Figure 10 is an attempt to illustrate part of this process.

We want them to click

It’s shocking  
so I click on it  

It’s shocking  
so I click on it  

It’s shocking  
so I click on it  

It’s not shocking  
any more

Figure 10: Eventually the system ‘optimises’ for clickbait: what starts off as an accidental side-effect with certain stories quickly becomes the default way to write stories, but loses its effect.
2.6. Knots, machine learning, and other intelligences

KNOTS AND THE SMART FRIDGE, OR THE OLD SAUSAGE*

I am vegetarian
I don’t like sausage
My friend is not
She came to stay
She brought sausage
She left some

My fridge has sausage in it
I don’t eat it

Your fridge has sausage in it
Your fridge has sausage in it

My fridge has sausage in it
I don’t eat it

Your fridge always has sausage in it
You must really like sausage

My fridge has sausage in it
I don’t like sausage

Let me order you some more

Based on a case in Delfina Fantini van Ditmar’s PhD, IdIoT: Second-order cybernetics in the ‘smart’ home (2016)

Figure 11: Based on a case in Delfina Fantini van Ditmar’s PhD, IdIoT: Second-order cybernetics in the ‘smart’ home (2016), in this example the ‘learning’ system of a smart fridge makes an incorrect inference about the reason for there always being sausage in the fridge.

Many of Laing’s knots are essentially about people trying to understand what someone else understands about them. We might extend that to covering how someone understands their relationship with a system—but of course, that understanding changes how they relate to the system. In this vein, one application of knots as a ‘format’ could be in doing user research around people’s understandings of artificial intelligence, particularly systems using machine learning. We are used to thinking about how other people think about how we think (and mentally simulating that, perhaps adjusting our behaviour as a result), but what does it look like when we start having these kinds of thoughts about other actors—not just humans? And when ‘they’ start having these kinds of ‘thoughts’ about us? What ‘models of how people’ are being encoded into algorithms (quite apart from the structural biases)? What new knots could emerge from our interactions with systems which are learning about us just as we learn about them (Figure 11)?
3. Conclusion: What do knots offer?

This working paper has provided a brief, shallow, and quite cursory tour of just a few examples of how formats inspired by, or based on, aspects of R.D. Laing’s Knots can provide a systems-ish perspective on different, mainly technology-mediated, phenomena in contemporary design research. While it is hard to define an exact specification for a knot format—Laing himself notes that the patterns he has “delineated… have not yet been classified by a Linnaeus of human bondage” (Laing, 1970:v)—I hope the reader will be able to see some commonalities of structure and ways of thinking among the examples.

Knots offer a way of enabling recursion, reflexivity, theory of mind, and second-order effects in systems to be explored through a variety of narrative formats. Introducing this as a way of thinking or exploring systems to design students serves to add to their conceptual vocabulary, but perhaps a more expansive way forward is to use elements of the format as a method for doing research with people. How could we use knots (and double binds) as a concept to help people explore their relationships with systems? What could it look like to turn knots into a form of probe or interview tool? Could we help people identify knots in their own lives (and help them untangle them?) Is it even possible to untangle these? Do they describe problems that have a wickedness to them which means attempting to untangle creates a whole new problem? (Is it inherently ‘wicked’?)

Through a series of projects with colleagues over the last few years, I have become increasingly fascinated by how we, as designers, can apply methods from design practice as a form of enquiry into the imaginaries, mental imagery, intangible and invisible aspects of people’s understanding and personal, subjective experience of concepts and ideas which are otherwise hidden or only describable through spoken or written language. What started in 2011 as an attempt to get people to draw their mental models of heating systems using Post-It notes led through various modes including asking people to create instructions for others (Phillips et al, 2013) and to draw or paint their mental imagery around energy (Bowden et al, 2015) or build model landscapes to represent career paths or life journeys (Ricketts & Lockton, 2019). But an investigative format based around knots, perhaps actually physicalized (Fass, 2016) as a system of string or thread which can be tangled and looped and connected, seems to offer a particularly exciting and rich set of possibilities, enabling people to model relationships in a more nuanced format than a static diagram, and facilitating prompts for discussion about the specifics of the knotted situations that emerge, as part of a participatory design process. This is the direction I intend to take this work in future projects.
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1. Introduction

According to Midgley (2003), the way we understand problems cannot be separated from the way they are intervened and investigated. Complexity does not show explicit boundaries or divisions and its structure does not always match with the disciplinary approaches that we have crafted through the different levels of human knowledge. Therefore, since observers are also part of the system they are trying to frame, systemic intervention processes should be designed taking under consideration the nature and configuration of the actants that are looking to create changes within the system.

Mostly in academic and professional interventions, disciplines work as strategic points of departure where agency is self-regulated by the actants shared interests and the methods and processes that are better known for them, either individually or collectively. This kind of organization leads to the classification and distribution of tasks in a workflow, which implicitly defines the division of labor and the departmentalization of knowledge.

However, our contemporary world keeps asking us to solve highly complex issues that cannot be addressed only by isolated specialists but require collective approaches that integrate diverse kinds of knowledge, such as systems thinking. The need for this kind of approaches is also a consequence of the increasing effects of information decentralization, the ambiguity on academic legitimization systems, the disciplinary flexibilization of expertise areas, and the lack of manageability of knowledge in terms of possession (Quaggiotto, 2008).

In order to understand the complexity of knowledge exchange processes that a team requires while addressing equally complex issues, this paper explores diverse possibilities to represent and communicate cross-disciplinary interactions among team members, specifically regarding to human beings with a formal disciplinary background and expertise.

2. Working groups and self-organization processes

Francis Heylighen (2013) considers that collaboration in human working groups depends on the degree of coordination achieved during self-organization processes, when individual agency and strategies are aligned to a range of collective objectives. When agency is not obstructed but complemented by each agent’s action, the kind of collaboration is called synergy. Thus, coordination is “the structuring of actions in time and (social) space so as to minimize friction and maximize synergy between these actions” (Ibid., p. 123).

One of the main problems in self-organization processes of human working groups is the fact that individuals’ interventions respond to a shared framework of paradigms, interests, specialized language, methods and ideologies that were historically built through disciplinary practices. Discordances between disciplinary practices and the group’s collective objectives result into a lower coordination degree.
2.1. How coordination works

Heylighen describes four elemental mechanisms that ensure coordination within a group and constitute a complex branched network of mutually dependent processes [Figure 1]:

- **Alignment:** The orientation of multiple agents’ actions towards a shared direction or objective in order to generate a low friction degree among agents and strategies. The loss of alignment can be a consequence of the agents’ dispersion or segmentation over the working space.

- **Division of labor:** The development of different tasks according to the compatibility and complementarity of each agent’s capabilities.

- **Workflow:** Coordination of activities that have place one after another in a sequence of actions. Its realization depends on the agents’ availability and capacity (in terms of how diverse and reciprocal their capabilities are).

- **Aggregation:** Simultaneous collection of all the agents’ contributions in order to synthesize them towards a coherent final product or outcome.

![Figure 1. Coordination in which an initial task is split up in separate activities performed by different agents (division of labor), which are followed by other activities (workflow), and whose results are assembled into a final product (aggregation). Grey circles represent individual agents performing activities. Arrows represent the “flow” of work from one agent to the next. (Heylighen, 2013)](image)

Heylighen points out that problem solving requires intelligence (either it is individual of collective, according to agents’ distribution over the working space). Collective intelligence is only achieved by the integration of diverse agents with different forms of expertise (knowledge, information and skills) and it represents by itself a cognitive coordination problem that could be analyzed by evaluating Surowiecki’s requirements for a group to exhibit collective intelligence (2005), which are:

- **Diversity:** In terms of the knowledge and expertise possessed by each agent.
- **Independence:** In order to avoid influence or premature alignment.
- **Decentralization:** Information gathering and processing in a parallel and collective way.
- **Aggregation:** Discussion mechanisms and collective decision-making processes.
2.2. Disciplinary orientation according to complexity

According to Heylighen’s perspective on coordination, we could say that academic disciplines play a key role for collaborative processes as they set the ground for the division of labor and the decentralization of tasks through the segmentation of different activities. We can see results of this segmentation not only in academic production, but also in how knowledge has been traditionally managed in business around the world. However, it is well known from knowledge economy (Gibbons et al., 2010) that, even though the Mode 1 production of knowledge (monodisciplinarity) has brought highly specialized outcomes for industrial and social development, the Mode 2 (multi/inter/transdisciplinarity) is valued by its potential to resolve complex and uncertain problems, mostly due its need of enabling a more open, iterative and heterogenous process of knowledge production.

In an attempt to understand the sequence of actions performed by heterogenous working groups where there is a high influence from the agents’ disciplinary backgrounds, cross-disciplinary interaction has been schematized in many different ways as a coordination process which interactions complexify according to the nature of the addressed issue [See Figure 2] and the number of involved agents (Carbone & Crowder, 2011; Godemann, 2008; González-Castillo, 2016; Mumuni, Kaliannan, & O'Reilly, 2016). However, this kind of theoretical approaches result highly complicated to comprehend or replicate for non-scientific practitioners, thus they fail as a hands-on framework for groups to evaluate or design their cross-disciplinary interactions.

Since, as argued above, agents addressing complex issues are inherent parts of the systems they are working with, a systemic design approach might be useful to bridge the gap between problem framing and self-organizing processes such as team building and group coordination. This would mean helping teams understand themselves before (or while) understanding their problems. Joi Ito claims “we need a paradigm shift that allow us to understand, design and deploy interventions in complex systems, (a paradigm that requires) a post-disciplinary approach; a new “participant design” process in which the participants in the system are the designers” (2018, p. 31).
3. Disciplinary mobility

With a constructivist point of view over knowledge, Oliva-Figueroa, Koch-Ewertz, and Quintero-Tapia (2014) offer an interesting approach to understand migratory processes among diverse disciplinary areas within the academic realm. In this context, the usage of the term “disciplinary mobility” was planned to serve as an evaluation metric to measure quantitative regularities referring to processes of displacement and disciplinary interactivity among students of different careers according to the totality of undergraduate and graduate students of academic institutions. Even though they do not deepen into the conceptual construction of this term, it still serves as a rich concept to link with other conceptualizations such as “knowmads”\(^1\), an term inspired by Peter Drucker’s concept of “knowledge workers” and coined by John Moravec to refer to an emerging class of borderless workers who apply what they know into new contexts to create value within different organizational and social configurations, regardless their former disciplinary backgrounds (Moravec, 2013; Moravec & van den Hoff, 2015).

There seems to be a tendency to utilize concepts such as “mobility” or “nomadism” as a metaphorical way to represent contemporary dynamics of interactivity in terms of identity, consumption and production of information (Gaggiotti, et al. 2015) —which actually makes sense, considering the possible meanings that those concepts would imply if looked by a systemic point of view—. Metaphor is an essential linguistic resource to understand and represent a concept in terms of another (Lakoff & Johnson, 2008) and has been constantly used as a cognitive tool to explain how humans experience the world, translating complex phenomena to “a much more human scale” (Fauconnier & Turner, 2008) in order to enable a higher sense of understanding of a situation.

Following the metaphor of “disciplinary mobility” as the possibility of moving across different fields of knowledge, I would like to propose an extent to the concept so it can be understood as the capacity of agents to flow across institutionalized systems of knowledge, oriented by their interests of agency, and regulated by diverse exchange dynamics that enable their organization and linkage with other agents through the consumption, production, and application of knowledge.

This metaphor made even more sense for me while reading Neri Oxman’s “Age of Entanglement” (2016), where she states the following:

“But how can we become constant travelers within a border-free, and lingol- legible ‘intellectual Pangea?’ How can we traverse a cerebral supercontinent, where the analog of world citizenship governs our identity as thinking—and creating—beings? How can we navigate an atlas that is charted not for four hats, but for one pair of shoes, and with which we can—including some luck and a quantum leap-of-faith—inhabit multiple places at once? Can a scientist invent better solutions than an engineer? Is an artist’s mindset really all that different from a scientist’s? Are they simply two ways of operating in the world that are

\(^1\) Also described by the author as a combination of “knowledge nomad” and “mad for knowledge”.
complementary and intertwined? Or, when practicing art, is perhaps what truly counts less the art form and more one’s (way of) being? Ultimately: is there a way to understand the culture of making which transcends a two-dimensional Euclidean geometry—four plots to match four hats—to a more holistic, integrative and globe-like approach?”

In the same article, Oxman presents the “Krebs Cycle of Creativity (KCC)” [Figure 3], based on Rich Gold’s four hats of creativity matrix (2007) [Figure 4]. This diagram works as a framework to identify the flows of human creativity across four disciplinary dimensions (Art, Science, Design and Engineering). As a speculative map, the KCC is intentionally abstract and can be understood as a clock, a microscope, a compass and a gyroscope.

Based on the above, as part of a thesis dissertation for the undergraduate program of Graphic Communication Design at Universidad Autónoma Metropolitana (UAM) in Mexico, a team of product and graphic designers were challenged in 2017 to develop innovative theoretical and methodological approaches that enabled “disciplinary mobility” for working groups using systemic design as foundation, since it was a possibility space (Sevaldson, 2017) to create intersections between systems thinking and practice (regarding self-organization processes for working groups and complex problems framing), design thinking (as a mode of reflection and process implementation) and design practice (as a preferred outcome supported by visual thinking and communication design).

4. The Knowmap Workshop

The main outcome of this research-through-design project was the experience design and facilitation of several workshops under the name of “Knowmap”. The workshops gathered a diverse range of participants from different disciplines that organized themselves in teams in order to use a set of

2 Clearly inspired by the term “knowmad” but referring in this case to the act of mapping knowledge interactions as the workshop’s main activity.
tools and techniques particularly designed to reflect on how disciplines shape the way we approach complex problems and how we interact with other agents while working in a group. The workshop helped participants making those interactions explicit through visual thinking and interactive dynamics that used spatial metaphors to understand the journey of collaboration (e.g. their disciplinary profiles were depicted as nationalities and knowledge areas as territories of action). Both tools and techniques were inspired by diverse strategic and systemic design methods that such as management and planning applications of Gigamaps (Sevaldson, 2018) and multiplans approaches on collective mapping (Ares & Risler, 2016). These techniques were oriented to identify Heylighen’s mechanisms of coordination within each team (alignment, division of labor, workflow and aggregation) utilizing Oxman’s KCC as a framework (disciplinary dimensions and flows) and Moravec’s concept of “knowmadism” to describe each participant’s disciplinary mobility (e.g. we framed their disciplinary specialization and willingness to collaborate referring to them as a traveler’s profile; i.e. a local, a tourist or a knowmad). The usage of the migration metaphor helped participants understand the flexibility of their knowledge and expertise and how it was perceived by others in terms of identity and practice.

4.1. Disciplinary interaction as rite of passage

In previous research (Marines, 2015a, 2015b), cross-disciplinary interaction was proposed to be understood as a rite of passage (van Gennep, 1909) that represented the changes of an individual’s way of being/working through the experimentation and collaboration with other academic and professional disciplines (from monodisciplinarity to inter/multi/transdisciplinarit). Rites of passage where used as a way to understand these processes since they served as a micro-sociological approach to study small groups and were also compatible with several soft systems approaches. As van Gennep’s rites of passage, the Knowmap Workshop was facilitated through three separated stages: Separation, Margin and Aggregation. Each stage provided theoretical and practical approaches to systems thinking and disciplinary collaboration to enable the full understanding of each tool and technique.

Figure 5. Tools designed for the three different stages of the “Knowmap Workshop” (from left to right: Separation - Disciplinary passport, Margin - Disciplinary canvas, and Aggregation - KnowMAP canvas)
4.1.1. Separation (Disciplinary Passport)

The workshop begins with an ice-breaker activity inspired on the moment when a migrant arrives to a new country and interacts with an immigration officer. This activity introduces participants to the metaphor of a voyage that is constantly reinforced during the workshop in order to enable the conversation about how disciplinary specialization shapes our identity and the way we think, understand and respond to our complex world.

4.1.2. Margin (Disciplinary Canvas)

This phase is designed to help participants to move forward from a monodisciplinary to a cross-disciplinary way of thinking and understanding of their problems.

The activity starts with filling a "Disciplinary canvas", a tool created to develop hypotheses around a random complex problem that is built collaboratively, in order to enable a horizontal conversation about the participants' thoughts and perspectives about different problematic scenarios.

4.1.3. Aggregation (KnowMAP Canvas)

During this very last phase, the workshop participants build a self-organized team to map their own-crafted complex problem through the usage of the KnowMAP Canvas (a mapping tool based on the layers of Neri Oxman's KCC.

At the end of this activity, teams develop their own version of a KnowMAP journey, a Gigamap variant that helps visualizing their interactions with spatial metaphors, identifying buildings (disciplines), paths (workflows), roadblocks (conflicts) and vehicles (time-based strategies).

Figure 6. Visualization of the Knowmap Canvas technique, during the last workshop stage when all the tools are integrated into a single Gigamap.
5. Learnings and next steps

5.1. Foucault’s disciplinary power

It is relevant to acknowledge that another theoretical inspiration for the workshop design was Michel Foucault’s philosophical understanding of disciplines. Bolaños (2010) argues that many philosophers of science ignore the fact that the concept of scientific discipline is not a epistemological or political neutral term, highlighting Foucault’s approach to the term “discipline” that was framed as a discursive form of knowledge production and regulation, but also as a set of techniques to achieve individuals standardization and control over their behavior (Foucault, 1990). Foucault argued that “disciplinary power” aimed to distribute and organize individual forces in order to increase their economic strength at the same time as their political force was reduced.

Foucault utilized several spatial metaphors to represent this kind of domination over individual behavior, such as field, position, region, and territory. He strongly believed that spatial metaphors served to explain the dynamics of disciplinary power and made explicit the relations between power and knowledge. This is why strategic thinking (highly related to war and military strategy) is usually communicated through spatial metaphors, since they are a hint of a combative thinking that uses geographic vocabulary in order to represent the use of knowledge as a political element.

Exploring the relations between the concepts of space, knowledge and power as understood by Michel Foucault, helped participants to reflect on the way academic disciplines have been historically and culturally constructed, in the same way that the idea of nations was created to regulate individuals with the distribution and classification of space and identity. This happens as well with human knowledge and the way institutions created frontiers to separate and reproduce modes of knowledge production. This phenomenon has direct impact in the way human agents assimilate these modes as a way of being and doing.

5.2. Visualizing complex disciplinary interactions

This exploratory research on systemic design and disciplinary interaction served to test the value of utilizing spatial metaphors as a shared vocabulary while mapping complex relations between disciplines and agents. Workshop results proved that visual and systems thinking tools can facilitate the understanding of those interactions through a rhetoric process that visualizes strategic flows, interests, barriers and leverage points. There was also good feedback regarding how the workshop includes the observer (individual and collective) as a part of the system and starts mapping their profiles before mapping the problems.

From Plato’s allegory of the cave to Foucault’s disciplinary space and Oxman’s KCC, humans have made use of diverse spatial metaphors to refer to knowledge perception, construction and appropriation. This subject seems to be relevant for future reflections on how the concept of space serves as a linguistic vehicle to facilitate systems-oriented approaches.
5.3. Future applications

The set of tools and techniques developed for the Knowmap Workshop will be constantly iterated and improved during future sessions. However, they can already serve as a reference for systemic design practitioners. The workshop contents still require to be tested in more practical applications in order to create evaluation metrics and turn them into an integrated toolkit.

In recent sessions, the workshop techniques have been replicated for several projects related to organizational innovation and team building. The tools have been perceived as useful for teams that aim to diagnose and improve their collaborative processes and knowledge exchange. “Disciplinary mobility” extended concept also made sense for participants as a way to describe their professional and academic future orientations. The concept will be explored to discover other applications for career design and professional evaluation for human productivity.
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Abstract Emerging sustainable innovation value is increasingly being recognized as a key challenge – and one increasingly considered from the perspectives of complex systemic transformations that require iterative learning processes, awareness of complex-adaptive systems, collaboration in multi-stakeholder environments and competencies in meaning and value co-creation. Innovating within complex social systems can be challenged by the stakeholder buy-in processes, affective team climate and the multi-dimensional aspects of organizational adoption. We introduce Design for Emergence – a meta-design framework to increase innovation community resilience by orienting towards human psycho-social factors, while building social coherence across the systemic micro, mezzo and macro scales of analysis – with the goal of easing stressors within ‘liminal space’ transitions to enable desirable future outcomes, by facilitating individual and organizational transformational journeys.
Introduction

Researchers observe that “innovation occurs through the combination and recombination of information and knowledge that are old and new” where “innovation is thus an emergent process” (Cooke, 2013). However, emerging innovation in a sustainable manner within markets, communities and organizations is still viewed as a challenge – and one increasingly related to the processes of learning (Harkema, 2003) within complex–adaptive systems (Carlisle & McMillan, 2006), that require collaboration in multi–stakeholder environments (Sørensen & Torfing, 2011), and are dependent on value co–creation outcomes (Romero & Molina, 2011).

A survey of the research literature suggests that innovation initiatives are faced with a surprising lack of adoption by the key stakeholders across diverse industry contexts and organizational settings – including natural resource management practices (Shiferaw, Okello, & Reddy, 2009), healthcare organizations (Cresswell & Sheikh, 2013), and policy environments (Douthwaite, Keatinge, & Park, 2001). Stakeholder buy-in challenges are posited to be complex and affected by a multiplicity of factors – including impacts of team climate on performance (González-Romá, Fortes-Ferreira, & Peiró, 2009), team–member creativity (Somech & Drach–Zahavy, 2013) and the multi–dimensional aspects of enabling adoption (Pichlak, 2016).

In and of itself, stakeholder adoption is not considered as sufficient for enabling sustainable innovation initiatives. Even when the ‘innovation buy-in’ has occurred – and the key stakeholders are ready to undergo the innovation journey, further challenges are observed – including maintaining individual well–being (Dackert, 2010), managing affective events (Pirola–Merlo, Härtel, Mann, & Hirst, 2002), and adapting to the new ‘boundary roles’ described as “complex, contested, and nonlinear” that require a “nonlinear perspective on innovation” (Ferlie, Fitzgerald, Wood, & Hawkins, 2005), and which “occur at several organizational boundaries” (Tushman, 1977).

Nearing the end of innovation initiatives – for those that manage to break through the barriers of stakeholder adoption while staying the course of an innovation journey – researchers observe that the anticipated value is often reduced through challenges in delivering innovation outcomes (Martin & Scott, 2000; Klein Woolthuis, Lankhuizen, & Gilsing, 2005) and lack of new value realization (Chesbrough & Rosenbloom, 2002) – often as the result of insufficient post–implementation usage (Cresswell & Sheikh, 2013).

We posit a research gap in translating the current innovation theories into effective practices capable of delivering sustainable innovation value – when enacted in complex environments, and in a manner optimized for stakeholder participation and innovation outcomes adoption.
Design for Emergence

To respond to the outlined concerns around the feasibility of effectively emerging new value through innovation processes, we introduce the Design for Emergence – a practical, applied design methodology intended for multidisciplinary teams and practitioners – to enable flourishing futures and increased resilience across systemic scales (Bergström & Dekker, 2014), human psychosocial contexts (Matin & Taylor, 2015) and social support systems (Sippel et al., 2015; Almedom, 2015).

We introduce approaches for building social coherence (Antonovsky, 1987; Keyes 1998) across systemic scales and levels of analysis (Marr, 1982), with the goal of easing stressors within the ‘liminal spaces’ (Van Gennep, 1906; Turner, 1987) to impact desirable future outcomes and enable individual and organizational transformational journeys.

The Design for Emergence is positioned as a meta–design framework comprised of three core modalities: 1) Design for Adoption, 2) Design for Resilience, and 3) Design for Transience. Each component is a general-purpose meta-design modality with specific design goals and engagement guidelines – intended to simplify practical use of theoretical concepts within diverse, complex innovation environments that require multi–stakeholder collaboration and delivery of broad cross–scale impacts.

The Design for Emergence meta-design framework provides a generative design space to ‘plug-in’ existing systemic design methodologies, implementation tools and innovation best-practices – with the goal of enabling sustainable innovation in complex ecosystemic scenarios, while simplifying the design processes and delivering enhanced stakeholder, organizational and community value.

Design for Adoption

Recognizing that the intrinsic and continued participation of the key stakeholders is essential for the success of innovation initiatives, as exemplified in co-innovation (Lee, Olson, & Trimi, 2012), the Design for Adoption eases participation by leveraging motivational theory to support both initial and ongoing stakeholder engagements (Pink, 2009).

Adoption is a critical success factor in multiple industries and community contexts that are increasingly experiencing rapid transformation amid complex systemic challenges, that often mandate a successful integration of conflicting goals (Bledow, Frese, Anderson, Erez, & Farr, 2009). At the same time, many industries are experiencing escalating environmental complexity pressures (Blau & McKinley, 1979; Damanpour & Gopalakrishnan, 1998). In healthcare, this can be manifested as a rapid growth in the number of people requesting access to the health system complexified by an increase in the total number of systemic diseases such as the Alzheimer’s, obesity and diabetes, while simultaneously attempting to adapt to the emerging technologies that enable competition from the adjacent market-spaces.
Intense innovation pressures are experienced in key areas such as governance, energy development, banking, insurance, not-for-profit and the corporate innovation sectors – that increasingly need to manage shrinking operational budgets, respond to changes in regulatory environments, and anticipate shifts in the competitive and community landscapes; while responding to growing pressures of market adaptation and sustainable innovation.

Interacting innovation pressures emerge a complex environment. For instance, in health care a common view is that “systems are under increasing pressure to cope with shifting demographics” where meeting the challenges of advancing medicine and health care delivery are “not as rapid as the pace of change” (Keown et al., 2014). In education, the “rapid and far-reaching economic and social changes, driven particularly by the impact of accelerating globalization, increased economic modernization, and transition toward a knowledge-based society” have “transformed higher education systems in many countries from elite to mass, placing colleges and universities under considerable strain regarding infrastructure, resources, and expertise” (Dunrong, 2015). In the public sector services, a common views is that “there are general trends that place great stress”, where the "changing demographics mean ageing populations are placing greater demands on health and social services while a smaller proportion of working people are being required to finance the additional expenditure", and where there are "bottlenecks in focusing attention on particular areas of innovation" (Windrum & Koch, 2008, p. 230).

The shifting demographics challenges are also exacerbated by the emergence of disruptive technologies – where the “innovative success is dependent upon the ability of firms to acquire and assimilate new knowledge without disrupting value chain members such as suppliers, customers and complementary innovators” with comparatively “little advice on how to deal with radical, controversial innovations that may also introduce new undesirable environmental, health, and social side affects”. This is posited to be further complexified when “in addition to technological, commercial and organisational uncertainties, the developers of such technology typically must resolve social uncertainties”, which is viewed as challenging due to the “added complexities and often conflicting and/or difficult-to-reconcile concerns from secondary stakeholders” (Hall & Martin, 2005).

Managing shifting community demographics while adapting to an array of disruptive technologies does not seem to slow-down expectations to innovate quickly – with a paradoxical effect of creating acceleration pressures. For instance, researchers note that China now “centers on what we call accelerated innovation” in a way that’s focusing on “reengineering research and development and innovation processes to make new product development dramatically faster and less costly” (Williamson & Yin, 2014) – creating further pressures on the global institutions and multi-national enterprises (MNEs) to enhance “their managerial ability to cope with the accelerating pace of innovation” (Buckley & Casson, 2010).

Innovating for sustainability within such a complex environment – while creating innovations that are sustainable – is viewed as an additionally challenging proposition. Leading researchers explore the “links between agency, institutions, and innovation in navigating shifts and large-scale
transformations toward global sustainability” – in order to identify conditions that might help to “reverse the trends that are challenging critical thresholds and creating tipping points in the earth system”, while attempting to contend with the key identified issues, such as the “lack of incentives for the private sector to innovate for sustainability” and the “lags inherent in the path dependent nature of innovation”, which is viewed as compounded by our “incapacity to easily grasp the interactions implicit in complex problems” (Westley et al., 2011).

We posit that the socio-cognitive experiences of the individual stakeholders are integral to enabling complex innovation and ecosystemic transformations – and that, designers must take this individual experience into consideration when designing for complexity.

The process of integrating an individual into the innovation process is not a new idea. For instance, the transformation of the Finnish innovation system was in part considered from the perspectives of “integrating the individual and the organisational levels”, where a key innovation challenge was identified as “how tacit knowledge can be transformed to be useful for the whole organisation, and on the other hand, how explicit knowledge can be transformed into personal ‘know-how’” – referencing the SECI ‘spiral of organisational knowledge creation’ model (Nonaka, 1994) described as consisting of four main modes of conversion – “(1) socialisation (from tacit knowledge to tacit knowledge; (2) externalisation (from tacit knowledge to explicit knowledge); (3) combination (from explicit knowledge to explicit knowledge); and (4) internalisation (from explicit knowledge to tacit knowledge)” (Schienstock & Hämäläinen, 2001).

A key argument that “a knowledge-based organisation is able to generate knowledge and innovation if it manages to transform the very difficult and demanding exchange processes between the two forms of knowledge into routine organisational processes” is viewed as predicated on the “following factors: knowledge vision, organisation forms, incentive system, corporate culture and organisation routines, and leadership” - that, in turn, hinge on the ability of the organizational and innovation ecosystem stakeholders to successfully traverse the ‘socialisation phase’; which “creates common understanding and generates trust among group members”, and where the “knowledge vision needs to transcend the boundaries of existing products, divisions, organisations, and markets to allow for extensive knowledge exchange even among units with different interests” (Schienstock and Hämäläinen, 2001, p. 63).

We argue that such social traversals are indeed at the crux of any innovation challenge – whether in the knowledge creation phase, or in the other innovation processes. While the innovation literature outlines many formative solution approaches – such as the Accelerated Radical Innovation (ARI) project, with the ‘accelerated innovation prototyping’ method (Bers, Dismukes, Miller, & Dubrovensky, 2009) – we propose to augment and further enable the existing methodologies with a meta-design framework capable of describing the human psycho-social factors necessary for traversing the innovation spaces of uncertainty and transformation, that can be considered from a liminal transition perspective.
To further understand such social traversal challenges, we posit that a confluence of innovation pressures creates a complex environment of active tensions between the current (‘needed for success now’) and the emerging (‘necessary for succeeding in complex systems’) competencies, that include:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CURRENT COMPETENCY</th>
<th>EMERGING COMPETENCY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>respond to well-defined challenges</td>
<td>manage continuously emerging issues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>master known practices</td>
<td>create new capabilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>compete in familiar marketspaces</td>
<td>identify / enable novel opportunities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>leverage existing knowledge</td>
<td>create conditions to ‘explore the new’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>manage personal achievement</td>
<td>facilitate group success</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When unresolved, such innovation tensions can overwhelm the individual psycho-cognitive adaptation and organizational change abilities – exerting a counter-effect of innovation resistance that might act as an inhibitor in enabling sustainable innovation value. Researchers posit that this can be seen in areas such as education reform – where “efforts to reform schools stall” and “educators resist change because they feel burdened or conflicted by the process”, and where it’s important to “reviews standard conceptualizations of change” while analyzing the “psychology of individuals and the culture of institutions” (Evans, 1996).

Early on, researchers attempted to normalize this apparent resistance to change, and make it more understandable – arguing that, “the vast majority of people who have no a priori desire to change may be more typical and even more rational than a small minority of individuals who seek change”, even when considering “the intrinsic value of the innovation” – urging to focus on “individuals who resist change” in order to “understand their psychology of resistance”, and “utilize this knowledge in the development and promotion of innovation” (Sheth, 1979, p. 274).

As such, researchers posit that indications of innovation resistance include escalating perceptions of risk aversion, low tolerance to failure, insistence on ‘patching the problem’ with ‘quick fixes’ and non-systemic linear approaches, engagement structures that impede effective transformation, and mismatches in organizational culture that attempt to measure progress with performance indicators rooted in the perceptions of the ‘current state’ – instead of orienting towards enabling the new desirable outcomes.

Designing for adoption is further complexified in the presence of multi-organizational teams with different skills, approaches and values – engaging different parts of a shared challenge without full awareness of the relevant capabilities and perspectives. This can contribute to a lack of ability to effectively align collaboration capabilities across organizational and community contexts – resulting in a ‘competition of views’, ‘action paralysis’ and appearance of underlying systemic loops capable of
impeding significant progress in innovation initiatives. When the adoption tensions are not actively managed, they can create an environment where key stakeholders are engaged in attempting to deliver complex innovation initiatives while addressing internal mobilization challenges – that can impact an overall readiness to enact innovation.

To mitigate these challenges, we propose to detect, identify and consider the key emerging tensions within innovation journeys as either ‘polarities’ (Johnson, 1992) or ‘dialectics’ (Deci & Ryan, 2004), where institutional change is viewed as a “dialectical process”, and where “actors espousing conflicting views confront each other and engage in political behaviors to create and change institutions” (Hargrave & Van De Ven, 2006). We content that the ‘dialectical’ and ‘polarity-based’ challenges can be best addressed with very different design strategies and management approaches.

With ‘polarities’, a key managing strategy is to minimize the ‘downside’ of traversing the negative aspects of each polarity – and to move as quickly as possible to the ‘upside’. This strategy works since polarities can not be beneficially ‘resolved’ in a real sense – and must instead be balanced. Examples include ‘individual work’ vs. ‘teamwork’, and ‘rest’ vs. ‘activity’ polarities – where, overemphasizing either state does not generally lead to preferred outcomes. In a business context, an example might be a polarity of ‘organizational acquisitions’ (that can be exciting and energizing, and yet eventually exhausting when prolonged), versus ‘process optimizations’ (that can lead to efficiencies and be organizationally enabling – and yet often be experienced as stifling when over-emphasised).

In contrast, managing ‘dialectical’ tensions is profoundly different – with seemingly incompatible states that are in apparent opposition to one another, at the root of which there might be a perceived paradox. An example might be a healthcare organization that is already over capacitated and under-resourced, and yet expected to serve additional patients and communities with an enhanced level of care. These seemingly opposing systemic states might appear as mutually

---

**Figure:**

`Polarity` – Dynamic Movement Between Contrasting, Yet Complementary States

- **A** is viewed as an opposition from **B**
- And yet, both `A` and `B` are required for system functioning

A key goal is to spend most time in the `upvalued` aspects of the Polarity
exclusive and incompatible with each other – yet allowing for the possibility of innovation convergence through the generation of new options. A key design strategy for managing dialectical tensions is to synthesize new options that have not existed before – out of the common ground of shared yet opposing perspectives, as per the diagram below:

To positively impact the internal mobilization challenges and associated dialectical and polarity-based innovation space tensions, we propose a meta-design modality entitled *Design for Adoption* – informed by the following key design goals:

1) **help build trust**: leveraging ‘autonomy’, ‘mastery’ and ‘purpose’ to strengthen the individual ability to engage the innovation potentials in a generative manner

2) **enable facilitative strategies**: to engage multiple stakeholders with diverse perspectives and create conducive group dynamics

3) **leverage group co-design**: to enable creation of insights capable of achieving positive systemic impacts

To define key criteria capable of emerging a 'minimal design grammar' that can enable such goals, we consider the systemic diagram as per below:
Here, the ability to enact effective ‘co-design methods’ with the key stakeholder communities is supported by the intentional identification and management of ‘polarities’ and ‘dialectics’ – that inevitably emerge through the innovation design process. The identified polarities and dialectics are not avoided – and are instead utilized in a generative fashion to help strengthen and build group trust as well as the stakeholder buy-in.

Simultaneously, the key innovation participants and engaged communities are considered from the standpoints of ‘autonomy, mastery and purpose’ (Pink, 2009) – where, the iterative changes in the environment are parsed in terms of what they might mean, and how they might impact, the engaged stakeholder contexts.

We posit that the relationships between these three levels of design reveal complex networks and an active space of interaction – that can be further considered from the perspectives of simultaneity (how interactions in one level of design might have immediate correspondences in others), resonance (how nodal points might form between multiple levels of design, and have disproportionate impacts), moving forward-and-backward (how behaviours or artifacts are more or less visible throughout the experience lifecycles, becoming increasingly observable or less measurable), and engagement (identifying inflection points where it might be possible to more or less successfully involve the key stakeholders).

When enacted, the Design for Adoption meta-design modality enables successful stakeholder engagements during innovation journeys – by making it possible to build on shared insights (by leveraging trust relationships evolved in psychological safe-spaces), emerge complexity awareness
(by iteratively exposing underlying systemic complexities), and to start building conditions for perceiving preferential ‘future worlds’ (by aggregating current assumptions and emergent expectations into perceptions of possible futures).

While helping to build initial trust and enabling co-design through the dynamic management of emerging innovation tensions – and starting to align key stakeholders around shared perceptions of the future – the Design for Adoption also requires the next meta-design modality, the Design for Resilience, to help innovation initiatives deliver sustainable value.

4. Design for Transience

As an innovation initiative nears completion, researchers observe that a change in the underlying value perceptions acts as a stressor (Cullen, Edwards, Casper, & Gue, 2014). To help re-imagine and re-orient value propositions within the enclosed ecosystem, the Design for Transience maps how the stakeholder perceptions of value change throughout the levels of analysis (Marr & Poggio, 1982), and suggests to leverage a formal foresight method – such as the ‘three horizons’ (Curry & Hodgson, 2008) – to explore the evolution of value perceptions from the experienced present to a possible perceived future.

To positively inflect the key ‘transience’ challenges, the Design for Transience is informed by the following key design goals:

1) **build individual awareness of shifts in value-perceptions**: outline perceived value transitions across temporal scales, translating narratives to the individual (‘micro’) context

2) **map intermediate shifts in value**: correlate ‘current’ and ‘emerging’ perceptions of value through the lens of the ‘intermediate’ (mezzo) organizational, institutional and community stakeholders

3) **map ecosystemic value-changes**: outline relational changes in value through the highest level of ecosystemic analysis – utilizing models such as ‘panarchy’ (Gunderson, 2001) – to share meaningful narratives with the innovation stakeholders

To explore the systemic relationships between the stated design goals in some further depth, we consider the systemic diagram as per below:
Here, a key meta-design objective is to actively manage the evolution of value perceptions from the experienced present towards the perceived or anticipated futures – with the capacity of creating positive feedback loops when the emergent narratives are connected back to the Design for Resilience and Design for Adoption modalities.

As such, the Design for Emergence is a meta-design framework that articulates value propositions, enhances collaborative potentials and creates an intrinsic resilience by aligning stakeholder perceptions within participating communities – in a way capable of enabling emergent innovation.
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Abstract (150 words) This paper proposes a framework for assessing the emic or etic orientation of a research project and examines the role of etic (from outside) and emic (from within) perspectives in systemic design. I make the case that systemic design projects should be driven from as emic an orientation as possible—that to do otherwise will result in flawed intervention, possibly leading to grave consequences for the stakeholders of the system. Drawing from theory on ethnography and qualitative research, I situate processes and principles of emic understanding to the practice of systemic design in order to establish the research orientation framework. I test this framework in an exploratory assessment of case studies in systemic design, demonstrating how they may be used to show differences in researcher orientation and lead to success or failure.
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1. Introduction

An under-emphasized dimension of work in systemic design is the research orientation of practitioners: the degree to which practitioners’ understand the problem at hand from stakeholders’ perspectives. Systemic design processes that are not executed with the direct and explicit engagement of stakeholders—to the extent of achieving an emic (or from within) understanding of the system—are potentially flawed at their foundation. While the discipline has roots in empathic methods (especially in recent years; see Kimbell, 2011), it is easy for systemic designers to adopt research methods that do not produce understanding from stakeholder perspectives. By fostering recognition of the importance of an emic perspective, and by providing a framework of principles, practices, and process to accomplish systemic design with this perspective, I hope to ensure that systemic design processes are as accurate and valid as possible with respect to the stakeholders of the system.

This is not to suggest that systemic design practice is "too etic". In fact, with roots in design, systemic design is often deliberately emic. Systemic designers make use of designerly tools that help the researcher to build empathy with system stakeholders (e.g., soft systems methodology, critical systems heuristics, appreciative inquiry; Jones, 2015). They often seek to engage stakeholders in the systemic design process and include reflective analysis of what has been learned in order to assess where deeper engagement with the system is required (Ryan, 2014). That said, with the advent of crowdsourcing (the facilitated involvement of the general public in problem solving, usually using online tools; Lukyanenko & Parsons, 2012) and data science (the use of computational tools to analyze and understand large quantities of data; cf. Provost & Fawcett, 2013), it is likely that data-driven methods will increasingly influence systemic design practice. This data-driven direction presents a powerful opportunity, but it underscores the need to develop principles and best practices for assessing and directing research orientations as we gain more data from these tools.

In section 2, I explain the concept of emic understanding with reference to scholarship from qualitative theorists. I draw from theory to construct a emic research orientation framework including a process and key techniques to help researchers assess and direct their research perspective. In section 3, I test this framework by applying it in a critique of two systemic design case studies, examining the emic orientation of the procedures they use and the results they report in order to understand the role and value of emic efforts in the discipline. The fourth section concludes with a discussion of the contributions and limitations of this work while suggesting next steps for research on this issue.

2. Emic Perspectives

In general, emic research seeks to understand events from the mind of the researched; etic research seeks to understand events from outside, as an observer (Harris, 1976). The emic mode is not necessarily better than the etic mode. At etic approach helps to develop understanding generalizable
from the researched domain to other domains. Etic understanding is therefore necessary in the
development of theoretical absolutes, and in social research etic understandings are often developed
once several emic views have been captured (Fetterman, 2005b). Emic understanding, on the other
hand, is relativistic. Emic methods "[...] help the fieldworker understand why members of the social
group do what they do, in contrast to a priori assumptions about how systems work from a simple,
linear, logical perspective—which might be completely off target [...]" (Fetterman, 2005a). As Geertz
(1973, p. 28) writes: "The aim is to draw large conclusions from small, but very densely textured
facts; to support broad assertions about the role of culture in the construction of collective life by
engaging them exactly with complex specifics."

For a hypothetical example, say one wants to develop a theory of consumer behaviour. An etic
perspective might at the outset ascribe the behaviour to general economic principles (e.g., "Jeeps are
durable vehicles, thereby consumers who buy them value saving money"). Emic research may then
reveal important cultural aspects of the consumer behaviour unique to jeep purchasers—something
about the experience of using the jeep. As those emic units of understanding are gathered and
combined, the researcher may develop a new etic theory of consumption that can be abstracted and
applied to other consumer subcultures.

In many social research domains, then, both etic and emic modes of study can be necessary in order
to develop accurate theory. Recall, however, that practitioners of systemic design attempt to make
progress on wicked problems (see Rittel & Webber, 1973)—and that a cardinal attribute of wicked
problems is that the understanding of one wicked problem cannot be generalized to others. In other
words, entering a systemic design challenge with an etic understanding of the problem risks
immediate irrelevance—and the practitioner may be ignorant of their irrelevance. In systemic design,
then, an emic approach must be essential to developing an accurate understanding. The question
becomes: in a given project, how might we construct a more emic perspective?

2.1. How are emic perspectives constructed?

A process for emic research
To this end, Clifford Geertz' seminal "Thick Description: Toward an Interpretive Theory of Culture"
(found in The Interpretation of Cultures, 1973, chapter 1) is essential reading. Geertz presents a
thorough if meandering articulation of the significance of emic interpretation, but one phrase
arguably sums up the key takeaway: emic research must be executed "with a great deal of care"
(Geertz, 1973, p. 14). Through the chapter, Geertz (1973) makes the argument that emic
understanding is obtained through the thick description of the researched. This means
"understanding ... normalness without reducing particularity. It renders them accessible; setting
them in the frame of their own banalities, it dissolves their opacity" (p. 14). This involves, in a rough
and repeating order:

1. acknowledgement and systematized capture of our initial interpretations of the research domain
   (p. 15, paragraph 1);
2. capturing the flow of symbols (including speech), behaviours, events, and artifacts, along with the attribution of meaning or roles (or uses, in the case of artifacts) to these phenomena in relation to the actors who engage with them, if possible (p. 17, paragraphs 2-3);

3. constructing coherent meaning from these observations (p. 18, paragraph 2)—"tracing the curve of a social discourse; fixing it into an inspectable form" (p. 19, paragraph 1); and

4. appraising captured perceptions and constructed meaning as to whether they are thick enough to effectively achieve our goals (p. 16, paragraph 3).

How do we know we're making progress in emic understanding? "A study is an advance if it is more incisive—whatever that may mean—than those that preceded it; but it less stands on their shoulders than, challenged and challenging, runs by their side" (Geertz, 1973, p. 25, paragraph 2). How about when to end? "Every serious cultural analysis starts from a sheer beginning and ends where it manages to get before exhausting its intellectual impulse" (Geertz, 1973, p. 25, paragraph 3) as "cultural analysis is intrinsically incomplete, […] the more deeply it goes, the less complete it is" (Geertz, 1973, p. 29, paragraph 2). In other words: we make progress by adding to what we already know, developing a deeper internal perspective of the study domain, and we stop when we have to.

Procedures of emic research
So we know roughly what emic research should look like (the four steps above, plus the kinds of progress we should observe when executing them), but we do not have a good handle on what emic research consists of. Geertz (1973) himself does not prescribe precise principles for these four steps; indeed, one can assume that any activity that allows the researcher to achieve steps 1 through 5 above will help advance an emic understanding of the studied domain. However, Creswell & Miller (2000) provide a highly cited framework used to assess the validity of qualitative inquiry that may translate here. They highlight nine procedures across three research paradigms (postpositivist, constructivist, and critical) that foster the perception of validity across three stakeholders: the researcher themselves, the participants, and the audience of the research (Creswell & Miller, 2000, page 126, table 1). The nine procedures are described briefly below.

Triangulation
Does the described understanding come from the convergence of multiple sources of information? Triangulation suggests that researchers examine a given concept from multiple angles in order to confirm their understanding of the concept from several of those angles. As reported by Creswell & Miller (2000, p. 126-127), Denzin (1978) "identified four types of triangulation: across data sources (i.e., participants), theories, methods (i.e., interview, observations, documents), and among different investigators".

Disconfirming evidence
Researchers should strive to invalidate their interpretation of a concept by seeking out evidence that opposes their conclusions. Unfulfilled effort to disconfirm a concept is validating.
Researcher reflexivity
Researcher reflexivity involves making explicit the researcher’s own assumptions and biases, critiquing these beliefs, and doing so early. In doing so, a researcher makes transparent their approach (for external evaluation and critique) and may be able to suspend these influences throughout the research.

Member checking
This simply means involving the research participants in the study by presenting data and conclusions to them for feedback. By, say, convening a focus group or providing participants with a copy of the raw data and analysis, participants themselves have an opportunity to critique the researcher’s interpretations and confirm (or disconfirm) their concepts.

Prolonged engagement
Prolonged engagement is self-descriptive: it means to engage in the research within the context and with the participants for a prolonged period of time. To do so is to build rapport with participants, gaining increasing access to the domain and to the opportunity to study longer term trends/to see phenomena that may otherwise have been missed.

Collaboration
Participants may be involved in qualitative inquiry as co-researchers. Creswell and Miller (2000) give some examples: involve participants in the formation of research questions, in the collection and analysis of data, or in the writing of the research narrative. To do so is to construct the research with the participants view as well as your own.

The audit trail
Another approach to establishing validity is the creation of an audit trail through transparent documentation of the research process and the decisions made therein. A reviewer can then assess the trail and attest to the credibility of the process, or the researcher can make the audit available to readers.

Thick, rich description
Creswell & Miller (2000) suggest that thick descriptions of the research objects (e.g., the setting, the participants, or other themes) provide credibility. Such thick descriptions contextualize the research and help readers transport themselves into the process of the research, too.

Peer debriefing
An example of peer debriefing is the peer review process. When fellow researchers critique a study, they offer new perspectives, challenge assumptions, offer additional methodologies, and so on. Passing through a peer review or debrief process suggests that the research was robust enough to survive these critiques and still be accepted by other researchers.

2.2. Developing a framework
These nine procedures provide several routes through which a researcher may check and establish the validity of a given qualitative research project. Not all of them directly support emic
understanding, however. **Triangulation**, for instance, would only validate emic research if the researcher is triangulating concepts obtained from within the studied domain. In other words, triangulation is important—but only if the data triangulated includes some that has been obtained from an emic perspective. Likewise, **disconfirming evidence** is an important technique, but evidence invoked from outside of the studied domain has little bearing on an emic phenomena, by definition. Thus, to validate an emic perspective, evidence that disconfirms an interpretation should be found within the studied domain. **Researcher reflexivity** has some value, too. By articulating their assumptions in advance of a study, a researcher can literally establish the etic concepts they bring to the project. The other techniques can then be used to integrate or disregard these concepts in the emic perspective of the domain. **Member checking and collaboration** have obvious value in the construction of emic interpretations, as they involve the perspectives of those internal to the domain in the creation of the research product. **Prolonged engagement** further adds emic value; as suggested above, longer exposure generally leads to greater access and exposure to the studied domain, making it more likely that the researcher will observe something they would otherwise have missed (or have been prevented from seeing).

The remaining three techniques: the audit trail; thick, rich description; and peer review have little emic value—except that they may be used to reinforce the validation garnered from the other six techniques. Member checking, for instance, may be augmented by giving the participants "thicker" descriptions to critique. Likewise those participants may be more likely to engage in authentic critique if rapport has been built through prolonged engagement. So, these techniques feed into one another, but it is not necessary to seek the above three techniques in every emic research project.

The six techniques bolded in the paragraph immediately above provide us with a framework with which to assess the emic validity of a given project. This analysis finds intuitive credibility in the organizing framework of Creswell and Miller (2000). They suggested that triangulation, disconfirming evidence, and researcher reflexivity are each techniques for validating research from the perspective of the researcher, while member checking, collaboration, and prolonged engagement are each techniques that foster validation from the perspective of the researched. Note that emic research in systemic design focuses on both the researcher and the researched, as both actors are key stakeholders ensconced in a project domain.

Thus, Geertz (1973) provides a well-known conceptualization of the task of generating emic understanding which I have synthesized into a four-step process model. To this model I have added six techniques from Creswell and Miller (2000) as techniques for validation in emic inquiry. Taken together, we have a framework for emic research. This framework is visualized in figure 1.
2.3. Relating the framework to systemic design

As discussed above, a systemic designer searches for ways to make progress on wicked problems. These problems—eradicating homelessness in St. John’s, Newfoundland & Labrador; reforming gun law in the USA; and changing global industry to prevent climate change are all examples—are
defined by their inability to be universally defined and understood. In other words, these challenges look different in different places and from the views of different stakeholders. They may only be understood *emic ally*. A systemic design project is therefore an *emic* research project, and—as suggested by Geertz (1973)—they must be executed with a great deal of care.

The model described immediately above, then, provides us with a framework for systemic design as a structure with which we can check whether sufficient care was taken. Systemic design projects should show evidence of methods that invoke the "four steps" of Geertz’ (1973) ethnography, and they should likewise search for validation with at least some of the nine techniques provided by Creswell & Miller (2000).

I propose that a project that follows the steps (to demonstrate depth of emic understanding) and/or invokes the validation techniques (to demonstrate qualitative validity) will be more likely to reflect an accurate emic understanding of the problem domain than one that does not. This understanding should translate into greater efficacy of the interventions identified by the project, and ultimately into more powerful impact according to the goals of the project.

3. Applying the framework: A pilot study

In this pilot study, I applied the framework to two case studies selected via a purposive, paradigmatic sampling strategy (Stake, 2005; Flyvbjerg, 2006). I used phenomenological hermeneutics to analyze the chosen case studies (Eberle, 2014, p. 196; cf. Wernet, 2014). In plain words, this simply means a careful reading and interpretation of the phenomena observed in a given research case. By reviewing the outputs and results of systemic design projects as they relate to etic and emic understandings, I may be able to judge the value of etic vs. emic meaning in these projects.

The first case study (the National Youth Leadership and Innovation Strategy Summit; MaRS Studio Y, 2017; see also Stauch & Cornelisse, 2016) served as inspiration for this research. I was present for the summit and personally authored the case; it is available but could not be included in the present submission due to length restrictions. This example consisted of a two-day systemic design workshop involving hundreds of representatives for across the country—the goal of which was to develop national policy. The second case study was chosen from Ryan and Leung’s (2014) cases. It describes a redesign of public procurement processes at a Canadian university. It was selected as an explicit demonstration of systemic design and one of the earliest such cases available in the literature. By examining and comparing this case I may find important contrasts to the experience described in the NYLIS case. Thus, while I explore NYLIS as a potentially flawed systemic design project (as that is what sparked my interest to begin with), the Ryan and Leung (2014) case is supposedly an exemplar of a successful systemic design practice. Across both cases, then, we have a good sample of the systemic design paradigm.

In each case, I examined the step-by-step procedure and any associated notes about the experience of the researchers and participants involved. In each step or experience, I looked for evidence of the
four steps of emic understanding or the six techniques of emic validation reported above. Figure 3 summarizes the resulting analysis; a full discussion is available but outside the scope of this paper.
Figure 3: A summary visualization of the analysis of the two case studies. Adherence to the process and techniques of emic research is indicated via colour-coding from red (poor evidence) to green (strong evidence), and observations of each component is commented on in the relevant boxes.
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4. Discussion

4.1. Contributions

_Extensivist and Intensivist Systemic Design_

One thing is obvious: these two cases illustrate two profoundly different approaches to systemic design. In one approach, systemic designers attempt to bring the system to them. Stakeholders are gathered as participants in isolation, and the systemic designers use a lot of facilitation and tools of systemics and design to attempt to understand the system and to identify opportunities for innovation. I call this the "intensivist" approach. Like the type of physician that shares the term, intensivist systemic design uses technical procedures and facilitating machinery to suspend the system in place. While the system is suspended, the intensivist systemic designer pokes, prods, and prompts, developing a hyper-clear picture of how it works and where the problems lie. They may even develop and start interventions while they have the system artificially in their grasp. The intensivist approach is fast, controlled, and scales easily.

In the second approach, systemic designers go to the system itself. They use ethnographic methods to engage with stakeholders, observing the behaviour of the system as it unfolds. They involve the stakeholders of the system in the work, sharing their insights with them for feedback and co-creating models and innovations. I call this the "extensivist" approach. Extensivist systemic designers extend throughout the system as much as possible. For the duration of the study, at least, they become part of the system—foreign, yes, but purposefully so. By growing into the system, the extensivist learns about its structure, because they must in order to keep participating. They begin to recognize deeply rooted issues and what sustains those issues. The extensivist approach is slow, adaptive, and difficult to scale.

Intensivist systemic design provides the researchers with an immense sense of power over the system—but that power can be artificial, like the suspended system from which it is obtained. Extensivist systemic design provides the researchers with a sense of the power of the system, and the dependencies that exist between the stakeholders that comprise it—but that sense can be difficult to wield; it must be communicated to the stakeholders in order to make change.

If it isn't obvious, this is not to suggest that one approach is better than the other. If the present case studies are any indication, the extensivist approach (demonstrated by case 2) generates a more emic understanding of the system than the intensivist approach (demonstrated by cases 1 and 3). Depending on available timing, however, an intensivist approach may be the only chance an organization has in order to understand a system, as a full intensivist can be organized and executed at immense scale with little time. Nonetheless, case 2 appeared to have greater success at creating systemic change than cases 1 or 3. This may be a weak indication that the extensivist approach is more likely to achieve impact if the systemic designer has the time and access to make it work.
Assessing emic understanding is important
As the analysis of the cases show, it is possible to examine the level of emic research of a given systemic design project. An emic understanding is crucial in the domain of systemic design challenges; etic understandings are simply insufficient to be able to develop deep, changemaking innovations. That means that assessing emic understanding is an important aspect in evaluating the success of a systemic design project.

At face value the proposed framework provide a useful way of comparing the otherwise incomparable. The emic understanding (already uniquely contextual) generated by different researchers using different methods in different domains with different stakeholders can still be judged by whether or not the author sought to observe phenomena, triangulate their observations, and so on. Now that this issue has been raised and a basic methodology has been provided, it should become an imperative component of evaluating systemic design.

5. Next steps and further research

5.1. Refine the criteria for emic understanding
As the results of the case analysis show, performance on different emic criteria matters less than others (e.g., none of the cases showed a search for disconfirming evidence). This reveals a problem with the criteria. Some are necessary but not sufficient to demonstrate that an emic understanding has been achieved. Others—e.g., prolonged engagement—may be sufficient to show that a significant degree of emic understanding has been achieved, but it is not necessary that a study use prolonged engagement to establish emic understanding. Or is it? These criteria are proposed here as a starting point, but they must be further scrutinized and refined.

5.2. A test of the criteria with fieldwork
Hypocritically, the present research is an etic critique of emic studies. A stronger proof-of-concept would come from a test of these criteria on a real, in-field systemic design project. It should be possible to follow a systemic design team as they undertake a project, studying their behaviour with ethnographic methods to assess the use of etic or emic approaches. Such a study would be able to observe phenomenologically when, with precision, etic versus emic knowledge is collected, interpreted, synthesized into the project’s models, and used to generate systemic innovations. It is an obvious extension of the current study, but it is necessary—if for nothing else than to avoid being called out for sanctimony.
6. Conclusion

The point is that while emic understanding is important, it does not have to be hard. Each of the criteria hint at ways for systemic designers to integrate emic perspectives into their understanding of their systems. Simple tweaks and additions to method—from self-report to observation, checking the accuracy of a systems model with stakeholders—can make a rich difference in the contextual understanding we are able to achieve. In turn, our contextualized insights may be more powerful than any we are otherwise able to grasp.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Systemic design and leverage points

The practice of systemic design offers tools and approaches that can help find leverage in complex systems. Complex systems often produce emergent, counterintuitive behaviour that is difficult to predict by looking at the individual phenomena (Gharajedaghi, 2011). By capturing and illustrating how these phenomena interdepend through models, we may gain the ability to grasp this emergent behaviour. More importantly, we may be able to identify leverage points: places within a system in which a small shift produces big change (Meadows, 1997).

The properties of complex systems (and of how people engage with them) present a number of issues that introduce bias and chance into the process of intervening on systems (Norman & Stappers, 2015). Given a model, systemic designers work through what they observe and interpret, engage in dialogue about what is important, and look for patterns. While some principles and processes exist (cf. Jones, 2014), developing models, identifying leverage points, and designing solutions tends to happen by "muddling through" a problem (Norman & Stappers, 2015; see also Simon, 2008, chapter 2).

Systemic design models vary in type. Designers may create systems thinking or soft operations research (soft OR) models, whose purpose is to describe the system as comprehensively as possible (Forrester, 1994; Checkland, 1985). Models of so-called "soft" systems often take the form of causal loop diagrams (CLDs) in which phenomena are graphed as nodes with connections between them indicating an influencing relationship. Alternatively, designers may quantify the phenomena of a system’s variables through systems dynamics (Forrester, 1994). These approaches to modelling come with important trade-offs yet to be reconciled in modern methods. Systems thinking models are representative, but their insights may be invalid or inaccurate (Forrester, 1994). On the other hand, systems dynamics models are robustly analytical, but we may be analyzing an ill-developed representation of the problem system (Checkland, 1985). Further, in order to develop representative models, systemic designers must draw on diverse stakeholders (Jones, 2014; Stroh, 2015). The development of recent technologies and practices such as crowdsourcing (participatory systems that involve publics in a collaborative project; Lukyanenko & Parsons, 2012) and data science (a set of techniques and theories that help distill insight from data; Provost & Fawcett, 2013), the collection and organizing of large amounts of data becomes ever easier. This brings us to an important tension (cf. Maass, Parsons, Purao, Storey, & Woo, 2018). Larger, more complex, data-driven models are likely more representative, as they capture more perspectives and nuances than simpler models and as their representations can be tested through the simulations and analysis of systems dynamics. However, these models are also harder to learn, understand, and use (Rossi & Brinkkemper, 1996).

Systemic designers must find ways of balancing the trade-offs between complex representativeness and ease-of-insight. In this paper we illustrate how techniques from graph theory and systems dynamics can be used to take advantage of the structural properties of these models of elements and connections to algorithmically identify leverage points in these models. These techniques...
promise to help take advantage of big data in systemic design and advance our capacity to muddle through progress on wicked problems (Rittel & Weber, 1973).

In the next subsection, we briefly introduce graph theory. In section 2, we introduce the concepts and metrics of centrality analysis and of structural analysis. In section 3, we relate the metrics from each of these methodologies to applications in systemic design and demonstrate their utility in a pilot study. Section 4 discusses the implications of these ideas, and section 5 concludes the paper.

1.2. The potential of graph theory

A graph is formally defined as a set of vertices and edges. An edge is defined as a pair of vertices, where each vertex in the pair terminates the edge (Ruohonen, 2013, chapter 1). In network analysis vertices correspond with members of the social network and edges with connections between them. In using these concepts in systems, we call vertices elements (the phenomena of the system) and their edges connections (how those phenomena influence one another). In graph theory, a walk (or a path) is a sequence of elements and their connections that begins at a given element and traverses a given connection to the next element, continuing until a given end element is identified. A walk that returns to the starting element is considered a closed walk and is called a cycle. In systems work, however, this is called a feedback loop.

How may we use these concepts to analyze CLDs? Beck, Schoenenberger, and Schenker-Wicki (2012) advance four matrix-based approaches to analyzing systems dynamics phenomena as sets of variables. They define four variants of matrices that evaluate the relationships between variables and the system they are structured within. Schoenenberger, Schenker-Wicki, & Beck (2014) return to these methods to examine a systems model of terrorism. Le Blanc (2015) examines the indicators of the United Nations' Sustainable Development Goals as a network of interconnected phenomena, and uses some simple network measures to analyze how these indicators relate to one another. Mohr (2016) builds on Le Blanc's work to introduce several additional measures from social network analysis. Earlier work by the present author (Murphy, 2016) used some social network analysis measures on a CLD as a proof-of-concept to elevate the discussion of leverage points in a systemic design project. Potts, Sartor, Johnson, and Bullock (2017) introduce graph theory analysis methods in their exploration of system of systems engineering architectures. Finally, in a separate line of research, Oliva and other researchers have examined the graph structure of systems dynamics in terms of levels of causality and the nesting of loops (Duggan & Oliva, 2013; Kampmann & Oliva, 2006, 2008; Oliva, 2003, 2004, 2018; Saleh, Oliva, Kampmann, & Davidsen, 2010).

These papers serve as inspiration for the current project. However, none of these projects contextualize the analysis within the discipline of systemic design, nor do they relate their ideas to the search for leverage points. They also leave gaps between centrality and structural analysis. This paper presents three contributions: it brings these methods together for the first time, links this approach to systemic design, and relates the use of these analyses to the search for leverage points.

2. Measures of graph centrality and structure
2.1. Centrality analysis

Social network analysis involves the modelling and measurement of the connections between people and organizations in a directed graph, where people and organizations are represented by nodes and connections are represented by vertices (Carrington & Scott, 2011). By measuring the structure of these networks—say, how densely coupled they are, or how central a given node may be—we can learn important things about the nature of the network as a whole such as who is the "most important" member of the network (though the interpretation of "importance" is something of debate; cf. Freeman, 1979).

We can likewise treat a CLD representing a modelled system as a directed graph of phenomena and their connections, using the algorithms of social network analysis to measure the centrality of the phenomena. This analysis can allow a systemic designer to identify important phenomena quickly and objectively (relative to the structure of the graph) regardless of the size or complexity of the map.

A caveat is that these measures do not supplant one another; researchers in centrality analysis have not determined that there is, say, a most-central measure. They examine different—but related—aspects of network structure and therefore offer different utility. It is up to the user of the metrics to examine the measures, the models they are analyzing, and to interpret the results.

2.2. Structural analysis

In addition to centrality, another school of analysis examines the structure of the cycles found in graphs. Known as structural dominance analysis or simply structural analysis, these methods were developed to help analysts partition and test system dynamics models (Oliva, 2004). However, these techniques seem to have been constrained to systems dynamics; their utility to help analyze systems thinking models is therefore untapped.

Structural analysis involves identifying and measuring the structure of feedback loops of the systems as cycles in the model (Oliva, 2004; see also Kampmann, 1996 and Warfield, 1989). By doing so, analysts can develop partitions of the levels and cycles of the graph. Analysis of the level partitions results in a hierarchy of the causal structure of model's phenomena. Analysis of the cycle partition allows the analyst to identify a hierarchical structure of the model’s feedback loops. Both enable the analyst to isolate and understand the causal nature of the model's subsystems (Oliva, 2004). In other words, we may be able to use these measures to illustrate a hierarchy of causality in systemic phenomena.

3. Leverage analysis

3.1. Leverage measures

Table 1 illustrates proposed translations of the techniques of centrality and structural analysis into what we have called "leverage measures" for systemic design.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Leverage measures in systemic design</th>
<th>Detail</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Degree</td>
<td>The number of connections. Higher connectivity to the rest of the network; influence, access, prestige (Newman, 2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indegree</td>
<td>The number of incoming connections. High inward connectivity to the rest of the network; sensitivity to information, influence (Newman, 2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outdegree</td>
<td>The number of outgoing connections. High outward connectivity to the rest of the network; rapid communication/high access to the rest of the network, highly infectious (Newman, 2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Betweenness</td>
<td>Frequency of participation in the shortest path between two other elements. Member has a high degree of control; the network is dependent on the member; bottlenecking, control, influence (Freeman, 1979)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closeness</td>
<td>Average length of the shortest paths between the given vertex and every other vertex in the graph. High visibility to the rest of the network and information spreads easily from this member; independence from the rest of the graph (Freeman, 1979)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eigenvector</td>
<td>Connectedness to other well-connected elements. Influence of highly influential elements; influence (Newman, 2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reach</td>
<td>The number of elements within [x] steps of the given element. Quick propagation of information through the network; widely accessible (Hanneman &amp; Riddle, 2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reach efficiency</td>
<td>The reach divided by the degree of a given node. Efficient (non-redundant) information spreading; high exposure with limited influence on the given element (Hanneman &amp; Riddle, 2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eccentricity</td>
<td>The distance away of the furthest node. Minimal eccentricity indicates the centre of the graph (Hanneman &amp; Riddle, 2005; Oliva, 2004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level partition</td>
<td>Which variables are dependent on which? Hierarchy of causal structure (Oliva, 2004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cycle partition</td>
<td>Which other variables share the same set of predecessors/successors? Illustrates cycle set “dominance” → sub-cycles sets must be understood before their “parents” (but not that useful as most elements in models sit in the same cycle set; Oliva, 2004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shortest Independent Loop Set (SILS)</td>
<td>A decomposition of the cycle partition showing which loops are included in which - illustrates a loop hierarchy - with level partitioning, gives an ordering from simple loops to complex loops - shows isolated loop structures (Oliva, 2004)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Centrality and structural measures mapped to leverage measures.
3.2. A pilot study

We present a pilot study of a CLD representing the system of education curricula change in the Canadian province of Newfoundland and Labrador. It can be found and interacted with online at https://kumu.io/systemicdesign/centrality-and-structural-analysis. The model is not overly complex, containing 30 elements and 49 connections between them. Nonetheless, this is a sufficient complexity to make the model difficult to interpret at a glance. A good test of the leverage measures is whether the results make sense and reveal insight based on our experience with the system.

The study artifact & materials

The model is built and maintained on Kumu.io, a web application supporting systems mapping and social network analysis. Kumu.io has implemented the centrality analysis metrics discussed above (except for eccentricity, which remains untested in this pilot study).

Procedure

We first used Kumu's built-in algorithms to calculate centrality values for each element for the metrics described above. Second, we followed the procedures detailed by Oliva (2004) to examine the level and cycle partitions of the model. Finally, we reviewed the resulting centrality values, level partitions, and cycle partitions. We present our interpretation of the results according to our experience with the problem domain below.

Results

Structural analysis

As suggested by Oliva (2004), the model's initial level partition was not useful. The partitioning resulted in two levels, of which the bottom included only five of the 30 elements in the model. In no particular order, they are:

- Generational shifts in work
- Innovation learning from outside of the public education system
- Accessible and practical models for innovation education
- Other calls for reform
- Low price of oil

Taken with zero interpretation, this analysis implies that these five phenomena are completely independent forces in the world. For most of the phenomena, however, the opposite is true: "Low price of oil," "Other calls for reform," and "Generational shifts in work" are three phenomena that actually have massive systems behind them, and defining those models was simply outside of the scope of the model—a result of boundary drawing. However, the other two phenomena both deal with injecting innovation learning from outside of the extant system. It makes sense that these do not depend on anything within the system. Their independence may make them a useful point from which to implement a change strategy.
The remaining 25 elements can be decomposed into a shortest independent loop set (SILS) containing 18 separate loops. Of these, the loop inclusion graph is presented below (figure 1). It shows that 13 of the loops are independent, sitting at the same bottom-most level. The remaining five loops form the core structure of the model. These loops are illustrated and labelled in figures 3 through 6.

Figure 1. The loop inclusion graph of the innovation education model. Cycle levels are indicated on the left of the diagram.

The core loop of this structure is therefore loop 3—a loop describing how a poor definition of innovation is self-perpetuating. This loop is nested within loops 2, 4, 17, and 18, making it the most contained loop of the model. This is intuitive, as definitions play a major role in how an issue is discussed and, therefore, how policies are made. From a leverage perspective, then, influencing loop 3 means influencing several other key feedback loops of the system.
Figure 2. Loop 3: Perpetually poor definition of innovation

Figure 3. Loop 2: Innovation conflation (with R&D)

Figure 4. Loop 4: Innovation reinforces innovation

Figure 5. Loop 18: Driving reform

Figure 6. Loop 17: Resource-dependent economy
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Centrality analysis
The top three phenomena on each of the centrality indicators is reported in table 2. A full discussion of the implications of these results is outside
of the scope of this paper. For now, we provide comment on a few observations on the results of particular metrics below.

Reach

Eigenvector

Closeness

Betweenness

Outdegree

Indegree

Degree

Innovation learning from outside the public
education system (0.078)

Lack of emphasis on innovation skills and
competencies (0.367)

Innovation education (.121)

Lack of emphasis on innovation skills and
competencies (.359)

Innovation capacity (.47)

Innovation capacity (4)

K-12 curricula reform for better innovation
education (6)

Innovation education (8)

Lack of emphasis on innovation skills and competencies
(0.073)

Innovation capacity (.3)

Innovation capacity (.083)

Innovation capacity (.337)

Innovation education (.454)

Recognition of innovation skill deficiency (7)

Recognition of innovation skill deficiency (0.267)

Perceived innovation gap (0.073)

Innovation learning from outside the public education system
(.308)

Recognition of innovation skill deficiency (.298)

Provincial government pressure to reform (3), Independent actor calls for innovation education reform (3), Austerity limiting
new program growth/development (3), Lack of emphasis on innovation skills and competencies (3)

Innovation education (6)

Low price of oil (0.067)

Recognition of innovation skill deficiency (5)

K-12 curricula reform for better innovation education (7)

Table 2. Ranked results of centrality analysis on phenomena in innovation education, reported in descending order with the highest value items on the left.
Values for the respective metric reported in parentheses. Phenomena have been colour-coded for ease of identifying the same phenomena across the table.
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We proposed that high-degree elements would be important indicators of leverage—lead measures of a systemic intervention. Indeed, increased levels of "innovation education", "recognition of innovation skill deficiency", and "K-12 reform for better innovation education" would each be clear signs that change was taking root. Contrast these elements with other components of the system—say, the "need for innovation skills" or the "definition of innovation skills and competencies". These are hand-picked examples, of course, but that the degree measure algorithmically better options is evidence that our proposed definition is appropriate.

We suggested that betweenness indicates a bottleneck. Indeed, "innovation capacity" and "innovation education" reflect bottleneck phenomena in our experience. These phenomena represent our ability to actually practice and teach innovation itself. Since these concepts are fundamental, a change strategy will fail without addressing them. "Recognition of innovation skill deficiency" is third, and it also makes sense that this is a bottleneck. If we knew everything we could about innovation, but fail to notice that we weren't very good at doing it, we would not try to implement reforms to resolve the deficiency.

Last, the eigenvector metric should highlight leverage points in the model. The results here are promising. "Innovation education"—the kernel of the model itself—and "innovation capacity" are the top two results, which are intuitive. The measure also revealed the relative importance of the "perceived innovation gap": whether or not society recognizes that we aren't performing as well on innovation as we should be. This makes sense: alarm that we are failing at innovation is likely to raise awareness and incite change rapidly.

4. Discussion

4.1. Contributions

Leverage analysis is a powerful opportunity for systemic designers. Grafting centrality and structural analysis methods to systemic design is a novel way to gain insight into our wicked or continuous critical problems (Rittel & Webber, 1973; Ozbekhan, 1970). By reframing these techniques using the language of systemic design we hope to motivate more researchers and practitioners to see the potential of these measures for parsing complex systems. Structural analysis adds a rich dimensionality to these otherwise flat and inscrutable diagrams, while centrality analysis offers a quick way of emphasizing structurally important phenomena. Most importantly, these measures help systemic designers do what they are meant to do: interpret the models, with all the experience and domain knowledge they bring, to find strategic opportunities to make change.

A few centrality measures seem especially important. In particular, eigenvector analysis is an intuitive exaptation of the concept of leverage points. It may be that the results of eigenvector analysis should be the first thing that systemic design teams discuss when they move towards strategizing solutions. Identifying potential bottlenecks with the betweenness measure also appears to be a powerful tool in order to ensure that potential bottlenecks are addressed by a change strategy.
The notion of "leverage measures" is a novel concept as a whole. Are there other ways in which we should be measuring the leverage we have on our systems? What principles may be applied in assessing whether a given change strategy has appropriate leverage or not? This is an exciting new idea that deserves further scrutiny and exploration.

4.2. Limitations

First, and most obviously, our proposed metrics deserve further scrutiny than our pilot project. It should be possible to test hypotheses on these ideas. For instance, a modeller or modelling team could examine a domain and develop a model, then assess it with the leverage measures. Expert reviewers could be asked questions (e.g., "What are the key bottlenecks to reform in this issue?") about the domain relating to the proposed leverage measures. After these responses are coded, the reviewers' suggestions could be compared with the results of leverage analysis to see if experts’ insights are reflected by the analysis.

Second, the need for interpretation is ever-present. Nonetheless, we can direct what the interpreter interprets. Structural and centrality analysis offers an easy way to provide emphasis, changing what catches the systemic designer’s attention.

4.3. Further research

Ontological guidelines for mapping and normalization
The way in which models are researched and designed is not necessarily standardized. Designers may hold different mental models about what is appropriate for a systems model, for the phenomena they are mapping, and for what constitutes a connection between the models. These issues may be alleviated with ontological guidelines or even a strict script for how the real-world problems of systemic design are mapped to systems models.

Explore additional metrics
As discussed earlier in this paper, many more metrics exist dealing with analyzing the structure of graphs. For instance, Borgatti (2005) develops some ideas around how information actually flows in social networks. These ideas may apply to the flows of change between phenomena in systems. Xie, Szymanski, and Liu (2011) profile a set of community detection algorithms used to detect the divisions of social networks into separate social groups. These concepts may relate to new ways to structure and decompose systemic phenomena. Finally, Schoenenberger, Schmid, and Schwaninger (2015) propose a methodology to algorithmically detect different systems archetypes based on the structure of CLDs. This relates directly to the objectives of the current research and should be integrated into the leverage measures framework.

Weighted metrics and algorithms to implement them
It is possible to combine centrality measures. For instance, you can use the Kumu.io algorithms to calculate reach efficiency weighted by eigenvector values. If combined metrics could be clarified and developed with respect to the leverage measures framework, it may be the most powerful way to
immediately calculate clear leverage points from a given model. (E.g., eigenvector-weighted reach efficient phenomena may be high-influence high-efficiency intervention points.)

**Linking methods**

The formal relations and structures emphasized by the methods presented in this paper might be even more useful when embedded in other systemic design methods, such as synthesis maps or Gigamaps (Sevaldson, 2011). Centrality and structural analysis could also find utility in structured dialogic design, where pairwise voting mechanics are already used, providing a semi-quantitative approach to engage stakeholders in modelling complex problems (Jones, 2008).

**Systems dynamics vs. systems thinking: from dichotomy to spectrum?**

In the introduction, we framed differences between system dynamics and systems thinking as a substantial divide. It may be that these tools can help bridge the gap between the hard, quantitative approaches of systems dynamics and the soft, messy problems of systems thinking. If this is the case, the divide doesn’t exist at all—rather work in these two disciplines happens along a spectrum. Choosing the appropriate place on the spectrum to investigate a given problem then becomes a key decision in the systemic design process. This deserves further thought.

**5. Conclusion**

This paper has served three objectives: to unite different semi-quantitative approaches to analyzing systems, to contextualize these approaches in the discipline of systemic design, and to relate the use of these semi-quantitative methods to the notion of leverage points. Simply by discussing the different aspects structural analysis of systems with respect to systemic design, we hope to have achieved the first and second objectives. By translating different measures from these semi-quantitative approaches into a list of leverage measures, we believe we have achieved the third. Extensive work remains both to critique this work and to extend it. The potential for augmenting the work of systemic design is nonetheless enormous.
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Abstract (150 words) While the continuous flow of events seems to be a given, we still cannot either perceive or design space which is organized and has the capacity to reorganize itself in order to cope with major changes. In this framework, the research aims to establish a code for space, as a semantic system that monitors its sociospatial metabolism while at the same time being directly connected to its material reality. In this framework, the research attempts to establish a design methodology aiming at a generative system for architecture and the city. The material agency of this productive process is described as a bifold process which constantly informs itself, including a "convergent phase of selection" and a "divergent phase of design" (Spuybroek 2008: 189). The first one focuses on the code’s organization, introducing Christopher Alexander’s 253 Design Patterns (Alexander et al. 1977) as its elementary units in order to postulate on its topological structure as a network of relations between interacting, active parts. In the next phase, while theorizing the code’s structure, Design Patterns are substituted by their A-signifying signs counterparts, mechanisms able to stabilize or destabilize the assemblage and thus allow for its contingency to remain immanent.
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0. Introduction

While the continuous flow of events - within the assemblage, complexity and dynamics systems theory - seems to be a given, we still cannot perceive or design space that is organized and has the capacity to reorganize itself so as to cope with major changes. This research aims to establish a code for space as a semantic system that monitors its sociospatial metabolism and is directly connected to its material reality. In setting the general schema for its ontology, the research disregards the difference between the observable and the non-observable as well as the anthropocentrism this distinction implies (DeLanda 2013). In this context, space is composed of both the actual and the virtual, "space as is" and "space as it could be", respectively. As they both inform and enhance its identity, form-production is to be explained through a process ontology format.

Space, spatial structures and configurations are here theorized as assemblages composed of heterogeneous elements - themselves being parts of larger assemblages - that enter into relations with one another while their components' ability to engage is contingent. In this framework, the research attempts to establish a design methodology aiming at a generative system for architecture. To elaborate on the "space as it could be" on one hand, is to speculate on the city's tendencies and capacities not yet manifested or exhibited, both a philosophical and mathematical task. To that end, the concept of the structure of possibility spaces is introduced to architecture, a philosophical concept equivalent to or close to a mathematical manifold (DeLanda 2013). On the other hand, to conceive of space as being able to self-re-produce itself is to postulate on its organization as a system able to differentiate over time according to a set of rules (Spuybroek 2008: 190).

As this information is both actual and virtual, the concept of a code is introduced as a processing schema. Chapter 01 deals with the theoretical framework needed to think about a code for the city, one that uses the reconstruction of Deleuze's world by Manuel DeLanda as a discursive tool to illuminate the subject of architecture while at the same time drawing from assemblage theory and a-signifying semiotics to set the framework for approaching material contingency. Chapters 02 and 03 explore the code's organization and introduce Christopher Alexander's 253 Design Patterns (Alexander et al. 1977) as its elementary units. Chapter 02 focuses on Design Patterns and postulates on their relevancy and ontological status to code space. Chapter 03 focuses on the intensive processes and intensive differences that produce architecture's spaces of possibilities and sorts Design Patterns into four spaces, pointing them as space's four dimensions. Chapters 04 and 05 deal with the code's structure as it transforms its elements to become formative. Chapter 04 focuses on the spatial assemblages' ability to affect and to be affected as a precondition to their material contingency. In Chapter 05, the code's dimensional areas acquire their affective capacity by means of substitution of Design Patterns by their a-signs counterparts, mechanisms able to increase spatial assemblages' material contingency. The code becomes the space of possible states that space can have, a model of form-production processes that directly connects the design of space to its material reality.
1. Theoretical Framework

Over time, the history of ontologies maps the dominant relationships between the abstract and its concrete actuality, or in Deleuzian terms between the virtual and the actual. Moving from one level to the other requires some kind of abstraction as the two are not homologous. (Spuybroek 2008: 190) The history of explanatory schemes notes the shift regarding the type of abstraction and the nature of form: abstraction evolves from reductive to generative while at the same time form moves from rigid models to more elastic ones. According to Lars Spuybroek: 'There have been four ontological abstractions - idea, schema, diagram and code - that match their concrete actualities - respectively, form, reality, assemblage and being.' (Spuybroek 2008: 190) The first two ontological abstractions, Plato's and Kant's, allow only for the replication of form and not for its generation, therefore implying a metaphysical connection between the abstract and the real. Within the generative theories that follow, Deleuze's diagram accepts a physical relation between the abstract and the real, their coexistence within the same continuum, a continuum within the real itself. The last abstraction of code and being is considered to be mapping the ultimate biologizing of design.

To better grasp what spaces inhabit the virtual and the actual we draw from Deleuze's distinction between intensive spaces on one hand, and extensive and qualitative spaces on the other (DeLanda 2013: 63). The virtual is inhabited by the former while the actual is composed by the latter. Extensive and qualitative spaces are bounded by natural and artificial extensive boundaries that extend in space up to a limit marked by a frontier. Intensive spaces or zones of intensity are less familiar but equally well-defined spaces. They are bounded by critical points of change, whether in temperature, pressure, gravity, density, tension, connectivity and more and define abrupt transitions for the state of natural and artificial objects that inhabit them. "The intensive, the extensive and the qualitative are intricately related: zones of intensity are the site of processes which yield as products the great diversity of extensive and qualitative spaces". (Buchanan and Lambert 2005: 81)

The material agency of this productive process, a key to this ontology, is described as a bifold process which constantly informs itself, including a "convergent phase of selection" and a "divergent phase of design" (Spuybroek 2008: 189). For the convergent phase, one to inhabit the virtual domain, a system is organized by gathering information that is relevant and providing its topological structure, one that concentrates on the relations instead of the components. In this phase, code is established including both the procedure and the rules necessary for the information to be processed over time. In the divergent phase, the actualization takes place as the code germinates and transforms into actual spatial structures with geometric and qualitative properties. According to Lars Spuybroek, both phases should be machines in themselves able to connect to one another while their division better describes how an organization turns into a structure. These spatial structures are expected to process information over time and therefore produce variations of oneself. To do that they need to remain structurally open beyond the point of their actualization. (Spuybroek 2008: 189)

To define spatial structures as open systems able to reorganize themselves, the research draws from assemblage theory, an approach to dynamic systems analysis that emphasizes on fluidity, mutability, interchangeability of their constituent components, producing evolving systems that interact between each other. This theory has evolved in order to move away from conceptualizing systems as seamless wholes, and provides "the possibility of analyzing both the contingent interactions between parts as well as the emergent properties of the complex whole". (DeLanda 2006: 10) In assemblage theory, a component may be detached from an assemblage and plugged into another where it forms...
different interactions. Within this framework, spatial assemblages seem to be specific entities that have been produced in a specific timeframe, and although they have operative capacities they are contingently obliged to function the way they operate.

2. The Convergent Phase _ A Machine of Design Patterns

In this framework, within the convergent phase, Christopher Alexander's 253 *Design Patterns are introduced as the code's basic units of information and are rearranged into a new 'table' of spatial relationships, through a population - thinking process (DeLanda 2013: 52). Before delving into establishing the code's spaces of possibilities, we shall elaborate further on Design Patterns pointing to their ontological status and their relevancy as the code's elements. To elaborate on that, we postulate that through DP the code is able to simulate the processes of representation and self-organization, necessary for processing information over time. In terms of the process of representation, the code has to be able to gather and store information about the environment. 'The structure of the system cannot consist of a random collection of elements; they must have some meaning.

In traditional philosophical terms, the system must somehow 'represent' the information important to its existence' (Cilliers 1998). In that context, Design Patterns as a collection of pre-structured elements describing space have the capacity to be incorporated in the coding scheme. At the same time, their diagrammatic, rule-based structure is important in terms of their topological plasticity, increasing their capacity for transformation. For the process of self-organization, the code is expected to develop organized structure and adapt it to cope with the changing environment. To do that, its elements have to be 'fairly unstructured' (Cilliers 1998: 12) so that the relationships between the distributed elements of the system - under the influence of the environment and the history of the system - can be reevaluated in terms of their patterns of communication. As DP are assemblages themselves of both rules and spatial configurations, we hypothesize that their communicational plasticity will be further enhanced through the communicational capacity of their component parts.

We have by now postulated that the 253 Design Patterns will be the code's basic units of information while at the same time their patterns of communication are assumed to be operative at two distinct spaces. The first space is where the 253 design patterns exhibit their interconnections' possibilities as they communicate with other units, with the units' history, and with their environment. The second space relates to each pattern's internal structure where communications between its parts and rules take place, resulting in the pattern's actualization. (Deleuze 1993: 100). In that respect, Design Patterns are introduced onto a surface in space attributed solely to their communicational possibilities. [Figure 01]
On that surface, they are free to assemble and reassemble anew as they use their communication properties, they exhibit their unactualized tendencies and manifest their full range of capacities. This surface is closely related to that of a Riemanian manifold, an N-dimensional surface or space where the number of dimensions may vary while the global embedding system becomes redundant and thus the manifold autonomous. (DeLanda 2013: 5) As the patterns start populating this autonomous surface, the manifold gets activated and energized. In the first part of the population process, Design Patterns are networked in terms of the intensive processes that gave rise to them. At the end of the first part of the process, the manifold will have four spaces of possibilities pointing to the city’s four dimensions, each inhabited by specific Design Patterns. For the second part, they are interconnected in regards to the intensive differences that prompted these processes while each dimensional area. After the second part, each dimensional space will be populated by two contrasting “demes” of Design Patterns, each pointing to the minima and maxima of their intensive gradient.
3. The Convergent Phase _ The Code’s Organization

In Deleuzian ontology, a species is defined by the morphogenetic process that gave rise to it instead of its essential traits (DeLanda 2013: 2), a principle guiding the first part of the population process. Drawing from dynamical systems theory, we propose a shift from ‘morphogenetic processes which generate material objects and kinds’ (DeLanda 2013: 5) to sociospatial production processes which generate space’s material reality. Within the same shift, the dimensions of the manifold are used to represent the relevant ways space may change pointing them as its intensity zones, the site where intensive processes take place. At the same time, the manifold itself becomes the space of possible states that space can have. To better define and topologically measure space’s intensity zones, we map patterns of communication within the full archive of 253 DP by means of networks of interconnected nodes. Each node is used to represent a Design Pattern while a connection between any two such nodes represents some function related to their communication. These networks are controlled by communication protocols and set the rules for the code’s organization. (Passia 2016: 35)

These intensive spaces along with the intensive gradients responsible for their generation are defined in the following six Design Patterns 36, 66, 98, 127, 142, 193. They differ from all others DP in terms of their gradient-like structure as their diagram is a scale that maps a spatial relationship defined by a pair of polar terms [opposite in meaning] with specific scale positions. These six Design Patterns document the kinds of productive differences that incite form-production processes in the city. Specifically, Design Patterns 66 and 127 define an intensity zone of spatial relations ranging from interiority to exteriority in regard to what is public. Patterns 142 and 193 set the intensive boundary within the scale of integration and separation. At the same time, pattern 36 sets the limits for what appears to be a zone fostering relations of concentration and decentralization. Finally, pattern 98 delimitates an intensive space of spatial configurations aiming at generating circumstances of either similarity or heterogeneity. When placed on the manifold’s surface, the six gradients start attracting Design Patterns relating to their respective intensity zones while four discrete spaces of possibilities are being generated, four semantic categories. [Figure 02]

- interiority Vs exteriority
- integration vs separation
- concentration Vs decentralization
- similarity Vs heterogeneity

In the first part of the population process, a list of communication protocols between DP is gradually being established while at the same time the respective topological networks emerge. The intensive spaces of the manifold representing space’s four dimensions are the result of each Design Pattern being individuated in terms of the processes responsible for its actualization: the social or spatial relationships they engage in, the design problem they articulate, the context within which they are produced.
3.1. Communication protocols_4 and 12-protocols list

Thus, four recurring key concepts within the Design Patterns’ archive constitute an initial 4-protocols list: privacy, dispersion, heterogeneity, spatial separation. [Figure 03] These concepts produce four interconnected networks of communication while at the same time four key patterns (Design Patterns 100, 8, 9, 98) take their place on the manifold’s respective areas. Their behavior is that of magnets as they attract new relevant patterns around them, each populating some of the sub-areas of the manifold. The 4-protocols list is enhanced by another 8 new protocols that further broaden the informational substratum of the manifold and better describe the boundaries of their intensive spaces. [Figure 04]
Figure 03. 4 communication protocols

Figure 04. 12 communication protocols
This growing list of protocols organizes new interconnected networks of communication, while at the same time, more significant Design Patterns energize the manifold (Design Patterns 37, 31, 95, 168). Then, the protocol of dispersion appears to be adjacent to those of decentralization but also of centrality, while heterogeneity seems to be close to both differentiation and recognizability. The same stands for the protocol of privacy that meets with those of externality and internality, or the protocol of spatial separation that is closely related to those of clusters and physical boundary. The new 12-protocols list is populated by concepts both relating and opposing to the initial four, that are also recurrent within the archive and manifest themselves through their respective Design Patterns. These networks, now populating the manifold’s space of possibilities are the communicational maps for each dimension. The population process is complete after having assigned all 66 Design Patterns into zones of intensity, space’s four dimensions of Exteriority, Cohesion, Integration, and Differentiation. [Figure 05]

3.2. Intensive differences as space’s critical points of change

In the second part of the population process, we will take a closer look on each dimensional space and their polarity character trying to establish their internal communicational structure. The notions of intensive differences (DeLanda 2013) resurface as the guidelines for this process’s second part. As
opposing DP are placed on the same areas on the manifold, each area seems to be mapping two extremes of the same spatial relationship e.g. Integration Vs Separation as the minima and maxima of the dimension of Cohesion. Each area of the manifold representing a space of possibilities for architectural form is then organized on the basis of continuity between opposites; the space of productive differences that yielded specific Design Patterns as their products. The same guiding principles organize the other three areas of the manifold on the basis of their binary spatial relationships; Interiority Vs Exeriority, Concentration Vs Decentralization, Similarity Vs Heterogeneity for the dimensions of Exteriority, Integration and Differentiation, respectively. The informational substratum of each dimension is composed of two contrasting "demes" of Design Patterns resulting into two discrete interconnected networks, each setting the dimension's minima and maxima in the scale of its semantic differentiation. [Figure 06] These polar patterns are assumed to inhabit two discrete and intensive sub-areas close to the respective poles of each dimension: one towards the origin of space and one towards the periphery inhabited by minima and maxima Design Patterns, respectively. In the city's manifold, each dimension is composed of polar relationships as exhibited by its Design Patterns that map their full gradient. To map each dimension's intensive differences, we postulate there is a semantic scale defined by the dimension's polar patterns with scale positions representing its critical points of change. [Figure 07] Through this two-part process, we have assigned four dimensions to our manifold as the code's degrees of freedom and we have established the relevant ways each dimension may change through a set of protocols.

Figure 06. dimensional demes
4. The Divergent Phase _ A Machine of A-signs

During the convergent phase, Design Patterns have been organized into a system, a network of acting and interacting agents that through interaction result in larger-scale patterning effects (Lars Spuybroek: 193). Furthermore, the system can differentiate over time according to a set of rules, the agents' communication protocols that continuously organize their dimensions and dimensional degrees. Entering the divergent phase and while the code maintains in full its topological organization, it transforms its structure to become formative by replacing its elementary units. To enter the phase of materialization we turn to material structures in order to extract specific mechanisms able to interrelate spatial components and thus formulate spatial assemblages. Through Design Patterns we have defined relations between spatial elements through a set of protocols pointing to the dimensional areas they are mostly attracted to as well as their polarity character. We now point to the affective capacity these spatial elements and configurations have in order to better define their capacity to assemble andreassemble anew thus allowing for their material contingency. In short, while spatial relations have been defined through communication protocols described by Design Patterns, we now point to the affective capacity of spatial assemblages. This capacity lies in an excess, a latent potentiality they contain, not transcendental but immanent in their pre-subjective aesthetic power.
In order to analyze and produce spatial assemblages of that kind, we point to their more stable characteristic, their ability to affect and to be affected, referred to as affects. (Deleuze & Guattari 1987: xvi) Affects are the relations we create with temporary worlds, and by which at the same time we are being created. In mapping the assemblages’ affective ability, spatial objects are analyzed in two axes. The first axis focuses on the role that the assemblage’s components play in order to enter the assemblage, either material or expressive. The second axis records the processes known as a-signifying signs or a-signs, (Guattari 1995: 54) which are the triggering mechanisms able to stabilize or destabilize the assemblage and thus allow for its components to assemble anew. These mechanisms are introduced in the spatial object as intensities that transform it beyond meaning, beyond fixed or known cognitive procedures. They belong to a molecular level which is populated by modulations, movements, speeds, rhythms, and spasms. (Lazzarato & Melitopoulos 2012: 240) A-signs cannot be isolated from matter, we thus point to affects as the result of the a-signs’ capacity to trigger the materialization of one spatial assemblage among many. Theorizing spatial objects as open systems in continual transformation and exchange between its components, affects seems to depict this transformation through "qualities ... as the real world is always a world of effect (events), not quantities". (Kwinter 1998: 60)

A-signs are in this framework the mechanisms inherent in spatial objects that allow for the constituent material and expressive parts to perpetually enter into new assemblages. As we have previously mentioned, those spatial structures are theorized as assemblages, that is systems composed of interacting parts. And since all assemblages are parts of larger assemblages, their components’ ability to engage is contingent. (Meillassoux 2012: 10). To measure material structures’ affective capacity, an affective mechanisms’ index is created. The index is a map of the affective capacity of spatial configurations at different scales, from design objects to buildings and urban configurations.

5. The Divergent Phase _ The Code’s Structure

The affective mechanisms’ index is composed of approximately 100 a-signs, documented via the analysis of numerous contemporary spatial objects of various scales, including works of art and installations. (Roupas 2016: 63-65) The heuristic mining techniques that were used in order to extract the mechanisms and create this index include but are not limited to the analysis of their descriptive texts, critiques and formal analysis. A-signs are categorized in terms of their aesthetic power to affect and to be affected, themselves material techniques that point directly to the affective capacity of the final design object. Through the index, each a-sign is now connected to specific affects, the material elements it has the capacity to intensify and finally the techniques it uses to that end. Thus, a table for each a-sign is created where the list of affects is noted, along with the paradigms that use the a-sign and an indicative photo. [Figure 08]
Each a-sign is thus connected - within the premises of this index - with a specific list of affects it triggers and which thoroughly defines it. And vice versa, the same affect is interrelated to the different a-signs that can trigger it. That said we believe that through these mechanisms - a-signs - and the resulting affects we are able to observe design objects as they are allowed to lie in a perpetual state of becoming. Through the affective mechanisms' index [Figure 09], we are now able to analyze and guide the design objects' final form while at the same time establishing the means to measure its contingency.
As a-signs take their place on the manifold to substitute Design Patterns, they start populating the respective dimensional areas. Using the general categories of form, structure, and surface, a-signs start to populate code’s manifold, taking their place on the dimensional areas that best describe them. In this framework, the dimension of exteriority attracts a-signs on the basis of whether spatial assemblages interact with their context. The a-signs of [001]_Affiliations [010]_Borrowed Landscapes, [036]_Faciality and [079]_Slit Openings inhabit this dimensional area. The same stands for the dimension of Cohesion composed of a-signs that focus on the materiality and expressiveness of physical boundaries, such as [011]_Box-Within-Box, [005]_Aural Continuity, [021]_Dematerialization, or [100]_Zero Degree. In the dimension of Integration, a-signs point to how concentrated or decentralized a spatial assemblage's components are, an affect produced by the following a-signs: [004]_Applied Sign, [024]_Discontinuity, [026]_Disorientation, and
Transversality. Finally, within the dimensional area of Differentiation, a-signs aim at creating either homogeneous or heterogeneous spatial assemblages we have enlisted Cartesian Grid, Black Stuff, Clear Structure Strategy, and Diagrid. [Figure 10]

By replacing Design Patterns with A-signs we introduce affects as material information that is immanent in the spatial object while at the same time they confer no meaning; they only convey some information without semantic content. The affects’ ability to merge with the material world without mediation allows them to avoid the realm of representation. With this codification we are able to control the final form of the design object while at the same time establishing the means to measure its continuous transformation as it ceaselessly enters into new assemblages.

6. Conclusions

Through this bifold process, we have defined a number of attractors for the code and architectural form: its four dimensions as the genera of exteriority, cohesion, integration, and differentiation, and also the intensive boundaries of their material variation. During the convergent phase, Design Patterns have been organized into a system, a network of acting and interacting agents that through interaction result in larger-scale patterning effects (Lars Spuybroek: 193). Furthermore, the system can differentiate over time according to a set of rules, the agents’ communication protocols that continuously organize their dimensions and dimensional degrees. In the code, we organize for architectural form, the two machines process information through the mobilization of their topologically connected elements thus bridging the virtual and actual space. Transversing from the
convergent to the divergent phase, organizations gradually unfold into material structures that have the capacity to be stable but not static thus allowing for material contingency to be theorized, perceived and designed. The code we have organized for the city resembles Deleuze's *abstract machine*: 'a map of relations between forces, a map of destiny, or intensity, which proceeds by primary non-localizable relations and at every moment passes through every point, 'or rather in every relation from one point to another". (Deleuze 2016: 36).
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Abstract

Design methods need to reconsider ways of not othering mess (or what appears as nonsense) within wicked problem situations, particularly, crises sites. As such, the paper suggests that fun making (humor) can be utilized as a method for designers to affirmatively work with the paradoxes and contradictions that appear as nonsensical. The paper sets out to map the theoretical framework for a possible Fun machine, using the broader methodological discourses on "after method" and "second generation design machine" as a departure point. Simultaneously, the paper discusses some of the concrete implications of the Fun machine via a pilot study (Dessau) and its potential as a coping method. The project is not intended as an end in itself, but instead, a means through which the fun making capacity of the second-generation design machine can be explored further.
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1. Introduction: Shall We Make Fun of This Mess?

Dessau—a shrinking city—shares many of the common problems faced by former industrial cities of East Germany, since the reunification. Declining job opportunities, mass exodus of the young population and the consequent rise of the aged population, abandonment of built infrastructure are only a number of the complex issues that are an intrinsic part of the everyday reality of these cities (Oswalt et al., 2005). Dessau also provides the backdrop for the famous architectural landmark the Bauhaus designed by Walter Gropius. The entangled history of the Bauhaus and other industrial institutions such as the Junkers factory are reminiscent of the cities industrial past—and better times—in general. Although there have been numerous efforts since the 1990s to integrate cities like Dessau to the economic and growth processes of Germany the results remain primarily conflicted. Many serious proposals both at a national level and state level such as; the conversion of the Stadtpark in the heart of Dessau to an “interkultureller generation park” (Beeck & Bruckner, 2010); the completion of the new Bauhaus museum Dessau (Thöner, et al., 2016); the rebranding of the city using Bauhaus as a cultural landmark; the demolishing of abandoned infrastructure to create extended landscapes through the “city-islands project” (Beeck & Bruckner, 2010), are reflective of some of these admirable efforts. However, the not so serious looking systems in figure 01 also depict Dessau or what it could be.

These alternative constructs of the shrinking city of Dessau are called Fun machines. They are different from the existing proposals for the “wicked” questions of the shrinking city. At first glance instead of being serious, they tend to be a bit nonsensical. What can Poker face Bauhaus, Scram-ball, Old-topia, Social flight simulator, Chic-staining machine, Mind-the-gap app, contribute to the ongoing design discussion on bringing Dessau out of its messy predicament?

For one thing, instead of negating mess these systems attempt to incorporate it in significant and productive ways, within the design process. They question not only the city’s shrinking condition but also the state level and institutional level proposals. For example; Mind the gap is questioning the gaps created by the State proposal to create “green islands.” The Bauhaus poker face and the Lizard who lost its tail question the over-emphasis on the Bauhaus as a rebranding strategy. The Dancing hedgehogs question the very concept of the “interkultureller generation park.” These alternative systems are productions of a unique category of stakeholders of the city-- the architecture students of the Anhalt University. As peripheral stakeholders--aptly depicted in figure 02 as flowing through the city--their chances of partaking in the state level or citizen level approaches to the town are somewhat restricted. But they continue to be one of the stakeholders most affected by the broader conditions of the city. Their position within this site is one that has similarities with designers/architects who are operating at the center of crises sites (slums, refugee camps, tsunami-driven areas, etc.), but feel as though they have very little ability to interfere with the situation.

The Fun machine is a play on design method itself. How would the methods machine operate if optimization or finding the “right” answer were not what it was meant to be doing? How can the methods machine be updated in ways that enable designers to live and work with the confusion in crises sites? What happens to design methods when liberated from a “moralist idea” of methods that suggests that only right methods (right forms of questioning, sampling, mapping) will allow one to know or map a site properly? What happens when one start seeing the methods machine as something that does not describe the reality that is investigated but, instead, constructs it? What if, I was to state that a way to make sense of complexity is by being not so serious? Instead of diligently
trying to find a solution, designers should ask themselves and others--shall we make fun of this mess?

Figure 1. Fun machines [sketches by Studio Fun Machines, 2018]

Figure 2. Dessau, Flows [sketch by Sam Koh, Studio Fun Machines, 2018]
2. Methods, Machines, Mess

The invocation of a design method as a machine in architecture can be traced back to Vitruvius with modernist re-appropriations in the work of Le Corbusier, Sigfried Giedion (Le Corbusier, 2014; Giedion, 2013). In all these appropriations the methods machine is one that is tuned precisely to perform a definable task. For systems theorists—proponents of the post-war design methods movement (DMS) who were instrumental in developing a specific discourse on methods within architecture—the machine relates to an actual device (which is describes abstractly) and to systematic processes such as that of the design method. Therefore the design machine (design methods) propagated by the first generation of systems theory around the 1950s was something that embodies the idea that there is an optimizable right answer (Upitis, 2008). Designers utilized methods to systematize the design process and eliminate all the mess or contradictions that did not fit within the optimization framework.

However, the proponents of the 1970s movement on design methods (also known as second generation methods) pioneered by systems-design theorists such as Horst Rittel, were critical of these processes of optimization. Instead, Rittel attempted to explore how a design method could make sense of the multiple controversial dimensions of a design problem that he came to identify through the term "wicked problems" (Rittel & Webber, 1973). Rittel identified that the complexity of design problems arise from the fact that they relate not only to material systems but also social systems. The dynamic, networked, open systemic properties of these problems make it difficult to frame these problems with clarity (figure 03). According to Rittel traditional design methods attempted to tame wicked problems, thereby reducing the problems and treated them as closed systems.

As such, second-generation explorations in methodology question what method—and its politics—might be when not caught in an obsession with clarity, with specificity, and with professionalism. The two most significant themes that drive second-generation methodology are as follows: 1. The Design process is a process of argumentation and therefore framing design problems means framing conversations, 2. There is a Symmetry of ignorance and consequently, no single category of stakeholders of the problem know all there is to be known about the system. For a technologist and systems thinker such as Rittel, it was an opportunity to distance “instrumental knowledge” in design from the knowledge frameworks attempting to find truth, in the sciences (Sevaldson, 2010). This line of exploration suggests that other than working with nice clear research findings it is also important to take in to account the material that is othered such as confusing descriptions, imprecisions, and paradoxes. In "How to Know What is Known" Rittel suggests that most existing tools and information systems are limited because they merely confirm knowledge (Rittel, 2013). He argues that what is needed is in fact “mental crutches” that enhance “natural intelligence” that cast doubt, point out ignorance and thereby open up new ways of producing knowledge. One could state that Rittel’s work was an invitation for designers to find ways to move away from the crippling effects of the methods machine and instead explore it as a more playful device that opens up conversations. Considered in this manner Rittel’s take on the second-order methods machine makes a significant contribution to the broader field of “After methods” that argues that methods research needs to update itself in finding ways of knowing and living with confusion (Law, 2004).
3. The Playful Second-Order Design Machine

Some of the most direct appropriations of the second-order machine's opening towards mess are found in the work of researchers that make explicit that design emerges through a process of controversies, arguments, and negotiations. Studies in this direction arising from within systemic design practices occupy a broad spectrum. It varies from the more direct applications of Rittel's notion of conversations in the idea of creating or evaluating participatory frameworks in both real and digital contexts (Conklin, 2006; Jones, 2018), to developing methods such as "Giga mapping" to co-map complexity visually (Sevaldson, 2011), all the way to prototypes developed through extended interactions with various human and non-human stakeholders (Davidova & Zimova, 2017). Regardless of their differences, they remain as significant and productive ways that affirm the mess emerging through the negotiations between various agents within processes of innovation.

Another category of research particularly useful in rethinking the playfulness of the second generation machine in the context of crisis emerges in the work of Ranulph Glanville and Ben Sweeting and the particular ways in which they address the "undecidable" or "unknowable" within the design process (Glanville, 1988; Sweeting, 2014). Their constructivist take on wicked problems (via Second-order Cybernetician Heinz von Foerster's "non-trivial machine") extends the notion of "argument" and "symmetry of ignorance" from the external conversational framework to the way the “designing self” structurally emerges in relation to the context in which it acts. Ben Sweeting-- via
his exploration on ethics --emphasizes that design is not about the implementation of right actions, but rather an exploration of how an action emerges as a right action in response to the situation. Their work collectively suggests that the construct of the designing agent (architect, designer) is something fuzzier than a clearly defined sensible stakeholder, and design as something that links to the everyday life, which can lead to, but not necessarily oriented towards innovation.

The work carried out with designers in the pilot crisis sites of Dessau (Shrinking cities) and Colombo (Garbage sites in Slums) suggest two essential areas that need further exploration. First is the need to question the distinction between methods for innovation and methods for survival. The inability to cope with the situation makes specific stakeholders exit the conversational process even before moving to a phase of hoping (innovation). Entangled within this idea are also the notions that in a coping stage the paradoxes and contradictions apparent in the site appear to the designer as "nonsensical" than “sensible.” Second is the need to question the very constructedness of the professional agency of the designer. More Often than not, the identification with the “professional persona” and what is expected of this persona was causing more frustration. What if the designers can construct/ choose the persona that enters the problem framing process?

4. Fun Machines

The fun machine--an extension of the playful second order machine discussed in the above sections--is an attempt to help designers cope with the problem at hand by dealing with the paradoxes/contradictions that appear as nonsensical. The fun machine uses fun-making (humor)--a specific form of conversational interaction--as a strategy to create a coping framework. Theorists such as Sigmund Freud, Arthur Koestler, and William Fry states that fun making becomes a technique of freedom through its attitude of not asking anything of the situation (Freud, 2013; Koestler, 2014; Fry, 2010). It aims at no satisfaction of serious needs but instead approaches the situation with only the interest of contemplating it further. Notably, Koestler and Fry whose work was devoted towards exploring how humor operates have clearly shown that contradictions, paradoxes that are usually the fundamental characteristics of the structure of a wicked problem—are also shared by the structure of humor (Koestler, 2014; Fry, 2010). One may not be able to work with the paradoxes/contradictions as it is, but when turned in to a fun machine, it can be handled, grasped, operated on, and handed over to others.

4.1. Play frame

William Fry argues that coping humor by its sheer energy can develop towards a basis for hoping (Fry, 2010). The ability of a Fun machine to translate from a coping method to a hoping method occurs by introducing a “play frame.” The moment one is asked to construct a fun machine it is an invitation to create a play frame with the materials of the situation. At the same time the play frame contains the real and the unreal, the sensible and the nonsensical. The play frame, paradoxically suggests that what is contained within it is to be played with and that it is nothing serious. The play frame in the context of pilot projects also takes on a particular form as it embellishes the basic pleasurable states of playfulness with various content tricks, the richness of joking, satire, caricature, etc. In effect, the fun machine frames the spatial (urban level, building level, object level) aspects of the wicked problem that requires a solution, in a way that reflects the ideological one: solving one should ideally aid in solving the other.
Figure 4. Process [sketches by Studio Fun Machines, 2018]
4.2. **Wording, scrambling**

A play frame that navigates between the real and unreal invites alternative imaginaries and enables the designer to work through the limitations of existing languages of framing the problem. Firstly, it is an invitation to reword the problem by not negating controversial aspects. Secondly, it can be an invitation to present the issue in a language that invites the participation of all agents and stakeholders. Puns, caricature, or composite words were used to break away from the generally accepted meanings of words and their basic structural configurations. Techniques such as animating the problem as a living entity or creating funny caricatured creatures that contain the controversies were promoted. The controversies in the problem were given a verbal form by the use of compositional words, the use of double meanings, etc. For example, questions of ageism, noise regulations, movement and flows, abandonment were reworded to reveal the contradictions (figure 04). The limitations of communicating with other stakeholders of the wicked problem were addressed by converting questions of space to cautionary games or cautionary tales with a twist of humor. Within these games or tales, the contradictions of the wicked problem were exaggerated and projected using an allegory to a different setting.

4.3. **Scaling, mattering**

A coping play frame suggests a different way to approach scale within a project. In general, a scale of a problem can range from more technocratic levels of categorizing the problem (according to the ease of operations) to levels that correspond with various forms of meaning generation for each of the project's stakeholders. The play frame when related to coping is not about figuring out the most operative level of the problem or what is the most meaningful in terms of public image etc. Instead, the scale at the coping level relates to mattering. What matters is sometimes finding an answer that works spontaneously in a given situation. Card games were played to portray each problem at 4 different scales to identify the scale that matters when the designer has to cope with the situation. For example, the mattering scale sparked the creation of Mind-the-gap, which was a critical reaction to the government's proposal to demolish abandoned buildings and create landscaped islands within Dessau (figure 04). While the government's idea was good from a meta-urban planning perspective, the paradox of people experiencing these vast stretches of open space was problematic for one of the primary users the young bikers. To maintain the paradoxical requirements expected of these gaps the fun machine (a blueprint for an app) connects temporary playful light installations that instantly create public environments in these dark gaps according to biker movements.

4.4. **Framing flows, not taming flows**

The play frame is used to depict wicked issues as open systemic issues. The frame itself can be a way of representing flows than a static situation. Most designers can feel the problem as a flow but are unable to transfer this flow into a design process diagram, as the flow appears nonsensical due to the multiple levels of abstraction and complexity. The designers are encouraged to play with the flows of the problem animating all its feedback loops and important nodes through caricature and satire. For example, The social flight simulator was a way of making fun of what it's designer terms as “the flight of creative capital” and the paradox of how Dessau can be home to such a diverse range of talented people, and at the same time, have cultivated a reputation as a cultural wasteland (figure 04). The factors that combine to create such a state of affairs vary in scale and complexity. Political and
economic factors that affect the site operate at a global level, affecting things such as the housing market, employment prospects, etc. Through the animation of these flows in the form of a board game the inter-relatedness of these decisions is made apparent, and players are triggered to interrogate their roles in the perpetuation of the state of affairs that give Dessau its reputation. Players assume the role of an international student in Dessau and must navigate their way through the various decisions that face them in their journey till the end of their studies.

4.5. Laughing, clowning

All mastery, while enabling, can also be disabling. A crisis moment invites a question of what one’s professional education allows one to do and not do. Unfortunately, it is often the case that those who are at the center of the problem, sometimes the most responsible, found it the hardest to escape the optimizable, functionalist quality of design methods. It seems more comfortable to negate the contradictions that one sees and ignore the multiple versions of one’s self that responds in “other” ways to the problem. The fun machine makes an invitation to deal with these numerous selves explicitly by conjuring what is called an architectural clown.

The architectural clown—unlike professional architects—has no fear in dealing with confused thoughts and acts of failure. The clowns were invited to use their trickster persona to voice aspects of conflicting thoughts that they try to keep away (figure 04). The designers were encouraged to question the "morally righteous" lenses through which they frame crisis contexts. Reconsidering certain forms of extended altruism—such as narratives framed in the form of “helping the affected”--were a priority. The clown construct was used to reflect on the designer’s feelings and questioning if the designers were voicing themselves the way they want regarding the issue at hand? According to Koestler, the jester uses a division of labor—the clash of incompatible codes within one’s self—to frame the problem (Koestler, 2014). Making these controversies explicit means, one could actively work on resolving some of these issues and work towards self-development.

5. Unfinished Play

Fun machines use the notion of fun making-ironically-as serious ways of reframing wicked problems. To do so, fun machines utilize the curious parallels between the structure of humor (that affirmatively embraces the controversies and paradoxes) and the structure of wicked problems (characterized by of controversies and paradoxes) effectively juxtaposing them within a play frame. The play frame acts as both process and object, enabling the designers to cope with the situation at hand, and move on to a hoping phase. Though yet underdeveloped, the most significant contribution of the pilot project towards a broader position on after methods that deserve further exploration are in general twofold: (1) It makes a distinction between the coping and hoping in crises and calls for a much-needed emphasis on this crucial distinction, within the methods phase. While acknowledging that coping can lead to hoping, the project suggests that tactics are needed to enable the designers to not exit the process due to frustration in the coping phase. (2) The project questions the relation between sense and methods, more specifically the prevailing notion that one needs to negate what appears as "nonsense" to make sense of the problem. More concretely, it explores how the effort to make sense --particularly as professionals--can delimit, if not completely close off the designer’s ability to identify himself as a stakeholder that can engage with the problem. To create a fun machine is also a way of playfully breaking away from one’s image as a designer and embracing the
chaos of the multiple versions of your designing self. Perhaps, a bit of clown-sense can go a long way in working with wicked problems?

Figure 5. On becoming an architectural clown [sketch by Aniruddha Phadke, 2018]
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Introduction

This working paper will bring forward a criticism against the dominating attention to user centric design (UCD) and discuss it from a perspective of systemic design.

User centred design has gained an important position and attention in the design world and beyond. The spread of design thinking into management and engineering as well as the public sector has contributed to this. It has been useful and appropriate to bring these fields to a better understanding of user needs and their experiences.

This development has largely been beneficial for the consumers, the users of systems and operators of machines. The attention has also been directed towards the inner life of organisations and the internal users. In addition, universal design has expanded the agenda to include all humans. The development has been driven by its obvious congruent market orientation. Being user-oriented is also good for sales. It can be coupled to branding and experience design easily. The current focus in service design on user experiences has driven this further.

User oriented or user centric design has hence become a leading beacon for many. In design practice as well as in schools user orientation is a priori, taken for ethical beneficial and a goal for achievement. Also other professions like engineering and management have adopted user orientation within the concept of Design Thinking (Boland & Collopy, 2004) (Brown & Katz, 2009).

However, there are indeed some critical voices in the design dialogue. For example, the concept of user centric design has been discussed and questioned by Redström (Redström, 2008) clarifying the difficulties in the concept, proposing that the user is a fiction, designed during the design process. Baumer points to the blurred division of users and non-users (Baumer, 2015) and Wagenknecht defines the role of the unwantedly affected non-users, the affected bystanders, who comes with marginalization and passivity (Wagenknecht, 2017). Don Norman looks at Human-Centred Design (HCD) from a critical perspective, comparing it with, what he calls, activity based design (Norman, 2005). The arguments are that improving things for one individual or group could make things worse for others. In addition, users develop over time, so what seems appropriate now might be wrong in the future as the user gains or loses proficiency over time. Norman considers Human centric design to be harmful when it detracts attention from the activities and the complexity of the design. By criticising HCD, being rooted in interaction design, he exemplifies how human centric design can make things worse by pointing at the numerous examples of software, getting more cluttered with functions for each version, while usability deteriorates. This drift into cluttered interfaces is a result of direct responses to user needs. Don Norman argues that an orientation towards action would bring a different result and give the designer a more leading role. The critique also implies that HCD does not efficiently innovate. Don Normans focus on activity and how activity changes over time by gained proficiency indicates a more systemic view.
Vanessa Thomas et al. go right to the core of the problem, criticising how HCD is insufficient in our times and how this is framed in the ISO standard, making it difficult to pursue a more holistically sustainable design approach. They state:

These design approaches are perpetuating the trend of incremental improvements to the living standards of the already privileged and digitally connected whilst ignoring the broader environmental and socio-political effects of digital technologies. (Thomas, Remy, & Bates, 2017)

One might claim that UCD is catering for some of the weaknesses of HCD addressed by Norman and Thomas. However, in the age of the Anthropocene we need to lift the discussions to a higher level. This paper intends not to add to the discussion and refinement of UCD or HCD. Rather I want to take a step back, to a birds eye view, and raise the criticality towards the design methodologies and theories that put the idea of the human user at the centre on the costs of other concerns. The critique against a user centric design approach might contain several points addressed below. For each of them one could point to practice cases that would demonstrate e.g. sustainability etc. and more advanced approaches. However, the dominating user oriented approach in design is structurally not including these issues. It puts one aspect in the centre and this has unavoidably come at the expense of others.

**What is wrong with user centred design?**

In the following, I will elaborate on some of the critical points and consequences of a user centred design approach. The criticism is presented in five points.

**Anthropocentric**

The first criticism is about worldview. User centric perspectives applied in design are by their nature anthropocentric. This means that it is centred on the needs, perspectives and worldviews of Homo sapiens, setting humans individually and humankind in general in the centre on the cost of the rest of the living world. In times when our planet is threatened by human activity, continuing to propagate a human centric worldview is no longer adequate. It is crucial to remove ourselves from the top of the pyramid and view the world from different perspectives. We need to take on a servant perspective towards the living world we are dependent on.

**Not sustainable**

The second criticism of user-centred design is that it does not cater for sustainability. From the anthropocentric worldview prioritising the solving of the needs of our fellow humans over solving other pressing issues, unavoidably follows unsustainable development and a further build down of our fundament to sustain life on earth. Action for sustainability is not a naturally integrated result from the user-centred worldview but is an addition to the human centric worldview, often implying actions that are against the user’s spontaneous interest.
The same argument can be valid also when it comes to social sustainability. A user / consumer centric approach tends to be synergetic with immediate commercial perspectives. This comes at the cost of other perspectives, e.g. community dominated perspectives or other societal perspectives.

**Not based on the role of the agent**

The third criticism against user centric design is that it does not cater for the role of the agent, meaning to act on behalf of others. A human centric approach is weak when it comes to agency, other than agency for the user. ¹

This type of common-sense agency in design becomes ever more important, to include secondary users, affected bystanders or non-users, or non-human beings that are affected by the design intervention often in unintended ways. Agency implies to act against one own's primary interests. The moral dilemmas of agency are described in the principal-agent model (Laffont & Martimort, 2009).

**Does not care for the people in the production process**

The fourth criticism against a user centred perspective is that it does not cater for the production chain. Amongst the secondary users, most often forgotten, are the people involved in the production process. Seen from a systems perspective, the purpose of a company is manifold even if it is not expressed so. One could claim, depending on the analyses, that from a systemic perspective the root purpose of companies is to create jobs.

**Does not cater for unintended consequences**

The fifth criticism of user centred design is that it disregards unintended consequences of the design intervention. A user centric perspective is inherently un-systemic and thereby is not able to cater for the unintended effects of our interventions. It is a well understood feature of systems that they act counter-intuitively and that solving one problem will create new ones (Forrester, 1971). Therefore, any centric perspective will run the risk of overlooking the counterintuitive kickbacks from solving singular problems according to particular perspectives.

**The issue of perception**

The problem with particular perspectives is that they heavily inform our perception. We see what we want to see. This comes at the cost of other aspects that might be of importance. We are globally in such a situation where we cannot ignore the unintended consequences of our action. This leads to an increased attention to how things are interconnected across fields and domains. This means a systemic

¹ The notion of agency in design is used with great confusion. We have uncritically adopted the use of the term from sociology and philosophy where it is used differently than in most other contexts, e.g. in business. Agency as used in sociology and philosophy is an individual’s capacity or ability to act on one’s will. This is very different from the more common-sensual notion of agency to act on behalf of others (as used in business and economic theory)
perspective. From this criticism, we can draw the conclusion that any singular perspective runs the risk of creating more problems than it can solve.

User centred design is such a strong perspective and strong filter to help us meet user’s needs. Its strong position at the moment comes partly from the perspective issues of industrial development, that traditionally has been techno centred and hence has disregarded the user. Balancing the techno or economic perspectives with human perspectives seems reasonable. But replacing singular dominant perspectives with others runs the risk of creating a similar dysfunctional situation as before, only with different parameters.

Because user centred design is geared towards seeing the world through the glasses of the user, the designer is in a servant position form the outset. Such strong one-centric perspectives are guiding the perception and dominate or exclude other considerations. This indicates that any “centric” approach is self-fulfilling.

In contrast, in SOD we propose to do out-of-focus investigations in the start to try to avoid to arrive at conclusions that are coloured or even constructed around centric perspectives. Later in the process, recognising the benefit of clear perspectives we intend to apply a multi-perspectives design strategy, where the different perspectives would balance out and triangulate each other.

**Beyond user centric design**

Several writers in design have moved towards investigating non-anthropocentric perspectives. One of the early discussions was raised by Knappett and Malafouris when inviting writers to elaborate on the theme “material Agency” (but here the notion of agency is used as the capacity to act on one owns will)

> Material and nonhuman agency – surely this is a mistake? Is not agency a solely human property? How then can we devote a whole volume to a topic with such obviously shaky foundations? Certainly, the odds seem to be stacked against us when we think of agency as not only the capacity to act, but also the capacity to reflect on this capacity. A subject may feel his or her arm moving and recognise ‘ownership’ of that movement, but this is not necessarily the same as being able to reflectively understand that he or she is the cause or ‘agent’ of that movement (Gallagher 2007, p. 2). When agency is linked strictly to consciousness and intentionality, we have very little scope for extending its reach beyond the human. (Knappett & Malafouris, 2008)

Some architects have raised that discourse on a non-anthropocentric architecture, an architecture built for not only humans, but also allowing inhabitation by other species, to synergize and synthesize the co-living of species in urban habitats. Michael Hensel spearheaded this development by pointing to historical examples where architecture built for animals was more common. These architectures where partly built separate form human dwellings and partly combined. (Hensel, 2012).
This leads obviously to a systemic view on the coexistence of humans with other species. Marie Davidova demonstrated several experimental practice cases that involve a perspective of co-creation between the architect, the building material, (wood) and primitive organisms, in this case algae. (Davidová, 2017)

In design the issues and problems of an anthropocentric design have been problematized by e.g. Jönsson (Jönsson, 2015), who also proposes a design based on event rather than object. This might resonate with Normans action based design.

The idea of user and use reduces the potential complex relationship between object and actor (Latour, 2005) to a question of the object serving the user. The roles seem to be fixed: The providers of objects (and services) to the ones that receive them (the users). The user’s role in such a scenario is relatively passive. Though this notion of division of roles is challenged by service design theory, where the user is allegedly co-designing the service in the moment of consumption, and the notion of participation and co-design inherent in user oriented design methodology. Still the user in service design is normally perceived as congruent with the consumer of particular services.

Hence, while co-design is inherently portrayed as an approach that reinforces a democratic design, by listening and involving the user it might not be what it seems. One could argue that user oriented or user centric design tends to reinforce the power divide in the liberalistic market economy and is politically not on the side of the disempowered but reinforces the means of the empowerment to increase their profit. The user is defined by her power as customer.

Susan Gasson implies a critical approach to user centric design and suggests “human centred design” as a „... dialectic between organizational problem inquiry and the implementation of business process change and technical solutions." (Gasson, 2003)

This indicates a design strategy that still keeps the human in the centre but that has multiple perspectives.

We have stated how user centric design, like any other particular perspective, is filtering our perception and reducing the amount of data. What is relevant is defined in the outset. This mechanism of our perception should be challenged so to include other seemingly irrelevant information in a design process, that might turn out significant seen from a different perspective. This leads to a design strategy based on a de-centric outset to reach beyond ones preconception and break schemata. From that, we might arrive at a multi centric approach to design.

Defying the relevance filter helps breaking schemata and preconceptions.

**Multi centric design process**

A very de-centric approach, where, in the outset, everything is equal, is probably not possible to maintain and to operate within. Our mind and perception is geared towards application of particular perspectives to interpret the world. Our perception is an active process and is in-separately linked to our cognition (Arnheim, 1969). The good thing with particular perspectives is that it allows us to see things in clear filters, reinforcing some aspects on the costs of others. It helps us to see more clearly...
what affects certain actors in a system and what their needs are. It helps us lift out certain views from the grey cloud of information. Though we cannot defy the basic conditions of our perception, we can influence it through the rigging of our processes. Such a strategic move would be to implement multiple perspectives to critically interpolate between them.

A Multi-perspective approach to design has been proposed earlier by Bela Banathy (Banathy, 1997) and Churchman (Churchman, 1971). Also it is implicit in critical systems thinking (Midgley, 2000; Ulrich, 1983). A multi perspective approach is therefore an integrated part of modern systems thinking in how this deals with multiple actors. Banathy says:

Design choices and decisions are authentic to the extent that they are made by all people who constitute the design community, namely by all those affected by the future system. (Banathy, 1997) p. 172

Yet there is a nuance in the multi centric design process, as conceptualized here. It is addressing the issue of perception and filters rather than the multi-perspectives represented by those who constitute the design community. This applies to both individuals and groups. A group of people like a design-community can also become streamed into singular perspectives, e.g. a user centric way of looking at and addressing the problems at hand.

This implies multi-centric design approaches where user centric design is one of several “lenses” through which we look at the world. In SOD we have introduced the Four Perspectives model. This model is universally applicable to any topic or situation.

Figure 1 The Four Perspectives model: Bird, Frog, Microscope and Telescope (Birger Sevaldson 2018)
The four perspectives, the bird, the frog, the microscope and the telescope each change the mind-set of how one looks at the system or situation at hand. The Bird provides a total overview of the environment, and beyond, the frog provides a perspective from within the system or situation (could be the user), The microscope gives a vies on the amount of details and microsystems at play, the telescope reaches far out to the horizon to lift out particular issues and details.

While the four perspectives is a global and generic model, perspectives could be applicable according to the actors involved in the situation. Each actor or force in the system would provide a different lens to see the system through. Such lenses would for example be the one discussed in this paper, a human centric perspective. This could be challenged by a citizen centric view, social design perspective, design ethics, sustainability, technology, politics and organizational design, economic issues, production processes and more. Each particular design process would have its own set of lenses. By applying as many of those lenses as possible to the design process, we are getting closer to a systemic interpretation of the situations we work with.

Most important we need to investigate possible side effects and unwanted outputs from the systems we design. By applying multiple perspectives, we easily can overcome the one-sided view resulting from singular perspectives. This helps us to interpolate different needs, it helps us to uncover unintended and counterintuitive effects from our interventions and it helps finding creative solutions and synergies between diverting needs.

The multi-perspective design process could benefit from being paired with the hybrid design process, that suggest that the use of multiple media and the changing between media in phases will create deeper insights and leaps in the design process (Sevaldson, 2005).

In a multi-centric design approach, some issues need particular attention:

1) How the perspectives are related and how they might be strategized and orchestrated. For that, we need a systemic design approach. We provide such a framework in SOD (Sevaldson, 2009, 2011) and tools to cope with it in e.g. gigamapping

2) The notion of agency as representative acting on behalf of others comes in the forefront.

**Conclusion and further work**

This is a working paper. It brings forward some of the criticism against user centered design and expands it to a more generic critique of singular perspectives. It points forward to a systemic design multi-perspective design strategy. The criticism is far from exhausted and would benefit from further development.

A step forward would be to develop design methodology and praxeology towards the use of multi-perspective design processes. This is already inherent in gigamapping as practiced in SOD. However, there seems to be a good potential in developing particular processes for the application of multi-perspective design processes.
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Abstract
The concept of “identity,” with groundings in systems traditions from cybernetics and soft/critical systems to complexity/resilience and network theory, holds significant potential for the development of systemic design. These systemic groundings can inform understandings and interrogations of the constructed and interrelated nature of individual, organizational, and social identities, of divergent perspectives on social system stability and change, and of design activities that seek to engender transformative change. We use a visual approach to depict and describe an identity-based model of social-ecological interrelationships, a method for mapping analogies and distinctions in selected and bounded social systems and scenarios, a canvas for imagining and analyzing social system stability and change, and a set of diagrammatic variations on this design pathway. We conclude with a list of questions that might inform such mappings.

Keywords: bridge model, institutional logics, landscape model, regime shift, sensemaking and strangemaking
1. Introduction

Systemic design focuses on situations of greater “scale, social complexity and integration” than service or experience design (Systemic Design, accessed 2018). This is an exciting and much-needed area of exploration. Efforts to develop the theory and practice of systemic design face both challenges and opportunities. One is: how might the various systems traditions (cybernetics, soft/critical systems, complexity/resilience, networks, and so on) provide conceptual groundings for design practice in complex social situations? Another is: how might the conceptual tools (models, methods, metaphors, and so on) of design in the narrower sense – the design of artifacts and communications, products and services (i.e., design 1.0 and 2.0, in Jones 2014) – be repurposed for design in the broader sense – design for organizational and social change (i.e., design 3.0 and 4.0, in Jones 2014)?

We engage with these questions by describing a model, method, canvas, and variations for mapping social system identity. Throughout this paper we utilize and investigate the types of visual sensemaking techniques that have proven valuable to systemic design (Sevaldson 2012/2017, Jones and Bowes 2017).

The types of mappings we describe and depict will likely be familiar to practitioners of systemic design. Relevant examples are illustrated, for example, in Sevaldson (2012/2017), Jones (2013), and Jones and Bowes (2017). We aim to contribute not methodological novelty but rather to a discussion of systemic and designerly groundings.

2. Model

“When does a system retain its identity and continuity through change and when does it itself vanish or become something new? These questions are of great practical concern in the context of systems design.”
– Béla Bánáthy (1996:161)

In this section, we describe an identity-based model that might afford systemic groundings for one’s design practice.

Numerous systems theorists have used the concept of “identity” to characterize continuities and discontinuities in the experience and analysis of social and/or ecological life. These include: Allena Leonard (cybernetics), Geoffrey Vickers (soft/critical systems), Brian Walker and David Salt (complexity/resilience), and Harrison White (networks).

For example:
Leonard (1990/2004:33): "An identity is the mark of a whole, an indication of a distinction which may be consistently recognized or which persists over time."

Walker and Salt (2012:215): "Identity: The essential nature of a system (an individual, an ecosystem, a society) based on the way it functions and on its defining structural characteristics."

Based on a systemic approach, Silverman and Hill (2018) depicted a model to recursively link individual identity development with that of organizational, social, and ecological systems. We defined a model as a representation and abstraction that can be used in investigating and understanding how things work (Friedman 2003). In describing and depicting this model, we followed Friedland and Alford (1991:242), who specified three levels of relations (individual-organizational-social, micro-meso-macro) as "necessary to adequately understand society," and we added a fourth, ecological level to this specification. From complexity/resilience theory, we adopted the "landscape," "attractor," and "regime" concepts for representing stability and change in identity development, at each level of the scalar model (Byrne and Callaghan 2014).

This Silverman and Hill (2018) model is reproduced here:

![Figure 1: Landscape model of individual-to-ecological, identity-based stability and change.](image)

This model may seem familiar or intuitive, as it is but a bricolage of existing ones. Theorists have used landscape and/or other attractor-based models to describe stability and change at each of these levels, i.e., in individual (Lewin 1947/1951), organizational (Morgan 1997), social (Westley et al. 2011), and ecological (Sheffer 2009) systems. What no one had done (that we are aware of) is to use the concept of identity to recursively link individual-to-ecological landscapes into a scalar model, and then to analyze the dynamics depicted therein.

What then is the value of this model? What “story” does it “tell”?
First, this model serves as a visual example of a specifically constructivist-realist ontology (Mingers 2014). This model reflects a constructivist ontology, e.g., in that it enables an examination of how systemic patterns of social relationships are “constructed” by people, individually and collectively. And this model reflects a realist ontology, e.g., in that it enables an examination of how such patterns of social relationships are constrained and afforded by ecological realities.

Second, by linking individual, organizational, and social systems, this model affords a micro-meso-macro examination of identity development. In these terms, to participate in an established regime is to affiliate one’s own identity with that of the regime, i.e., with the regime’s “logics” (i.e., social factors, structural characteristics, essential relationships). Likewise, to identify with an alternative (i.e., potential, nascent, or niche) regime is to imagine and/or seek alternatives for one’s affiliations of identity. In these terms, a social attractor is a constellation of logics, the “attraction” to which, among people, individually and collectively, serves to stabilize the regime. Particularly in contemporary life, each of us experiences many such systemic affiliations/entanglements, such that “[p]ersons consist of a bundle of these identities” (White 2008:17).

Systemic design requires a “[t]olerance for ambiguity and uncertainty,” wrote Banathy (1996:54). The embodied/entangled identity depicted in Figure 1 posits a particular type of ambiguity and uncertainty: the dissonance of participating in an existing regime, while at the same time potentially identifying with an alternative. In these terms, designers face the challenge of seeking to purposefully transform the very systems in which we/they are embedded.

Based on this analysis, we illustrate and rephrase the initial questions posed in the introduction:

- **How might one distinguish (draw analogies and distinctions) among systems tools?** For example, Silverman and Hill (2018) examined social systems in terms of “regimes,” while others have conceptualized them as, for example, “assemblages” (DeLanda 2016). Below, we investigate alternative approaches to what we have labelled social factors or logics.
- **How might a tool developed in one context be useful in another?** For example, Silverman and Hill (2018) investigated the stability landscape model, adapting it for use in linking individual-to ecological systems. Below, we investigate Hugh Dubberly and colleagues’ (2008) bridge model, adapting it for use in a specifically systemic design context.

### 3. Method

“We are always in situations, never outside them.”

-- Ray Ison (2010:37)

Situations, focal systems, regimes, and logics: this is a framework for an embodied ontology. Your situations and mine may overlap, but always imperfectly. Even when aligning our situational attentions, we might differently experience the affiliations of, differently draw the boundaries of, and/or differently characterize patterns of systemic relationships: the focal systems.
In this section, we illustrate and investigate interrelationships between people, focal systems, regimes, and logics through a case-based visual examination of three existing narratives. Then we look for patterns (draw analogies and distinctions) across these three cases.

First, a recent U.S. news headline: “Utilities have a problem: the public wants 100% renewable energy, and quick,” (Roberts 2018). In this headline (and article, by David Roberts), the focal system is described at the social level as U.S. electricity provision. The dominant regime for such provision is described as fossil fuel generation, and the alternative as renewable energy generation. The logics that effectively stabilize the identity of the dominant regime are the institutional structures, including utilities. These are named as the dominant factor in the regime’s inertia or “path dependence” (Page 2006:87). Meanwhile, the nascent emergence of an alternative regime is strengthened by the shifting logics of public values and/or goals. We use the landscape model to visualize this narrative (Fig. 2).

Second, Geoffrey Vickers on his home town, a brief passage under the heading “identity and continuity” (1981:20):

My home town remains for me its old self though it has vastly grown and changed, and I have long since ceased to live there. But if some other old inhabitant said that for him it was no longer the same place, I should not assume that he or I must be wrong. I should only assume that some relationships now lacking were for him essential to the system called by that city’s name, whilst for me they were not.

Vickers and his compatriot agree on boundaries -- they are both focused on “the system called by that city’s name.” However, they do not agree on the “essential relationships” through which the identity of the city is experienced.

Vickers does not tell us which relationships he or his compatriot consider essential. If we could observe and interview them, what might we learn? For the purpose of this mapping, we hypothesize that, for Vickers, the town’s essential relationships are defined by friendships and particular places,
and for his compatriot they are defined by traffic and safety. Here then are simple diagrams of the relationships experienced by each (Fig. 3).

![Diagram showing relationships experienced by Vickers and compatriot](image)

**Figure 3: Identity and continuity in “my home town,” following Vickers (1981) and hypothesizing essential relationships for both Vickers and his compatriot.**

Based on and illustrated in this visualization, we propose:

- A web of essential social relationships connects a set of nameable nodes. These nodes are the social factors that we describe as logics.
- The narrative that one forms/adopts for the system is itself among the logics of the system.
- Experiences of social system identity and individual identity are interrelated. Vickers becomes invested in the narrative of “it’s old self,” while his compatriot becomes invested in the competing narrative: “no longer the same.” While Vickers experiences a sense of belonging, his compatriot experiences the dissonance of living in a place where this sense of belonging has diminished or vanished.
- Vickers experiences/identifies logics for which there is continuity with the past. His compatriot experiences/identifies logics for which there is not continuity. For Vickers, the town has undergone an adaptive change. For his compatriot, the town has undergone a transformation to a different regime.

Third, the musical innovations of Harry Partch, based largely on the interpretation by sociologist Howard Becker (1995). Silverman (2017:138-9) summarized this narrative:

Consider the story of 20th-century musical innovator Harry Partch, recounted in sociologist Howard Becker’s “The Power of Inertia.” Partch created a nontraditional 43-tone musical scale and achieved some recognition, including Guggenheim grants and a concert at Carnegie Hall. He also encountered systemic difficulties. To stage a performance of his music, Partch had to devise a notation for his compositions, had to build his own instruments, and had to teach people to both read the new notation and play the new instruments. The notation, the instruments, and their practiced performance are each components of a social system, sometimes called a package or assemblage or, in the terminology of resilience and transition theory, a regime. Notation, instruments, practiced performance: each reinforces the utility
and value of the others, strengthening the stability of the regime as a whole. With his 43-tone alternative, Partch challenged the dominant regime of classical music composition, but the old regime proved more resilient.

In mapping this narrative, we use a simple table of analogies and distinctions, comparing continuities and discontinuities in the logics of the dominant classical regime and of Partch’s alternative (Fig. 4). This tabular format of factor-by-factor analysis dates back at least to Mary Hesse’s writings on “models and analogies in science,” in which the columns are labelled “causal relations” and the rows, “relations of identity or difference” (Hesse 1963/1966:59).

Our mapping approach is analogous to those of analogy theorists (e.g., Hesse 1963/1966, Gentner and Markman 1997, Hofstadter and Sander 2013), and there are distinctions as well. In particular: the models we compare are of social systems (i.e., regimes); we include a column for naming the factors or logics by which the models are compared; and our “stance” is designerly rather than descriptive or scientific (Silverman 2015:717), that is, mappings are developed so as to inform prospective engagement with situations of concern or opportunity.

Naming the logics (e.g., the center column in Fig. 4) can be useful in several respects. First, for students of systemic design, naming these logics can serve as a metacognitive exercise: inducing (i.e., inductively naming) a category based on a pattern. Second, in practical terms, naming these logics can serve as a strategic step toward imagining by analogy the specifics of an alternative regime. Third, one might refer to systematic lists of such social factors or logics, to inform one’s efforts, as we survey below.

![Figure 4: Systems of music making, following Becker (1995) and using the concept “regime,” where Becker used “package.”](image)

Next, we discuss analogies and distinctions across these three examples of mapping social system
identity: U.S. electricity provision (landscape), Vickers’s home town (pattern of essential relationships), and classical music versus Partch’s innovations (table).

One insight is about the attractions of narrative. In mapping Vickers home-town narrative, we recursively emphasized the importance of narrative, for both Vickers and his compatriot. However, in Becker’s narrative of inertia, he does not recursively emphasize Partch’s own narrative. Partch based his alternative to the 12-tone, equal-temperament classical scale on a rationale with ancient traditions, both East and West: the just intonation of musical intervals. No doubt the strength of this rationale or narrative helped him to attract participants.

A second insight is about the investigative stance that each narrative author and actor adopts. Roberts adopts a designerly stance, that is, he prospectively seeks alternatives to the current regime of electricity provision. Vickers, in this brief passage about his home town, adopts a descriptive stance. Becker also adopts a descriptive stance, as he describes Partch’s designerly stance, which was prospective for Partch but is retrospective for Becker’s readers.

A third insight is that a range of logics may be required to nurture an alternative regime. Partch had to, as Becker emphasized, create logic-by-logic alternatives: instruments, notation, composition, techniques of performance. Each is essential; each contributed to the viability of an alternative music regime. What are the essential logics in the focal system of, for example, U.S. electricity provision? Much attention has naturally been devoted to alternative technologies for generation (solar, wind, etc.). Based on this one article (Roberts 2018), one might hypothesize that strategic effort is less needed with regard to public values and/or goals than it is with regard to the institutional structures of generation, transmission, and/or distribution.

Another insight lies in the diversity of logics across the three narratives in this case-based examination. Given this case-based diversity, we turn to systematic frameworks, i.e., theoretical characterizations of social factors or logics. Numerous theorists have described social systems at a first level of granularity, as comprised of structural, cultural, and/or material characteristics (e.g., Schön 1971, Archer 1995). Others have offered greater detail, listing a “design pallet of particulars” (Nelson and Stolterman 2012:86-91).

These three examples, from three fields of study, exhibit both similarity and diversity:

- Harold Nelson and Erik Stolterman (2012), design
- Patricia Thornton and colleagues (2012), organization and management studies
In order to further explore this method for mapping social system identity, we developed a canvas.

4. Canvas

“At all events, we shall not cure the Moderns of their attachment to their cherished theme, the modernization front, if we do not offer them an alternate narrative made of the same stuff as the Master Narratives whose era is over—or so some have claimed, perhaps a bit too hastily.”
-- Bruno Latour (2013:22)

In developing a Regime Shift Canvas, we adopted Dubberly et al.’s (2008) bridge model for its simple and effective, designerly depiction of a regime shift pathway. At the same time, our use of the bridge model meant that we would have to adapt it to a specifically systemic design context. In this section, we describe the bridge model and our adaptation. The current version of the canvas, a work-in-progress, is attached as an appendix.

Drawing upon and comparing “several antecedents and variations,” Dubberly et al. (2008:58) described an “analysis-synthesis bridge model” that “makes explicit the role of modeling in the design process” (Dubberly et al. 2008:59). The bridge model depicts a four-node, three-arrow pathway whereby (1) the existing reality of what ‘is’ is distilled to (2) a model of what ‘is,’ which then suggests (3) a model of what ‘could be,’ which then aids in manifesting (4) what ‘could be’ (Dubberly et al. 2008:57).

In design 1.0, these models of “what is” and “what could be” are familiar as blueprints, wireframes, sketches, and diagrams of material and/or informational artifacts. However, in our adaptation of the
bridge model, we use the terms “model of what is” and “model of what might be” specifically to indicate mappings of a regime, existing or potential.

In effect, we have developed a bricolage of systems and design concepts, which can be illustrated by mapping the landscape model to the bridge model (Fig. 6).

In adapting the bridge model we have adjusted the original language in several places. One significant distinction is that we replaced Dubberly et al.’s (2008) “suggest” (the second, horizontal arrow on the bridge model pathway) with “imagine by analogy.” By definition, a regime shift is transformative. The process of moving from a “model of what is” to a “model of what might be” requires discontinuity. In design, this might be described as a process of “synectics” (Prince 1970) or “strangemaking” (VanPatter and Jones 2009). This use of analogical imaginaries is one way to formalize a strangemaking process.

Figure 7 is an example of a Regime Shift Canvas mapping, by Ophir El-Boher, a Master of Fine Arts (MFA) student at Pacific Northwest College of Art (PNCA) in Portland, Oregon, USA.
5. Variations

“Without a sophisticated theory of analogy, there is only the negative dialectics of difference.”  
– Barbara Maria Stafford (1999:51)

In developing and describing the bridge model, Dubberly et al. (2008) drew analogies and distinctions among “several antecedents and variations.” Given contemporary efforts to develop the theory and practice of systemic design, as distinct from design 1.0 and 2.0, we think it is useful to be explicit about diagrammatic variations on the bridge model pathway.

In this section, we diagram three such variations. Each features mappings (i.e., models) of social system identity, and each represents a variation on the linear bridge-model-as-regime-shift pathway.

The first variation is informed by the mappings of divergent perspectives on Vickers’s home town (Fig. 3). A design strategy for reaching alignment among such divergent perspectives might be to elicit these perspectives and create mappings of each, as a basis for comparison and conversation. This strategy is illustrated in Figure 8, below. In effect, this divergent perspectives diagram illustrates efforts to reach alignment on the “model of what is,” i.e., the second node on the bridge model pathway (Fig. 6).
The second variation (Fig. 9) illustrates a reference <> target situation, in which one looks to a “reference” context to inform one’s efforts in a “target” context, creating a mapping of each. This type of mapping and terminology draws upon the literatures on models and analogies in science (Hesse 1963/1966, Gentner and Markman 1997) and on case-based reasoning (Aamodt and Plaza 1994).

An example of reference <> target mapping in a systemic design context is illustrated below. Crystal Rome, as part of her PNCA MFA thesis work, mapped analogs on a project with the Association of Independent Colleges of Art and Design (AICAD). In examining the question of how AICAD might better function as a learning network for its member colleges, Rome performed interviews with AICAD leadership and membership, and then researched two examples of successful learning networks as references for this mapping: the Green Sports Alliance (GSA) and the interorganizational Biotech network described in Powell et al. (1996). Here, the social factors or logics, described as...
“parameters,” are listed on the left, and the target model is in the center column, in between the two reference models (Fig. 10).

Figure 10: Example of reference <> target mapping (Crystal Rome)

A third variation is one that, like the bridge model, describes a regime shift from what is to what might be. But unlike the bridge model, it complicates the prescription of a linear, present-to-future pathway for design. Drawing upon foresight studies, this variation might be called: foresight <> backsight. Figure 11 is an interpretive, diagrammatic representation of the Three Horizons process (H3Uni, accessed 2018), in which models of “what is” and “what might be” are used as endpoints to inform the development of intermediate innovation strategies, i.e., tangible transition efforts that might lead to the desired future. An example of Three Horizons mapping can be found in Jones and Bowes (2017).
6. Conclusion

We posed two introductory questions, regarding: systemic groundings for designerly practice, and the use of design tools in a specifically systemic design context. We engaged with these questions through a step-by-step process of visual sensemaking (model, method, canvas, variations). Our emphasis throughout has been on analogies and distinctions, in particular a critical examination and repurposing of conceptual tools, with attention to these tools’ reference and target contexts.

We used this approach to investigate ways of mapping stability and change in social system identity. In summary, here are some questions that might inform such mappings:

- Is there agreement on the situation of attention? On the boundaries of the focal system? How might differing focal system boundaries be experienced and/or imagined? By whom?
- Why is the dominant regime considered undesirable? By whom? In what ways do these undesirable aspects manifest as logics?
- How would one know which logics are most significant in stabilizing current and potential regimes? How and for whom are particular logics salient or essential? In what ways might “design palettes” of logics, like those depicted herein, inform one’s investigations? (Additional questions to guide the formulation of logics are listed on the canvas, attached.)
- How might one visually depict the entangled identities of regime participants, individual and collective, so as to facilitate our/their acknowledgment, reflection, and investigation of such entanglements?
- Are there reference situations or systems, real or imagined, past or future, that might inform potential designs in the target regime?
- In addition: in what ways might systemic social change processes be diagrammed as variations on the bridge model pathway?
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The Regime Shift Canvas is a strategic design tool for developing descriptive models of transformative futures. Describe what is. Then imagine by analogy what could be.

### How to Fill Out the Canvas

1. **Focal System:**
   - **Model of What Is:** (describe what is)
   - **Model of What Might Be:** (imagine by analogy what might be)

2. **Logics:**
   - **Narrative:** (what might be)
   - **Goals:**
   - **Values:**
   - **Norms, Practices, Habits:**
   - **Governing Institutions:**
   - **Materials:**
   - **Finance:**
   - **Indicators:**
   - **Power:**
   - **Emotions:**

3. **Start by asking:**
   - What is a situation that you see as problematic? Identify a set of systemic social relationships in this situation. This is your focal system.

4. **Regimes:**
   - Regimes are functioning instances of the focal system — ways that the system is manifested, experienced, and described.

5. **Name the logics stabilizing the dominant regime — and then imagine how such logics might stabilize an alternative reality.**

6. **For discussion:**
   - How does the dominant regime maintain its legitimacy? How and why do individuals and organizations participate in the regime’s ongoing development? Take these relational characteristics of the regime as its logics.

7. **Fill out the canvas by considering how these logics are expressed in the dominant regime — and then how they might be differently expressed in your preferred alternative.”

---

**Example Canvas**

- **Narrative:**
  - Feed the world
  - Access to healthy & culturally appropriate food

- **Core Values:**
  - Efficiency, comparative advantage, technological progress, plenty

- **Governance & Practices:**
  - Concentration of ownership, specialization of production

- **Physical Inputs:**
  - Carbon intensive, labor intensive

---

**The Regime Shift Canvas** — a tool for imagining by analogy —

Sign up to download and test out the canvas: regimeshiftcanvas.org

Created by: Howard Silverman, Crystal Rome, Reid Henkel

Bucky illustration: Shannon Wheeler

Thanks for the conversations: Greg Hill, Peter and Trudy Johnson-Lenz, John D. Smith

Version: RSD7 (24-26 October 2018)
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"You never change things by fighting the existing reality. To change something, build a new model that makes the existing model obsolete."

— Bucky Fuller (attributed)
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Abstract:
This paper studies various foundational economic concepts, with the purpose to support the development of new systemic frameworks for regenerative value systems: those systems that we design, build, and work in, that help us provide for our physical needs of food, water, materials, products, structures, and energy et cetera – which also clearly influence and are influenced by our sense of being, culture, worth and abilities and so forth.

The term regenerative, underlines that these systems need not only to be sustainable – and to be resilient, but also be actively (and dynamically) engaged in their own (re)production and persistence. With a systemic view (verses a reductionist one) to be engaged in one’s own reproduction, also implies that the surrounding system in which one persists (and thrives), also needs to reproduce itself (regenerate) – and one affects and is affected by the other.
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1. Introduction

This is about systems, that not only produce goods and services, but also create jobs, and generate wealth and incomes, and so, this is foremost an economic study. With a look at some different aspects and contrasting economic views (or schools of economic thought). Within the frame of economics, the topic of ‘value’ will be looked at, as well as the use of metaphor, some of the various different forms of ‘problem framing,’ and the circularity or linearity of concepts for instance.

As this is about regeneration and production, this is also in part, an ecological study. Ecological systems (life, nature...) are, by the very ‘nature’ regenerative, (reproductive and self-replicating). The ecological part of this study is illustrated within two images within the conclusion, which also includes a tentative regenerative value systems framework, which compliments the ecological frameworks.

This is seen as a foundational work for further development.
2. Some Differences in Economic Thought

2.1. Physics or Biology (& Experience)

According to Reinert (2008), in very broad terms, two main types of economic theory can be characterised: those based on metaphors from physics, and those based on a combination of experience and metaphors from biology. Both have developed concurrently (and influenced each other) over time, however, according to Reinert, it is the economic schools of thought built on the metaphors of (Newtonian) physics that have dominated - and continue to be.

Metaphors from physics are generally inspired by Newton’s work (circa. 1880’s) – such as ‘the invisible hand’ – inspired by the invisible theory of gravity that keeps the Earth orbiting around the Sun, and ‘equilibrium’ for instance. Physics-based economics often attempts to distil concepts down to the most simplified uniform form, often using maths, is quantitative, and is often linear.

Experience-based economics, according to Reinert, is based on practical policies, which are put in place and tried-and-tested, prior to being ‘distilled’ into theory. His example is the understanding by medieval sailors, that eating oranges or lemons at sea prevented scurvy, prior to science finding and isolating the active agent, Vitamin C in 1929. And he continues:

“it is perfectly possible to cure illnesses, economic or other, simply by lesson-drawing without having a complete understanding of the mechanisms at work.” (p 27 Reinert 2008).

For this, ‘less abstract’ ‘other cannon,’ Reinert states that metaphors of biology are often used, helping to provide an often holistic and qualitative understanding of synergies, change, interdependence, trade-offs, stocks and flows, creativity, and spirituality for instance - often inspired by the human body. Here Reinert (2008) uses the example of Thomas Hobbes’s ‘Leviathan,’ [1] where he shows the state as literally formed from its citizens.

Neither can be said to be ‘better’ than the other (Reinert, 2008) - particularly as more recent theories such as electromagnetism, relativity theory, and quantum theory have ‘shattered’ much of the Newtonian (and Cartesian) world view (Capra et al., 2014), perhaps modern physics will continue to help develop different forms of economic metaphor models in the future.

---

2.2. Cyclical or Linear

The ‘economic problem’ – sometimes called the basic or central economic problem, has various definitions and has changed over time. Economics, as a field, made a substantial change in what was defined as the ‘economic problem,’ during the so-called ‘marginalist revolution’ (commonly cited 1871-1874) (Roncaglia, 2005; Mazzucato, 2018). Classical economics (the predominant school of economics prior to the marginalist schools) defined (political) economy as the study of the:

“[…] functioning of an economic system based on the division of labour, and hence analysis of production, distribution, accumulation and circulation of the product” (p279 Roncaglia, 2005).

Classical economics considered an objective (fact-based, measurable, observable…) view of economic value based on the difficulties and costs of production (principally labour), and prices attained the role of indicator for the relative difficulties in production. These concepts of circulation were developed with an objective to understand how the economy ‘reproduces’ itself – continues to make itself anew (p45Mazzucato).

The economic problem from the marginalist approach, can be said to be:

“…the optimal utilisation of scarce available resources to satisfy the needs and desires of economic agents.” (p279, Roncaglia 2005)

In marginalist economics, the ‘marginal’ utility and scarcity defines the price and the magnitude of the market (p65 Mazzucato, 2018). The supply and demand of scarce resources adjusts value, which is conveyed in monetary terms. In the market, this becomes ‘prices,’ which become the indicators for relative scarcity and consumer preferences. Prices are kept in check through competition, and simultaneously indicate the level of demand, and the required quantities for supply - greater demand raises prices, which raises (willingness to generate more) supply; and a fall in demand visa-versa (p56 Heilbroner, 1999).

“Sraffa […] sums up the contrast with two images: the classical approach consists in the ‘picture of the system of production and consumption as a circular process,’ while the marginalist approach aligns the perspective along ‘a one-way avenue that leads from “Factors of production” to “Consumption goods”’.” (p279 Roncaglia 2005)

As Piero Sraffa (1898-1983) alludes, economics shifted from a view of the economy as being ‘circular’ - by looking at relations between entities, and attempting to calculate how the ‘system’ reproduced and maintained itself for future production (including concepts of (re)distribution) (p45 Mazzucato); to one which is more ‘linear’ (one-way), that begins with (industrial) inputs and ends with consumers – with markets in-between.
2.3. Values or Value

The word ‘value’ is derived from the Latin *valere*, which means ‘to be strong or worthy.’ Since this origin, ‘value’ has developed different connotations; the most popular are listed below - the order in the Oxford dictionary indicates the given importance/or level of common usage:

- **[Value]** “The regard that something is held to deserve; the importance, worth, or usefulness of something.
  - The material or monetary worth of something.
  - The worth of something compared to the price paid or asked for it.
- **(Values)** Principles of standards of behaviour; one’s judgement of what is important in life.” [2]

Roncaglia (2005), proposes that the discipline of political economy (therefore, economics) grew around these two different meanings of value: the *moral* issues – the rules of conduct (thus related to values), and the *economic scientific* issues – how to organise a society, based on the division-of-labour, to keep the process going (thus related to value).

The emphasis, in economics, on moral values (hence forth, ‘values’) and economic scientific value (hence forth, ‘value’), has evolved from an initial focus mainly on values in early societies, as social interactions dominated, to a greater focus on value in modern societies, as economic interactions have come to dominate (p19 Heilbroner et al., 2012). According to Heilbroner (1985 p107-118), the ancient canons of virtue and justice, which were founded on a scrutiny of motives and an ‘external’ assessment of ‘social outcomes,’ were slowly replaced, in the early nineteenth century with the rise of utilitarian philosophy, which made these canons null and void. Utilitarianism, asserted that:

“...whatever served the individual served society. By logical analogy, whatever created a profit (and thereby served the individual capitalist) also served society, so that a blanket moral exemption was, so to speak, extended over the entire range of activity that passed the profit-and-loss test of the marketplace.” (Heilbroner, 1985)

---

What value actually is, and where it can be ‘found,’ or measured, or produced, particularly within production and distribution systems, has been of great deliberation during the development in the field of economics (p7 Mazzucato, 2018).

As briefly mentioned in the previous section - up until the mid-nineteenth century, economists believed that a clear objective theory of value (also known as intrinsic theory of value) was a prerequisite to having a clear appreciation of the prices of services and goods in the economy. Objective value means that an object’s value can be estimated using objective measures, such as the conditions of production, the amount and quality of the labour required to produce goods or services, the technological and organisational form, or the relationships between capital and labour for instance (p7 Mazzucato, 2018).

However, after the mid-nineteenth century, the understanding of what economic value was shifted towards one of 'subjectivity;' where the price which is paid by the consumer (who is said to have subjective ‘preferences’) in the ‘market,’ determines the value of the goods or service, which are now regularly conceptualised as being ‘scarce’ (p7 Mazzucato, 2018).

Modern economics has, according to Mazzucato (p8, 2018), all but left the study of value behind (in all its forms). What resides, are theories of ‘share-holder value,’ ‘adding value,’ and ‘value chains’ (Porter, 1998), which are often found in greater presence in modern business schools, than in the study of economics.

---

3 The term ‘distribution’ in economics, should not be confused with the retail and logistics of goods; in economics, distribution theory “…is concerned with the basic question of for whom economic goods are to be produced. In examining how the different factors of production—land, labor, and capital—get priced in the market, distribution theory considers how supplies and demands for these factors are linked and how they determine all kinds of wages, rents, interest rates, and profits.” (p244 Samuelson et al., 2010)

4 Formal (orthodox) economics “…is the study of how societies use scarce resources to produce valuable goods and services and distribute them among different individuals.” (p4 Samuelson et al., 2010)
2.4. Chrematistiké or Οeconomia

One of the most famous visual models of how the ‘macroeconomy’ is supposed to work was developed by Paul Samuelson in 1948 (p 63 Raworth, 2017). Entitled the ‘Circular Flow Diagram,’ it illustrates how households supply their labour and capital to firms, in exchange for profits and wages. It also shows an interdependence between production by businesses and consumption and the flow of income to households. The model also illustrates that this is allowed to continue thanks to (the right amount of) ‘leakages’ and ‘injections’ from trade, governments and banks (Raworth, 2017).

According to Harvey (2017) illustrated a circular model of what he believes Karl Marx was describing (in his collections of finished and unfinished – and ‘finished’ by Engels - work). As a comment, in Harvey’s book ‘Marx, Capital and the Madness of Economic Reason,’ Harvey uses the physical metaphor of the water cycle to introduce the concepts further described in his book.

In essential terms, according to Harvey, there are four rudimentary processes within the overall circulation process of capital. The ‘first’ stage is called ‘valorisation,’ whereby capital is produced in a firm in a form called ‘surplus value.’ This stage is then followed by ‘realisation,’ where the commodities produced during production (which are either luxuries, ‘wage goods’ or means of production - the machines that are used to make the machines) and are exchanged for (or ‘transformed’ into) money. The next stage, ‘distribution,’ is where the value and surplus value is distributed to certain economic entities. The ‘final’ stage shows how a portion of the profit is cycled back into the appropriation of the commodities (Labour Power and the Means of Production) required to continue the valorisation process.
There is however, another potential starting point – another view on what is within the ‘economic problem.’

According to Gerber (2016), it was Aristotle that first distinguished between two forms of economics. Initially, Aristotle defines two forms of value: the value in use, and the value in exchange. With this distinction, he proposed a moral peculiarity between them both, by stating that it was ‘proper’ – or ‘natural’ - to use goods (consumption), but it is was ‘improper’ - ‘unnatural’ - to exchange them (commerce) (Heilbroner et al., 2012).

Aristotle also used his moral concept of ‘natural’ or ‘unnatural,’ not only to the goods, but also to the way in which wealth was created. For example, pasturage, agriculture, hunting, and fishing were said to be ‘natural’, whilst usury (the lending of money for a rent profit – interest), and all forms of commerce (profits from the selling of goods in exchange for money) were considered ‘unnatural.’

Instead of redefining economy into production and distribution terms, Aristotle looked at economics through the lens of use (œconomia) and gain (chrematistiké) (p20 Heilbroner et al., 2012). This famous distinction is arguably the first distinction of a ‘substantive view’ of the economy (œconomia), alongside a formal view of the market economy (closer to chrematistiké) (p187 Gerber, et al., 2018).

Therefore, substantive (in substance and in the concrete:) economics:

“...centers on how human beings organize and allocate the pursuit of the things needed to sustain human life.” (p 29 Block et al., 2014)

In this view, Karl W. Kapp (1910-1976), asserted that economics should begin with actual human needs, and then going outward to his dependence upon, and his interaction, with his social and natural environment (Kapp, 1975). As well as Kapp, Karl Polanyí (1886-1964) with whom Kapp exchanged ideas and corresponded with (Gerber, 2016), also developed a substantive approach to economics. One of his many contributions with this approach was in developing the idea of ‘embeddedness’ – a term he used to describe politics, social relations, and institutions (p10 Block et al., 2014) – which he said framed and organised (different types of) markets.
3. Value Models

3.1. Competitive Linear Value-Chains

Arguably, one of the most famous studies and visual models of a ‘business view’ of value, was developed by Michael E. Porter, which he presents in his book ‘Competitive Advantage.’

Porter (1998) describes a model, that has two main levels of abstraction – the largest, ‘macro view,’ is called ‘The Value System’ (Figure 5). This value system includes upstream ‘Supplier(s)’ – upstream, implying their preceding position in the models’ linear sequence – followed by the industrial ‘Firm’ (which is the central ‘protagonist’ of the concept), followed by the downstream ‘Channel(s)’ – the often, but not always present, intermediate distribution firm(s), which is finally followed by the ‘Buyer(s).’ The Value System represents the organisation of these entities from the point-of-view of a ‘Single-Industry Firm’ or a ‘Diversified Firm.’

‘The Value System’ is then reduced to a second level of abstraction, either as the ‘Firm Value Chain,’ for a single-industry firm, or as a ‘Business Unit Value Chain’ for a diversified business firm. These two variants are analysed using one model (and treated in a similar way), which Porter (1998) calls ‘The Generic Value Chain’ (Figure 6) – which models a generic sequence of ‘individual value activities,’ that he asserts take place within all industrial firms (and hence, not in the market directly). Porter (1998) states that, it is here, at the level of the ‘Generic Value Chain,’ that the most effective form of analysis can be made:

“The relevant level for constructing a value chain is a firm’s activities in a particular industry (the business unit). An industry- or sector-wide value chain is too broad, because it may obscure important sources of competitive advantage.” (Porter, 1998 p36)

‘The Generic Value Chain,’ therefore, becomes a form of minimal unit or cell, where internal production processes can be disaggregated into a sequence of discrete tasks, where they can then be analysed for improvements. Porter also describes his concept of value and margin:

“The value chain displays total value, and consists of value activities and margin. Value activities are the physically and technologically distinct activities a firm performs. These are the building blocks by which a firm creates a product valuable to its buyers. Margin is the difference between total value and the collective cost of performing the value activities.” (p38 Porter, 1998)
3.2. Circular Models

“Looking beyond the current take-make-dispose extractive industrial model, a circular economy aims to redefine growth, focusing on positive society-wide benefits. It entails gradually decoupling economic activity from the consumption of finite resources, and designing waste out of the system.”

( Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2018a)

Due to planetary wide issues such as climate change, and the destruction and pollution of eco-systems [5] [6], there has been an amplified demand for industrial firms to evolve how they do business. As stated by the Ellen MacArthur Foundation (EMF) above, it is proposed that firms need to transition towards ‘circular systems’ – which include a larger (macro view) of the firm and it’s interaction with it’s environment.

Possibly the most internationally recognised ‘circular model’ in the field, is the ‘circular economy system diagram’ (Figure 7), developed by the EMF. [7] In many ways, the central column maintains much of the ‘The Generic Value Chain’ concept developed by Porter (1989) - although turned 90° clockwise. Nevertheless, the model goes much further, by integrating it within a more expansive system of ‘biological’ and ‘technical’ - two ‘metabolisms’ (Braungart et al., 2002).

The circular economy system diagram was built upon and inspired by the previous work of many people and schools of thought. [8]

Prior to the CE diagram, there has been other ‘circular’ models, such as the ‘Cradle to Cradle’ model by Walter Stahel (Figure 8) [9], or the more sophisticated ‘Comet Circle ™’, developed by Ricoh., Ltd (Figure 9).[10]

8 See this link for more information: https://www.ellenmacarthurfoundation.org/circular-economy/concept
3.3. Embedded Models

The models shown thus far, focus on material flows and transformations, however, there are also models within this theme that are based around ‘embedded systems’ (see section 2.4). This includes work by the Forum for the Future, such as ‘The Five Capitals’ framework (Figure 10)[11], and the work by Ricoh Ltd with their ‘Vision - Pursuing the Ideal Society (Three Ps Balance ™)’ – Image 5 of 5, shown in Figure 11 [12] – which also integrates resource flows.

The more recent work by Kate Raworth, and her ‘Embedded Economy’ diagram (Figure 12), also includes different ways communities organise themselves to provide for their needs - the so called ‘provisioning systems’ (household, state, commons, and market) (Raworth, 2017), which is embedded within the larger social and planetary system.

3.4. Input-Output Webs

These are less circular, but more ‘networked’ or ‘webbed’ (like food-webs) - input-output diagrams. Developed and promoted by the Zero Emissions Research & Initiatives [13] (and others, including the Systemic Approach Foundation, who also worked with ZERI [14]). ‘Input-output’ models are both models describing a concept, and are also dynamic tools that can be used to design new material flows through integrated production systems. Also, as in nature, there is no distinction between ‘agriculture’ or ‘industry’ – just transformative ‘nodes’ linked together with material flows.

14 The Systemic Approach Foundation http://www.systemicfoundation.org
3.5. Values Models

As well as Aristotle’s concepts of ὥμοιος and χρηματιστίκη, he also developed concepts around how to develop values. One of his concepts was ‘Virtue,’ which includes a breadth of philosophical thought around:

“cultivating the attitudes and dispositions, qualities of character, on which a good society depends” and by “[...] giving people what they morally deserve – allocating goods to reward and promote virtue.” (Sandel, 2010).

Unlike other moral (economic linked) concepts, such as, welfare and freedom, virtue is perceived to be more judgemental – as it ascertains to hold a preconceived position on what virtues are worthy of honour and reward and what are not. In economics, virtue can focus on the concept that goods differ in qualitatively in higher and lower ways (Sandel, 2010).

Another of Aristotle’s concepts of value was based around the concept of ‘Τελός,’ which attempts to:

“...identify the norms appropriate to social practices by trying to grasp the characteristic end, or purpose, of those practices.” (p98 Sandel, 2010)

And so Τελός (from the Greek τέλος for "end", "purpose", or "goal") is the concept that things should and do have purpose. In this way, one can ask, what is the purpose of economics – or a business?

The models in Section 3.3, Figure’s 10, 11 and 12, illustrate human and social systems as related to economic activities therefore, this implicitly shifts the potential debate towards values. However, Raworth (2019) has taken this further, with a model that both explicitly states ‘social foundations’ (forms of virtues?), whilst also developing a Telos (a form of purpose) of where not to go – not into ‘overshoot’ or ‘shortfall – and stay within the safe space for humanity.

Finally, there has also been a model developed by Alexandre Lemille, within his ‘Circular Humansphere’ [15] (Figure 14), that also integrates some concepts of ‘telos’ within the circular economy system diagram by the Ellen MacArthur Foundation.

---

3.6. Some Further Concepts of the ‘Economical Problem’

In their book *The Making of Economic Society*, Heilbroner and Milberg outline two key tasks of economic society which is to:

“...organise a system to assure the *production* of enough goods and services for its own survival...” and to “...arrange the *distribution* of the fruits of its production so that more production can take place.”

Following this, they emphasise that society is also required to both *mobilise* (or motivate) and appropriately *allocate* human effort, in the making of *useful* things for the society.

In her book *The Value of Everything*, Mariana Mazzucato, defines the tasks of economic society through her description of value:

> “Value can be defined in different ways, but at its heart it is production of new goods and services. How these outputs are produced (production), how they are shared across the economy (distribution) and what is done with the earnings that are created from their production (reinvestment) are key questions in defining economic value.” (Mariana Mazzucato 2018 p6)

Mazzucato, defines the term value as “…the ‘process’ by which wealth is created – it is a flow. This flow of course results in actual things, whether tangible (a loaf of bread) or intangible (new knowledge).” She adds that, that which is being created needs to be ‘*useful*;’ and that value can be discussed in terms of both ‘*value creation*’ (the ways in which different resources are established and organised to produce new services and goods) and ‘*value extraction*’ (the way in which different *existing* resources and outputs are moved around – with potentially disproportionate gains).

Both these definitions (and the works behind them) integrate many of the elements in substantive economics, with the additional element of ‘reinvestment,’ from Mazzucato, which brings in her important concepts of value creation and extraction – and a potential integration with the capital flow concepts of Marx (described by Harvey).
4. Some Conclusions

4.1. Some Concepts that Should be in the Model(s)

“If you look at that definition closely for a minute, you can see that a system must consist of three kinds of things: elements, interconnections, and a function or purpose.” (Meadows, 2008)

After this first review of some of the different economic perspectives, and models, here is a brief list of what could be included within a model for regenerative value systems:

1) A representation of at least three levels of abstraction: the micro – being the key stakeholders; the meso – the production activities; and the macro – the community, the infrastructure and institutions, and natural ecosystem of the region.

2) A representation of the micro drivers - framing, developing, and selecting goals, purpose, and motivations of the stakeholders – which can then be implicitly linked to KPI’s.

3) A representation of the general flows – the energy, material, components, goods, and residuals, within the meso and macro system.

4) A representation of the general nodes – the types of organizational and technical systems, and how they function, that are able to transform, move around, regenerate, or maintain the elements in flow. Again, at the meso and macro levels.

5) An explicit representation of the embeddedness of different provisioning systems (Commons, Households, States and Markets) – within the surrounding society and environment. This also implicitly brings in the important functions of the reproductive system.

6) A representation of how the different flows and nodes interact – the systemic dynamics such as potential symbiosis, competition, power dynamics. This needs to be represented at the meso level of the level of production, and at the macro level.

7) An explicit representation of the different forms of production (agricultural, material extraction and transformation, upcycling/cascading, and industrialization) all within a non-hierarchical scheme. [16]

8) A representation of the flows of capital and money - how and where it goes (how it is distributed) and how and where it is reinvested for instance.

9) An explicit visual, metaphor and objective relationship between the representation of regenerative production systems with an ecological system it works with and within.

[16] This point was not discussed in the paper; however, this is framed within the dynamics between the different factors of production (land, capital, labour, and entrepreneurship), in terms of how much power they yield towards the other within the economy. For example, land (and rent from it) prior to the 19th Century in Europe, was where the power resided, as most of the GDP came from agriculture; as GDP in many countries transitioned to industrial activities, with this heightened focus and need for capital, capital became more important (and powerful) (Galbraith, 1985). This legacy has left agriculture (as well other collective factors, such as the different dynamics in terms of returns, and increasing divisions-of-labour e.g. added-value shifting off the farm) has continued to keep agriculture as the underdog to capital in the economy.
4.2. Some Initial Visual Models/Frameworks

Shown below are some first models that have been developed that attempt to answer some of those topics highlighted in previous section 5.1.

Figure 18. Three different Models: Top, ‘A Plant Cell’. Middle, ‘Biological Interactions,’ Bottom, ‘A Regenerative Systemic Economy.’ Source: Tom Snow
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Abstract: Place—what it means to be somewhere, or to be from somewhere—is a common thread running through the many systemic crises of our time. Place is a value under threat from globalisation, gentrification, networked technologies, human conflict and environmental disasters. At the same time, it is an underlying cause of some of the political and social tensions that are intertwined with these issues. Within architectural theory, place is strongly associated with phenomenology, the foundations of which are entangled with the sort of nativist politics that is currently resurgent around the world. In this working paper, I outline an alternative approach to place as a way to address its double-edged quality, building on Ernst von Glasersfeld’s radically constructivist interpretation of Jean Piaget. In doing so, I establish points of connection between architectural discourse on place and the cybernetic foundations of systemic design.
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1. Systems and places

Place—what it means to be somewhere, or to be from somewhere, and how we then construct this as an idea and in built form—is a common thread running through the many systemic crises of our time. Place is a value under threat from globalisation, gentrification, migration and the development of networked technologies. Many places are also very literally at risk from human conflict, climate change and ecosystem collapse. As well as being under threat from these systemic crises, place is, at the same time, a contributing factor to some of the political and social tensions that are intertwined with these issues. This double-edged quality is becoming ever more visible around the world in the reinforcement of borders and in current tendencies towards ever more specific units of political identity and nationhood.

While this may seem somewhat intractable, we can see some of this interaction between systems and places within our everyday experience. During this conference, several speakers have spoken about the importance of getting the whole system into the room where decisions are made (e.g. Jones, 2018). We might also ask, what systems are already implicit in the rooms that we enter? During the presentation of this paper at the conference, I located this question in the tiered lecture
theatre in which I was speaking. As Gregory Bateson (1972/2000, pp. 493-494) has pointed out, spaces such as this encourage a unilateral relation between speaker and audience, with the former standing to deliver a monologue to a mostly passive audience who sit and listen. This reinforces the epistemological error that we are separate from each other, in turn perpetuating the idea that we are separate from our environment, which Bateson goes on to identify as being at the root of the ecological crisis. That is, the way we place ourselves—and each other—in the world through the design and use of space has much wider systemic ramifications.

It is clear that place should be an important consideration within systemic design, and indeed it has been an emerging theme in RSD conferences and related publications (Ellefsen, 2017; Ruttonsha, 2016, 2018; Sweeting, 2018). Integrating a consideration of place within systemic approaches is, however, far from straightforward. The strengths of systems theory and cybernetics come at the cost of abstraction. Ross Ashby, for instance, stressed that “systems theory must become based on methods of simplification” and that “the systems theorist of the future... must be an expert in how to simplify” (Ashby, 1964/2001, p. 594, italics original). Similarly, Ashby’s influential introduction to cybernetics characterised it as the study of “all possible machines”, focusing on general principles and downplaying material embodiment (Ashby, 1956, pp. 1-2). This abstraction is part of what gives systemic approaches their tremendous reach and transdisciplinary potential, but in doing so distances them from specific situations and material conditions. One way in which to counter this is by integrating more situated methods, as has been prominent within this conference series and the development of systemic design (e.g. Aguirre & Paulsen, 2014; Perera, 2018; Sevaldson, 2017). An alternative approach, and the one I pursue here, is to look to how place is understood in architectural theory and to develop connections between this architectural discourse and the foundations of systemic design.

2. Place in architectural phenomenology

In architectural theory, place is strongly associated with phenomenology, and especially Martin Heidegger’s later philosophy, through figures such as Christian Norberg-Schulz (1971, 1980, 1986), Karsten Harries (1997), and Kenneth Frampton (1974, 1983) amongst others. Although it is possible to draw aspects of phenomenology into systemic and cybernetic approaches to architecture and design in various ways (e.g. Jelić, 2015; Ruttonsha, 2018), there is little common ground between architectural phenomenology’s concern for place and the areas of architecture where systemic approaches have been most influential. Indeed, the prominent examples of Melvin Webber (co-author with Horst Rittel of the seminal paper on ‘wicked problems’ (Rittel & Webber, 1973)) and Cedric Price (who collaborated extensively with cybernetician Gordon Pask (Sweeting, 2016b)) are amongst those cited by architectural historian Christian Norberg-Schulz (1986, p. 27, including footnote 7) as disregarding the importance of place.

While phenomenological approaches remain influential, they have been in retreat within architectural theory in recent decades. This has followed significant criticisms (e.g. Leach, 1998, 2005):
• Firstly, architectural phenomenology is entangled with the nativism that Leach (1998) has characterised as the “dark side” of Heidegger’s thinking. This is manifest in the idea that some ways of dwelling are less authentic than others because they are less rooted in place. See for instance Leach’s (2005) critique of the all too sharp contrast that Harries (1997) constructs between mobile homes and traditional farmsteads.

• Secondly, the regionalist approach that phenomenology helped to motivate has itself been recognised as a product of the homogenising global capitalism it sought to counter (Jameson, 1997).

• Thirdly, phenomenological accounts of place have tended to downplay the spatial significance of social, political and economic factors, which are some of the most important aspects of what is at stake when we discuss place today.

Thus, while architectural phenomenology may have much to contribute, it is bound up with some of the issues that, from a systemic perspective, are in need of being addressed. We might therefore look elsewhere to inform our approach to place (see e.g. Cumberledge & Musgrave, 2007; Gehl, 2010; Jacobs, 1961; Ruttonsha, 2018). Yet, the aspects of architectural phenomenology that make it problematic also offer an opportunity for critical reflection, and this is my purpose in continuing to focus on it here.

The work of Norberg-Schulz, in particular, offers a point of departure from which to integrate issues of place within systemic design. The phenomenological framing that Norberg-Schulz gives to his work is not what it first appears. Although he is perhaps best known for introducing Heidegger into architectural theory, Norberg-Schulz’s use of Heidegger tends to be illustrative, with his arguments supported by quotations from Heidegger but not dependent on them. As Jorge Otero-Pailos (2010, p. 176) has put it, “Norberg-Schulz used Heidegger as a theoretical mask to add philosophical credibility” to his primarily visual argument. Norberg-Schulz draws on an eclectic range of other references, including systems theorist Talcott Parsons and psychologist and epistemologist Jean Piaget. This is usually presented as a weakness of Norberg-Schulz’s work compared to more philosophically sophisticated writers such as Harries, in that the ad hoc character of Norberg-Schulz’s theoretical sources presents an unstable basis for his position. Yet, this instability also presents an opportunity to rethink place in different terms, avoiding some of the difficulties with which phenomenological approaches are entangled, while also bringing architectural and systemic considerations into dialogue.

3. Reformulating place in radically constructivist terms

Piaget is one of Norberg-Schulz’s most important points of reference. This is especially so in Norberg-Schulz’s earlier work, but continues to be the case alongside and after his turn towards phenomenology. In Existence, Space and Architecture, Norberg-Schulz (1971, pp. 9-14) uses Piaget’s concepts of accommodation and assimilation to set out an understanding of space in terms of an interactive relationship between people and their surroundings. He contrasts this with the tendency of other treatments of space to reduce it to either abstract geometrical description or sense
impressions and feelings. This forms a foundation to Norberg-Schulz’s argument, independent of the concepts he draws from Heidegger.

Norberg-Schulz’s use of Piaget offers a point of departure from which to understand place in constructivist terms and to bring it into dialogue with contemporary concerns in systemic design. This theoretical reframing is perhaps an odd thing to suggest. Yet, in the particular case of Norberg-Schulz, it is in keeping with how he himself developed his work, re-theorising his ideas in combination with new sources as he developed his position. My purpose is not to offer a reinterpretation of Norberg-Schulz’s intentions, but to use his work to explore what is at stake in how we understand place.

At the same time as Norberg-Schulz’s turn towards phenomenology during the 1970s, Piaget’s work was the principal reference for the development of radical constructivism by Ernst von Glasersfeld (1974, 1982). Radical constructivism critiques the way conventional approaches to epistemology focus on the possibility of a correspondence between one’s experience and the world beyond it. As Glasersfeld points out, the question of such a correspondence is unresolvable in principle. One cannot experience the world beyond one’s experience, and so cannot evaluate such a claim. Glasersfeld draws on Piaget’s studies of how knowledge is actively built up in order to reformulate the domain of epistemology to be concerned with how we make sense of the world of our experience. Glasersfeld’s approach is primarily a critique of realism but he also differentiates it from what he refers to as “trivial” forms of constructivism, where while the knower’s role is acknowledged, knowledge is still understood in terms of correspondence:

From my perspective, those who merely speak of the construction of knowledge, but do not explicitly give up the notion that our conceptual constructions can or should in some way represent an independent, ‘objective’ reality, are still caught up in the traditional theory of knowledge that is defenseless against the sceptics’ arguments. From an epistemological point of view, therefore, their constructivism is trivial. Trivial constructivism manifests itself in professionals who treat the knowledge of others as subjective construction and never doubt the ‘objectivity’ of their own. (Glasersfeld, 1991, p. 17)

There is some similarity between the ways that, in their respective contexts, Glasersfeld and Norberg-Schulz each attempt to move beyond the dichotomy between realism and idealism. However, radical constructivism is in sharp tension with Norberg-Schulz’s view of place as an enduring quality, linked to landscape and persistent through social and economic change. While Norberg-Schulz does emphasise the active role of experience, he sees the meaning of place as something to be selected from possibilities already “inherent in the world” (Norberg-Schulz, 1980, p. 170). This interpretation can be characterised as trivial constructivism in Glasersfeld’s terms. To understand place in radically constructivist terms is to see it as something that we are continually creating within our experience, rather than an already given that is to be discovered. This has significant consequences for the status of claims about the character of a place, such as the tendency of the phenomenological approach to see some places as more authentic than others. From a radically constructivist perspective, place is as much a matter of our participation as anything else:
just because someone experiences somewhere as placeless, does not mean that it will not be a coherent place for someone else or at another time. In this light, the way that Harries (1997) and Norberg-Schulz (1980) characterise mobile homes or suburban developments as lacking in place tells us at least as much about the authors as about the places they are trying to describe.

To adopt a radically constructivist approach is not, however, to say that place is arbitrary or to deny that the character of particular places can persist over time or between people. Stable and shared conceptions of a place can be understood as developing through recursive social processes. Factors such as history, landscape, and the built environment can be understood to act as constraints on what conceptions of place can be viably maintained rather than sources of meaning. Places that have particularly strongly defined and consistent characters, such as many of the examples that Norberg-Schulz (1980) focuses on, can be understood in terms of the recursive reinforcement of these constraints through the ongoing design of the built environment, such as where a building echoes or reinterprets its context. Norberg-Schulz advocates this process as a way of making our environments intelligible. To take a radically constructivist approach is not to dismiss the importance of this, but rather to raise critical questions about it. Who do particular attempts at placemaking serve? Where architecture contributes to a sense of place, whose interpretation is being reinforced? By strengthening one reading of place, which alternatives are excluded because they become harder to construct? In this way, a radically constructivist approach allows for place to be differentiated from the nativism with which phenomenology is entangled.

4. Connecting place with systemic design

One of the weaknesses of architectural phenomenology is that it has tended to see place as solely a matter for spatial disciplines such as architecture and planning, understanding it in isolation from political, social and economic factors. By contrast, understanding place in terms of radical constructivism suggests connections with cybernetics and, through this, with the framework of systemic design, allowing a broader treatment.

Radical constructivism overlaps significantly with cybernetics, with which Piaget’s work has a number of sympathies and connections (Boden, 1979, pp. 126-148; Glanville, 2013; Glaserfeld, 1992; Pask, 1976, p. 19). The work of Ranulph Glanville has understood radical constructivism, cybernetics and design as closely interwoven with each other (Glanville, 2006, 2013, 2006/2014, 2014; Herr, 2015). Glanville is perhaps best known for his influential argument about the relation of design and research: that rather than design being one particular form of research, it makes more sense to understand research as a specific form of design activity (Glanville, 1999, 1981/2014; Sweeting, 2016a). He later generalised this argument, drawing on Piaget’s account of how we establish the constancy of objects across our different experiences of them (Glanville, 2006, 2006/2014). Glanville argues that the Piagetian mechanisms of assimilation and accommodation form what is, in effect, a design process, creating the constant objects of our experience. Design can therefore be understood as an “essential part of thinking” (2006/2014, p. 231), leading to the conclusion that “to be human is to be a designer, and there is no more important human act than to design” (p. 237).
Combining the ways in which Piaget’s ideas are taken up by Glanville and Norberg-Schulz, spatial experience can be understood as a design activity on the part of the experiencer. This supports the idea that place is something we create rather than something we find, as discussed above, while also foregrounding the role of constraints within this. Consider, for instance, how place might be thought of in terms of Schön’s (1992, p. 133) well-known characterisation of design as a “reflective conversation with the materials of the situation”.

Understanding place in this way has the advantage of bringing it into a closer relation to fields that are not overtly concerned with physical spaces. It is easy to think of the design and experience of digital technologies, systems and services as intangible. Nevertheless, they become manifest in and shape our spatial environments, and are bound up with the economic, social and political issues that are characteristic of contemporary conflicts over place. The approach that I have outlined in this paper allows place to be understood in similar terms to these less tangible factors, providing a framework in which the role of place within the systemic may be addressed.
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Abstract

Systemic design holds promise to address grand challenges such as the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals. Toward these ends, we argue that the systemic design mindset needs better awareness and norms for accountability. We recommend greater use of knowledge from psychology to bring insight about motivations and cognitive biases. We call on systemic designers to integrate principles of ethical practice, as new technological affordances, which amplify risk, increasingly impact social and economic life. To highlight wanted and unwanted emergent effects in complex techno-social systems, we introducing a schema with three layers of activity: regulating, building, and using. To illustrate the risks and benefits of designing in a data-intensive world, we unpack exemplary cases from history and contemporary society. We highlight emerging initiatives where systemic design thinkers introduce ethical accountability to a system by cross-pollinating and collaborating between the three layers of activity with respect to these complex systems.
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1. Introduction

The aim of this paper is to better prepare systemic design to realize its potential to address complex problems. We seek to advance the role of systemic design in enabling communities to flourish, as represented in the United Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals (UN SDGs). Given this high potential for impact, what are the ethical implications of moving up through the orders of design? As systemic design needs to balance its ambition with humility and ethical commitment, we ask: How might we lead systemic design toward more self-awareness, care, and responsibility?

We observe that systemic design is not the output from a group of self-identifying practitioners but may be understood as a mindset. A code of conduct for a single profession will not encompass all the people making impactful design decisions everyday, who may or may not identify as systemic designers. Our paper explores alternative pathways to bringing awareness and ethics to systemic design activities.

We introduce a simple model that looks at system activities across three layers: regulating; building; and using. We argue that psychological dimensions of actors in the system are important to consider across all three layers. We identify new conditions including systemic effects arising from the interactions given the unprecedented scale of contemporary systems. To promote hindsight and insight, we reference cases from history as well as from contemporary society, highlighting technological amplification as a factor for increased risks and benefits.

How might we unlock the promise of systemic design while mitigating its inherent risks?

- Recommit to holism
- Acknowledge emergence while promoting accountability
- Take up explicit knowledge from the field of psychology
- Embrace ethics and move from “Can we...?” to “Should we...?”

Toward these ends we examine recent developments at the intersection of democracy, social media, and artificial intelligence. This work seeks to shed light on potentially manipulative techniques at the intersection of choice, persuasion, influence, politics, and other nonlinear societal forces.

2. When Complexity is Exponential

What are the ethical implications of moving up the Four Orders of Design (Buchanan, 2001)? Over the last two decades, ‘design thinking’ has gained increasing recognition. We are seeing the rise of a new kind of design, ready to take a lead role in addressing complex problems at the level of UN SDGs, such as boosting gender equality, wellbeing, social justice, and social innovation. Design’s expanded reach and dematerialization is noted by Bruno Latour, who states: “…the typically modernist divide between materiality on the one hand and design on the other is slowly being dissolved away. The more objects are turned into things – that is, the more matters of facts are turned into matters of concern – the more they are rendered into objects of design through and through” (Latour, 2008). At
the fourth order of design, systemic design is concerned with the design material of relationships and interactions among diverse systems components. At this level, there is high potential for risks as well as benefits, which can translate to unintended consequences as well as impact.

![Diagram showing four orders of design](https://example.com/diagram)

**Figure 1. Four Orders of Design, based on Buchanan, 2001, in Leurs & Roberts, 2018.**

Astute observers have pointed out that impactful decisions are being made every day by designers. For Latanya Sweeney, Director of the Data Privacy Lab at Harvard, “Technology designers are the new policymakers and AI is the new policy. No one elected these designers, and most people do not know their names, but the decisions they make … dictate the code by which we conduct our daily lives and govern our country” (Sweeney, 2018).

We introduce this simple illustrative model that delineates system activities across three layers:

- Regulating
- Building
- Using

### 3. Systemic Design is a Mindset.

Systemic design may be understood as an interdisciplinary synthesis of systems theory and human-centered design (HCD). Alex Ryan describes systemic design as a “new space for harnessing dynamic complexity as a generator of innovation and value creation” (Ryan 2016). Systemic design
does not espouse the total design of entire systems; it marks a decisive pivot away from modernism toward ‘designing for emergence’ (Van Alstyne & Logan, 2007). In systemic design we do not design systems, we design pathways through systems (RSD6 audience, 2017).

Hallmarks of the systemic design approach we wish to advocate include working from a normative values basis, using co-design and inclusive participation, while anticipating and mitigating risks and unintended consequences, guided by stringent criteria such as Ashby’s Law of Requisite Variety (Ashby 1958).

Ryan argues that systemic design is a mindset — a set of values and habits:

The systemic design mindset describes a set of values and habits…. Both values and habits share the characteristics of being resistant to change and slow to change. The systemic design mindset cannot be taught directly. It is only through repeated systemic design experiences that individuals can, through reflection and behaviour modification, choose to enact new values and form new habits.

To fulfill the ambitions of systemic design, we want to pose the question of whether norms of participatory, human-centered design are effective and sufficient, practically and ethically. Given the potential scale of impact, we propose the embedding of normative values from ethics into actionable principles that mitigate risks. We also recommend creating robustness on the behavioural front by gaining greater understanding of various actors’ motivations and cognitive biases from the field of psychology.

What is needed are beneficial results that are measurably more effective (better services from the same designers); more ethical (inclusive of representative data and perspectives from domains impacted by the design); and less risky (subject to due diligence through broader end-user participation and direct observation).

4. Risk and the Wisdom of Hindsight

To better understand systemic design’s inherent risks, and establish historical and critical context, we ground this inquiry with reference to influential twentieth century conceptions of management and public relations.

Frederick Winslow Taylor’s Principles of Scientific Management prescribes systemization, codification, and subdivision of all work tasks, to the extent of having individual tasks (Taylor 1911, 36–37). Even laying a single brick is deconstructed and re-designed scientifically by engineers, rather than bricklayers practicing trades of long tradition (Taylor, 1911, 77–85). This marks the emergence of industrial engineering as a field of ‘applied science’.
The change from rule-of-thumb management to scientific management involves ... a complete change in the mental attitude of all the men in the shop toward their work and toward their employers. The physical improvements ... can be made comparatively quickly. But the change in the mental attitude and in the habits of the three hundred or more workmen can be brought about only through a long series of object-lessons, which finally demonstrates to each man the great advantage he will gain by heartily cooperating in his every-day work with the men in the management. (ibid., 100–1)

The ‘great advantage’ Taylor refers to includes shorter hours, higher pay, and reliable relationships between productivity, quality, and reward. Workers did not have to be consulted but they did have to be convinced, as conscious and rational agents. His “four great underlying principles of scientific management”:


The apparently odd fit between the top-down behaviourism implied by the first three principles and the congenial collaboration of the fourth implies a variant of what eventually became the sub-discipline of industrial psychology, and presages the contradictions of ‘participatory action research’. Are Taylor’s workers peers, experimental subjects, objects of passive study, or efficiently mobilized masses?

In another twentieth-century development, Freud’s American nephew, Edward L. Bernays, honed the craft we know today as propaganda by rebranding it as public relations (PR). Bernays anticipated spaces and practices of persuasion including marketing and consumer psychology. His name has never been well known to the public, which is surprising considering his long shadow. In the early twentieth century Bernays pioneered forms of advertising without advertising: product placement. Bernays used this to ‘solve problems’ like selling cigarettes to women, calling them ‘Torches of Freedom’ to associate them with liberation. He provided a blueprint for industrial, design-fuelled techniques of persuasion. In hindsight these works present an unsettling roadmap for risks and benefits of mass culture and communications.

Reviewing this work is critical to understanding the use and misuse of persuasion for social purposes. As a researcher and practitioner, Bernays developed experimental group psychology techniques. He found that emotions such as fear brings rapid results whereas rationality and facts drive persuasion much less. Bernays ideas are unsettling in their contemporary relevance as is his frank assertion that democracy requires guidance and constraint by a shadowy elite (Bernays 1928). Bernays describes ‘engineering consent’ as “Use of an engineering approach—that is, action based only on thorough knowledge of the situation and on the application of scientific principles and tried practices to the task of getting people to support ideas and programs” (Bernays, 1955).

Today we are experiencing disclosures that bear chilling resemblance to those of Bernays’s time. UK firm Cambridge Analytica acquired data for some 50 million Facebook users and built psychographic profiles for micro-targeting manipulative election ads based on users’ dispositions and vulnerabilities (Grasseyger & Krogerus, 2017; Cadwalladr & Graham-Harrison, 2018). In rapid succession, similarly election gaming also took place in the Philippines (Curato, 2017). Serious
concerns are being raised about potential effects of China’s social credit system with its centralized citizen reputation score (Chorzempa, Triolo & Sacks, 2018).

These events demonstrate negative risks for the democratic process from large-scale data-driven systems; such systems form the incentive infrastructure of the attention economy. Amazon founder Jeff Bezos recently described social media as “a confirmation bias machine” (Tiku, 2018). His metaphor points to the intersection of a social media company’s desire to generate profits through ad sale revenue, a human’s tendency to search for new evidence that confirms existing beliefs through the consumption of ads, and an algorithm’s ability to show ads that a user is likely to engage with. This business model incentivizes algorithms to show ‘relevant’ content to a user that he or she is likely to agree with.

5. Designing with Emergence in Mind

This paper extends the theoretical framework, “Designing for Emergence” (Van Alstyne & Logan, 2007; Van Alstyne & Logan, 2016). Fostering social innovation and knowing how we might give rise to desirable state change within systems requires us to understand emergence -- bottom-up forces of ‘morphogenesis’ -- the creation of new forms. The first step is recognizing the design-emergence distinction which, unspoken in most modernist traditions, is becoming an explicit understanding in the systemic design mindset. This basic distinction may be stated as follows:

[D]esign is characteristically a top-down process.... In contrast, emergence is a bottom-up process in which the components of the system self-organize through their interactions with each other without a singular, overarching intention. The designer is typically in control of the design process, whereas in emergence the components of the system do not control the outcome – they merely influence it through their mutual interactions with each other. (Van Alstyne & Logan, 2007)

In the case of systems change, a new state arises through a myriad of interactions among elements or components. Consider the following emergent forms: a state of mind arising from neurons firing in the brain; leadership of a jurisdiction following votes cast by the electorate; or market share dominance of a brand due to purchases made by consumers. Such a form is not the product of a design process because it is the net result of innumerable individual actions by agents, acting within a system with degrees of freedom as well as rules and constraints (Capra, 2002).

Through systemic design we can reach an understanding of why, how and when it is possible and necessary to design for emergence. This knowledge is already present in the systemic design community and expressing itself in different ways. One emergent quality that cannot be directly designed, but be designed with and designed for, is human experience. Liz Sanders states this succinctly: “There is no such thing as experience design. Experiencing is in people and you can’t design it for someone else. You can, however, design for experiencing (Sanders, 2001, author’s emphasis).
6. Unlocking the Promise of Systemic Design

Precaution in the Era of Emergence

Risk and uncertainty in science- and technology-rich arenas, particularly in European jurisprudence, have given rise to the precautionary principle. UNESCO defines the precautionary principle as follows:

When human activities may lead to morally unacceptable harm that is scientifically plausible but uncertain, actions shall be taken to avoid or diminish that harm. Morally unacceptable harm refers to harm to humans or the environment that is

- threatening to human life or health, or
- serious and effectively irreversible, or
- inequitable to present or future generations, or
- imposed without adequate consideration of the human rights of those affected. (COMEST, 2015)

This approach holds up desirable aims yet bears many of the hallmarks of top-down thinking. While assessment of prospects or good practice for the precautionary principle are outside the scope of this paper, we note that it is intended to play a role in the space of dynamic balance between benefits and harms that accompany powerful technologies. Wherever this principle is in effect it will have bearing on the issues we address here: questions of how and why to design with emergence in mind.

A Professional Oath of Practice May Not Be Sufficient

Well known to systemic designers is Herbert Simon’s contention that “Everyone designs who devises courses of action aimed at changing existing situations into preferred ones” (Simon 1988). Simon argues that “Design, so construed, is the core of all professional training: it is the principal mark that distinguishes the professions from the sciences. Schools of engineering, as well as schools architecture, business, education, law, and medicine, are centrally concerned with the process of design” (Simon, 1988). In such a condition, what we can we say about the “duty of care” that systemic design might need to adopt, for broader physical, social, and environmental impacts of design outcomes either in place or possible for designers? And where do we go from here? In this work we call on systemic design to:

- Reaffirm holism: willingness to engage in accounting for emergent qualities
- Take up explicit knowledge from the field of psychology: the science of feeling, thinking, deciding and behaving, working with bias as designers and as system actors
- Embrace ethics: explicit principles of right and wrong, and inclusive participation
Taking Up the Wisdom of Psychology

We note that psychology has successfully lent its wisdom to other disciplines. *Behavioural economics* is one pathway that has found significant value and traction. This subfield has been illuminated through captivating work that reveals biases (Kahneman & Tversky, 1974; Ariely, 2008). The approach has seen enthusiastic take up, especially by the public sector, through terms that include ‘nudging’ and ‘choice architecture’ (Thaler & Sunstein, 2008). Behavioural economics reintroduces highly recognizable human motivations and biases that had been omitted from the rationalist models of classical economics. In so doing this work has begat a more resilient and mature hybrid. We take encouragement from experiment and exploration in arenas that hold strong interest for systemic design: policy, governance, community development, economic cooperation, innovation.
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Figure 2. Mapping Values and Ethics Tools and Frameworks. Philbeck, T., Davis, N. & Engtoft Larsen, A. M. (2018)

Moving from “Can We?” to “Should We?”

*Any machine constructed for the purpose of making decisions, if it does not possess the power of learning, will be completely literal-minded. Woe to us if we let it decide our conduct, unless we have previously examined the laws of its action, and know fully that its conduct will be carried out on principles acceptable to us!* (Wiener, 1950)
In a more urgent sense we see a need to stem and mitigate unwanted consequences arising from inadequate development and deployment of automated and augmented systems in which emergent dynamics play an inherent functional role as well as leading to potentially unsettling social and political effects. Working from first principles, Ryan articulates the “formulating” role of systemic design as a normative move that directly engages our shared values:

Formulating shifts the focus of designing from understanding what is, to prescribing what ought to be…. Questions of what ought to be engage our values. As a normative activity, formulating should declare a reference system of values that the team seeks to enhance by acting within the situation. This should not be limited to the values of the team, but explicitly includes the values and interests of stakeholders (Ryan, 2014).

In an early contribution Liz Sanders (2001) asks a similar question: “Attention is shifting to the fuzzy front end of the design development process where the discussion is centered around questions such as “what should we make?” instead of “what should it look like?”

**Emerging Initiatives**

**Opening Up Artificial Intelligence**

OpenAI is a counterintuitive initiative that tries to bridge the gap between ‘regulating’ and ‘using’ and mitigate risk by building Artificial General Intelligence (AGI) through open collaborative research that “is free from financial obligations.” OpenAI is a non-profit artificial intelligence research organization founded by Silicon Valley veterans Elon Musk of Tesla and Sam Altman of Y-Combinator. Its stated mission is long-term research to build safe AGI, and to ensure AGI’s benefits are as widely and event distributed as possible (OpenAI, 2015).

On February 14, 2019, the organization gained extensive media attention for its groundbreaking unsupervised language model GPT-2. This is significant because the model was able to achieve “state-of-the-art performance on many language modeling benchmarks, and perform rudimentary reading comprehension, machine translation, question answering, and summarization -- all without task-specific training.” (Better Language Models, 2019). OpenAI grappled with the societal implications of this discovery and decided to embrace responsible disclosure principles by not releasing the dataset, training code, or model weight, citing the clear potential for misuse through generation of “deceptive, biased, or abusive language at scale” (Better Language Models, 2019).

*The Guardian* experimented with the released smaller model, and to their astonishment, GPT-2 wrote a coherent article; performed tasks such as mimicking the author’s tone; “wrote its own made-up quotes; structured its own paragraphs; added its own ‘facts’” (Parkinson, 2019). Following OpenAI’s cue, *The Guardian* decided to limit its release to *print only* for the similar fear of the digital amplification of mis-information.
Building Trust in Civic Data

Civic Data Trusts represent a novel approach to balancing stakeholder interests in data-intensive systems. The general problem is how best to provide for the management of data collected in and about patterns of human behaviour in the public realm, whether for commercial exploitation or to inform public sector service delivery and planning.

Civic data trust is also newsworthy as an initiative under consideration for Toronto’s Waterfront, proposed in October 2018 by Sidewalk Labs, a Google affiliate with a contract to co-develop public spaces and services in Quayside development. The proposal describes an “independent entity to control, manage, and make publicly accessible all data that could reasonably be considered a public asset, and a set of rules that would apply to all entities operating in Quayside, including Sidewalk Labs. With the Data Trust, we move away from entities, including Sidewalk Labs, solely owning and controlling these assets” (Sidewalk Labs, 2018).

To be clear, a civic data trust is not necessarily an organ of a municipal government, or publicly held at any other level of the formal public sector. According to Open Data Institute’s working definition, “A data trust is a legal structure that provides independent stewardship of data” (Hardinges & Wells, 2018). A civic data trust set up to handle the Quayside data would have to be designed not only to be technically competent to manage data and data licensing, but also to manage aspects of long term viability as an entity, including potential legal defenses, while remaining fiscally independent of its primary stakeholder, Sidewalk Labs. The design process is presently a matter of contract negotiations between representatives of Sidewalk Labs and the staff and trustees of Waterfront Toronto, disciplined by vocal contributions by local activists and media.

New Generations of Users Learning to Spend Time Well

From the perspective of empowering users, the first decade of the twenty-first century saw the rise of social media and rapid realization of benefits, including new awareness of how to design with emergence (O’Reilly, 2007; Van Alstyne and Logan, 2007). The second decade has demanded that we better understand risks and unintended consequences. Looking at the work of Tristan Harris is illustrative here. After working in B. J. Fogg’s Persuasive Technology Lab where he studied the psychology of behavior change, Harris founded a company that was acquired by Google in 2011. Harris became increasingly concerned with the distracting and addicting qualities of smartphones and related systems, and through his efforts there became known as Google’s ‘Design Ethicist’.

Harris has since left to found the not-for-profit Center for Humane Technology to promote mindful reform under the banner “Time Well Spent” (Harris, 2016). Harris is working in partnership with Common Sense Media, a 15-year-old non-profit organization that has built trust through advice and advocacy to families promoting safe technology and media for children. A related effort in Europe asks, How might we teach people critical and ethical competencies such as how to spot fake news? Italy’s speaker of the House Laura Boldrini is also working on this question. Italy is now teaching
media literacy in eight thousand Italian high schools (Livesay, 2017). These optimistic developments are about building awareness and educating young people.

7. Conclusion

Learning to design with emergence in mind calls for new design principles. We present the following as work in progress for further consideration and discussion:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Principles for Designing with Emergence</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Relinquish total control</td>
<td>• Understand people</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Balance creativity &amp; stability</td>
<td>• Understand latent &amp; blatant bias</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Acknowledge parasitism &amp; hacking</td>
<td>• Nothing about us without us</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Give up ‘strong derivability’</td>
<td>• Ethical by design</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The purpose and process we are advocating for the systemic design community is to advance our maturity and thereby our positive impact for the many, not the few. In other words, we want to learn to act more responsively and responsibly, to do both risk-taking and risk-management. In explicitly seeking integration of values and habits, in other words, by maturing and integrating itself as a field of practice we see opportunity and responsibility for the project of systemic design to become more deeply intertwined with ethics and psychology.
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Abstract (150 words) One major issue attached to the transition towards a sustainable society is improving social equity and cohesion in low and middle-income contexts, while empowering locally-based enterprises and initiatives for sustainability, characterised by a democratisation of access to resources, goods and services.

Two promising and interwoven offer models coupling environmental with economic and social sustainability are the Sustainable Product-Service System (S.PSS) and the Distributed Economies (DE). The coupling of these two models is a new promising Research Hypothesis of the LeNSin (the international Learning Network of networks on Sustainability) for contributing to the transition towards a sustainable society for all, aiming at the diffusion of design for sustainability worldwide with a learning-by–sharing, open and copyleft ethos.

Within this framework, a new system design approach with method and tools have been developed, tested, and articulated. They are now part of the first open learning e-package on S.PSS applied to DE design.

Keywords: Sustainable Product-Service System (S.PSS), Distributed Economies (DE), Design for Sustainability (DfS), open and copyleft

A key contemporary query is the following: within the environmental and economic crisis which are the opportunities? Do we know any offer/business model capable of creating (new) value decoupling it from the materials and energy consumption? In other words, significantly reducing the environmental impact of traditional production/consumption systems?

In fact, Sustainable Product-Service System (S.PSS) has been studied since the end of the 90th as (one of) the most promising offer/business models in this perspective (Gpedkoop, van Halen, Riele et al., 1999; Mont, 2002; Tischner, Rayan, Vezzoli et al., 2009; UNEP, 2002; Vezzoli, Kohtala, Srinivasan, 2014). S.PSS has been recently defined as: “an offer model providing an integrated mix of products and services that are together able to fulfil a particular customer demand (to deliver a “unit of satisfaction”), based on innovative interactions between the stakeholders of the value production system (satisfaction system), where the ownership of the product/s and/or its life cycle responsibilities remain by the provider/s, so that the economic interest of the providers continuously seeks environmentally and/or socioethically beneficial new solutions.” (Vezzoli, 2018).

1.1. S.PSS types

Three majors S.PSS approaches to system innovation have been studied and listed as favorable for eco-efficiency (Vezzoli, Kohtala, Srinivasan, 2014; Tukker & van Halen, 2003):

1. Product-oriented S.PSS: services providing added value to the product life cycle
2. Use-oriented S.PSS: services providing ‘enabling platforms for customers’.
3. Result-oriented S.PSS: services providing ‘final results’ for customers.

Product-oriented S.PSS: adding value to the product life cycle (type I)

Product-oriented S.PSS innovation adding value to the product life cycle is defined as: a company (alliance of companies) that provides additional services to guarantee an extended life cycle performance of the product/semi-finished product (sold to the customer).

A typical service contract would include maintenance, repair, upgrading, substitution and product take-back services over a specified period.

This reduces the user’s responsibility in the use and/or disposal of the product/semi-finished product (owned by her/him), and the innovative interaction between the company and the customer drives the company’s economic and competitive interest in continuously seeking environmentally beneficial new solutions, i.e. the economic interest becomes something other than only selling a larger number of products.

Use-oriented S.PSS: offering enabling platforms for customers (type II)

A use-oriented S.PSS innovation offering an enabling platform to customers is defined as: a company (alliance of companies) offering access to products, tools, opportunities or capabilities that enable customers to meet the particular satisfaction they want (in other words efficiently
satisfying a particular need and/or desire). The customer obtains the desired utility but does not own the product that provides it and pays only for the time the product is actually used.

Depending on the contract agreement, the user could have the right to hold the product/s for a given period (several continuous uses) or only for one use. Commercial structures for providing such services include leasing, pooling or sharing of certain goods for a specific use.

The client thus does not own the products and does not operate them to obtain the final satisfaction (the client pays the company to provide the agreed results). Again, in this case the innovative interaction between the company and the client drives the company’s economic and competitive interest to continuously seek environmentally beneficial new solutions, e.g. to design highly efficient, long-lasting, re-usable and recyclable products.

Result-oriented S.PSS: offering final results to customers (type III)

A result-oriented S.PSS innovation offering final results to customers can be defined as:

a company (alliance of companies) that provides a customized mix of services (as a substitute for the purchase and use of products), in order to provide an integrated solution to meet a particular customer’s satisfaction (in other words a specific final result). The mix of services does not require the client to assume (full) responsibility for the acquisition of the product involved. Thus, the producer maintains the ownership of the products and is paid by the client only for providing the agreed results.

The customer does not own the products and does not operate them to achieve the final satisfaction; the client pays the company to provide the agreed results. The customer benefits by being freed from the problems and costs involved in the acquisition, use, and maintenance of equipment and products. The innovative interaction between the company and the client drives the company’s economic and competitive interest to continuously seek environmentally beneficial new solutions, e.g. long-lasting, re-usable and recyclable products.

2. Distributed Economies (DE)

Distributed Economies (DE) is another model studied since 2005 (Johansson, Kisch, Mirata, 2005; Van Del Dool, Marchington, Ripken et al., 2009) as an alternative economic structure to the dominant Centralised one promising for locally-based sustainability (Johansson, Kisch, Mirata, 2005); DE has been recently defined as “Small-scale production units, located by or nearby the end-users, whether individuals, entrepreneurs and/or organisations/institutions, i.e. the producers are the same end-users or nearby them. If the small-scale production units are connected with each other to share various forms of resources and/or goods (physical and knowledge-based ones), they become a Locally Distributed Economy Network, which may in turn be connected with nearby similar networks. If properly designed they are promising to promote locally-based sustainability, i.e. Sustainable Distributed Economies (S.DE)” (LeNSin Polimi Team, 2018).
2.1. Types of Distributed Economies

There are different types of Distributed Economies (DE). Here below is a classification so far proposed within the LeNSin project classified in two groups: hardware/natural resources-based DE and knowledge/information-based DE (LeNSin Polimi Team, 2018):

HARDWARE/NATURAL RESOURCES-BASED DISTRIBUTED ECONOMIES (DE) TYPES

**Distributed energy Generation (DG)**
An example of Distributed energy Generation (DG) system is (the shift from centralized coal power plant to) a home-based solar energy plants connected in mini-grid.

**Distributed Manufacturing (DM)**
An example of Distributed Manufacturing (DM) system is (the shift from centralized furniture production to) a 3D printed furniture production.

**Distributed production of Food (DF)**
An example of a Distributed production system of Food (DF) is (the shift from intensive farming/supermarket to) a urban gardening.

**Distributed Water management (DW)**
An example of Distributed Water management (DW) system is (the shift from centralized urban water supply to) a decentralized access to clean water from underground.

KNOWLEDGE/INFORMATION-BASED DISTRIBUTED ECONOMIES (DE) TYPES

**Distributed production of Software (DS)**
A well-known example of a Distributed production of Software (DS) is (the shift from proprietary software to) an open source software “Linux”.

**Distributed production of Information/knowledge (DI)**
A well-known example of a Distributed production of Information/knowledge (DI) is (the shift from traditional encyclopaedia to) open encyclopaedia “Wikipedia”. In fact, the same LeNS network of HEIs network could be classified into this category.

**Distributed Design (DD)**
An example of a Distributed production of Information/knowledge (DI) is (the shift from Design department of multinational car manufacturer to) an open source car design platform e.g. the OSVehicle a Modular Open Source Electric Car Platform that enable businesses and startups to design, prototype, and build electric vehicles and transportation services. [https://www.osvehicle.com](https://www.osvehicle.com). Other examples of a Distributed Design (DD) are: the Open IDEO platform [https://openideo.com](https://openideo.com/); the Innonative platform developed with the support of the Life+ programme of the European Union [www.innonative.com](http://www.innonative.com).
2.2. Distributed Economies configuration

Distributed Economies (DE) are in fact small-scale locally-based offer models, eventually network-structured, defining a paradigm shift from dominant centralized production systems (see Figure 1).

Centralized Economies could be defined as large-scale production units that controls essential activities and deliver their goods (physical and/or knowledge-based) via great distribution networks, to very many (often) far away customers, whether individuals, entrepreneurs or other organizations/institutions.

Decentralised Economies could be defined as small-scale production units that deliver their goods (physical and/or knowledge-based ones) directly to nearby customers, whether individuals, entrepreneurs or other organizations/institutions. These production units could be standalone or connected to each other to share various forms of resources and/or goods (physical and/or knowledge-based ones); e.g. to share the energy surplus). In the latter case, they become Decentralized Economy Local Network, which may in turn be connected with nearby similar networks.
Distributed Economies (DE) could be defined as (very) small-scale production units of goods (physical and/or knowledge-based ones) located by the end-users (that become the producers, i.e. prosumer) that have the control on essential activities, whether individuals, entrepreneurs or organizations/institutions. These production units could be standalone or connected to each other to share various forms of resources and/or goods (physical and/or knowledge-based ones). In the latter case, they become Distributed Economy Local Network, which may in turn be connected with nearby similar networks.

Distributed Economies in comparison to Centralised Economies (as shifting from Centralised Economies to Distributed Economies) could be distinguished in term size, proximity, structure, resilience, responsiveness, diversity of solutions, locally-based sustainability potential.

In fact, the DE configuration could be characterised by one of the following sub-structures:

- Stand-Alone DE systems
- A DE network
- A DE network of networks
- A DE connected to a Centralized Network.
Stand-Alone DE systems

They are, either distributed or decentralised production unit without any local delivery system (network) with nearby customers and/or production units.

A Stand Alone Distributed system is an isolated production unit by the user; either an individual or an enterprise (see the examples in Table 2).

A Stand Alone Decentralised system is an isolated production unit where customer go to benefit from the outcomes of the production unit (see examples in Table 2).

A DE network

They are either distributed, decentralised or centralised production unit or hybrid of more than one such type of production units with a delivery system (network) with customers and/or production units.

A Centralised network system is a network of production unit far from the user with a large delivery system for various forms of resources (physical and/or knowledge-based ones) towards either individuals or enterprises distributed in a large scale of area such as a state/s, country/ies, continent/s or worldwide.

A Decentralised network system is a production with a local delivery system (network) for various forms of resources (physical and/or knowledge-based ones) towards either nearby individuals or nearby enterprises (see the figure in Table 1).

A Distributed network system is a network of production unit by the user; either an individual or an enterprise (see the figure in Table 1) to share locally various forms of resources (physical and/or knowledge-based ones; e.g. to share the energy surplus) with nearby individuals.

A Hybrid network system is a network of production unit that consists of two or more type of centralised, decentralised, or distributed network systems.

A DE network of networks

They are either centralised, distributed or decentralised production units or local networks connected to a other Networks to share various forms of resources (physical and/or knowledge-based ones; e.g. to share the energy) (see the figure in Table 1).

A DE connected to a Centralized Network

They are either distributed or decentralised production units or local networks connected to a Centralized Network to share various forms of resources (physical and/or knowledge-based ones; e.g. to share the energy) (see the figure in Table 1).

The tab below summarizes the main possible configurations of DE systems.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Stand Alone</th>
<th>Network</th>
<th>Network of Networks</th>
<th>Centralized Connected</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>CENtralized</strong></td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Diagram" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Decentralised</strong></td>
<td><img src="image5.png" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td><img src="image6.png" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td><img src="image7.png" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td><img src="image8.png" alt="Diagram" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Distributed</strong></td>
<td><img src="image9.png" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td><img src="image10.png" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td><img src="image11.png" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td><img src="image12.png" alt="Diagram" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hybrid</strong></td>
<td><img src="image13.png" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td><img src="image14.png" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td><img src="image15.png" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td><img src="image16.png" alt="Diagram" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Possible DE systems configurations

In the following table, various key network-DE structure configurations are exemplified with different DE classifications:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Stand-alone - distributed</th>
<th>Stand-alone - decentralised</th>
<th>Network - distributed</th>
<th>Network - decentralised</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>DG</strong></td>
<td>a small wind farm which provides energy to a village with a local mini-grid</td>
<td>solar powered energy charging station, where people go to charge their phone, etc.</td>
<td>set of solar panels for home use, connected via a local-mini grid to share the energy surplus</td>
<td>solar panel for a single household energy production</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DF</strong></td>
<td>local baker which delivers bread to the houses in the neighbourhood every morning</td>
<td>local producer of organic vegetables and fruits selling directly to consumer in a shop by the fields</td>
<td>neighbourhood club for home gardening for private use, enabling the sharing of production surplus</td>
<td>home gardening for private use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DW</strong></td>
<td>water gathered from a local spring water source distributed to the households in the village through a local piping infrastructure</td>
<td>medium size water collector where local people access with their tanks to get the water</td>
<td>roof rain water harvesting for private use, with neighbourhood piping infrastructure for surplus sharing</td>
<td>harvesting rain water from the home roof for private use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DM</strong></td>
<td>an entrepreneur locally delivering 3D printed items made on request</td>
<td>maker selling 3D printed artefacts directly to final user in a shop by the workshop</td>
<td>a local 3D printer owner produces items for home use while producing for the local community on request during the unused time of the printer</td>
<td>making clothes at home using sewing machines for own use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DS</strong></td>
<td>a software developer providing service installing the home security system</td>
<td>a software developer selling the home security system developed from her office to the local community</td>
<td>developing open source software collaborating with a local community of developers at home to create a home security system</td>
<td>developing software at home to create a home security system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DI</strong></td>
<td>providing a local consultancy service about gardening, by going to the customers' gardens in the town</td>
<td>a farming expert providing a consultancy service in her office about farming for the region</td>
<td>small weather station for forecast located at home for your own use + sharing the information with your local community</td>
<td>(very) small weather station for home forecast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DD</strong></td>
<td>an architect providing a service for the local community to improve the houses going to the location of the houses</td>
<td>providing a service in your studio for the local customers to design custom furniture</td>
<td>Designing your own clothes at home and sharing your design with your local community</td>
<td>designing your own clothes at home</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Different DE Classification Examples for network-DE structure configurations

### 3. S.PSS Applied to DE: a Promising Approach to Diffuse Sustainability in Low/Middle-Income (All) Contexts

The paper discusses an innovative system approach to sustainability, i.e. the win-win potential of coupling S.PSS and DE for a sustainable society for all, which is the Research Hypothesis of the LeNSin (the international Learning Network of networks on Sustainability) project, funded by the EU Erasmus+ programme involving 36 universities from Italy, Finland, Netherlands, United Kingdom, China, India, Brazil, Mexico and South Africa. The Research Hypothesis runs as follow: (LeNSin Polimi Team, 2015).
A S.PSS applied to DE is a promising approach to diffuse sustainability in low/middle-income (all) contexts, because it reduces/cuts both the initial (capital) cost of DE hardware purchasing (that may be unaffordable) and the running cost for maintenance, repair, upgrade, etc. of such a DE hardware (that may cause the interruption of use), while increasing local employment and related skills, as well as fostering for economic interest of the producer/provider to design low environmentally impacting DE products, i.e. resulting in a key leverage for a sustainable development process aiming at democratizing the access to resources, goods and services.

Below in Figure 5 it is given an example of a win-win S.PSS model applied to DRE (one of the type of DE) in a low income context.

Let us specify a bit further the above Research Hypothesis, i.e. let us see in a more schematic way the main reasons why a Sustainable Product Service System model offer applied to Distributed Economies should open new opportunities for a sustainable development (even) in low and middle-income contexts:

- selling to final users the access rather than DE product ownership, reduces/avoids the purchasing costs of those DE hardware (frequently too high for low and middle-income people), making goods and services more easily accessible
- selling to final user all-inclusive life cycle services with DE product offer, reduces/avoids running cost for maintenance, repair, upgrade, etc. (frequently too high for low and middle-income people) avoiding the interruption of DE product use
- selling to to entrepreneur the access rather than DE equipment ownership, reduces/avoids initial (capital) investment costs (frequently too high for low and middle-income entrepreneurs), facilitating new business start-up
- selling to entrepreneur all-inclusive life cycle services with DE equipment offer, reduces/avoids running cost for maintenance, repair, upgrade, etc. (frequently too high for low and middle-income entrepreneurs), avoiding the interruption of DE equipment use, i.e. interruption of working activities
- offering goods and services without DE product/equipment purchasing costs, open new market opportunities as new potential customers form low and middle income contexts (BoP), i.e. potentially empowering locally-based economies.
For what concern the environmental benefits we could highlights that applying an S.PSS model foster an environmentally sustainable DE diffusion, because a DE producer/provider selling it to a final user/entrepreneur as an S.PSS offer model to is economically interested in designing it for DE product/equipment:

- lifespan extension and use intensification;
- material life extension (recycling, energy recovery, composting);
- materials minimizations;
- energy minimizations;
- resources (materials and energy) renewability/biocompatibility;
- resources (materials and energy) toxicity/harmfulness minimizations.

It is useful to highlight that the Research Hypothesis is, in fact, the coupling of two paradigm shifts (see the Figure 6):

- the shift from traditional product sale model to S.PSS, i.e. the shift of customer perceived value from individual ownership to access to a mix of products and services (systems) fulfilling a given unit of satisfaction;
- the shift from centralized to decentralized/distributed systems in which a small scale unit of production is locally-based, i.e. nearby or at the point of use, and where the user can become a producer.

Shifting the concern of the design role, the following Research Hypothesis (LeNSin Polimi Team, 2015) has been studied by envisioning a new system design role to design for S.PSS applied to DE.
4. Methodology

S.PSS applied to DE Design Approach, method and tools have been explored and characterised mainly within the LeNSin project with the following process:

**State of the Art:** each of the 36 partner institutions carried out literature review on the Design for Sustainability (DfS) topic, current practices and approaches in DfS, followed by a coordinated case study analysis. The results of those activities were shared between all partners in a meeting and through the project web platform.

**Design of the new method and tools:** A new method and design tools for S.PSS applied to DE has been designed and developed within the LeNS Lab Polimi as well as by the other project partners in relation to their own sustainability agenda. These activities were followed by 5 seminars held in Brazil, South Africa, Mexico, China and India, where the partners gathered academics, companies, NGOs, governmental institutions, etc. All developed until that point has been shared in these seminars, in which the input from the attendees have been collected. All the activities of the project were video-recorded and uploaded on the project website to be made accessible to all the researchers in the project, which made possible to gather feedback from a large group of researchers. All these activities led to a refinement and characterisation of the Research Hypotheses (that includes the approach), and the developed methods and tools.

**Testing and further development:** All produced that far were the bases for the design and implementation of the first round of 5 pilot courses held in the non-European partner countries, where local and European teachers were involved in the teaching and evaluating boards. All of the learning resources (syllabus, videos of the lectures, slides, case studies, tools, etc.) have been shared with other partners right after the end of each course. A second round of pilot courses was then carried out with the same logic in different universities and with different guest EU teachers and observers. At the end, a total of 10 pilot courses were carried out, each of them evaluated by a questionnaire given to both students and professors. All the pilot courses were also video-recorded and shared on the project platform.

**Development of the final version:** In parallel to the activities in the LeNSin Projects, the method and design tools for System Design for Sustainability for All have also been used and tested in the System Design for Sustainability course at Politecnico di Milano by Polimi LeNS Lab, where the final working versions of the method and tools have been developed. Nevertheless, their update and development are continuing by Polimi LeNS Lab through testing-by-using in the System Design for Sustainability course at Polimi as well as through synergies among the course materials developed by the other LeNS partners since all the course materials developed on the topic by the partners of the project are uploaded on the LeNS Platform as open source.
5. Sustainability Design-Orienting Scenario for S.PSS Applied to DE

A Sustainability Design-Orienting Scenario for S.PSS applied to DE has been developed within the project, which is composed by a polarity diagram with 4 visions (see Figure 7), each representing a Sustainable win-win configuration; combining socio-cultural, organizational and technological factors, fostering solutions with a low environmental impact, a high socioethical quality and a high economic and competitive value. It is polarised on the vertical axis by the type of DE structure, *distributed* or *decentralised*, and on the horizontal axis on the type of customer, *B2C* (final user or small communities) or *B2B* (small entrepreneur or small business). The crossing of those polarities produced the 4 vision that are shown in the diagram below:

![Figure 7. The design-orienting scenario for S.PSS applied to DE](image)


Finally, for *Designing Sustainable Product-Service System applied to Distributed Economies*, the following new role of designer is envisioned as defied below: (LeNSin Polimi Team, 2015)

**SD4SA:**
“design of S.PSS applied to DE, i.e. the design of the Systems of Products and Services that are together able to fulfil a particular customer demand (deliver a “unit of satisfaction”), within the DE paradigm; based on the design of innovative interactions among locally-based stakeholders, where...”
the ownership of the product/s and/or its life cycle responsibilities remain by the provider/s, so that economic interests of the provider/s continuously seek both environmentally and socio-ethically beneficial new solutions, i.e. solutions accessible to all”.

Within this framework there is the need to develop the new knowledge-base and know-how for the new competences in Designing and implementing Sustainable Product-Service System applied to Distributed Economies.

Based on the key approaches/skills of S.PSS design (Vezzoli, Kohtala, Srinivasan et al., 2017) the following could be derived as a first tentative description for System Design for Sustainability for All:

A. “satisfaction-system” approach: design the satisfaction of a particular demand (“satisfaction unit”) and all its related DE products and services;
B. “stakeholder configuration” approach: design the interactions of the stakeholder of a particular DE satisfaction-system;
C. “system sustainability4all” approach: design sustainable for all DE (offer model) where the economic and competitive interests of the providers continuously seek for environmental and socioethical beneficial new solutions.

In fact, this new role in (System) Design for Sustainability for All, moves from mere “appropriate technologies” design to “appropriate stakeholder configuration” design, to address S.PSS applied to DE.

In this framework, the two key disciplinary grounds to be merged, redefined and up-dated are those of Product-Service System design for Sustainability and that of Distributed Economies (DE) design and development.

Figure 8. Knowledge area sources for the building of the new discipline of System Design for Sustainability for All
7. Tools Developed for System Design for Sustainability for All Approach

A set of design tools for System Design for Sustainability for all (SD4SA) are developed to support design processes for the development of S.PSS, applicable to DE at the LeNS Lab at Politecnico di Milano. These tools are adaptable to specific design requirements and usable in existing design processes. In the figure below, the main phases and tools are listed.

**MAIN PHASES AND TOOLS**

In particular, the following tools are developed for S.PSS applied to DE:

- **Sustainability Design-Orienting Scenario _S.PSS&DE** for inspiring Sustainability For All ideas generation (S.PSS applied to DE)
- **Sustainability Design-Orienting (SDO) Toolkit** for orientating system design process towards sustainable solutions (environmental, socio-ethical, economic)
- **SDO Idea Table** for orientating DE idea generation process towards S.PSS offer model
- **Innovation Diagram** for positioning and characterizing existing offer and competitors; selecting promising ideas and starting characterizing S.PSS&DE concept profile
- **System Map** for visualizing (design and co-design) the configuration of the system, describing actors involved and their interactions

Figure 9. SD4SA main design phases and tools
8. Conclusion

The paper contents are innovative as both the understanding (and the description) of the win-win potentials of S.PSS applied to DE; and the related system design approaches, skills and tools are new. Those outcomes resulted from a process where their validity and characterisation have been carried out by a well-integrated groups of multidisciplinary and multicultural worldwide researchers. Finally, all the learning resources on the knowledge-base and know-how developed in the project are uploaded on the LeNS web platform, where they could be downloaded free of charge, with an open and copy-left ethos. The outcomes achieved are already innovative and relevant, but at the same time, it is clear that new research activities are needed to better identify the win-win characteristics of S.PSS applied to DE as well as the approaches and the skills for a new generation of designer adopting a system approach to effectively address the sustainability challenge.
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